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Preface 

NCC Denmark and the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) initiated the PhD project following 

NCC’s attempt to develop an Internet of Things (IoT) platform for efficiently collecting sensor data 

on building energy use and indoor environmental quality. NCC attempted to challenge the 

conventional building management system (BMS) used in large commercial buildings. They argued 

that BMS sparsely collected data and inefficiently provided access to them. Consequently, they 

believed that a cloud-service solution could overcome interoperability issues between sensors and 

data storage platforms and provide “ubiquitous” data access. The “vision & mission” with the IoT 

platform was to get enough data to challenge and change the prescriptive building design guidelines 

to increase occupant satisfaction and comfort for high-performing building operation and design. 

They initiated the PhD project to get more insights into how they could use the sensor data collected 

with the IoT platform. Consequently, NCC’s IoT platform was initially meant to play a central role 

in the PhD research.  

I was selected as a PhD candidate following a series of job interviews with NCC. In the first year, 

most time was spent on acquiring sensor devices and collaborating with NCC to set up a “PhD 

database” using the IoT platform. However, due to several failed attempts to set up a functioning IoT 

platform, NCC decided to use a different IoT platform provider. However, this shift meant that the 

PhD project did not have a functioning IoT platform ready for implementation in the case buildings. 

Consequently, I decided to set up an IoT data acquisition infrastructure for the PhD round the NCC 

IoT platform to ensure that all necessary data were correctly set up and stored as well as to avoid any 

future abruptions.  

During the second year, I conducted the research studies using the IoT acquisition infrastructure as 

mentioned above. However, as my research progressed, I became more critical about the “value of 

IoT”. Firstly, I realised that the PhD’s initial focus on IoT limited my research as I could only use 

IoT devices and IoT acquisition infrastructure for data collection. Secondly, it became blurrier for me 

what was considered as IoT and what was not. I realised that attributes such as “wireless” and 

“internet-connected” were the main IoT attributes – but BMS could also have these attributes! 

Thirdly, my research revealed that the project’s initial focus on IoT was not relevant; it was the 

application of the data obtained using IoT that was of interest and not the IoT per se. Consequently, 

the PhD research shifted focus from “IoT” to “data”. If the PhD title could change, a more suitable 

title would be:  

“Increased occupant satisfaction and comfort using data-driven methods for high-performing 

building operation and design”.  

Industrial research collaboration 

The PhD was part of Realdania’s nine industrial research projects that formed the “Smart City 

Research Cluster”1. The cluster served as a network for the involved companies, universities, and 

 
1 https://bloxhub.org/smart-city-research/ (Accessed: April-2021) 
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researchers (seven PhDs and two PostDocs) to form new collaborations, knowledge sharing, and 

disseminating recent research findings to the construction industry. Each researcher in the network 

addressed a specific topic related to smart cities and buildings, technologies and people. 

Consequently, this network put my research into a broader context that embraced the complexity of 

using digital technologies to improve occupant satisfaction and comfort.  

My involvement in the company provided insights into the construction industry’s activities, practices 

and challenges. My research led to several recommendations on how the company should integrate 

data-driven services and IoT in their existing practices. For example, the development of a new 

internal commissioning plan using IoT to commission buildings. Application of occupant voting 

systems to collect feedback for conducting post-occupancy evaluations. Introduction to evidence-

based design, integrating insights about building operation into building design, e.g., using actual 

occupancy data instead of heuristic rules-of-thumb.  
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Abstract 

Buildings are constructed to provide humans with a safe and comfortable environment to sleep, work 

and socialise. Therefore, they must be designed and operated to satisfy occupants’ needs and 

requirements without being resource-intensive and harmful to the environment. However, a 

significant obstacle in realising increased occupant satisfaction and high-performing buildings relates 

to the discrepancy between how buildings are designed/expected to perform and how they actually 

perform. The discrepancy is known as the building performance gap. 

 

The performance gap is the discrepancy between a building’s expected and actual occupant 

satisfaction or energy use. Generally, the building performance gap is attributed to the limited 

information on buildings’ operational performance during building design. This information can be 

obtained by collecting and analysing operational data during building operation using data-driven 

technologies such as the Internet of Things and machine learning. Current research focuses on the 

application of these technologies primarily from a technical point of view. However, building actors 

lack feasible methods for collecting and analysing building operational data to reduce the building 

performance gap. 

The overall research objective of the PhD thesis was to obtain insights into the actual operation of 

buildings for the benefit of occupant satisfaction, energy efficiency and building design. For this 

purpose, four data-driven methods were developed addressing the following aspects: Occupant 

thermal comfort, indoor air quality, energy efficiency and heating ventilation and air-conditioning 

(HVAC) sizing. The overall success criterion was that the methods provided insights that would be 

used during building design or operation to limit the building performance gap. The data-driven 

methods were applied to different use-cases in a Danish office building to investigate if they provided 

insights into a building’s design and operational performance. 

The thesis demonstrated that long-term measurements of airflow, electricity use, indoor temperature 

and CO2-concentration provided insights into the operational performance of air-handling units and 

showed that these units were sized appropriately according to the design requirements in the studied 

building. Passive-infrared sensors mounted below the building occupants’ work-desks showed that 

the expected occupancy level of 100% overestimated the observed occupancy level of 70% in the 

studied building. The application of continuous thermal feedback revealed that the studied building’s 

occupants preferred an indoor temperature level of 23.5 °C. Furthermore, prediction models of the 

studied building suggested that if the obtained insights were implemented in the studied building, the 

building occupants would obtain an increased thermal comfort of up to 10%, and the building would 

save up to 40% in energy use.  

In conclusion, the results of the thesis showed that the proposed data-driven methods provided 

insights into buildings’ actual operational performance to benefit occupant satisfaction, energy 

efficiency and building design. The insights above should be used in the particular building to 

improve the current building operation. Moreover, they should be used indicatively in building 

design, thereby opening up for an evidence-based design approach.  
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Resume 

Bygninger er konstrueret og vedligeholdt for at give mennesker et sikkert og behageligt miljø at sove, 

arbejde og omgås med andre. Derfor skal de designes og drives til at tilfredsstille bygningsbrugernes 

behov og krav uden at være ressourceintensive og belastende for miljøet. Men, en væsentlig hindring 

for at realisere øget beboertilfredshed og højt-ydende bygninger vedrører uoverensstemmelsen 

mellem hvordan bygninger er designet/forventes at fungere og hvordan de faktisk fungerer. 

Uoverensstemmelsen er kendt som bygningens ”præstationsgab”. 

Præstationsgabet er forskellen mellem bygningens forventet og faktiske brugertilfredshed og 

energiforbrug. Generelt tilskrives dette præstationsgab den begrænsede information om bygningsdrift 

i design af bygninger. Disse oplysninger kan opnås ved at indsamle og analysere data om 

bygningsdrift ved hjælp af datadrevne teknologier såsom Internet of Things og machine learning. 

Nuværende forskning fokuserer på anvendelsen af disse teknologier primært fra et teknisk synspunkt. 

Bygningsaktører mangler imidlertid praktiske metoder til at indsamle og analysere bygningsdriftsdata 

for at reducere bygningers præstationsgab. 

Det overordnede forskningsmål for ph.d.-afhandlingen var at få indsigt i bygningers faktiske drift til 

gavn for brugertilfredshed, energieffektivitet og bygningsdesign. Til dette formål blev der udviklet 

fire datadrevne metoder der adresserede følgende aspekter: Termisk komfort, luftkvalitet, 

energiforbrug og dimensionering af bygningens varme, køling og ventilation system (HVAC). Det 

overordnede succeskriterium var at metoderne gav indsigt der ville blive brugt under design eller drift 

af bygninger til at begrænse bygningers præstationsgab. De datadrevne metoder blev anvendt på 

forskellige use-cases i en kontorbygning for at undersøge om de gav indsigt i en bygnings design og 

drift. 

Afhandlingen demonstrerede at langsigtede målinger af luftmængden, elforbruget, indetemperaturen 

og CO2-koncentrationen gav indsigt i den operationelle ydeevne for ventilationsaggregater og 

synliggjorde at disse enheder blev dimensioneret korrekt i henhold til designkravene i den undersøgte 

bygning. Passiv-infrarøde sensorer monteret under bygningsbrugernes skriveborde viste at det 

forventede belægningsniveau på 100% overvurderede det faktiske belægningsniveau på 70% i den 

undersøgte bygning. Anvendelse af løbende termisk feedback afslørede at de pågældende 

bygningsbrugere foretrak et indetemperatur-niveau på 23,5 °C. Desuden viste forudsigelsesmodeller 

for den undersøgte bygning at hvis de opnåede indsigter blev implementeret i den undersøgte 

bygning, ville bygningsbrugerne opnå en øget termisk komfort på op til 10% og bygningen ville spare 

op til 40% i energiforbrug. 

Afslutningsvis viste resultaterne af afhandlingen at de foreslåede datadrevne metoder leverede 

indsigter om bygningers faktiske operationelle ydeevne til gavn for brugertilfredshed, 

energieffektivitet og bygningsdesign. Ovenstående indsigter skal bruges i den bestemte bygning for 

at forbedre den nuværende bygningsdrift. Desuden skal de bruges vejledende i bygningsdesign for 

derved at åbne op for en evidensbaseret designtilgang.  
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Nomenclature 

AEC – Architecture, Engineering and Construction 

AHU – Air-Handling Unit 

ASHRAE – American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers 

BMS – Building Management System 

CEO – Chief Executive Officer 

COVID-19 – COronaVIrus Diseas of 2019 

DKK – Danish krone 

DS – Danish Standard  

DGNB – Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen 

EN – European Standard 

FM – Facility Management 

HVAC – Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning 

IEQ – Indoor Environmental Quality 

IoT – Internet of Things 

IW – Intelligent Workplace at Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh  

LEED – Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 

OVS – Occupant Voting System 

PIR – Passive-InfraRed sensor 

PMV – Predicted Mean Vote 

POE – Post-Occupancy Evaluation 

PPD – Predicted Percentage Dissatisfied 

SBC – Dutch Smart Building Certification 

SBI – Statens ByggeforskningsInstitut  

SFP – Specific Fan Power 

TiAQ – an OVS for “Thermal and indoor Air Quality” feedback 

USD – United States Dollar 

VAV – Variable Air Volume 

 

°C – Celsius degree 

l/s – litre per second 

m2 – square metre 

m3/h – Cubic metre per hour 

ppm – parts per million 

W/(m3/s) – Watt per cubic metre per second 

Wh/K – Watt-hour per kelvin 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction and research objectives 

This chapter describes the purpose and background of this thesis, as well as the research objective, 

scope, hypotheses and research framework followed by a reading guideline.  

The performance gap as an obstacle in achieving high-performing buildings 

Buildings exist to provide humans with a safe and comfortable environment to sleep, eat, work, 

exercise and socialise. Therefore, a well-performing building is a building that provides stable and 

predictable conditions to enable occupants to perform these activities (Leaman, 1991). It is a well-

known fact that buildings require tremendous resources to satisfy these needs and requirements 

during their lifetime. Specifically, the building and construction sector is responsible for 36% of the 

total global energy use and 39% of energy- and processed-related CO2-emissions (IEA and UNEP, 

2019). Furthermore, the indoor environment in buildings has a significant impact on building 

occupants’ physical and psychological health, comfort and cognitive abilities (e.g., Carrer et al., 2015; 

Oseland, 2009; Wang et al., 2021). Therefore, buildings play a vital role in humans’ well-being, the 

increasing challenges caused by climate changes and overconsumption of the Earth’s resources. 

Buildings must be designed and operated to perform according to occupants’ needs and requirements 

and be environmentally reasonable.  

Despite the pursuit to design and operate high-performing buildings, many buildings do not provide 

comfortable conditions for occupants. The problem is due to the discrepancy in how buildings are 

intended or expected to perform and how they actually perform. This discrepancy is known as the 

building performance gap and is defined as the difference between the expected/predicted and 

actual/measured building performance (Zou et al., 2018). The following section clarifies the extent 

of the building performance gap from three different aspects: Occupant satisfaction, design of 

building services and building energy use. 

Indoor environmental quality (IEQ) standards such as ASHRAE Standard 55 (2010) and EN-16798-

1 (2019) require that a building is designed and operated so that at least 80% of the occupants are 

satisfied. However, results from more than 34,000 survey responses collected over ten years among 

more than 200 buildings in North America and Finland showed that only about 10% of the surveyed 

buildings had 80% occupants who were thermally neutral or satisfied with the thermal environment 

(Huizenga et al., 2006; Karmann et al., 2018). The OFFICEAIR study (Bluyssen et al., 2016) 

collected about 26,000 survey responses in 167 offices in eight European countries (e.g., Spain, 

Netherlands and Finland) during the winter 2011 – 2012 and found that 23% of respondents were 

generally dissatisfied with the indoor environment. Moreover, green-certified buildings (e.g., LEED 

and DGNB certified buildings) are typically promoted as buildings that provide higher occupant 

satisfaction and comfort than conventional buildings. A meta-analysis of 106 scientific publications 

performed by Geng et al. (2019) confirmed that green buildings generally provided satisfying indoor 

conditions for their occupants. However, according to a survey on 144 buildings by Altomonte and 

Schiavon (2013), occupant satisfaction was not significantly higher in LEED and non-LEED 

buildings.  
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The provided examples illustrate the discrepancy between expected and actual occupant satisfaction. 

This discrepancy underlines that specific IEQ conditions or design attributes expected to improve 

occupant satisfaction might not improve occupants’ actual satisfaction. For example, modern 

buildings are typically designed and equipped with automatic HVAC control (Park et al., 2019). 

However, multiple studies (e.g., Bluyssen et al., 2016; A. Leaman and Bordass, 2001; Toftum, 2010) 

suggest that occupants’ are more satisfied in buildings that provide them access to control the indoor 

environment. Furthermore, design requirements expected to lead to high occupant satisfaction, such 

as indoor temperature thresholds categorised as class A, do not necessarily lead to higher occupant 

satisfaction than less energy-demanding design requirements (Arens et al., 2010). Finally, the 

discrepancy between, e.g., the expected and actual clothing and activity level of occupants can lead 

to inappropriate design and sizing of heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) units and 

components; consequently, leading to the performance gap related to the design of building services.   

Several studies (e.g., Crozier, 2000; Djunaedy et al., 2011; Thomas and Moller, 2006) suggest that 

HVAC units (e.g., roof-top cooling units, boilers or ventilation fans) are often time oversized, i.e., 

designed with a capacity that is rarely fully utilised during actual peak-load conditions. For example, 

Crozier (2000) identified that at least 80% of the fifty HVAC units (cooling, heating and ventilation 

units) studied in the UK had about two times more excess capacity than necessary. Thomas and 

Moller (2007) demonstrated through two case studies in Australia that cooling units and ductworks 

were oversized by up to 34% and 26%, respectively. In some cases, moderately oversized HVAC can 

lead to energy efficient operation as the larger ducts, pipes and HVAC components have a lower 

pressure drop (Nall, 2015; Terkildsen and Svendsen, 2013). However, highly oversized HVAC units 

can be wasteful and costly related to resource use and space requirements (Thomas and Moller, 2007). 

They lead to inefficient operation at part-loads resulting in higher energy use and increased 

degradation of HVAC components (Crozier, 2000; Djunaedy et al., 2011). Additionally, highly 

oversized HVAC components can be challenging to control according to varying outdoor and indoor 

conditions, resulting in a poor indoor environment (Gorter, 2012) that negatively impact building 

occupants’ satisfaction. Consequently, underutilised HVAC capacity can widen the performance gap 

in occupant satisfaction and lead to the energy performance gap. 

The expected or predicted energy use can be determined using simple building models for 

documenting compliance with legislative building energy targets or complex models simulating the 

building energy performance (van Dronkelaar et al., 2016; Zou et al., 2018). Van Dronkelaar et al. 

(2016) found that the actual energy use of 25 offices varied by 53% compared to the predicted energy 

use. Geng et al. (2019) showed that green-certified buildings used averagely less energy than 

conventional buildings but that more than half of these buildings deviated by more than 25% from 

expected energy use. Besides the problem of increased energy use in otherwise believed high-

performing buildings, the energy performance gap can negatively impact decisions related to energy 

policies and strategic goals (Oreszczyn and Lowe, 2010). For example, Majcen et al. (2013) identified 

that energy reduction targets for dwellings based on the estimated energy use were unachievable 

based on actual energy use. They found that dwellings with high estimated energy use (energy labels 

C to G) had lower actual energy use. Consequently, failing to address the building energy 
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performance gap lead to costly, inefficient solutions that do not significantly reduce energy use and 

the environmental impact of new and existing buildings (Laurent et al., 2013).  

The provided examples illustrated that the building performance gap is a prevalent problem that needs 

to be addressed and limited to ensure high-performing buildings. Consequently, the next step is to 

identify the root cause of the building performance gap.  

Information and knowledge transfer as a solution to the performance gap 

Ill-informed decisions, assumptions or inappropriate activities during each stage in the building life 

cycle (design, construction, commissioning and operation) can contribute to the building performance 

gap (van Dronkelaar et al., 2016; de Wilde, 2014). Generally, the root cause of the building 

performance gap is the lack of information on the impact that assumptions, activities or actions have 

on the building performance. Bordass et al. (2004) characterised the building performance gap as a 

credibility gap, explaining that  

“Credibility gaps arise (…) because the assumptions often used are not well enough informed by 

what really happens in practice, because few people who design buildings go on to monitor their 

performance”. 

For example, occupants’ interaction with building systems (e.g., opening windows, thermostat 

control), hours spent in the building and personal comfort preferences significantly affect the indoor 

environment and energy use of buildings (D’Oca et al., 2018; Yoshino et al., 2017; Zou et al., 2018). 

The lack of data on how occupants use and behave in buildings creates uncertainty in the load 

calculation for HVAC sizing and design. Therefore, the HVAC engineers counteract this uncertainty 

using conservative design assumptions (de Wilde, 2014; Zou et al., 2018), leading to oversized 

HVAC components (Gorter, 2012; Thomas and Moller, 2006). Moreover, inappropriate building 

commissioning (Bordass et al., 2001a; van Dronkelaar et al., 2016), such as the use of generic 

temperature setpoints or HVAC operation schedules, can lead to unexpected high energy use and 

poor indoor environment during building operation (Rasmussen and Due, 2019).  

Several studies (Fedoruk et al., 2015; Loftness et al., 2009; Rasmussen et al., 2019; Zou et al., 2018) 

suggest that information and knowledge transfer is a possible solution to the building performance 

gap. Information can be acquired through multiple sources such as building operational data (e.g., 

Ahmad et al., 2016; Guerra-Santin and Tweed, 2015) or through communication and collaboration 

among stakeholders (e.g., Fedoruk et al., 2015; Rasmussen, 2020). For example, D’oca et al. (2018) 

suggested that stakeholders, such as designers or facility managers, should use the information on 

occupant behaviour to evaluate the impact that design strategies or retrofit potentials have on building 

energy use. Hong et al. (2020) identified that collecting and applying building sensor data in machine 

learning algorithms can identify appropriate retrofit potentials, perform fault detection and diagnostic 

and provide energy-efficient HVAC control. Clear et al. (2017) demonstrated that information on the 

actual thermal environment (e.g., indoor temperature measurements) facilitated conversations 

between the building occupants and facility managers about indoor environmental problems affecting 

occupant comfort and building energy use. Based on a case study on an advanced, innovative building 
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in Vancouver, Canada, Fedoruk et al. (Fedoruk et al., 2015) argued that monitoring building 

operational data only partly addressed the discrepancy between expected and actual energy use. They 

suggested that better communication and delivery of information among stakeholders in each building 

life cycle stage would have mitigated the encountered energy performance gap. The mentioned 

examples represent a spectrum of solutions using information and knowledge transfer (Earl, 2001; 

Rasmussen et al., 2019). The solutions range from the most technical-idealist solutions (e.g., D’Oca 

et al., 2018; Hong et al., 2020) to the most socio-idealist solutions (Clear et al., 2017; Fedoruk et al., 

2015). The present thesis mainly addressed the technical-idealist solutions as this was the scope of 

the PhD research.    

Previous studies on technical-idealist solutions for information and knowledge transfer (e.g., Cohen 

et al., 2001; Loftness et al., 2009; Zagreus et al., 2004) used post-occupancy evaluations (POE) to 

inform the building operation manager, engineers or architects about the actual building performance. 

The POE was conducted using laboratory-grade sensor equipment, questionnaires, interview 

techniques or expert walkthroughs. However, these conventional techniques only provided a 

“snapshot” of the building performance and were not feasible to provide continuous information over 

a long-time (Li et al., 2018; Parkinson et al., 2019a).  

The prevalence of Internet of Things (IoT) and advancements of building management systems 

(BMS) have resulted in increased availability of quantitative data on building operation. The 

availability of data has led to the advancement of so-called data-driven methods collecting and 

analysing building operational data for, e.g., occupant-centric HVAC control (Jung and Jazizadeh, 

2019; Park et al., 2019) and building performance optimisation (Hong et al., 2020; Kim and 

Katipamula, 2018). Additionally, data-driven methods have shown promising opportunities for 

providing information and knowledge transfer (e.g., Berquist et al., 2019; Parkinson et al., 2019a). 

However, several technological challenges need to be addressed for data-driven methods to become 

a pragmatic approach, such as having feasible techniques to collect and analyse sensor data (Burak 

Gunay et al., 2019; Yang and Bayapu, 2019). Besides, Earl (2001) emphasised that even the most 

technical-idealist solution has a social and organisational characteristic. Accordingly, the social and 

organisational challenges of data-driven methods need to be addressed, such as the lack of cases 

demonstrating the value proposition of collecting and using building operational data (Ahmed et al., 

2017). The present thesis aimed to address these challenges by contributing new knowledge that 

considers both the technical and social factors in using data-driven methods.  

The research objective and scope 

The overall research objective was to obtain insights into the actual operation of buildings for the 

benefit of occupant satisfaction, building energy efficiency and HVAC sizing.  

For this purpose, four specific data-driven methods were developed. The overall success criterion 

was that the methods provided insights that would be used during building design or operation to 

limit the building performance gap. Each data-driven method was developed to address a specific 

research objective related to building design and operation. Table 1 provides an overview of the data-
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driven methods and their associated research objectives. The present research scope was limited to 

the design and operation of mechanically ventilated office buildings, expressly, occupant thermal 

comfort, thermal environment, indoor air quality, occupancy and the capacity and energy efficiency 

of air-handling units (AHU).  

The research hypotheses and framework 

The data-driven methods were applied to eight use-cases, each addressing a particular hypothesis 

(Table 2). The use-cases were based on a case study of a Danish office building. Fig. 1 provides an 

overview of the research framework. 

Table 1. The data-driven methods, their research objectives and related appended papers. 

Data-driven 

method 
Research objective 

Appended 

papers 

HVAC sizing & 

performance 

Collecting and analysing long-term measurements to evaluate the capacity 

and energy efficiency of AHUs and their provided thermal environment and 

indoor air quality in office buildings. 
I, II 

Occupancy Collecting and analysing occupancy data in office buildings to determine 

inputs for building simulation models and HVAC control. 
III 

Occupant 

feedback 

Collecting and analysing occupant feedback to determine occupants’ 

satisfaction level and thermal preferences for input in HVAC sizing and 

control. 
V – IX 

Sensor 

distribution 

Collecting and analysing the number and location of sensors in an office 

space for representing the indoor environment perceived by the occupants. 
IV 

 
Fig. 1. Research framework: The data-driven methods (Table 1) and use-cases (Table 2). 
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Table 2. The use-cases and their hypotheses. 

# Use-cases Hypotheses 

1 AHU sizing 

evaluation 

The analysis of operational data on an AHU will enable to evaluate whether its 

capacity was correctly sized to meet design requirements during building 

operation. 

2 Occupancy schedule 

for AHU sizing 

The analysis of occupancy data will enable to evaluate whether the occupancy 

schedule used in AHU sizing led to the correct sizing of AHUs. 

3 Indoor temperature 

requirements for  

AHU sizing 

The analysis of occupants’ thermal votes and indoor environmental data will 

enable to evaluate whether the indoor temperature limits used in AHU sizing 

represented the particular building occupants’ thermal preferences. 

4 AHU performance  

evaluation 

The analysis of operational data on an AHU will enable to evaluate whether its 

operational performance met design and operational requirements and identify how 

its performance should be improved. 

5 Occupant thermal  

comfort evaluation 

The analysis of occupants’ thermal votes and indoor environmental data will 

enable to evaluate whether the HVAC operation matched occupants’ thermal 

preferences and identify the HVAC temperature setpoints that would lead to 

improved occupant thermal comfort. 

6 Sensor location for  

HVAC control 

The analysis of occupants’ thermal votes and indoor environmental data provided 

by additional spatially distributed sensors will enable to evaluate whether the 

number and location of the sensors connected to the BMS represented the indoor 

condition perceived by the occupants. 

7 HVAC operation 

evaluation 

The analysis of occupants’ thermal votes and occupancy data will enable to 

evaluate whether the daily HVAC operation matched the occupancy pattern and 

occupants’ thermal comfort preferences. 

8 Improved IEQ  

and energy  

efficiency 

Applying the results from the previous use-cases to change HVAC control 

setpoints will improve occupants’ thermal comfort and reduce HVAC energy use. 

Reading guideline 

The thesis is based on a summary of the appended papers. Chapter 2 summarises paper I – IX by 

describing the case building, the in-field experiments and the data-driven methods’ design and 

performance. The chapter provides background information for the results presented in Chapter 3. 

Chapter 3 discusses the application of the data-driven methods in the context of the use-cases 

presented in Table 2 and the limitations of applying the insights from the data-driven methods. The 

chapter addresses paper I – IV and IX. Chapter 4 discusses the social and organisational aspects of 

data-driven methods and addresses paper X and XI. Finally, Chapter 5 provides a conclusion to each 

hypothesis in Table 2 and the overall thesis, followed by suggestions for building professionals and 

future work. 
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Chapter 2 – The case building and data-driven methods  

This chapter describes the case building, the in-field experiments and the data-driven methods’ design 

and performance. Table 3 provides an overview of the data source, data type and data analysis 

technique of each data-driven method and the amount of data collected using the methods in the 

studied buildings. Building operational data were acquired from at least five office spaces in a Danish 

office building (Building A) (e.g., paper II, III and VIII), one office space in another Danish office 

building (Building B) (e.g., paper III and VIII) and the entire Intelligent Workplace building at 

Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, USA (Hartkopf et al., 1997) (e.g., paper VIII). The use-

cases and the related results presented in the thesis were centred on Building A.  

Table 3. Overview of data source, type, quantity and analysis technique of each data-driven method. 

 

Data-driven method 

HVAC sizing & 

performance 
Occupancy Occupant feedback Sensor distribution 

Data 

source 

BMS: AHU and IEQ 

sensors 

IoT: PIR IoT: OVS IoT and BMS: IEQ 

sensors 

Data  

type 

Airflow, electrical 

power, indoor 

temperature, CO2-

concentration 

Occupancy per 

work-desk 

Occupants’ thermal and  

indoor air quality votes (“Too 

Cold”, “Too Warm”, “Fine”, 

“Draught” and “Stuffy”),  

various indoor environmental 

measurements (e.g., indoor 

temperature, airflow per office 

space)  

Various indoor 

environmental 

measurements (e.g., 

indoor temperature, 

CO2-concentration, 

relative humidity) 

Quantity Two years and  

three months,  

15-min. time step 

Seven months,  

5-min. time step 

Seven months,  

5-min. time step 

Five months and 

seven months,  

15-min. time step 

Data 

analysis 

Cumulative 

distribution; 

scatterplot 

Cumulative 

distribution; 

statistics 

(average and 

spread) 

Logistic, linear and support- 

vector regression; decision tree; 

time-series plot of the daily vote 

count for each vote type; boxplot 

of the daily vote count for each 

vote type 

Wilcoxon signed-

rank tests and 

confidence interval 

Case 

building 

All AHUs, 4th- and 

8th-floor Build. A 

1 office in  

Build. A and B,  

5 offices in Build. A, 1 office in 

Build. B and the entire IW 

5 offices in Build. A, 

1 office in Build. B 

Note: PIR = Passive-InfraRed sensor, OVS = Occupant Voting System, Build. = Building,  

          IW = Intelligent Workplace at Carnegie Mellon University.  
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The case building Building A  

Building A (Fig. 2) was constructed in 2014 as a nine-story 16,400 m2 multi-tenant, green-certified 

office building. The case study only included the office spaces from the 4th to 8th floor. The offices 

were designed as open-plan spaces ranging from 190 m2 to 360 m2 and occupied by engineers, 

consultants and administration workers during weekdays, typically from 7 to 17 o’clock.   

 
Fig. 2. Top: Overview of Building A. Bottom, left: A selection of the studied offices on the southwest 

wing. Bottom, right: The studied office on the north wing. N = North. S = South. W = West. East = 

E. 

Six AHUs provided heating, cooling and fresh air to all floors. Each AHU had a rotary heat 

exchanger, fans with variable speed drives and a cooling coil. The airflow was controlled as variable 

air volume (VAV) and heated by re-heaters installed on each floor and each wing (Fig. 2: north, 
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0 
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southeast, southwest). Occupants had fixed seating in the office spaces. They could adjust the indoor 

temperature setpoint on the wall-mounted thermostats, adjust the internal blinds and, to a limited 

extent, open windows. The building had an estimated thermal mass of 120 Wh/K per m2 and a 

0.33 window-to-wall ratio. The building was managed and maintained by a building operation 

manager responsible for the day-to-day services (e.g., maintenance, mail distribution, complaint 

management).  

Mainly three experimental studies were conducted in Building A. One study including all floors 

(paper I and II). Another study including the north wing, 5th floor (paper III, IV, VII – IX) and a third 

study on the southwest wing including the 4th, 5th, 6th and 8th floor (Fig. 2) (paper VII – IX). Internet-

connected devices were mounted on the external walls or placed on tables near the occupants (Fig. 2). 

The sensors measured, among others, indoor temperature, relative humidity and indoor CO2-

concentration. Occupant voting system (OVS) panels were mounted near the entrances to the 

southwest offices and placed on tables/bookcases in the north office (Fig. 2). Existing 

thermostats/sensors connected to the BMS were mounted on the interior wall (Fig. 2). Data on 

airflow, supply/return temperature and heating energy use were collected from the BMS. Data on 

electricity use were collected with internet-connected clamped-type power meters. Passive-infrared 

sensors were mounted below occupants’ work-desk in the north office (Fig. 2).   

 

The experiments with data-driven methods were conducted in different offices in Building A 

(Table 3). Nevertheless, insights from the data-driven methods were generalised to the entire building 

to demonstrate their combined application in Chapter 3.  

The data-driven method HVAC sizing & performance 

AHUs are typically sized using the two following variables. The design airflow is the required airflow 

for meeting the thermal environmental and indoor air quality requirements during concurrent peak-

load conditions in each conditioned office space. The maximum pressure drop is the sum of pressure 

drops determined for the longest ventilation distribution, starting from the AHU and ending at the 

most remote inlet damper. The pressure drop is minimised to reduce electricity use and noise levels, 

typically using large duct sizes and components.  

HVAC sizing and performance (Table 3, paper II) was a method for investigating whether AHUs 

were sized appropriately and performed according to the design and operational requirements. The 

data-driven method was applied to the six AHUs in Building A. For this purpose, measurements of 

return airflow, electricity use, indoor temperature and indoor CO2-concentration was collected and 

analysed. The six AHUs were equally connected to two switchboards, and the electricity was 

measured over these switchboards. Therefore, the following investigation was conducted for AHUs 

grouped as TA01 and TA02.  

The airflow measurement was compared to the design airflow for an AHU. The normalised airflow, 

the measured airflow divided by the design airflow, was visualised as a cumulative distribution. The 

distribution displayed the percentage of time (τ) that the normalised airflow was within a specific 
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threshold. The sizing levels of the six AHUs were evaluated using the classification scheme presented 

in Table 4, adapted from paper II. The following three sizing levels were defined: “Oversized”, 

“Rightsized” and “Undersized”. Since the airflow was controlled with VAV, the AHU was identified 

as rightsized if its normalised airflow was more than 50% of the time between 50% and 100% 

(Table 4).  

Table 4. Sizing level from paper II. τ is the percentage of time at a given threshold. 

Sizing variable Oversized Rightsized Undersized 

Normalised 

airflow, qn  

Operation: 

50% < qn < 100% 

in τ < 50%. 

Operation: 

50% < qn < 100% 

in τ > 50%. 

Operation: 

qn > 100% 

in τ > 50%. 

Alongside the sizing evaluation, the specific fan power (SFP) for the AHU and the indoor temperature 

and CO2-concentration in the conditioned offices were used to identify whether the AHU 

performance met the energy and indoor environmental design requirements. SFP [W/(m3/s)] was the 

total electricity used by the AHU to provide a given airflow. The performance levels of the six AHUs 

were evaluated using the classification scheme presented in Table 5, adapted from paper II. The 

following three performance levels were defined: “Poor”, “Acceptable” and “Very good”. 

Table 5. Performance level from paper II. τ is the percentage of time within a given threshold. 

Performance 

variable 
Poor Acceptable Very good 

Normalised 

specific fan 

power, SFPn, and 

normalised 

airflow, qn 

Worse than “Normal” 

SFPn > 100% 

for qn < 100%. 

“Normal”, “Good” or Ideal” 

90% < SFPn < 100% 

for qn < 100%. 

“Good” or “Ideal” 

SFPn < 90% 

for qn < 100%. 

Indoor 

temperature,  

T 

< 95% of occupied zones: 95% of occupied zones: >95% of occupied zones: 

20 °C < T < 26 °C in τ > 95% 

and 

T > 27 °C or T < 18 °C  in Δτ < 1% 

Indoor CO2-

concentration, 

CO2 

< 95% of occupied zones: 95% of occupied zones: >95% of occupied zones: 

CO2 < 900 ppm in τ > 95% 

and 

CO2 > 2000 ppm in Δτ < 1% 

The design SFP was the expected electricity use for providing the design airflow. The normalised 

SFP was calculated as the actual SFP divided by the design SFP. The normalised airflow and 

normalised SFP were compared to the regression models by Schild and Mysen (2009) to determine 

whether the fan control was operating as expected. The regression models were based on the energy 
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efficiency level of the fan control, denoted “Normal”, “Good” and “Ideal” (Table 5). A “Normal” 

relationship between SFP and airflow was obtained using a fixed static pressure setpoint. Whereas an 

“Ideal” relationship was obtained using a static pressure reset setpoint strategy (e.g., Zhang et al., 

2015). The fans in the studied AHUs were controlled using a fixed static pressure setpoint; thereby, 

the AHUs were expected to correspond to the regression model “Normal”.  

The indoor temperature and CO2-concentration measurements were collected from all the available 

BMS sensors in the occupied office spaces in Building A. This included measurements from all 

offices from the 4th to 8th floor. Each sensor measurement represented an occupied zone and was 

visualised as a cumulative distribution to determine the percentage of time the upper or lower design 

requirements (Table 5) were exceeded. The percentile value (5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th) displayed 

on the cumulative distribution plots represented the percentage of occupied zones having a measured 

value equal to or below a specific threshold.  

The data-driven method Occupancy 

The design airflow for AHU sizing is typically determined using building simulation models. The 

models characterise a representative or critical zone in the building. Input variables and indoor 

environmental requirements are typically determined based on information extracted from the design 

brief described by the building client or his/her consultants, national design guidelines (Vorre et al., 

2017) or based on the designer’s experience from previous building projects. Occupancy is one of 

the many input variables used in the building simulation models. The expected occupancy can be 

described as the number of occupants expected to use the building throughout an hour, day or week.  

The data-driven method Occupancy (Table 3, paper III) was used to evaluate the occupancy schedule 

used in the building simulation model. This was done by comparing it to the actual occupancy level 

in office buildings. The actual occupancy can be determined using various data-driven techniques, 

such as plug-load meters, computer-vision cameras and mobile signal tracking (Jung and Jazizadeh, 

2019). The present method used wireless passive-infrared (PIR) sensors to determine the occupancy 

schedule in an office space. The data-driven method’s accuracy was determined by comparing its 

results to half-hourly manual observations collected over six days in Building B. The comparison 

demonstrated that the data-driven method had an average accuracy of 87.5% to correctly estimate 

occupancy in the studied office space.      

The sensors were mounted below the occupants’ work-desks in the north office in Building A (Fig. 2) 

from November 2018 to June 2019 to determine the percentage of occupants concurrently present at 

each hour during a workday. The observed occupancy per hour in Building A was compared to the 

Danish design guideline (Vorre et al., 2017) (denoted SBI), corresponding to the schedule used in the 

AHU sizing for the studied building.  
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The data-driven method Occupant feedback 

The Danish building regulation prescribes that the thermal environment in offices should be 

documented using building simulation models. The building client is responsible for defining the 

indoor temperature requirements used in these models. Mostly, they use design standards such as EN-

16798-1 (2019) or DS-474 (1993). The standards propose three classes of indoor temperature ranges 

based on the Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) and the Predicted Percentage Dissatisfied (PPD) (Fanger, 

1970). Furthermore, they provide examples of temperature ranges based on the expected clothing 

level and activities of occupants in different building types. For example, the indoor temperature 

during occupied hours in offices used for sedentary work can be expected to be between 20 °C and 

26 °C, corresponding to a maximum PPD of 15%. The indoor temperature is allowed to exceed the 

range, e.g., 5% of the time to minimise HVAC oversizing. However, the indoor temperature range 

has been criticised for being too narrow because it is costly to obtain in terms of energy use and 

challenging to maintain during building operation (Arens et al., 2010). Moreover, the underlying 

assumptions, such as occupants’ clothing level, activity, behaviour, etc., might not necessarily 

represent the particular people occupying the space. Research suggests that instead of strict control 

using fixed temperature setpoints, occupants should have the option to adapt themselves and the 

environment to their needs and preferences (e.g., van Hoof, 2008; Toftum, 2010; Wang et al., 2018). 

This can be enabled through continuous monitoring of IEQ and occupant feedback combined with, 

e.g., the use of occupant-centric control (Park et al., 2019) or personal comfort systems (Rawal et al., 

2020).  

Various IEQ sensor solutions exist to collect continuous measurements of IEQ variables (Dong et al., 

2019; Jung and Jazizadeh, 2019). For collecting “continuous” occupant feedback, OVS serves as an 

approach that enables occupants to provide continuous feedback at any given time using information 

and communication technology (paper V). Most studies on OVS used smartphone applications to 

collect occupant feedback in the context of occupant-centric control (paper V). For example, OVS 

has been applied to control the HVAC temperature setpoint according to occupants’ thermal 

preferences (e.g., Jazizadeh et al., 2014; Winkler et al., 2016). Nevertheless, few studies have 

demonstrated that OVS can be used in other applications than HVAC control. For example, such as 

for supporting building operation managers with fault detection (e.g., Pritoni et al., 2017), researchers 

to conduct long-term POE (e.g., Berquist et al., 2019) and building occupants to identify suitable 

seating in office spaces (e.g., Sood et al., 2020). Even though research studies on OVS are limited 

(paper V), they show a promising opportunity to improve occupant thermal satisfaction and reduce 

HVAC energy use (paper IV). However, the length of the study duration affects how frequent 

occupants interact with the device. For example, studies with a duration of more than thirty days (e.g., 

Balaji et al., 2016; Pritoni et al., 2017) showed lower interaction with OVS over the entire study 

period than studies with shorter durations (e.g., Jazizadeh and Becerik-Gerber, 2012; Petersen and 

Pedersen, 2016) (paper IV).  Consequently, since OVS relies on occupants’ feedback, its design and 

implementation need to be carefully considered to ensure occupants interact with the device over the 

desired study duration. 
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The data-driven method Occupant feedback (Table 3, paper VIII and IX) used a physical panel of 

five buttons as an OVS. The device was located in the studied office spaces near entrances (Fig. 2 

and Fig. 3). The purpose of using a tangible OVS instead of a smartphone-based OVS was to provide 

occupants easy access to provide feedback. A preliminary study in the north office in Building A 

suggested that occupants preferred the tangible OVS instead of the smartphone app version when 

both options were available to them (paper VII). This observation was also supported by other OVS 

studies (e.g., Lassen et al., 2021; Mathur et al., 2015; Rittenbruch et al., 2015). The studied OVS was 

denoted TiAQ (Thermal and indoor Air Quality) and provided occupants with the opportunity to 

provide their here-and-now feedback on the thermal environment and indoor air quality (Fig. 3: “Too 

cold”, “Too warm”, “Fine”, “Stuffy” and “Draught”). TiAQ was designed as a non-intrusive device, 

i.e., it neither emitted any sound nor light that would distract occupants.  

 
Fig. 3. Left: The interface of TiAQ. Right: Example of mounting location in a southwest office in 

Building A. The Danish text translates into “Right now, here at my office, I feel”. 

Overall, the studies on TiAQ were conducted by allowing occupants to decide when and how often 

they used the OVS. During the long-term study in the four offices in Building A, the indoor 

temperature setpoint or AHU operation was changed to create variations in the indoor environment 

once every month. This was done to induce variations in occupants’ voting behaviour. These events 

were denoted “interventions”. Three different interventions were conducted: A cooling intervention 

in which indoor temperature setpoints were lowered to 17 °C; “no airflow” interventions in which 

ventilation was turned off; and a heating intervention in which indoor temperature setpoints were 

increased to 26 °C. The interventions were set to last only three days.  

TiAQ was suitable for representing occupants’ thermal comfort preferences (represented by “Fine” 

votes) and thermal complaints (represented by “Too Cold” and “Too Warm” votes) over time 

(paper VIII and IX). However, “Stuffy” votes were generally not representative of occupants’ 

perception of indoor air quality, and the “Draught” votes correlated with “Too Cold”. Therefore, the 

presented results in Chapter 3 only addressed the thermal comfort and complaint votes.  

TiAQ received an average of 20 votes per day during a seven-month study in Building A. However, 

occupants used the device less frequently over time because they did not obtain “feedback on 

feedback” on whether their votes were used to improve the indoor condition (paper VIII). 
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Nevertheless, the long-term study provided sufficient data to perform the following in-depth data 

analysis, reported in detail in paper IX:  

Firstly, thermal votes and indoor environmental measurements were collected concurrently and 

analysed using logistic regression analysis. The analysis revealed that the indoor temperature and 

airflow had a statistically significant effect on whether occupants voted “Too cold”, “Too warm” or 

“Fine”.  A logistic regression model was obtained using the indoor temperature and airflow to predict 

occupants’ thermal votes. The model obtained an accuracy of 61% to correctly predict the thermal 

votes. Secondly, a decision tree was applied to illustrate the distribution of thermal votes in relation 

to the voting time and the panel location. Thirdly, the collected data were used in regression models 

to predict the average daily indoor temperature, CO2-concentration and energy use. The prediction 

models achieved an accuracy of at least 84%. The models were used to determine the implications of 

different control strategies in Building A (presented in Chapter 3).  

The data-driven method Sensor distribution 

The layout of the wiring and piping of technical systems in buildings are typically optimised for 

easing building construction. Consequently, thermostats and indoor environmental sensors are 

mounted on interior walls with the ground that potential obstructions or disturbances affecting the 

measurements are avoided (Borier et al., 2019; Madsen et al., 1990). Since occupants’ work-desks 

are typically placed near the exterior wall to meet daylight requirements and access to outdoor view 

(BR18, 2020), the mounted sensors might not represent the indoor condition perceived by the 

occupants (Fisk et al., 2010; Parkinson et al., 2019b). Determining the suitable number and location 

of sensors depend on different factors, such as the room dimension, HVAC type and the material of 

the building envelope (Liu et al., 2019). Previous studies in climate chambers and using 

Computational Fluid Dynamic demonstrated that sensor location affects HVAC energy use and its 

ability to deliver thermal comfort and even temperature variations in the occupied zone (e.g., 

Alhashme and Ashgriz, 2016; Borier et al., 2019; Madsen et al., 1990).  

The data-driven method Sensor distribution (Table 3, paper IV) was used to determine whether IEQ 

measurements varied among sensors, e.g., between sensors near the interior and exterior walls. For 

this investigation, sensor measurements from the studied offices in Building A (Fig. 2) were used. 

The sensor measurements collected in a particular office space over the entire study period during 

working hours were compared. The comparison used the Wilcoxon signed-rank hypothesis test with 

a significance level of 5%. The hypothesis test was used to compare the distribution of two sensor 

measurements. As different sensors were compared to each other, the sensor accuracy was taken into 

account by comparing the difference in sensor measurements to the following thresholds: 0.80 °C 

and 150 ppm. The thresholds were determined during a preliminary experiment conducted on the 

used sensors (paper IV). The observed difference in sensor measurements was calculated as the 95th 

percentile confidence interval. If the confidence interval exceeded the specified threshold and the 

hypothesis test resulted in a p-value lower than 5%, the difference between two sensor measurements 

was statistically significant. The energy use of the sensor location for HVAC control was calculated 

using the simulation results obtained by Hoyt et al. (2015).   
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Chapter 3 – Results and discussion on the data-driven methods  

The data-driven methods were applied to the different use-cases (Table 2) in Building A. This chapter 

starts with the use-cases on building design and building operation, followed by a discussion on the 

limitations of applying insights from data-driven methods.  

The application of data-driven methods to use-cases on building design 

The planning and design stage in the building life cycle should be carefully considered as it affects 

the building’s operational performance. The assumptions and decisions that HVAC engineers make 

about, e.g., the building thermal conditions and occupants’ behaviour and preferences, significantly 

affect the building design and the size of HVAC units and components (Abuimara et al., 2020).  

Consequently, HVAC designers sometimes use conservative design assumptions (Gorter, 2012) or 

inappropriate safety factors (Nall, 2015) in load estimations to ensure that HVAC units meet design 

requirements. However, these actions can result in poor operational performance or wasteful resource 

use. 

The presented “performance gap” was addressed by the following data-driven methods: HVAC sizing 

and performance, Occupancy and Occupant feedback (Fig. 1).  The data-driven methods were applied 

to address hypotheses 1 – 3 (Table 2). Specifically, the use-cases presented in this section intended 

to investigate whether the analysis of data on AHU operation, occupancy, occupants’ thermal 

preferences and indoor environment will identify if: (1) The AHU capacity was adequate to meet 

design requirements during building operation. (2) The occupancy schedule used in AHU sizing 

matched the actual occupancy in the building. (3) The indoor temperature limits used in AHU sizing 

matched occupants’ actual thermal preferences.  

Evaluation of the airflow capacity of an air-handling unit in operation 

Fig. 4 shows the cumulative distribution of the normalised airflow for the AHU groups in Building A 

during working hours in 2017 and 2018. Working hours were based on the typical HVAC operation 

schedule and occupancy hours. The different operation schedules used for each AHU led to the 

“starting-up” range shown in Fig. 4. Only the range from 16% to 100% on the x-axis, denoted 

“operation” in Fig. 4, was considered in the evaluation.  

The normalised airflow for each AHU group was more than 50% of the time between 50% and 100%. 

According to Table 4, the AHU groups were both rightsized. Furthermore, both AHU groups met the 

CO2-concentration requirements in Table 5 in 99% of the time for 95% of the monitored offices 

(paper II). TA01 also met the indoor temperature and SFP requirements in Table 5, but TA02 did not 

meet these requirements. Since TA02 had an adequate airflow capacity, the poor operational 

performance, addressed later in this chapter, was not due to the AHU airflow capacity. 

The data-driven method revealed that the AHUs in TA01 and TA02 in Building A had a sufficient 

airflow capacity to meet design requirements during building operation and was not linked to poor 

operational performance. These results confirmed that the AHU sizing procedure for Building A was 
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appropriate. Nevertheless, Fig. 4 shows that the AHUs only provided up to 95% of the design airflow, 

thereby never fully utilising their capacity. The proposed data-driven method did not explicitly 

consider the peak-load condition in the sizing evaluation. This was considered in the method by 

raising the lower threshold of 50%. For example, TA01 had an excess capacity of 15%. Accordingly, 

the lower threshold was set to 65% (Fig. 4: The dashed blue line), resulting in a new operation area 

that ranged from 65% to 100%. The normalised airflow of TA01 was about 20% of the time outside 

this operation area. Consequently, TA01 was still classified as rightsized, but it had an excess capacity 

of 15% that was never fully utilised.  

 
Fig. 4. Paper II. The cumulative distribution of the normalised airflow for AHUs in TA01 and TA02. 

The working hours were in UTC, and the grey area is the operation area for rightsized AHUs. The 

dashed blue line indicates the new lower limit for a rightsized AHU.  

This new result did not change the performance evaluation. Therefore, the AHU capacity was still 

considered adequate to meet design requirements during building operation. As the excess capacity 

was not linked to poor operational performance in Building A, one could argue whether it needed to 

be avoided in future AHU sizing. An argument against the excess capacity was related to the 

additional cost and material use of having an oversized AHU. For example, the excess capacity of 

15% led to an additional construction cost of 190,689 USD (1,288,000 DKK) for Building A 

(paper II). Suppose that the design airflow had been reduced by 15% for the studied building, then 

the AHU would have had no or limited excess capacity to safeguard it against unexpected peak-load 

conditions or changes towards high airflow requirements, e.g., due to the COVID-19 pandemic 

(Morawska et al., 2020; REHVA, 2020).  

Nevertheless, the results suggested that AHUs were never fully utilised. The next step was to identify 

a plausible explanation for the excess capacity. No safety factors were used in the AHU sizing in 

Building A. Therefore, a plausible explanation for the excess capacity was that design assumptions 
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related to the building use and operational settings did not represent the actual building condition. 

This explanation was investigated in the following section. 

Evaluation of occupancy schedule used in sizing air-handling units 

The results from the data-driven method Occupancy are presented in Fig. 5. The figure shows that 

95% of the time during the observed period, a maximum of 70% of occupants used the studied office 

space in Building A concurrently for an hour. The occupancy schedule for the studied office space in 

Building B also showed the same results. The occupancy level for both studied buildings differed by 

30% from the occupancy schedule denoted “SBI.high” (Fig. 5), corresponding to the schedule used 

in determining the design airflow. Therefore, the expected occupancy schedule overestimated the 

actual occupancy in the office spaces.  

 
Fig. 5. The 95th percentile occupancy level (diversity factor) per hour for the studied buildings and 

occupancy schedules from the Danish design guideline SBI (Vorre et al., 2017).  

This result is one explanation for the excess capacity of AHUs observed in Fig. 4. Other explanations 

were related to, e.g., the solar shading coefficient and the internal heat load from equipment used in 

determining the design airflow. Additional data analysis, e.g., using building simulation models 

(Abuimara et al., 2020), was required to conclude whether the occupancy schedule directly led to the 

observed excess capacity. Nevertheless, the results suggested that an occupancy level of 70% was 

appropriate for sizing future AHUs. This suggestion corresponded to the less conservative occupancy 

schedule denoted “SBI.low” (Fig. 5). 

The results supported previous research studies that identified a diversity factor of up to 80% for 

office buildings (e.g., Davis and Nutter, 2010; Duarte et al., 2013; Mahdavi, 2009). However, most 

studies were based on one or two case studies, limiting the generalisability of their results. More case 
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buildings are needed to determine the appropriate occupancy schedules for sizing AHUs. For 

example, Azar et al. (2020) suggested that future research should develop and collect occupant-

related datasets for building design and code compliance calculations. Until more data are obtained 

from different buildings, the findings in Fig. 5 should be used as carefully as any other decisions and 

assumptions made during building design. Suppose the information about occupancy is uncertain at 

the time of AHU sizing. In that case, both the minimum (Fig. 5: e.g., “SBI.low”) and maximum 

(Fig. 5: e.g., “SBI.high”) schedule should be used to determine the consequences each design 

assumption can have on occupant comfort, indoor environment, energy use, construction and 

operation costs (Roetzel, 2015). This analysis can be conducted using uncertainty analysis adopted 

from statistics (e.g., O’Brien et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2014).  

Evaluation of indoor temperature requirements used in sizing air-handling units 

The data-driven method Occupant feedback was used to determine the indoor temperature levels 

resulting in, e.g., the lowest number of complaints or highest number of comfort votes in Building A. 

These results were summarised in Table 6. The ranges were compared to the indoor environmental 

limits used in the AHU sizing, defined as a range from 20 °C to 26 °C with a maximum upper limit 

of 27 °C (Table 5).   

Table 6. Percentage of comfort (fine) and complaint (cold/warm) votes for selected temperatures 

Selected indoor temperature levels Too Cold Too Warm Fine 

21.5 °C 65% 5% 30% 

22.0 °C  50% 10% 40% 

23.5 °C 20% 20% 60% 

24.5 °C 5% 25% 70% 

25.5 °C 0% 30% 70% 

Note: The measured indoor temperature ranged from 21 °C to 26 °C during the TiAQ study in Building A.  

According to Table 6, more than 50% of the votes were on “Too cold” for temperature levels lower 

than 22 °C. This suggested that the minimum indoor temperature of 20 °C used in AHU sizing was 

too low. Building A had a relatively high thermal mass, and its mechanical ventilation system was 

challenging to control. Therefore, the indoor temperature in the studied offices never exceeded 26 °C. 

Consequently, the data collected during the study did not provide enough information to reliably 

assess whether upper limits were set too high or too low. The 22 °C was used as the new lower indoor 

temperature limit. The new indoor temperature limit was displayed in Fig. 6.  

Fig. 6 shows the cumulative distribution of the indoor temperature measurements for office spaces 

conditioned by the AHUs in TA01 or TA02. It shows that 5% of the spaces exceeded the lower 

temperature limit of 22 °C more than 5% of the time. The AHUs had an excess airflow capacity to 

meet the new design requirements (Fig. 4). Therefore, the temperature exceedance was linked to 

inappropriate operational settings, discussed in the following sections.  
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Fig. 6. Paper II. The cumulative distribution of indoor temperature for offices conditioned by the 

AHU groups TA01 and TA02. The working hours were in UTC. The dashed blue line is the new 

lower temperature limit based on the collected votes. 

The findings suggested that the lower temperature limit should be raised for future sizing of AHUs. 

For example, the lower limit should be raised to at least 21 °C, corresponding to the recommended 

design value in EN-16798-2 (2019). The results supported previous research suggesting that 20 °C 

does not represent occupants’ tolerated lower temperature limit in centrally controlled and 

mechanically ventilated buildings (e.g., Li et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2011). This discrepancy was 

likely because of the inappropriate design assumption that all occupants wear 1.0 Clo in winter (EN 

16798-2, 2019). For example, Choi et al. (2012) explained the observed difference in thermal 

satisfaction among the occupants during a POE study in 20 office buildings as the difference in their 

clothing level. Moreover, using 20 °C in building simulation or energy calculations results in a “false” 

impression of the expected building energy use (e.g., Kragh et al., 2017), thereby contributing to the 

energy performance gap.  

The application of data-driven methods to use-cases on building operation 

The operation stage is an integral part of a building life cycle. At this stage, the building provides the 

services requested by the building users and owner. Occupants’ behaviour and preferences 

significantly affect the indoor environment and building energy use (van Dronkelaar et al., 2016). 

Moreover, the building operators’ actions and decisions related to, e.g., the selection of temperature 

setpoints (Hoyt et al., 2015) or the management of occupants’ complaints (Goins and Moezzi, 2012) 

greatly affect the overall building performance and occupant satisfaction. However, occupant 

satisfaction, IEQ and the buildings’ energy use are not necessarily included in the overall building 
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operation strategy, even though they are considered important (Kolarik et al., 2017). The lack of a 

proper operation strategy is, among others, attributed to the lack of methods to support building 

operators to achieve high-performing building operation (Kolarik et al., 2017).  

This “performance gap” was addressed by all the data-driven methods: HVAC sizing and 

performance, Occupancy, Occupant feedback and Sensor distribution (Fig. 1). The data-driven 

methods addressed hypotheses 4 – 8 (Table 2). Specifically, the use-cases presented in this section 

intended to investigate whether the analysis of data on AHU operation, occupancy, occupants’ 

thermal preferences and indoor environment will identify if: (4) The AHU operation performed 

satisfactory according to design and operational requirements and how it should be improved. (5) 

HVAC setpoints matched occupants’ actual thermal preferences. (6) The number and location of 

sensors connected to the BMS represented the indoor environment perceived by the occupants. (7) 

Daily HVAC operation matched occupants’ actual building use and thermal preferences. (8) 

Changing HVAC setpoints would improve occupants’ thermal comfort and reduce HVAC energy 

use. 

Evaluation of the operational performance of an air-handling unit 

As previously described, the data-driven method HVAC sizing and performance revealed that the 

AHUs in TA02 did not meet expected SFP requirements. Fig. 7 shows a scatterplot of the normalised 

airflow and the normalised SFP, including the regression models by Schild and Mysen (2009) used 

in the performance evaluation in Table 5.  

 
Fig. 7. Paper II. Scatterplot of normalised SFP and airflow for working hours in 2017 and 2018. The 

regression lines were based on Schild and Mysen (2009).  
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The figure shows that TA02 exceeded the design SFP by 10% when its normalised airflow ranged 

from 85% to 100%. This meant that AHUs in TA02 used more electricity than expected. Therefore, 

they were classified as poorly performing in terms of energy efficiency, according to Table 5. In 

comparison, AHUs in TA01 operated with a 10% lower SFP than the design value because of their 

excess capacity. Both AHU groups had a close fit to the regression model “Normal”, suggesting that 

the fan control was operating as expected.  

The increased electricity use for TA02 was not linked to incorrect sizing of the AHUs as they were 

rightsized (Fig. 4). A plausible explanation for the increased pressure drop was: Malfunctions and 

improper maintenance of the ventilation system, e.g., soiled filters in the AHUs, malfunctions in VAV 

dampers or faulty static pressure sensors for fan control (Hyvärinen and Kärki, 1996), or inappropriate 

sizing and construction of ducts, e.g., undersized ducts and components and a large number of bends 

and twist in the ventilation system (Terkildsen and Svendsen, 2013). A manual audit of the AHUs in 

TA02 was needed to identify the exact problem and solution to the observed discrepancy.  

Evaluation of occupants’ thermal comfort and the thermal environment  

Occupants’ preferred indoor temperature range 

In a previous section, the data-driven methods, Occupant feedback and HVAC sizing and 

performance, revealed that 95% of the offices conditioned by AHUs in TA01 met the indoor 

temperature limits displayed in Fig. 6. Only 75% of the offices conditioned by AHUs in TA02 met 

the temperature limits shown in Fig. 6. Note that the upper indoor temperature limits were based on 

design requirements. In contrast, the lower indoor temperature limit was based on occupants’ thermal 

votes (Table 6). The previous finding suggested that the temperature exceedance was due to poor 

operational settings. Thereby, the indoor temperature setpoint should be changed to improve the 

thermal environment. According to Table 6, the indoor temperature setpoint in Building A should be 

above 23.5 °C to minimise cold complaints.  

Problematic indoor conditions causing an increased number of complaints 

In the following example, Occupant feedback was applied to investigate specific events that might 

have created problematic indoor conditions. As described in Chapter 2, a cooling intervention was 

conducted in the studied southwest offices in September and was planned to last three days. However, 

the setpoint temperature was incorrectly reset after the intervention, resulting in gradually decreasing 

indoor temperature levels. Fig. 8 shows a significant drop in indoor temperature measurements. The 

temperature drop was suspected to result in occupant discomfort. This suspicion was confirmed as 

“Too Cold” votes increased over time. Comparing each boxplot per month to the overall median 

revealed that the number of complaints started to rise in October. The building operator in the study 

did not have access to these data. Therefore, he did not know about this problem before occupants 

complained in November and December. After the direct complaints to the building operator, the 

indoor temperature setpoints were reset. 
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Fig. 8. Paper VIII. Top: Indoor temperature during occupied hours. Bottom: Daily percentage of 

votes.  

During the heating intervention in November, the indoor temperature reached up to 24.5 °C, leading 

to an increased number of warm complaints from occupants on, e.g., the 5th floor (Fig. 9). Surprisingly 

this did not lead to any direct complaints to the building operator. The “no airflow” intervention, in 

which the ventilation was turned off for up to four days, was conducted in October and January. No 

significant changes were observed in the indoor temperature, but the occupant votes differed from 

the previous and following weeks after the intervention. For example, occupants complained less 

about the warm environment on the 5th floor during the intervention in October (Fig. 9). However, 

the collected votes were not sufficient alone to determine whether the ventilation was on or off. 

Airflow measurements were necessary to explain the differences in occupant votes for the particular 

intervention.  

Based on the results above, the continuous occupant complaints were, to some extent, as informative 

as the ad-hoc complaints directly provided to the building operator. Even though the building 

management in Building A did not have a formal approach to complaint management, the ad-hoc 

approach worked well for resolving complaints in the particular building. This was because occupants 

could quickly contact the building operator by e-mail, phone or direct enquiry. Furthermore, 
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according to a survey conducted in the studied offices, they also experienced that their complaints 

were handled and resolved appropriately by the building operation staff.   

 
Fig. 9. Daily occupant votes, daily mean indoor temperature (Ti) and airflow for the 5th floor of the 

studied southwest offices in Building A.  

A disadvantage with the ad-hoc approach was that occupants rarely provided positive feedback to the 

building operator. Moreover, the approach was reactive rather than proactive. I.e., the building 

operator in Building A only responded to apparent indoor environmental problems and occupant 

complaints, thereby missing out on the opportunity to optimise the building operational performance. 

In contrast, receiving explicit feedback about the thermal environment resulted in the specific 

temperature setpoint suggestions provided in Table 6. The temperature setpoints were used in the 

following sections to identify opportunities to improve building operational performance.  

Evaluation of the location and number of installed sensors used for HVAC control   

As previously described in Chapter 2, BMS sensors/thermostats were mounted on the interior wall 

and were, therefore, outside of the zone typically occupied by occupants (e.g., Fig. 2). The data-driven 

methods, Sensor distribution and Occupant feedback, were used to evaluate whether the current 

number and location of temperature and CO2 sensors connected to the BMS in the studied offices in 

Building A were appropriate in terms of occupant comfort and energy efficiency.  
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Evaluation of the number and location of CO2 sensors 

The CO2-concentration measurements from the differently located sensors in the studied offices in 

Building A were generally not different (e.g., paper IV). Specifically, the measurements varied with 

less than 50 ppm. A similar investigation in the studied office space in Building B resulted in the 

same findings. The insignificant variations among the CO2 sensors were likely because of mixing 

ventilation (Pantazaras et al., 2018; Pei et al., 2019) induced by the uniformly distributed ceiling-

mounted ventilation inlets and outlets. Moreover, Pei et al. (2019) suggested that the mounting height 

for CO2 sensors in rooms with mixing ventilation was inconsiderable. However, Fisk et al. (2010) 

pointed out that significant variations would occur in rooms with uneven distribution of occupants. 

Based on these findings, the current number and location of the CO2 sensors connected to the BMS 

in Building A were appropriate. In other words, it was sufficient with one CO2 sensor per occupied 

zone in Building A.  

The impact of temperature sensor location on HVAC energy use 

In the north office in Building A, the measured indoor temperature near the interior wall was at least 

1.0 °C higher than the measured temperature near the exterior wall. A similar observation was made 

in Building B. These observations suggested that the indoor temperature varied in the office spaces. 

This finding was consistent with that of Kim et al. (2019), who conducted a field experiment in an 

office building with all-air HVAC and a 0.45 – 0.60 window-to-wall ratio. They found that the 

average and spread in temperature difference between workstations and thermostats was 0.5 °C and 

0.8 °C, respectively.  

As the indoor temperature varied in the space, the sensor location needed to be carefully considered 

regarding occupant thermal comfort and energy use. Since most occupants were seated near the 

exterior wall in the studied offices, the HVAC should be controlled using the sensor measurements 

closest to the occupants. I.e., the sensor mounted on the exterior wall. However, using this sensor 

measurement instead of the sensor mounted on the interior wall would increase heating energy use 

by at least 8% (paper IV). Note that since the findings were based on December 2018 to June 2019, 

only the heating energy use was calculated. During the cooling season (June – September), it was 

expected that temperature measurements near the interior wall would be lower than the temperature 

near the exterior wall because of the increased solar heat gain, thereby resulting in an increased 

cooling energy use (Borier et al., 2019).  

The location of temperature sensor for representing occupants’ perceived thermal environment 

In the southwest offices in Building A, the occupants’ thermal votes were grouped according to the 

TiAQ panels’ location. One panel was placed at the northwest and another at the southeast zone in 

each studied office space (Fig. 2). Fig. 10 shows a statistically significant difference in the daily 

percentage of votes for “Fine” and “Too Warm” between the panels located at the northwest and 

southeast zones. Occupants in the southeast complained more about warm environments and were 

less thermally comfortable.  
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Fig. 10. Occupant votes for the studied southwest offices grouped by the panel’s location covering 

the northwest or southeast entrance. The significance level was 5% and determined with Wilcoxon 

signed-rank hypothesis test. “n” is the sample size. 

Sensor distribution revealed that the differences in indoor temperature measurements collected by the 

sensors in the southwest offices were insignificant (> 0.8 °C), except between one interior wall-

mounted sensor facing west and the remaining sensors on the 6th floor. This suggested that the indoor 

temperature did not vary in the office spaces and therefore did not explain the observed difference in 

Fig. 10.  

In this case, placing additional temperature sensors in the office space would not explain the 

differences in occupants’ thermal comfort. Instead, the difference in occupants’ votes could be due 

to the direct solar radiation directly affecting occupants thermal comfort (Hodder and Parsons, 2006). 

The direct solar radiation was highest in the southeast zones in the morning and noon when most 

occupants were present (Fig. 5). Besides, confounding factors could have caused the observed 

difference. For example, occupants seated in the southeast might have worn warmer clothing than 

occupants in the northwest, thereby experiencing the thermal environment as warmer. These variables 

were not investigated in the studied offices.  

Since the studied offices were centrally controlled and occupants did not have access to personal 

comfort systems (e.g., local heaters or fans), changing the sensor location in the southwest offices in 

Building A would not improve occupants’ thermal comfort. Instead, the dissatisfied occupants could 

use the above findings to argue for getting seating at a different location.  
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Evaluation of the HVAC operational settings 

In this use-case, the data-driven methods, Occupancy and Occupant feedback, were used to evaluate 

whether the daily HVAC operation in Building A was appropriate.   

According to Fig. 5, occupants arrived from 6 to 8 o’clock and left the office from 15 to 17 o’clock. 

The cleaning crew caused the “peak” observed at 18 o’clock in Fig. 5. The AHUs were on from 6 to 

17 o’clock, which matched the monitored occupied hours. Since the occupancy level was averagely 

about 0.4 from 6 to 8 o’clock and 15 to 17 o’clock, the AHU energy use could be reduced using a 

lower airflow level during those hours.  

Fig. 11 shows the results of the decision tree in which occupants’ thermal votes were grouped 

according to the time of voting and panel location. When occupants arrived in the morning at the 5th 

and 6th floor offices, they experienced the thermal environment as too warm and too cold, 

respectively. Consequently, the indoor temperature setpoint needed to be adjusted accordingly in the 

morning for these offices. 

 
Fig. 11. A decision tree displaying the occupant votes grouped by time of day and panel location. The 

maximum depth of the tree was set to three.    

The findings did not propose how much the airflow level and temperature setpoint should be changed 

to optimise AHU energy efficiency and occupant satisfaction. Additional analysis, e.g., using the 

similar approach demonstrated in the following section, should be applied to determine the 

appropriate operational settings. 
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Improvement of occupant satisfaction and energy efficiency  

Firstly, HVAC sizing and performance demonstrated that the CO2-concentration was below 900 ppm 

in all the monitored spaces 95% of the time (paper II). According to Table 5, the AHU performed 

“very good” and had no problem meeting the specified design requirements. Secondly, Occupancy 

revealed that 70% of the occupants used the monitored offices during an hour (Fig. 5). I.e., fewer 

occupants used an office space simultaneously than otherwise expected. Accordingly, the airflow 

level should be reduced without compromising indoor air quality.  

Occupant feedback revealed that occupants complained less when the indoor temperature was about 

23.5 °C (Table 6). As previously presented in Chapter 2, the airflow level also affected occupants’ 

thermal comfort. Fig. 12 shows the effect that airflow had on the collected votes. The figure shows 

that occupants complained less when the airflow level was about 600 l/s per office. The average 

maximum airflow per office was 1600 l/s. This suggested that occupants would complain less about 

the thermal environment if the airflow level was reduced by 60%.  

 
Fig. 12. Paper IX. The proportion of votes over the range of measured airflow per office space in 

Building A. The dashed lines depict the lower and upper 95% confidence intervals. 

Based on the above results, three different control strategies (A, B and C) were proposed (Table 7): 

Airflow levels were reduced by 25%, and/or the indoor temperature setpoints were set according to 

the outdoor temperature but not lower than 23.5 °C. The prediction models described in Chapter 2 

were used to determine the impact that each control strategy had on occupant thermal comfort, indoor 

air quality and HVAC energy use. The energy saving and change in thermal votes, presented in 

Fig. 13, were determined for each control strategy relative to the reference strategy. 
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Table 7. Strategies for adjusting temperature setpoints (Tisetpoint) and airflow in Building A. 

Control strategy Indoor temperature setpoint and airflow  Description1 

Reference Tisetpoint = 24.5 °C 

Airflow = 4000 l/s 

Airflow was generally about 4000 l/s.  

Strategy A Tout > 10 °C: Tisetpoint = Tout 

Tout < 10 °C: Tisetpoint = 23.5 °C 

Airflow = 4000 l/s 

Tisetpoint was drifted according to outdoor 

temperature (Tout). 

Strategy B 24.5 °C 

Airflow = 4000 * 0.75 l/s 

Reduction of airflow by 25%. 

Strategy C Tout > 10 °C: Tisetpoint = Tout 

Tout < 10 °C: Tisetpoint = 23.5 °C 

Airflow = 4000 * 0.75 l/s 

Combination of Strategy A and B. 

1 4000 l/s is the daily total airflow for the southwest offices in Building A. 

 
Fig. 13. Average daily energy saving (top) and change in thermal votes (bottom) for the proposed 

control strategies (Table 7) for the southwest offices in Building A. “Whiskers” on the bar plots shows 

the upper and lower quartiles.  

Fig. 13 shows that changing the indoor temperature setpoint did not change occupants’ thermal 

comfort. Combined with an airflow reduction of 25%, occupant comfort and energy saving were 

improved. None of the control strategies significantly impacted the daily mean CO2-concentration 

(resulted in a 50 ppm increase in daily mean CO2, paper IX).  
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The airflow level was only reduced by 25% instead of 60% because of the uncertainty in using the 

prediction models. The prediction models used data collected during a period when airflow and CO2 

levels varied insignificantly in the building. Therefore, using the models to predict conditions not 

“covered” by the collected data was highly uncertain. For addressing this limitation, the proposed 

control settings should be implemented in the building and monitored to evaluate the actual impact 

that the changes would have on occupant satisfaction and energy use. The data collected during the 

period should be used in the prediction models to improve their accuracy and reliability.  

The limitations of data-driven methods 

The limitations of the data-driven methods were discussed in detail in the appended papers. Table 8 

summarises the main limitations of each data-driven method. The following section discusses the 

general challenges of using the proposed data-driven methods.  

Table 8. Overview of the main limitations of the specific data-driven methods. 

Data-driven method Specific limitations  Suggestions for overcoming limitations 

HVAC sizing & 

performance 

The method did not evaluate the 

AHUs’ thermal energy efficiency 

and capacity. 

Collecting and analysing data on the heat 

exchanger’s thermal efficiency, supply/return 

temperature and flow of heating and cooling 

coils, and supply/return airflow of AHUs.  

Occupancy Desk-mounted PIR sensors were 

only suitable for offices where each 

occupant had a desk. 

For determining occupant count in, e.g., 

meeting rooms or common areas, door counters 

or computer vision cameras were suitable.  

Occupant feedback Occupants’ needed to be engaged 

over time to vote regularly. Who 

votes and how many cannot be 

determined using TiAQ.  

“Feedback on feedback”, e.g., using votes to 

improve control to sustain long-term use. A 

smartphone-based TiAQ that assigns a unique 

identifier to each occupant would reveal how 

many different occupants voted.    

Sensor distribution Due to sensors with low or unknown 

accuracy, conservative thresholds 

were used in evaluating the 

significance of the differences in the 

measurements.   

Sensors with a proven high accuracy (e.g.,  

< 0.5 °C) would provide more reliable and 

accurate results.  

Data quality and its impact on the insights obtained with data-driven methods 

In general, low data quality can arise because of, e.g., low sensor accuracy, faulty sensor signals or 

inaccurate sensor calibration. A failure to properly remove or correct these problems would lead to 

wrong insights about occupant satisfaction, indoor environment and building energy use. 

For example, a preliminary analysis of measured and designed airflow for AHUs (paper I) suggested 

that AHUs in TA02 were undersized as the measured airflow exceeded the design airflow. Later, the 

airflow measurements were discovered to be offset, i.e. when AHUs were turned off, the airflow 
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measurement was about 10,000 m3/h. The airflow measurement was corrected in paper II using fan 

operation data, leading to the results presented in Fig. 4.  

In another example, occupants tended to cast reiterated votes using TiAQ (paper VIII). Most 

reiterated votes were meaningful, e.g., some occupants expressed their level of discomfort by voting 

two or three times on “Too Cold”. However, some of the reiterated votes were also “ill-willed”, e.g., 

occupants voting on all five buttons or interchangeably voting “Fine” and “Too Cold”. In the study 

conducted at the Intelligent Workplace building, ill-willed reiterated votes made up 17% of the total 

votes. It was important to identify and remove ill-willed reiterated votes because it could affect the 

occupants’ view of the OVS as a trustworthy voting device and, thereby, their willingness to vote 

(Mathur et al., 2015; Taylor et al., 2012). 

Data quantity and its impact on the insights obtained with data-driven methods 

Data quantity is important when it comes to obtaining reliable information from data-driven methods. 

Data quantity was both in terms of how often and for how long of a period data were collected.  

For example, the desk-mounted PIR sensors were suitable for detecting occupants’ subtle motions as 

they were located close to them. However, this increased sensitivity also resulted in more false-

positive detections due to motions caused by, e.g., occupants passing the sensor. Hailemariam (2011) 

identified that using a higher sampling rate, e.g., using a time step of one minute, would increase 

sensor accuracy for desk mounted PIR sensors. In paper III, the half-hourly manual observation was 

compared to the PIR sensor data using a five-minute limit for assigning motions detected by the PIR 

to the closest half-hourly timestamp. For example, motion detected at 8:34 AM was assigned to 8:30 

AM. The five-minute limit achieved a 15% higher minimum accuracy than a one- or nine-minute 

limit (paper III, Fig. A2).  

In another example, the logistic regression analysis used the entire and the first thirty days of data 

collected during the seven-month study in Building A to investigate the effect of airflow and 

temperature on occupant votes (paper IX). The effect of temperature on “Too Cold” or “Too Warm” 

votes was similar for the two datasets. However, it was necessary to use the entire dataset to obtain 

reliable results to describe the effect of temperature and airflow on “Fine” votes.  

The necessity for more data was explained as follows: Firstly, occupant votes appeared stochastic 

because of the different factors affecting occupants’ interaction with the OVS, such as the day-to-day 

variations in their clothing and activity level (Jung and Jazizadeh, 2019) or the social-behavioural 

dynamics (paper VIII). These variations led to high variability in the voting pattern. Secondly, this 

high variability led to inconsistency in the collected data, e.g., occupants would provide different 

votes for the same measured indoor temperature (Jazizadeh et al., 2013). This inconsistency was 

apparent because of the relatively low variability in the measured IEQ variables. 

The high variability in collected votes and the low variability in measured IEQ variables was a likely 

explanation of why the logistic regression model only achieved an accuracy of 61% for correctly 

classifying the votes (paper IX). Specifically, the relatively low model accuracy of 61% was due to 
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the model’s inability to classify “Too Warm” and “Fine” votes correctly. This was likely due to the 

following factors: The low variability in airflow measurements, the thermal condition rarely 

exceeding temperature levels above 26 °C and the lack of input data in the model about occupants’ 

activity and clothing level (paper IX).  

Using low variability measurements in training prediction models can reduce the model’s ability to 

predict conditions different from the measured conditions reliably (Amasyali and El-Gohary, 2018; 

Li and Wen, 2014). However, low data variability was not a problem in evaluating current or 

historical operational conditions. For example, three months of data led to the same conclusion as 

that of the two-year dataset presented in Fig. 4. I.e., AHUs were rightsized with a slight excess airflow 

capacity (paper II).  

Application of insights from a few buildings to future building design  

The trade-off between “scalable” and “high resolution” methods 

Applying information from a few buildings to a larger building portfolio is not a problem that is 

limited to data-driven methods. The applicability of findings based on a few cases to change design 

practices has been debated in the context of POE (e.g., Becker, 2018; Li et al., 2018) and is illustrated 

by the following examples.  

The Center for the Built Environment (CBE) (Graham et al., 2021) has collected survey data from 

more than 90,000 respondents in about 900 buildings over 20 years, mainly in North America as well 

as Europe, Asia and Australia. The collected survey data has contributed with insights into occupants’ 

perception and satisfaction of LEED and non-LEED buildings (Altomonte and Schiavon, 2013) and 

identified the significant IEQ indices (e.g., thermal, visual and acoustical comfort) affecting 

occupants’ general satisfaction (Frontczak et al., 2012). However, the main limitation of the 

questionnaire is that it cannot provide detailed information, e.g., on occupants’ here-and-now 

perception of the indoor conditions. More extensive POE protocols addressed this limitation. The 

Center for Building Performance and Diagnostic (CBPD) at Carnegie Mellon University collected 

POE field data from 2003 to 2014 from 1719 workstations in 64 office buildings (Park et al., 2018). 

The POE toolkit consisted of a cart with laboratory-grade sensors for IEQ spot measurements, 

occupant surveys and a walkthrough protocol to register office layout and building system design. 

The POE data contributed with detailed insights into the occupants’ responses to different IEQ 

conditions (Choi et al., 2011) and office layout design (Park et al., 2018). However, compared to the 

CBE survey, the CBPD POE protocol was more time- and resource-demanding regarding data 

collection.  

In summary, there is a trade-off in obtaining operational data between scalable methods, such as the 

CBE survey providing a large quantity of operational data from various buildings, and “high 

resolution” methods, such as the CBPD POE toolkit providing detailed data on a relatively few 

buildings. Consequently, this trade-off applies to the investigated data-driven methods. The benefit 

of the data-driven methods was that they provided continuous and long-term operational data 

providing detailed insights into the studied buildings’ current operational performance. However, the 
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method required a relatively extensive data collection infrastructure consisting of multiple sensors 

distributed in the building. Thereby, only a few buildings were monitored, limiting the 

generalisability of insights obtained from these studied buildings.   

The practicalities of generalisability  

Generalisability is “the act of reasoning that involves drawing broad conclusions from particular 

instances – that is, making an inference about the unobserved based on the observed.” (Polit and 

Beck, 2010, p. 1451). “Statistical generalisation” is a type of generalisability typically used in 

quantitative studies (Firestone, 1993; Polit and Beck, 2010). It is an approach in which a 

representative sample of a population is selected and used to derive statistical inferences describing 

the population. Since the investigated data-driven methods are per se quantitative, “statistical 

generalisation” should be the underlying approach for generalising results obtained from a data-

driven method. This is done by selecting a large sample size to improve statistical power. Statistical 

power is the probability of correctly rejecting the null hypothesis if it is false. Statistical power 

depends on the effect size and standard deviation. The effect size is the expected difference in 

observations, e.g., this was 0.80 °C for Sensor distribution (Chapter 2).  

For example, the sample size for determining whether occupancy levels per office for AHU sizing 

can be reduced from 1 to 0.70 (effect size of 0.30, Fig. 5), the one-sample t-test with a significance 

level of 5%, a power of 80% and a standard deviation of 0.20 yields a sample size of 7 buildings 

(Cohen, 1988, p. 54). This sample size was based on the assumption that each data point in the sample 

is selected randomly and independently. Therefore, it should be used as a minimum threshold. Since 

random sampling is rarely feasible (Polit and Beck, 2010), sample selection is typically driven by the 

following factors. For example, the cost and time of establishing a data acquisition infrastructure 

(Gilani and O’Brien, 2017); whether the buildings’ existing BMS provides data access (Askew and 

Donn, 2018); and whether occupants, building operators and owner are willing to share data and 

participate in the data collection. Even though it might seem feasible to obtain access to seven 

buildings, it would still require a significant amount of resources and time to establish a data 

collection infrastructure in each building. Based on the two-year data collection period during the 

PhD and the ability to access most HVAC data via BMS, the three case studies (Building A, B and 

the Intelligent Workplace), including seven offices, resulted in a total of 18,300 USD in data 

acquisition expenses. Roughly 2,600 USD were spent per office. Applying this cost to a building with 

a similar layout as Building A (Fig. 2), including 18 offices, the data collection would amount to 

47,000 USD for the building. For seven buildings, this would cost about 324,000 USD 

(2,000,000 DKK). Consequently, this amount can be rather costly for a PhD research study but might 

be feasible from a commercial perspective. For example, providing data-driven methods as a service 

(discussed in Chapter 4) could lead to more buildings with an extensive data collection infrastructure 

that provide access to building operational data. In the long-term, findings from these buildings can 

eventually be generalised and used to change future building design.  

In the short-term, generalisability of findings based on a few buildings should be enhanced by using 

the following selection/sampling procedures: Selecting representative cases (Polit and Beck, 2010), 
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e.g., targeting a specific type of office buildings rather than a broad range of commercial buildings; 

selecting deviant cases (Firestone, 1993), e.g., selecting buildings with fixed and flexible office hours; 

and integrating evidence (Polit and Beck, 2010) by supplementing the obtained findings with findings 

obtained from other studies using, e.g., web-based questionnaires. Furthermore, providing a “thick 

description”, i.e., a detailed description of the studied case, allows for transferring findings from the 

studied case to other similar cases (Firestone, 1993; Polit and Beck, 2010).  

This PhD research applied the “representative case” (i.e., Building A and B), “deviant case” (i.e., 

Intelligent Workplace building), “integrating evidence” (i.e., questionnaire and previous research) 

and “thick description” for enhancing the generalisability of the obtained results. For example, the 

results that AHUs were rightsized with a slight excess capacity was likely representative of other 

mechanically ventilated office buildings like Building A: i.e., modern buildings occupied by 

administration and consultants with fixed office hours and an all-air HVAC sized using concurrent 

peak-load conditions. Nevertheless, findings based on a few buildings should be used indicatively 

rather than conclusively to change design requirements for future building design. Moreover, they 

should be re-evaluated as more data are collected over time.   
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Chapter 4 – The social and organisational aspects of data-driven services  

As previously described in Chapter 1, information and knowledge transfer served as a socio-technical 

solution in limiting the “performance gap”. The previous chapter demonstrated which building 

operational data should be collected and how it should be analysed to obtain insights into a buildings’ 

operation and design performance. Nevertheless, closing the “performance gap” is realised when 

relevant stakeholders apply the insights from data-driven methods to improve current building 

operation or future building design.  

The present chapter discusses the social and organisational aspects of applying data-driven methods 

in the architecture, engineering, construction (AEC) and facility management (FM) industry. In this 

chapter, data-driven methods were considered “services” provided to stakeholders to obtain a specific 

value. Consequently, data-driven methods were denoted as “data-driven services” in this chapter. The 

following sections discuss the benefits and the social and organisational barriers in applying data-

driven services.  

Data-driven services for building design and operation 

Data-driven services have been used in different contexts ranging from HVAC sizing (O’Brien et al., 

2019) and long-term POE (Berquist et al., 2019) to building operation management (Pritoni et al., 

2017). Previous studies (e.g., Arens and Brown, 2012; D’Oca et al., 2018) have reviewed or made a 

compilation of different applications of data-driven services. For example, D’oca et al. (2018) 

described how occupant data should be used in building operation management or building design to 

help the building designers and operators to make informed decisions about the impact occupants’ 

behaviour have on the building energy performance. Studies have demonstrated that data-driven 

services provide improved energy efficiency and IEQ (Jung and Jazizadeh, 2019). However, the 

business use-cases of data-driven services are perceived as unclear by building professionals (Ahmed 

et al., 2017; Woodhead et al., 2018).  

This section presents a conceptual study (paper XI) that addressed the lack of clarity related to 

business use-cases of data-driven services. The study proposed a preliminary conceptual framework 

to support building professionals working with data-driven services to describe:  

How building operational data is “transformed” to insights and used to support building 

stakeholders to create and capture value across the building life cycle. 

The conceptual framework was applied to a case study on Building A (Chapter 2) and the proposed 

data-driven services (Table 3).  The following section summarises the main findings and implications 

of the study. 

The conceptual study in paper XI was based on the concepts introduced in the preliminary study in 

paper X. 
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The conditions for creating and capturing value from data-driven services  

Moore (1993) suggested that a company’s value creation and appropriation (i.e., capture) need to be 

understood in the context of a socio-economic environment. In this environment, the specific 

company and other companies or stakeholders (e.g., customers, policy-makers) “form” a network in 

which they collaborate and co-evolve centred round a shared core asset. This network-centric view, 

denoted as a business ecosystem, has been used to describe the value proposition of digital 

technologies such as IoT (Leminen et al., 2012; Mazhelis et al., 2012). The business ecosystem 

concept was applied to describe the network of building stakeholders cooperating and co-evolving in 

creating and appropriating value centred round data-driven services. Specifically, the core asset in 

data-driven services is sensor data (paper X). The building stakeholders are the occupant organisation 

(building operator, tenants and owners), the design and construction group (architects, engineers and 

contractors), the building developers/financial institute, technology providers and policy-makers. 

These stakeholders form the business ecosystem scope, which consist of three tiers, described in the 

following paragraph. The stakeholders are grouped in the tiers according to their ability to influence 

the core services in the business ecosystem (Mazhelis et al., 2012; Moore, 1996).  

For the specific case study on Building A, the occupant organisation and technology providers 

belonged in the first tier denoted core business. They were essential for realising the process of 

creating and capturing value from sensor data. The process was denoted the data-value chain (Lim 

et al., 2018). It included the following activities: Data collection, information extraction and value 

creation. Consequently, the occupant organisation was believed to be the primary beneficiary of the 

data-driven services. Together with the technology providers, they were the ones “sacrificing” the 

most in terms of time and money in establishing and maintaining the data-value chain. The developer 

and the design and construction group belonged in the second tier, extended enterprise. They 

influenced the data-value chain through the building design and construction process. They benefitted 

and contributed to the data-value chain by using sensor data to evaluate and improve the building 

design and construction services. The last tier, business environment, included the policy-makers, 

who indirectly affected the specific data-value chain through, e.g., policies or market forces.  

The data-driven services resulted in the following data-enabled value: A direct value in the form of 

cost saving, revenue generation and asset generation, and an indirect value resulting in a long-term 

benefit for the built environment. The three formerly mentioned value types were related to using 

sensor data, e.g., to achieve cost saving by reducing building energy use, providing “data-driven 

energy screening” or selling sensor data to “third parties”. Indirect value included seven value types 

specific for the built environment, defined by Macmillan (2006) and Coenen et al. (2013). These 

included, e.g., environmental value such as reducing energy use, exchange value such as improving 

the building property’s market value and social value such as creating an indoor environment 

enabling socialisation among occupants. 

To enable a value-creating business ecosystem centred round data-driven services, the following 

institutional factors needed to be present (paper XI). Firstly, building stakeholders needed to realise 

that they collaborated in creating value (Pulkka et al., 2016). Secondly, the following ecosystem 
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characteristics needed to be present (Thomas and Autio, 2014): The stakeholders needed to co-evolve 

over time, and each needed to provide a specialised capability that complemented one another. 

Stakeholders’ activities needed to be coordinated through authority structures, task coordination and 

membership control, e.g., through project management. Finally, the stakeholders needed to share 

similar social norms and beliefs, trust one another and have mutual awareness about, e.g., how values 

were created. Pulkka et al. (2016) identified that building construction networks operating according 

to these institutional factors functioned well and achieved project goals. Consequently, it was 

assumed that these institutional factors needed to be present for building stakeholders to “form” a 

business ecosystem, figuratively, to obtain value through data-driven services.     

Application of the conceptual framework to the data-driven service Occupancy  

The conceptual framework consisted of the three components described in the previous section: 

Business ecosystem scope, data-value chain and data-enabled value (Fig. 14). The conceptual 

framework was applied to describe the value creation and appropriation of the data-driven service 

Occupancy for the business ecosystem scope of Building A. 

 
Fig. 14. Paper XI. The components of the conceptual framework for describing data-driven services 

for the built environment. 

The data-value chain of the data-driven service Occupancy is described in Table 3. Fig. 15 shows an 

example of the business ecosystem scope of Building A and the data-enabled value expected to be 

obtained by using the data-driven service Occupancy. Fig. 15 illustrates the following narrative:  

Data-enabled 
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Fig. 15. Paper XI. An example of the business ecosystem scope of Building A and the data-enabled 

value (listed in the boxes) for the data-driven service Occupancy.  

Suppose that PIR sensor data from multiple buildings were acquired and analysed as described in 

Table 3 to obtain the “actual” occupancy schedule. The schedule was compared to the expected 

occupancy schedule typically used for estimating the design airflow for AHU sizing (e.g., Fig. 5). 

The comparison revealed that the expected schedule overestimated the actual occupancy levels in 

office buildings resulting in an overestimation of the design airflow. Consequently, this led to a 

systematic oversizing of AHUs. The design and construction group decided to use this information 

to size future AHUs using less conservative occupancy schedules. The information led to a cost 

saving in future construction expenses, benefitting the design and construction group.  

For a specific building, tenants used the information on the actual occupancy level of their office 

space to decide whether to downsize or change the space layout to facilitate more common areas 

enabling socialisation and interaction among the occupants. The tenants decided to change the space 

layout to accommodate more common areas, thereby obtaining social value. Alternatively, the 

building owner used the information on occupancy levels to identify underutilised spaces that he/she 

rented out to new tenants, thereby obtaining exchange value. Otherwise, the building operator used 

the information to reduce the airflow level according to the actual occupancy level to save energy, 

achieving cost saving in operational expenses.  

Finally, the occupant organisations’ or the design and construction groups’ use of information on 

occupancy level to avoid wasteful energy use, AHU oversizing or underutilisation of space-use 

created environmental value benefitting the public realm.  
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Social and organisational barriers in applying data-driven services 

Researchers and frontrunners in the AEC industry (e.g., Preiser and Nasar, 2008; Roberts, 2001) have 

advocated for a systematic approach for information and knowledge transfer, specifically POE, to 

become a common practice in the building construction and FM community. For example, the POE 

study Probe, conducted from 1995 to 1999 in sixteen buildings in the United Kingdom (Cohen et al., 

2001), resulted in a series of lessons learned, such as the need for user-friendly and accessible 

thermostats to ensure high occupant satisfaction (Bordass et al., 2001a; Adrian Leaman and Bordass, 

2001). Conventional POE studies use questionnaires, spot measurements and expert walkthroughs, 

limiting long-term and continuous data collection that capture the temporal variations in a building’s 

operation and use. The technological challenge with POE is gradually being addressed with 

advancements in digital technologies, such as IoT sensors and better access to BMS, enabling long-

term data collection (Li et al., 2018; Parkinson et al., 2019a). Data-driven services serve as a feasible 

approach in providing long-term POE (e.g., Berquist et al., 2019; Konis, 2013). Nevertheless, the 

prevailing social and organisational factors hinder the AEC/FM industry from fully adopting POE. 

These barriers include the lack of clarity in who is responsible for paying or conducting POE, who 

benefits from the insights obtained with POE and how insights are used in improving building 

operation and design (Hadjri and Crozier, 2009; Roberts, 2001). The unclarity in the monetary 

incentive or the lack of regulatory push to incorporate POE as a standard practice in building 

construction projects also serves as a barrier in realising POE (Zimmerman and Martin, 2001). 

Additionally, the low awareness of POE and lack of knowledge in conducting POE among building 

professionals limit the application of POE in the AEC/FM industry (Hadjri and Crozier, 2009; 

Hassanain et al., 2020). 

The aforementioned discussion on social and organisational barriers for POE was extended to the 

context of data-driven services. The following section discusses the findings of twelve informal 

interviews conducted with building professionals in the AEC industry during 2020 and the beginning 

of 2021. The purpose of this section was to discuss the social and organisational barriers challenging 

the application of data-driven services and POE in the AEC/FM industry. The interviews were 

informal as they were not audio-recorded but recorded in writing by the PhD student. The notes were 

categorised to identify reoccurring topics in the opinions and views of interviewees. The interviewees 

were primarily from NCC Denmark, as well as from other AEC companies. The interviewees were, 

to some extent, informed or had an interest in data-driven services or POE. Table 9 provides an 

overview of the interviewees and the topic discussed during the interviews.  
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Table 9. Overview of the interviewees and informal interviews. 

Date Context Interviewees, position and experience in the 

AEC industry 

Company 

April  

2020 

Presentation of 

findings from 

PhD 

Two company managers, both +20 years of 

experience 

Construction/engineering 

October 

2020 

Presentation of 

findings from 

PhD 

HVAC engineer, principal supervisor of 

HVAC engineering team, both 17 years of 

experience 

Construction/engineering 

involved in the design of 

technical systems 

October 

2020 

Discussion 

about data-

driven services 

CEO, 15 years of experience Consultancy/engineering 

involved in advising clients 

about energy efficiency in 

buildings 

November 

2020 

Discussion 

about PropTech 

Company manager, 17 years of experience  

in project management and real estate 

PropTech network group 

December 

2020 

Presentation of 

findings from 

PhD 

Board members of the companies R&D 

representing building developers, engineers, 

management 

Construction/engineering 

R&D team 

December 

2020 

Discussion 

about data-

driven services 

CEO, 22 years of experience Architecture  

involved in the development of 

data-driven service for buildings 

December 

2020 

Discussion 

about data-

driven services 

CEO, 17 years of experience Technology provider 

involved in the development of 

data-driven services for 

buildings 

January 

2021 

Presentation of 

findings from 

PhD 

Commissioning engineer and project 

manager, both +20 years of experience 

 

Construction/engineering 

involved with refurbishment 

projects 

January 

2021 

Discussion 

about POE 

CEO, 17 years of experience Consultancy 

involved with POE 

January 

2021 

Discussion 

about POE 

Head of the department of POE, 9 years of 

experience  

Architecture/anthropologist 

involved in POE of the 

company’s building projects 

January 

2021 

Presentation of 

findings from 

PhD 

Two project managers, both +20 years of 

experience 

Construction/engineering 

involved in project management 

of large office buildings 

January 

2021 

Discussion 

about data-

driven services 

Market manager of IoT and data-driven 

services, 14 years of experience 

Engineering 

involved in data-driven energy 

screening of buildings 
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The perceived risk of using insights from operational data to design and size buildings 

One reoccurring topic brought up by the interviewees, which was addressed in Chapter 3 from a 

technical point of view, was related to the reliability of applying insights based on operational data 

from a few buildings to other buildings. The interviewees expressed that using insights acquired 

through data-driven services (e.g., HVAC sizing & performance or Occupancy Table 3) for sizing 

future HVAC might not necessarily represent future building conditions, consequently leading to 

incorrect HVAC sizing. The interviewees suggested that the risk of incorrect sizing should be reduced 

by acquiring information from multiple (and various) buildings. As previously discussed in 

Chapter 3, data-driven services should adhere to “statistical generalisability”. But applying data-

driven services to multiple buildings was costly and needed to be built up over time. Therefore, this 

questions whether the results in Chapter 3 based on Building A would be sufficient to improve future 

building design.  

Becker (2018) argued that practice-based research does not need to adhere to the same strict academic 

research requirements in the context of POE. Instead, it should provide the stakeholders with 

information based on empirical data that “stimulate insight” (Becker, 2018, p. 228). Additionally, he 

suggested that a more formalised database with credible POE field data should be developed and 

deployed by the AEC industry over time. Similar thinking was applied to data-driven services. For 

example, one of the interviewed project managers mentioned that even though he would have 

preferred to see more occupancy data from various buildings, the few case buildings showing the 

occupancy in office spaces (he referred to Fig. 5) could be used as internal, company guidelines. He 

suggested that these guidelines should be updated with new data over time as data-driven services 

would become more common in buildings. However, this argument did not convince the interviewed 

HVAC engineers. The risk of under-sizing strongly prevails due to the uncertainties related to HVAC 

sizing (Arens and Brown, 2012; Nall, 2015). These uncertainties can be addressed using probabilistic 

sizing procedures (e.g., O’Brien et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2014). However, this did not address the 

interviewees’ concern about who takes the risk of using insights acquired through data-driven 

services for designing and sizing buildings.  

As the design and construction of buildings require a multi-disciplinary and multi-stakeholder 

approach, identifying the stakeholders responsible for making specific decisions during the 

construction process is of high importance. Especially when it comes to quarrels due to faults and 

problems arising in the early years of building operation. This consideration might explain the 

reluctance to size HVAC based on insights obtained from a few buildings. The interviewed HVAC 

engineers stated that they would only comply with building legislation or requirements formulated 

by the building owner. As this is a valid concern, it, however, appeared contradictory. For example, 

in Denmark, HVAC sizing is based on occupancy data typically defined by the building owner. If 

this is not provided, it is based on industry guidelines, e.g., (Vorre et al., 2017), or the HVAC 

engineer’s assumptions. Regardless of the source of information underlining these design 

assumptions, the HVAC needs to comply with the prescriptive energy requirements dictated by the 

building legislation. Therefore, arguing that basing design assumptions on sensor data would 

compromise the building legislation was an unwarranted risk. Perhaps the concern was grounded in 
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the idea that if the engineer used information based on industry guidelines or requirements from the 

building owner, they might be excused from any quarries if the HVAC turned out to be undersized.  

Another problem pointed out by the interviewed engineers was their low level of influence on design 

requirements. Usually, the developer, building owner and sometimes the project managers have 

already defined the layout and requirements related to the building before the design and construction 

group is involved (Ussing et al., 2017). Even though the design and construction group would use 

sensor data to define design assumptions, these assumptions were already defined by the building 

owner. Consequently, the interviewed engineers believed the building owner was the salient and 

liable stakeholder for using information based on sensor data. But the interviewed project managers 

believed that even though they defined design assumptions based on sensor data, it would still be the 

engineers liable for using the design assumption and ensuring compliance with building legislation 

and other design requirements.  

In summary, there is a conflict in who defines design assumptions or requirements and who is 

responsible for ensuring that buildings comply with the building legislation using these design 

assumptions and requirements. This conflict leads to doubts on who would benefit from applying 

data-driven services to design and size buildings. 

The perceived risk of exposing problematic conditions in a building  

One of the interviewed engineers believed that the design and construction group would be reluctant 

to use data-driven services for, e.g., energy screening or indoor environmental monitoring of 

buildings that they had designed and constructed. He explained that the data-driven services might 

reveal unacceptable operational conditions that reflected poorly on the design and construction 

process, potentially damaging the group’s reputation and having economic implications on its 

businesses. Data-driven services that end up exposing a problematic condition challenge the existing 

contractual agreement between stakeholders involved in the construction process, i.e., “Who is 

responsible for fixing the problem and who pays?” (Roberts, 2001; Zimmerman and Martin, 2001). 

However, the aforementioned reluctance might be a defensive mechanism against unexpected issues 

or problems (Homburg and Fürst, 2007).  

It seems that the design and construction group was not the only one reluctant to engage in activities 

to manage potentially problematic conditions. One of the interviewed project managers experienced 

that developers did not consider building performance benchmarking as highly valuable. This was 

also supported by an interviewee involved with POE. He believed that building owners would be 

interested in benchmarking their buildings with POE to brand their buildings and potentially demand 

higher rents from tenants. However, he experienced that developers and building owners were 

reluctant to engage in a POE questionnaire survey because they believed it would disturb occupants 

or require additional resources for managing potential complaints. Arens and Brown (2012) made 

similar observations but argued that it was an unwarranted argument against benchmarking because 

activities using surveys would support building operation management rather than create a problem. 

Bordass et al. (2001b) also experienced that stakeholders were willing to engage in POE in the Probe 
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project than otherwise believed. However, this willingness to engage might have only been genuine 

for philanthropic stakeholders intensely engaged in activities that boost their corporate social 

responsibility image or satisfy their curiosity in participating in research projects.  

As pointed out by one of the interviewed engineers, data-driven services might only be requested by 

the curious or ambitious building owners interested in innovative and new technologies for improving 

building performance. Even though this could drive the penetration of data-driven services in the 

AEC industry, providing incentives through policies, standardisations or industry guidelines might 

also be necessary to drive data-driven services forward.  

PropTech - a “threat” or benefit to the AEC/FM industry? 

The building operation is an important stage in the building life cycle, as it is at this stage that the 

occupants use the building. The FM community has emphasised the need to set up performance 

criteria to guide stakeholders to ensure a high performing building operation (e.g., Brøgger et al., 

2018; Coenen et al., 2013). The construction industry is starting to consider the buildings’ operation 

stage in the design and construction of buildings through, e.g., life cycle analysis (Trafik- Bygge- og 

Boligstyrelsen, 2020). The prevalent green building certification scheme in Denmark, DGNB (2020), 

has also launched a voluntary scheme for rating buildings in operation (Green Building Council, 

2021), including an upcoming POE survey tool for indicative building performance evaluation.  

Parallel to the AEC/FM industry, real estate companies, start-ups and technology companies have 

joined a network called PropTech (2021) (a portmanteau of “Property” and “Technology”). PropTech 

provides a business environment for companies promoting digital technologies for the built 

environment. The network also advocates that the AEC/FM industry, including the Danish DGNB 

and building legislation, needs to focus on building operational performance (e.g., Gammeljord et al., 

2020; Wilke, 2021). The interviewee from the Danish Proptech network pointed out that it is 

necessary to push the AEC and the real estate industry to quantify the building property value 

according to the measured building performance rather than solely on, e.g., its geographical location. 

He believed that this change in quantifying property value would create a demand for digital building 

technologies and data-driven services.  

The interviewed stakeholders in the leading AEC companies expressed that DGNB could push the 

POE survey to become a standard practice in the industry, promoting high performing building 

operation. The interviewee from the Danish PropTech network suggested that smart building 

certification schemes, such as the Dutch Smart Building Certification (SBC, 2021), could drive digital 

technologies and data-driven services, thereby promoting high performing building operation. In 

summary, the PropTech network and the aforementioned movements in the AEC/FM industry agreed 

that greater attention should be put on building operational performance, whether this was achieved 

through DGNB and conventional POE surveys or SBC and data-driven services. However, the 

AEC/FM industry might not entirely agree that data-driven services were the only way to realise this, 

as discussed in the next section. Some of the interviewed stakeholders in the AEC industry expressed 

that data-driven services might not be perceived as relevant. The interviewee from PropTech also 
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mentioned that only a few established companies in the AEC industry had joined the PropTech 

network.  

According to a study by Braesemann and Baum (2020), PropTech is rapidly expanding and 

digitalising the real estate industry. Specifically, they highlighted that markets providing data-driven 

services are characterised by few firms having monopolies and profiting from digital services. 

Regardless of whether PropTech might be “good” or “bad” for the AEC/FM industry, the industry 

still needs to reconsider the impact digital technologies and PropTech have on the design, 

construction and operation practices. Consequently, there might be a good synergy achieved by 

having both industries work together to promote the agenda of high performing building operation 

and provide data-driven services as a solution for information and knowledge transfer.  Currently, 

some stakeholders in the AEC industry have realised these potentials and are working on 

implementing data-driven services (e.g., Byggeri-arkitektur, 2019; Danish Energy Management, 

2021; Weitzmann et al., 2019).       

The doubt in the (monetary) value of data-driven services 

An industry workshop was arranged in March 2019 to discuss the application of IoT in the built 

environment (Weitzmann et al., 2019). Twenty participants were invited, representing the building 

owners, engineers, operating managers, researchers and technology providers. Participants expressed 

that the business use-cases for IoT were unclear even though they all agreed that IoT could create 

monetary value. A similar concern has been expressed for data-driven services (e.g., Ahmed et al., 

2017; Niras, 2018). An interviewed CEO in a Danish company, providing consultancy about energy 

saving, expressed that one should not regard digital technologies or sensor data as the only solution 

to a given problem. He explained that sometimes a simple audit might be sufficient for identifying 

building performance problems. He and a few other interviewees expressed that business cases for 

data-driven services for reducing building energy use were generally straightforward because it was 

easy to document the cost savings and the return of investment. Some interviewees expressed that 

business use-cases for data-driven services to improve IEQ performance and occupant comfort were 

unclear due to the two following considerations.  

Firstly, some interviewees expressed that data-driven services might be too extensive in terms of cost 

and time related to establishing data acquisition, performing data analytics, maintaining sensor 

infrastructure, etc. One of the interviewees explained that the clients who usually contacted them had 

obvious IEQ problems due to, e.g., inadequate ventilation that an audit identified quickly. The 

interviewee, who worked with POE, expressed that occupant feedback through questionnaires was 

sufficient and reliable for identifying underlying IEQ problems in buildings. Even one of the 

interviewed engineers expressed that the findings from the data-driven services listed in Table 3 did 

not reveal anything he would not have identified through audits. Consequently, data-driven services 

were not the only solution for handling the building operational performance. A selection of various 

solutions, e.g., audits, questionnaires, observations, etc. (Bordass and Leaman, 2005; Gilani and 

O’Brien, 2017), should be included in delivering data-driven services. Therefore, data-driven services 

should be an addition to existing activities that stakeholders already perform regarding 
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commissioning or audits (paper XI). Nevertheless, the interviewees’ aforementioned statements 

might be a sign of the inadequate data acquisition infrastructure in existing buildings making the 

application of data-driven services currently less feasible. 

Secondly, some interviewees providing sensor or data platform solutions related to IEQ and occupant 

feedback expressed that FM clients were generally curious but reluctant to pay to have these 

technologies, likely because of the unclear monetary value. An interviewee in an AEC company 

stated that even convincing the company’s management organisation to invest in developing data-

driven services was sometimes challenging, even though he and his team had demonstrated the 

monetary and non-monetary benefits of applying data-driven services. Another AEC company also 

struggled to clarify the monetary value of data-driven services for the company’s management. They 

intended to establish a data acquisition infrastructure in existing buildings to obtain long-term sensor 

data for improving future building design. Since the AEC company did not have access to existing 

buildings, they needed to achieve access by cooperating with building owners and facility 

management organisations. As previously described, the occupant organisation also needed to benefit 

from the data acquisition infrastructure (paper XI). Consequently, a partnership agreement would 

perhaps benefit both stakeholder groups. I.e., the occupant organisation and the AEC company could 

share the expenses and profits from data-driven services.  

One of the interviewed engineers suggested that partnerships related to data-driven services could 

follow similar partnership structures as the ESCO projects (Jensen et al., 2013). This partnership 

would help realise data-driven services that provide short-term cost savings. However, it might not 

be suitable for data-driven services focusing on IEQ performance, which are more challenging to 

translate into monetary value. The effect of IEQ on occupant productivity and absenteeism have been 

documented in research (e.g., Wargocki and Wyon, 2017). Furthermore, it seems that there is an 

understanding in the AEC/FM industry that occupants’ productivity and salary outweigh the 

operation and construction cost of buildings (Ive, 2006). However, the AEC/FM industry is still 

criticised for mainly focusing on the construction or operational cost and underestimating buildings’ 

use or social values (Coenen et al., 2013; Macmillan, 2006). Perhaps, more stakeholders would invest 

in data-driven services if non-monetary value gains were quantified as monetary gains (e.g., Jensen 

et al., 2009).  

Other risks and barriers related to the application of data-driven services 

Applying data-driven services requires stakeholders to have knowledge and skills to acquire and 

analyse sensor data and extract relevant information from the analysed sensor data. One of the barriers 

in realising data-driven services in the AEC/FM industry is the lack of necessary skills and knowledge 

in data management and analytics (e.g., Ahmed et al., 2017; Woodhead et al., 2018). The interviewees 

rarely mentioned this topic. Perhaps because the interviewees did not consider data collection and 

analytics a significant barrier, or they might have underestimated this aspect. Nevertheless, a lack of 

stakeholders with relevant knowledge and technical skills would challenge the penetration of data-

driven services in the AEC/FM industry. A Danish report (Niras, 2018), evaluating the application of 

energy data for improving energy efficiency in public buildings, concluded that the building operation 
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organisation should invest in educating relevant stakeholders to manage data acquisition 

infrastructures appropriately to ensure high data quality. The Danish government launched a 

digitalisation strategy for the construction industry (Trafik- Bygge- og Boligstyrelsen, 2019) in which 

one of the focus areas was to educate and further train building stakeholders to obtain digital skills. 

Perhaps the push from the policy-makers and the penetration of digital technologies in the AEC/FM 

industry would lead to more data scientists being employed in conventional AEC/FM companies and 

new job positions being created, e.g., building operators with digital skills providing data-driven 

commissioning.    

Another major concern with data-driven services was related to the legal, privacy and security aspects 

of sharing and using data (Ahmed et al., 2017; Arens and Brown, 2012). The Danish FM industry is 

already working on setting up guidelines and recommendations to support stakeholders in formulating 

a so-called data governance plan (Brøgger et al., 2018) in which, e.g., data collection strategy, 

application and data management are clarified.  

A final concern with data-driven services was related to the perception that insights obtained from 

data-driven services represented the “ultimate truth”. The notion of data-driven services is that one 

uses a “systematic” approach to collect and analyse “quantitative” data to obtain insights into building 

operation. I.e., the systematic approach provides an “objective” approach in obtaining these insights 

as opposed to a heuristic or ad-hoc approach based on opinions and observations. Consequently, the 

notion of data-driven service being “objective”, “quantifiable” and “systematic” make it subject to 

“datawashing”. Fletcher Foti from Oakland Analytics (2014) explained “datawashing” to mean “the 

biased use of data or statistics to justify a position that you really want to be true, or the use of 

complicated methodology to justify your role as expert in the analysis of data.”. Consequently, this 

puts a great responsibility on the person analysing and presenting the insights. They needed to ensure 

that their own beliefs do not distort the obtained insights and suppress contradictory findings. 

Moreover, they need to have the skillset to evaluate critically whether the results are subject to biases. 

Currently, there is a debate on the best approach to handling bias in data analytics (Ho Yu, 2017; 

Hullman and Gelman, 2021). One way to limit bias is to conduct an exploratory-confirmatory data 

analysis in which different topics and relationships in the data are explored and tested against 

expected “theories” (Jebb et al., 2017).      
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Chapter 5 – Conclusion and recommendation for future work 

The data-driven methods were applied to eight different use-cases, each addressing a specific 

hypothesis (Table 2). This chapter provides a conclusion to each hypothesis and the overall research 

objective as well as recommendations for building professionals and future research work.  

The conclusions to the hypotheses 

Hypothesis 1: The application of HVAC sizing and performance showed that the AHUs were 

rightsized in Building A and had an excess capacity of a maximum of 15%. All AHUs met the design 

requirements on indoor CO2-concentration. However, only half of the AHUs met the design 

requirements on indoor temperature and electricity use. As this was not linked to the airflow capacity 

of the AHUs, the AHU capacity was adequate to meet design requirements during building operation. 

Consequently, the method enabled an assessment of the AHU airflow capacity. 

Hypothesis 2: Occupancy was applied to evaluate whether the occupancy schedule used in AHU 

sizing led to the correct sizing of AHUs. It showed that the schedule overestimated the actual 

occupancy in the studied offices in Building A and B by 30%. However, additional analysis was 

necessary to confirm whether this overestimation directly led to the excess capacity of 15%. 

Hypothesis 3: The application of Occupant feedback and HVAC sizing and performance showed that 

the lower indoor temperature limit of 20 °C used in AHU sizing was too low. Therefore, it was 

suggested to be raised to at least 21 °C to represent occupants’ thermal preferences. However, more 

data was needed to determine whether the upper indoor temperature limit of 26 °C was appropriate.  

Hypothesis 4: HVAC sizing and performance was applied to evaluate the operational performance 

of the studied AHUs and investigate whether it should be improved. It revealed that half of the AHUs 

in Building A used 10% more electricity than expected. However, it did not identify the cause of this 

discrepancy. An audit was necessary to identify whether this problem was due to malfunctions in the 

ventilation components or undersized ducts. 

Hypothesis 5: The application of Occupant feedback and HVAC sizing and performance showed that 

occupants’ in Building A preferred an indoor temperature of about 23.5 °C. Furthermore, the 

continuously collected votes and the indoor temperature and airflow measurements revealed 

problematic events in which the HVAC operation led to thermal conditions perceived as 

uncomfortable.  

Hypothesis 6: Occupant feedback and Sensor distribution were applied to evaluate whether the 

location and number of sensors installed in a building were appropriate. They showed the following: 

The CO2 sensors connected to the BMS were adequate to represent the indoor CO2-concentration in 

the studied offices in Building A. Regarding the temperature measurements, a temperature difference 

of 1 °C was observed among sensors mounted on the interior and exterior wall in one of the north 

offices. Using the exterior wall-mounted sensor would increase energy use by at least 8%. Only a 

negligible temperature difference was observed in the southwest offices. However, occupants in the 
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southeast zones complained more about a warm thermal environment than occupants in the northwest 

zones. Consequently, the application of Sensor distribution was not sufficient to explain this 

discrepancy, and additional analysis was necessary. 

Hypothesis 7: The application of Occupancy showed that the daily HVAC operational schedule 

matched the hours when occupants arrived and left the studied office in Building A. The method 

identified that the airflow level should be reduced to match the actual occupancy level in the office 

space in the mornings and afternoons. The results from Occupant feedback revealed that occupants 

arriving at, e.g., the 5th and 6th floor offices experienced the thermal environment as too warm and 

too cold, respectively, suggesting that indoor temperature setpoints needed to be changed 

accordingly.   

Hypothesis 8: The combination of results from Occupant feedback, HVAC sizing and performance 

and Occupancy were used in prediction models of the studied building to investigate the thermal 

comfort implications and the energy saving potentials of changing the indoor temperature and 

reducing airflow levels. For example, reducing the airflow level by 25% would improve thermal 

comfort by 10% and reduce energy use by up to 40% without a negative impact on the daily CO2-

concentration. However, to achieve these improvements in the studied building in practice, the 

changes in HVAC settings needed to be implemented in the building. The implementation was not 

tested in the present study. 

The overall conclusion 

The overall research objective was to obtain insights into the actual operation of buildings for the 

benefit of occupant satisfaction, building energy efficiency and HVAC sizing. The four specific data-

driven methods demonstrated which building operational data should be collected continuously over 

time and how they should be analysed with different data-driven techniques to obtain insights into a 

buildings’ operation and design performance. The techniques ranged from data visualisation and 

simple statistical analysis to regression analysis and prediction models. The overall success criterion 

was that the methods provided insights that would be used during building design or operation to 

limit the building performance gap. 

The data-driven methods were applied to eight use-cases on building design and operation in a Danish 

office building. They revealed the following about the studied building: The AHUs were correctly 

sized with a slight excess capacity; the expected occupancy level overestimated actual occupancy 

level; the lower temperature limit of 20 °C needed to be increased to 23.5 °C to match occupants 

thermal preferences; and changing current HVAC control setpoints according to occupants’ use of 

the studied building and their thermal preferences would reduce energy use by up to 40% and improve 

occupant comfort by 10%.  

These insights should be implemented in the studied building to improve the building occupants’ 

thermal comfort and reduce the building’s current energy use. The application of insights based on 

the studied building about AHU sizing, occupancy schedule and temperature limits should be used 
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indicatively in future building design. I.e., these insights should be used together with conservative 

assumptions/requirements in uncertainty analysis for evaluating their impact on building design. In 

the long-term, as more operational data are obtained, these insights should replace prescriptive and 

conservative design requirements and assumptions.  

The thesis also discussed the social and organisational aspects of data-driven services. A conceptual 

framework was proposed to describe the value creation and appropriation of data-driven services. 

Moreover, several social and organisational challenges were identified such as the perceived risks or 

the doubt in the monetary value of using data-driven services in the architecture, engineering and 

construction industry.    

The thesis demonstrated that even though different technical limitations and challenges existed with 

the data-driven methods, they provided valuable insights into a building’s actual performance. 

However, the social and organisational challenges act as barriers in realising the full potential and 

benefits of data-driven methods as an approach to information and knowledge transfer. Consequently, 

these barriers should be addressed in order to limit the “performance gap” and enable increased 

occupant satisfaction and comfort in high-performing building operation and design. Nevertheless, 

the PhD concludes that the current technologies and the continuous advancement enable building 

stakeholders to apply data-driven methods to obtain insights into a building’s actual performance to 

benefit occupant satisfaction, energy efficiency and building design. 

Recommendations for building professionals  

The following recommendations were provided to building professionals curious or already engaged 

in developing and using data-driven services in the architecture, engineering, construction and facility 

management industry: 

Data-driven services for building operation should support the building operation manager with 

additional insights to make informed decisions to benefit occupant satisfaction and energy efficiency. 

However, it requires a significant amount of time and resources to establish and maintain a data 

acquisition infrastructure, including the processing and analysis of sensor data for obtaining reliable 

results. Consequently, one should hire one or more persons with the relevant digital skills to establish, 

maintain and use data-driven services.  

Data-driven services for building design should support engineers and architects in making informed 

decisions about the design of future buildings and refurbishments of existing buildings. Obtaining 

more data from buildings should lead to performance-based rather than prescriptive-based building 

design. Hopefully, this shift would lead the construction industry to focus on building operation in 

building design and make them accountable for designing and refurbishing buildings that provide 

increased occupant satisfaction and comfort. Nevertheless, insights from one or two buildings about 

specific design assumptions should be used in the same way as rules-of-thumb or any other types of 

assumptions. I.e., building simulation models should be used to document the implications of the 

assumptions on energy use and occupant satisfaction. The design and construction group should 
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already use the obtained insights to ensure that considerations related to building operation are 

appropriately addressed in design decisions, thereby promoting an evidence-based approach to 

building design. For example, this could happen by discussing whether an occupancy schedule of 

100% is “realistic”.  

Future work 

Results and insights from the PhD thesis were not explicitly implemented in the studied building or 

used in the sizing evaluation of AHUs. The present chapter recommends that future research studies 

how insights from data-driven methods should be used by building operation managers or engineers 

in improving building design and operation.  

The studied data-driven methods used “manual”, advanced statistical methods (e.g., logistic 

regression analysis) and data visualisation (e.g., cumulative distribution plots) to obtain insights into 

building operational performance. However, different approaches exist, ranging from simple data 

analytics (e.g., time-series plots) and advanced data analytics (e.g., regression analysis) to “artificial 

intelligence” (algorithms automatically analysing data). Future research should study how these 

different data-driven methods perform and compare, e.g., if they generate the same results and 

insights. Future research should also investigate how quantitative data impact decisions to improve 

building occupants’ satisfaction compared to qualitative data (e.g., opinions and feelings). 

The PhD addressed the “performance gap” from a techno-idealist standpoint and only explored some 

of the social and organisational aspects of data-driven methods. Future research should study the 

organisational, social, institutional and psychological aspects of using data-driven methods to 

improve decision-making in building operation and design. For example, a study similar to Thiess 

and Müller (2018) could be conducted to identify the existing organisational practices that promote 

or hinder data-driven decision-making in the facility management or construction industry. 

Finally, the PhD was grounded on the assumption that data-driven methods or digital technologies 

would be a solution to limiting the “building performance gap”. However, future research should 

address whether digital technologies are necessary and even the right solution for limiting the 

“building performance gap”. Digital technologies are promoted to reduce energy use and limit 

wasteful resource use. However, it becomes contradictory when they need to operate in energy-

intensive data warehouses and use limited minerals in hardware design. Future work should also 

clarify whether occupants would be more satisfied and comfortable in high-tech buildings. 
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Abstract. Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning engineers face high demands from their clients to deliver 
reliable, optimized solutions that perform acceptably in terms of energy use and provided comfort. However, time 
and resources are scarce to deliver an optimized solution. To ensure that the solution works under most operation 
scenarios, the design is typically based on a combination of conservative rules-of-thumb, general guidelines and a 
large safety factor. The consequences are building service systems designed for operating conditions that never or 
very rarely occur leading to oversized systems. The objective of this paper was to propose a method for identifying 
oversized air-handling units with variable speed drives. It was demonstrated on a case study including six air-
handling units in an office building. The method was able to determine that the air-handling units were not grossly 
oversized or undersized by comparing the measured airflow and SFP from the part- and full-load operation to the 
design airflow and SFP. However, the method should be extended to include additional performance criterion such 
as indoor climate and thermal efficiency to be able to conclusively confirm the size of the units. 

1. Introduction 
Mechanical ventilation systems in office buildings are designed to provide conditioned air to satisfy 
indoor climate and energy requirements. The typical procedure for sizing ventilation systems, 
specifically air-handling units (AHUs), can be divided into three steps: In the first step, the required 
airflow in the building is determined by using building simulation models. The input variables in the 
model are usually defined in the design brief or based on industry guidelines such as [1] or European 
Standard EN 15251:2007 [2]. But often not enough information is available, and the HVAC engineer 
has only a limited time to size the ventilation system [3]. Therefore, to ensure that the system fulfils 
design requirements, the variables are determined based on conservative rules-of-thumb or experience 
from previous projects [3]. The airflow is determined for selected rooms perceived to be representative 
of all rooms. The sum of airflows for all rooms then becomes the design airflow that is required to fulfil 
the indoor climate requirements during concurrent full-load condition. Sometimes a safety factor of 
1.10-1.25 [3,4] is applied to the design value to account for changes during building design and operation 
or to accommodate morning warm-ups after night setbacks [5].  
 In the second step, the pressure drop in the ventilation system is determined by sizing the 
ductwork to avoid high noise-levels and high energy consumption. The Danish Building Regulation 
(BR18) [6] requires the Specific Fan Power (SFP) to be no more than 2,100 J/m3 (0.58 W/(m3/h)) at 
maximum pressure (full-load) yield by variable air volume (VAV) systems. Additionally, to comply 
with the energy frame requirements during part-load conditions, the required SFP (also denoted design 
SFP) is typically reduced with 20-50% below the maximum SFP from BR18.  
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In the third step, the design SFP is used to size the AHU along with the design airflow from step two. 
The AHU is sized so that the SFP is no more than the design SFP and that the fan operates with maximum 
fan efficiency for the design airflow.  
 The mentioned practice in determining the design values may lead to large ductwork and air-
handling units that risk never being fully utilized during operation. Such a system is considered 
oversized. In general, a mechanical ventilation system is considered oversized if it has more installed 
airflow capacity than required by the most predominant operating condition. Thus, in this paper, size 
evaluation is a comparison between the design operating conditions and the actual operating conditions 
assuming that the intended use of the building has not significantly changed. 
 A study by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency from 1995 [7] investigated 47 AHUs 
located in 26 commercial buildings across U.S. and identified that over half of the buildings had AHUs 
that were at least 10% oversized in terms of airflow during full-load condition.  The oversized AHUs 
were in average 72% oversized and reducing oversizing to 10% could reduce fan energy with 50% [7]. 
Consequently, one way to do this is to select a smaller fan that operates close to the maximum fan 
efficiency for the most common airflow [8]. Another way is to use a variable speed drive (VSD) to vary 
the rotation speed of the fan according to the actual required airflow and pressure in the ventilation 
system. As VSDs are common in mechanical ventilation systems with VAV, moderately oversized 
AHUs are not an issue in terms of fan efficiency. However, grossly oversized AHUs with VSDs have 
the problem of operating in surge (the region of instability or stall of a fan) during part-load conditions 
that leads to lower total fan efficiency and higher fan energy [9]. Another problem with oversizing is 
the cost related to installation of the mechanical ventilation system and the space allocated for technical 
rooms and shafts. An expense exercise shows that savings on the installation cost of 4.9-24% can be 
achieved by sizing AHUs that are fully utilized in operation [10].  
 The available literature related to oversized HVAC primarily focuses on oversized compressors 
in roof-top units (RTUs): The extent of oversized RTUs [4], methods to determine oversizing and energy 
penalties of oversizing [11,12] and suggestions for rightsizing using stochastic modelling and 
uncertainty analysis [13].  However, only few studies [7,9,10] investigate the extent and problems 
related to oversized fans in AHUs and only [9] and [10] address oversizing issues of AHU with VSD.  
However, they do not explicitly state a definition of oversizing and how it can be determined. 
The objective of this paper was to propose and demonstrate a method to define and determine oversizing 
of AHUs equipped with VSDs in office buildings.  
 
2. Method 
The following section presents a method to evaluate and define oversizing of AHUs based on the airflow 
and the electrical energy efficiency in terms of SFP. 

2.1. Suggested method for evaluating oversizing based on electrical energy efficiency 
The following parameters were used to evaluate oversizing based on measured airflow, measured 
electrical power, design airflow and design SFP. The airflow can in most cases be obtained through the 
building automation system (BAS) and the electrical power can be measured by clamped type power 
meters installed between the building power supply and the switch board belonging to the AHU. The 
SFP was calculated from equation (1) [8]: 

 SFP = Psupply+Preturn

qv
 (1) 

where qv is the volumetric airflow [m3/s], P is the electrical power [W] from the supply and return fan 
and SFP is the Specific Fan Power [J/m3]. The SFP for multiple AHUs can be calculated from equation 
(1) using the sum of airflow and power. The measured airflow and the SFP (denoted “actual”) were 
normalized with the design airflow and SFP (denoted “design”) using equation (2): 

 qn = qactual
qdesign

×100   ,   SFPn = SFPactual
SFPdesign

×100   (2) 
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where qn is the normalized airflow [%] and SFPn is the normalized SFP [%]. The normalized airflow 
was represented as a cumulative distribution. The distribution was divided into three regions based on 
the changes in the slope of the curve. Each region represented a load condition.  
The methodology in AIVC Technical Note 65 [8] was used to evaluate the energy efficiency of the 
AHUs: The observed relation between normalized SFP and normalized airflow was compared to a 
regression model defined in equation (3), giving SFPfit depending on the coefficients a, b, c and d.  

 SFPfit = a + b ·qn+c·qn
2+d·qn

3    20% < qn < 100%               (3) 

SFPfit represents the estimated normalized SFP, if the AHU was operating as “Ideal”, “Good” or 
“Normal”. The corresponding coefficients are listed in Table 1. Systems with highly efficient VSDs and 
static pressure reset (dynamically controlled pressure setpoint) are characterized as “Ideal” [8].  

Table 1. The coefficients in equation (3) from [8]. 
Operating conditions a b c d 
Normal 1.0547 -2.5576 3.6314 -1.1285 
Good 0.5765 -1.5030 2.6557 -0.7292 
Ideal 0.2869 -0.8836 1.9975 -0.4008 

 
The range-normalized-root-mean-square-error (RN_RMSE) was used to evaluate which operating 
condition (SFPfit; equation (3)) fitted best with the actual operating condition (SFPn; equation (2)). 
RN_RMSE [%] was determined according to equation (4) [14]. n is the number of observations. 

 RN_RMSE=
 �  1n·∑�SFPn - SFPfit� 

2

max(SFPn)- min(SFPn) ×100  (4) 

2.2. Suggested definition of oversized air-handling units with variable speed drives  
Table 2 was used to evaluate AHUs as either “Grossly oversized”, “Moderately oversized”, “Rightsized” 
or “Undersized”. The performance criteria define the sizing conditions. The “Airflow” was evaluated 
based on the cumulative distribution of the normalized airflow from equation (2). The boundaries refer 
to the part- and full-load conditions depicted by the distribution. The “Energy efficiency” was evaluated 
based on the relation between the normalized SFP and airflow from equation (3). Table 2 is only valid 
if the investigated AHU had been commissioned correctly, and that no high air-leakage or “false” 
loading, such as simultaneous cooling and heating, occurred to give false impression of the actual 
required airflow. 

Table 2. Definitions of size based on performance. Definitions are based on indices from section 2.1. 
Performance 
criteria Grossly oversized Moderatly oversized Rightsized Undersized 

Airflow  
(Equation (2)) 

Part- and full-load:  
50% < qn < 100% in  
< 50% of the time. 

Part- and full-load:  
50% < qn < 100% in  
> 50% of the time. 

Part- and full-load:  
qn > 100% in  

> 50% of the time. 

Energy 
efficiency 
(Equation (3)) 

“Normal” or worse. 
SFPn > 100%  
for qn = 100%. 

 “Good” or “Ideal”.  
SFPn < 90%  

for qn = 100%. 

“Good” or “Ideal”.  
90% < SFPn < 100% 

 for qn = 100%. 

“Normal” or worse. 
SFPn > 100%  
for qn = 100%. 

2.3. Case study 
The case study comprised an eight storey multi-tenant office building with an area of 16,400 m² located 
near Copenhagen. The building was constructed in 2014 and certified as a Platinum DGNB. Six 
mechanical ventilation systems (Table 3) heat, cool and ventilate the office areas. The ventilation 
operated as VAV with static pressure reset. The AHUs have rotary heat exchangers, fans with VSDs 
and cooling coils. The building is typically occupied from 6.00-16.00 Monday to Friday all year. Airflow 
measurements for the six AHUs, from January 2017 to December 2018, were extracted manually from 
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the building’s BAS. In 2016 clamped type power meters were installed between the power supply and 
two switch boards supplying the mechanical ventilation systems. Measurements from these meters were 
collected to a cloud platform and extracted by application programming interface (API). The switch 
boards provided electrical power to all the components of the analysed mechanical ventilation systems, 
as well as the exhaust system distributed to the toilets. The electrical consumption from the exhaust 
system was assumed to be negligible compared to the consumption of the analysed mechanical 
ventilation systems. The measurements were collected at 5 min. intervals.  

Table 3. Name, zone, floor and design values of the AHUs in the case building. 

AHU Zone and floor Design airflow3 
[m3/h] 

Design SFP3 
[J/m3] 

Switch 
board 

Design values 
Switch board 

VE01 West, floor: 0.-3. 24,000 1,545 TA01:  
VE01-03 

Total airflow: 68,000 m³/h 
Average SFP4: 1,508 J/m³ VE02 West, floor: 4.-8. 24,000 1,545 

VE03 East, floor: 0.-3. 20,000 1,419 
VE04 East, floor: 4.-8. 28,000 1,559 TA02:  

VE04-06 
Total airflow: 61,000 m³/h 
Average SFP4: 1,523 J/m³ VE05 North, floor: 0.-3. 15,000 1,418 

VE06 North, floor: 4.-8. 18,000 1,553 
3Design airflow and SFP for full-load condition from manufacturer’s documentation.  
4From equation (1). Power of each AHU was calculated by multiplying SFP with airflow.  

3. Results  
Airflow: Figure 1 shows the cumulative distribution of the normalized airflow (qn) during working hours 
from 2017 to 2018. The six AHUs were lumped into two datasets TA01 (VE01-03) and TA02 (VE04-
06) (Table 3). The distribution in Figure 1 was divided into three regions based on the changes in the 
slope of the curve for TA01 and TA02: The first region (denoted “Starting-up”) occurred 16% of the 
time for both TA01 and TA02. This region depicts the increment of the minimum airflow to the level of 
airflow required in the part-load condition (denoted “Part-load”). The full-load condition (denoted “Full-
load”) occurred 5% of the time and is representative for the full-load condition for TA02. The full-load 
condition for TA01 is close to 0%. The grey area marks the lower and upper boundaries of the airflow 
according to the “Airflow” criterion in Table 2. The boundaries were only evaluated for regions “Part-
load” and “Full-load”, which occurred 84% of the time.  
 

 
Figure 1. Cumulative distribution of qn for TA01 and TA02 in 2017-18. 
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Energy efficiency: Figure 2 shows the relation between the normalized SFP (SFPn) and the normalized 
airflow (qn) for the two datasets in 2017-18. SFPfit for the three operating conditions from Table 1 are 
depicted as curves denoted as “Normal”, “Good” and “Ideal”. The observed relations between the 
normalized SFP and airflow for TA01 and TA02 have a nonlinear relation corresponding to “Good” or 
“Ideal”. The values diverging significantly from this relation can be due to faulty sensor data (Figure 2). 
They were included in the calculation of RN_RMSE as they did not change the results significantly.  
 

 

 
Figure 2. Relation between SFPn and qn in 2017-18. The dark area marks values outside 

the boundary condition of equation (3). The arrows denote faulty sensor data. 
 
 
 

Table 4. RN_RMSE from (4) between SFPn and SFPfit. 
Operating condition TA01 TA02 
Normal 18% 28% 
Good 13% 21% 
Ideal 11% 17% 

 
 

 
TA01: Based on the “Airflow” criterion in Table 2, TA01 was rightsized because the cumulative 
distribution of TA01 was within the grey area all the time (Figure 1). Figure 2 shows that SFPn of TA01 
was not more than 90% for qn equal to 100% and that the lowest RN_RMSE in Table 4 was for the 
operating condition “Ideal”. Based on the “Energy efficiency” criterion TA01 was moderately 
oversized.   
TA02: TA02 was undersized, based on the “Airflow” criterion, as the cumulative distribution of TA02 
was outside of the grey area in 55% of the time. However, based on the “Energy efficiency” criterion 
TA02 was rightsized as the lowest RN_RMSE in Table 4 was for the operating condition “Ideal” and 
that SFPn was not more than 95% for qn equal to 100% (Figure 2).  

4. Discussion 
In overall the method was able to demonstrate that TA01 and TA02 was not grossly oversized or 
undersized. As an example, if TA02 was only evaluated based on the normalized airflow, it would have 
been evaluated to be undersized. However, including energy efficiency as an additional performance 
criterion, it was possible to determine that TA02 was not undersized. However, the method cannot 
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conclusively confirm if TA02 was rightsized. Another limitation with the method was about determining 
if TA01 was moderately oversized or rightsized. Additional performance criteria should be provided in 
the definition in Table 2 to conclusively confirm the size of an AHU: The method should be extended 
to include an evaluation of the thermal efficiency of the AHUs to identify how the operation of the heat 
recovery is affected by the size of the AHU. Furthermore, the method should include an investigation 
of the thermal indoor climate and air quality provided by the ventilation system. Evaluation of the 
installation and operational costs of oversized, rightsized and undersized AHUs are also an important 
part of the analysis. Moreover, the boundaries defined in Table 2 for “Airflow” and “Energy efficiency” 
need to be further improved based on more case studies of AHUs with VSDs to help determine a 
common characteristic of each different sizes of AHUs. The robustness of the method should also be 
evaluated such as, how measurement uncertainty or temporary changes in operation or malfunctioning 
in the system or sensors can affect the results.  
 The presented method is part of a broader investigation that has the intention of evaluating if a 
certain design practice is consistently resulting in oversized AHUs. Oversizing is costly and identifying 
and eliminating design practices that lead to oversizing can be a great competitive advantage for 
construction companies, as they can deliver a less costly solution that still satisfies the requirements 
from the clients. Moreover, it would reduce energy and resources wasted on constructing oversized 
systems. On the other hand, moderately oversized ventilation systems may bring certain benefits as they 
work with reduced pressure drop, which reduces energy consumption and noise during operation. The 
unused capacity also safeguards the operation from unexpected changes in the ventilation requirements.  
The methodology can also be used to evaluate the operation and control strategy of the mechanical 
ventilation system as part of an ongoing commissioning process. If AHUs are identified as grossly 
oversized the energy efficiency can be improved either by replacing the fan in the AHU with a smaller 
sized fan or improving the control strategy e.g. by implementing static pressure reset [9].   

5. Conclusion 
A method was demonstrated on a case study of six mechanical ventilation systems in a Danish office 
building. The method was based on two-year measurements collected by the building automation system 
as well as on measurements from internet connected power meters. The method was able to determine 
that the AHUs were not grossly oversized or undersized by comparing the measured airflow and SFP 
from part- and full-load operation to the design airflow and SFP. However, the method should be 
extended to include additional performance criterion such as indoor climate and thermal efficiency to 
be able to conclusively confirm the size of the AHUs. 
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Using long-term measurements of airflow, electrical power,
indoor temperature, and CO2-concentration for evaluating
sizing and performance of an all-air HVAC system in an office
building - a case study

DONYA SHEIKH KHAN1,2� , J. KOLARIK1 , C. A. HVIID1 and P. WEITZMANN2

1Department of Civil Engineering, Technical University of Denmark, Kongens Lyngby 2800, Denmark
2NCC Denmark, Søborg, Denmark

Monitoring performance of heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) during building operation enables to evaluate the
appropriateness of the system’s design. Such insights can help to reduce energy consumption while ensuring satisfying indoor conditions
in the monitored building. Additionally, such insight can help to improve future HVAC design. The aim of this paper is to present a case
study demonstrating how HVAC engineers can evaluate whether the monitored air-handling units (AHUs) were appropriately sized and
performed as intended based on design requirements regarding energy-efficiency, thermal conditions, and indoor air quality (IAQ). Three
months of measurements of airflow, electrical power, indoor temperature, and CO2-concentrations were collected from an office building
with six AHUs. The results showed that three of the AHUs were appropriately sized and satisfied the thermal condition, IAQ and energy-
efficiency requirements. The remaining three AHUs were apparently appropriately sized and satisfied IAQ requirements, but they did not
satisfy the required energy-efficiency and thermal conditions. The applied approach seemed to be suitable for supporting building
operating managers for on-going performance monitoring as it was able to identify discrepancies from intended performance. But it
remains the task for the operating personnel to identify the cause of the identified discrepancies.

Introduction

The main task of a heating, ventilation and air-conditioning
(HVAC) system is to provide satisfying thermal conditions
and indoor air quality (IAQ) in a building. HVAC accounts
for almost 10–20% of the total energy consumption in devel-
oped countries (P�erez-Lombard, Ortiz, and Pout 2008).
Consequently, there is a significant push for more energy-
efficient HVAC systems. The European Ecodesign directive
(Ivanovich and Jones 2014) is a prescriptive energy regula-
tion that pushes for more energy-efficient HVAC compo-
nents on the European market. National building codes are
tightening overall building energy requirements (Heiselberg
2006) that result in to tighter energy-efficiency requirements
for HVAC systems (P�erez-Lombard et al. 2011). The overall
push for energy-efficient HVAC systems and the increasing

attention for better indoor environmental quality (IEQ) place
high demands on HVAC engineers’ ability to provide an opti-
mized HVAC design. Furthermore, it is a challenge for HVAC
engineers to provide an optimized design within limited project
time, resources and sparse available information on occupancy
loads or peak-load conditions (Jacobs and Henderson 2002;
Thomas and Moller 2006; Huang, Huang, and Augenbroe
2017). By trying to meet the high demands within the imposed
limitations, engineers design HVAC systems by making assump-
tions based on “rules of thumb” or prescriptive design guidelines
that do not necessarily reflect what happens in practice
(Bordass, Cohen, and Field 2004). Consequently, these assump-
tions can lead to sub-optimized design solutions that result in a
gap between expected and actual performance (Bordass, Cohen,
and Field 2004; Menezes et al. 2012; Zou et al. 2018).

To reduce the performance gap, the primary step is to
monitor the HVAC during operation as to quantify the gap
and to identify the underlying cause of the gap (van
Dronkelaar et al. 2016). However, to improve the future
design the obtained information needs to come back to the
HVAC engineer (Bordass, Cohen, and Field 2004; Arens
and Brown 2012; van Dronkelaar et al. 2016). Feedback
between the operational stage and the design stage can be
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provided by measuring and analyzing data on HVAC oper-
ational performance. With the emergence of affordable sen-
sor technologies and data analytic platforms, collecting and
analyzing measurements have become more convenient
(Capehart and Brambley 2014; Geng et al. 2019). For
example, research studies within performance monitoring
such as Menezes et al. (2012), G€oçer, Hua, and G€oçer
(2015), and Oti et al. (2016) demonstrated how data col-
lected through post-occupancy evaluations and audits or via
the building automation system (BAS) could be used in pre-
diction models to determine the performance gap or inte-
grated with the building model to close the information gap
between the operational stage and the design stage. Even
though the studies successfully demonstrated how to feed-
forward information from the design stage to the operational
stage, they did not demonstrate how information from the
operational stage could be used to inform the design stage.

The aim of this paper is to present a case study demon-
strating how HVAC engineers can obtain feedback from the
actual performance of a system they have designed. The
case study had the objective to demonstrate the collection,
analysis and presentation of operational parameters of six
air-handling units (AHU) in a Danish office building with
an all-air HVAC system. The goal was to use measurements
of airflow, electrical power, indoor temperature and CO2-
concentration from conditioned occupied spaces to evaluate
(1) whether the studied AHUs were sized appropriately and
(2) how they performed compared to design requirements.

Methods

Sizing of ventilation systems in Danish context

The typical procedure for sizing large mechanical ventilation
systems can be divided into three steps: in the first step, the
airflow necessary to meet thermal and IAQ requirements are
determined by using building simulation models. The input
variables and design requirements used in the model are usu-
ally defined in the design brief, industry guidelines such as
Vorre et al. (2017) or the European Standard EN 16798-11
(2019). The airflow is determined for selected representative
and critical zones and summed over the total number of
zones in the building. The summed airflow is used as the
design airflow that fulfills the thermal and IAQ requirements
during concurrent full-load conditions. Depending on the
complexity of the building design and the HVAC engineer’s
experience, the design value is sometimes multiplied either
by a safety factor of 1.10–1.25 (Jacobs and Henderson 2002;
Gorter 2012) or a diversity factor of 0.70–0.80. Multiplying
with a safety factor is argued to account for changes during
late design stages, contracting or operation (Nall 2015),
while multiplying by a diversity factor is argued to account
for the fact that full-load conditions are rare and
short events.

In the second step, the pressure drop in the ventilation
system is determined by sizing the duct system according to
prescribed design air velocity of 4–8m/s (Olufsen 1995) to
avoid noise and high energy consumption. Furthermore, the

design, control and operating conditions (e.g., operational
hours, morning warm-up) of the ventilation system are
modified so that the ventilation system meets the energy-
efficiency requirements that are set by the Danish Building
Regulation (BR18) (Ministry of Transport Building and
Housing 2018). The requirements in BR18 are divided into
two requirements: a prescriptive requirement and a perform-
ance requirement. The prescriptive requirement states that
the maximum specific fan power (SFPmax) must not be more
than 2100W/(m3/s) at maximum pressure (full-load) yield in
variable-air-volume (VAV) systems. The performance
requirement states that the building should not use more
than the overall building energy requirement. To comply
with this requirement, the yearly average SFP (SFPaverage)
for the VAV system, which is an average of various operat-
ing conditions in the building, is typically assumed to be
20–75% below the allowed SFPmax.

In the third step, the AHU is typically sized by using
manufacturers’ product selection software tools (Jacobs and
Henderson 2002). The design airflow (from step one) and
the pressure drop in the ducts (from step two) are used as
input values in the software tool, and the AHU is sized so
that it ensures compliance with SFPmax and SFPaverage. The
output of the selection software tool is documented in a
manufacturer’s datasheet, which displays the yielded SFP
(denoted design SFP) for the specific AHU size during
design airflow.

Oversizing of AHUs

A mechanical ventilation system is considered oversized if it
has more installed airflow capacity than required by the
actual predominant operating condition. Some of the men-
tioned design practices specifically related to the assumption
of concurrent full-load conditions, addition of safety factors
to the design airflow and the assumption that SFPaverage can
be 20–75% of SFPmax can lead to large ducts and large
AHUs (Thomas and Moller 2006; Gorter 2012). As large
AHUs can risk never being fully utilized during operation,
they can be considered oversized. Oversizing can lead to
inefficient energy use and poor control of indoor conditions
in buildings (Thomas and Moller 2007). Various studies
such as EPA (1995), Crozier (2000), Thomas and Moller
(2006), and Gorter (2012) state that oversizing of AHU is a
prevalent problem in buildings: Crozier (2000) compared the
measured airflow of eighteen constant-air-volume (CAV)
systems in UK and found that 88% of the ventilation sys-
tems were oversized. EPA (1995) identified that more than
half of the 26 investigated buildings in USA had an over-
sized ventilation system which only required an actual air-
flow that was at least 10% below the design airflow during
full-load conditions. The various studies discuss that poor
design practices, such as the use of conservative “rules of
thumb” and the lack of proper load estimations, are the
cause of oversized systems. Consequently, oversizing of
AHU can be reduced by challenging “rules of thumb”
(Thomas and Moller 2007) and by proper load estimations
(Gorter 2012) using guidelines (e.g., Burdick 2012), software
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tools or uncertainty analysis (e.g., Sun et al. 2014). One way
to reduce oversizing in existing AHU is to select a smaller
fan-motor configuration that can operate closer to the max-
imum efficiency for the most common predominant airflow
rates (Schild and Mysen 2009). Another way is to use a
variable speed drive (VSD) to vary the rotation speed of a
fan according to the actual required airflow and actual pres-
sure in the ventilation system. Even though, moderately
oversized AHUs with VSDs are not problematic in terms of
fan-efficiency, grossly oversized AHUs with VSDs can risk
operating with very low fan-efficiency and higher energy
use during part-load conditions (Hydeman et al. 2003). This
can happen because the grossly oversized fan in the AHU
operates with very low fan-speeds that generate higher noise
levels and greater wear on the fan and its components
(Schild and Mysen 2009). A general problem with oversized
ventilation systems is that they can be more costly to install
and maintain, and the space allocated for the technical rooms
and shafts need to be larger. Cost calculations by Thomas
and Moller (2007) shows that savings on the installation
cost of 4.9–24% can be achieved by rightsizing AHUs.

The previous studies mostly focus on oversizing of AHUs
as it is a more prevalent issue than undersizing. However,
undersized AHU can also be problematic because it can
operate at full capacity without being able to provide the
required thermal conditions and IAQ (Thomas and
Moller 2006).

Evaluation of sizing and performance of AHU

In the present case study, airflow and electrical power were
selected for performance and sizing evaluation because they
made up the design indices (design airflow and SFPdesign)
that were used in the AHU sizing procedure, described in
the previous sections. The indoor temperature and CO2-con-
centration were selected as they are the typical parameters
used for evaluating the thermal conditions and IAQ in occu-
pied zones (Wei et al. 2020).

Furthermore, following considerations were made regard-
ing the data collection, analysis and presentation of measure-
ments as they had an impact on end-results: Measurement
validity (Was the measurement accurate and representative
for the evaluation?), operational hours (Which operating
hours were representative for the evaluation?) and thresholds
(Which criteria should be used to evaluate the sizing and
performance of the studied AHU?). The implications of
these considerations on the results are discussed later in
this paper.

To investigate the size and performance of the studied
AHUs in the case study, the term “sizing level” was used to
indicate whether the studied AHUs were “oversized,”
“rightsized,” or “undersized.” This was done by comparing
the actual airflow to the design airflow. The term
“performance level” was used to evaluate whether the
energy-efficiency, thermal performance and IAQ perform-
ance of the studied AHUs were “poor,” “acceptable,” or
“very good.” Energy-efficiency was evaluated by using
actual measurements of airflow and electrical power from

the studied AHUs to determine the SFP. The measured
indoor temperature and CO2-concentration from occupied
zones that were served by a particular AHU were used to
evaluate the thermal conditions and IAQ. The sizing and
performance of a studied AHU were considered appropriate
if its sizing level was determined as “rightsized” and its per-
formance level was determined as “acceptable” or
“very good.”

Data processing and cleaning
The measurement data from the case study was processed
and cleaned as to minimize the bias from measurement
inaccuracy, faulty sensor readings and measurements outside
of operational hours. All measurements were filtrated to
only contain values logged during operational hours. The
operational hours were based on the design brief and the
actual HVAC system schedules. It was necessary to process
and clean measurements of airflow, indoor temperature and
CO2-concentration, but nothing was observed in electrical
power measurements to justify further processing of these
measurements.

In the present study, the airflow measurement displayed
in the BAS was not zero when the fan was turned off even
though it should have been. This was likely due to air leak-
age from the inlet/outlet dampers. Therefore, the offset in
the airflow measurement data was corrected assuming a lin-
ear relation between the supplied volumetric airflow qv [m

3/
s] and the operation of the inlet fan F [%] (Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory and Resource Dynamics
Corporation 2003) with a slope a and an intercept b as
described by Equation 1:

qv ¼ bþ a� F (1)

The intercept should be equal to 0m3/s, when the fan was
turned off (F¼ 0%), if this was not the case the intercept
was subtracted from the volumetric airflow.

Temperature and CO2 sensors that showed constant, zero,
or negative readings were removed from the dataset.
Furthermore, a filtration method inspired by Zhou et al.
(2011) was developed and applied to remove faulty tempera-
ture and CO2 sensor readings as well as poorly calibrated
sensors with biased readings. The filtration method consisted
of “temporal filtration” and “spatial filtration”.

“Temporal filtration” was based on statistical methods for
outlier detection: Outliers (hOutlier) were defined as rare sen-
sor values that occurred in a short time span because of sig-
nal-noise related to e.g., sensor or BAS issues. In “temporal
filtration” the lower (h25) and upper (h75) quartile values
were derived for each sensor over the entire time span and
were applied in Equation 2 to get the inter-quartile range
(IQR).

IQR ¼ ðh75 � h25Þ (2)

The IQR was used in Equation 3 to identify outliers
(Aggarwal 2013), which were filtrated from the dataset.

hOutlier ¼ h < h25�1:5 � IQR
h > h75 þ 1:5 � IQR

�
(3)

where h is a sensor value in a given timestep. “Temporal
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filtration” was only applied to temperature measurements.
Equation 3 was not suitable for measurements of CO2-con-
centration as it removed all peaks from the measurements.
This is because CO2-concentrations can strongly fluctuate
over a short time span.

“Spatial filtration” was used to identify poorly calibrated
sensors by assuming that two or more sensors should not
have significantly deviating values when they were located
in zones with similar conditions either on the same floor or
on different floors facing the same orientation. If one of
these sensors had values significantly different from the
other sensors’, it was removed from the dataset. The devi-
ation was investigated by calculating the minimum, median
and the maximum of each sensor and by grouping and visu-
alizing the three indices for each sensor according to the
location and orientation of the zones. If a visual inspection
showed that the median of a sensor was close to the min-
imum or the maximum of other sensors, which were located
in a zone on the same floor or different floor facing the
same orientation, the deviation was assessed to be significant
and the sensor was removed from the dataset.

Performance metrics
The processed dataset was used for calculating the perform-
ance metrics. The SFP was calculated from Equation 4
(Schild and Mysen 2009):

SFP ¼ P

qv
(4)

where qv is the volumetric airflow [m3/s], P is the total elec-
trical power [W] including the power needed by the supply
and return fan and SFP is the specific fan power [W/(m3/s)].
The SFP for multiple AHUs can be calculated with Equation
4 using the summed airflow and the summed electrical
power for the studied AHUs. The measured SFP (SFPactual)
can be calculated with Equation 4 using the measured power
(Pactual) and the measured airflow (qactual), whereas the
design SFP (SFPdesign) can be calculated using the design
power (Pdesign) and the design airflow (qdesign). qactual and
SFPactual were normalized respectively with qdesign and
SFPdesign using Equation 5 and 6:

qn ¼ qactual
qdesign

�100 (5)

SFPn ¼ SFPactual

SFPdesign
�100 (6)

where qn is the normalized airflow [%] and SFPn is the nor-
malized SFP [%].

Data analysis and presentation
The normalized airflow, indoor temperature and CO2-con-
centration were presented as cumulative distributions. The
cumulative distribution of the normalized airflow was div-
ided into two regions that were denoted as “starting-up” and
“operation.” “Starting-up” depicted the percentage of time
the studied AHUs were turned off (qactual ¼ 0m3/s) and it
occurred because the determined operational hours could
vary between the days of the week. Therefore, the cumula-
tive distribution of the normalized airflow covered regions

outside of the actual operational hours. This region was
therefore not included in the evaluation of the sizing level.
The sizing level was only evaluated for “operation” which
included the operational hours the provided airflow was
more than 0m3/s.

Each temperature sensor and CO2 sensor were visualized
as a cumulative distribution. Each sensor represented the
thermal condition or the IAQ of an occupied zone. The
cumulative distributions were grouped according to the
studied AHU that served the particular zones. As to enhance
the readability of the visualized cumulative distributions, the
0.05 (h5), 0.25 (h25), 0.75 (h75), 0.95 (h95) quantile values
and median (h50) were calculated for the grouped cumulative
distributions. Therefore, the quantiles represented the per-
centile of occupied zones (e.g., h75 represented 75% of the
occupied zones) that for a percentage of time had an indoor
temperature or CO2-concentration below or equal to a spe-
cific value.

A scatterplot was used to visualize the trend and relation-
ship between the normalized airflow and the normalized
SFP. The observed relation was compared visually to a
regression model that is described in Equation 7 (Schild and
Mysen 2009):

SFPfit ¼ aþ b�qn þ c�q2n þ d�q3n (7)

20% � qn � 100% where SFPfit [%] is the estimated nor-
malized SFP for an AHU operating as “normal,” “good,” or
“ideal” and the corresponding coefficients (a, b, c, and d)
listed in Table 1. The observed SFPn was compared to
SFPfit as to evaluate the energy-efficiency of the
studied AHUs.

Systems with highly efficient VSDs and static pressure
reset (dynamically controlled pressure setpoint) are charac-
terized as “ideal,” whereas ventilation systems with fan-
speeds that are controlled to maintain a constant static pres-
sure are characterized as “normal” (Schild and Mysen 2009).
Systems due to e.g., poor fan-efficiency, inefficient VSDs,
or no pressure control are characterized as worse than
“normal” (Schild and Mysen 2009).

Performance and sizing evaluation
Tables 2 and 3 were used to evaluate the cumulative distri-
bution and scatter plot as to derive the sizing level and the
performance level of the studied AHUs.

Table 2 shows the defined scheme using normalized air-
flow and percentage of time (s) for identifying the sizing
level of the studied AHUs. “Operation” in Table 2 refers to

Table 1. The coefficients in (7) from Schild and
Mysen (2009).

Operating conditions a b c d

Normal 1.06 �2.56 3.63 �1.13
Good 0.58 �1.50 2.66 �0.73
Ideal 0.29 �0.88 2.00 �0.40
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the region depicted in the cumulative distribution. qn,low [%],
SFPn,low,max [%], Tlow [�C], Tup [�C], Tmax,up [�C], Tmin,low
[�C], CO2,up [ppm], CO2,max [ppm], scomfort [%], and Dsexceed
[%] in Tables 2 and 3 are the design specific requirements
based on design guidelines and client requirements used for
sizing the studied AHUs.

A rightsized AHU was defined to have a normalized air-
flow between qn,low and 100% in more than 50% of the
time. qn,low could represent e.g., the minimum required air-
flow to satisfy thermal and IAQ requirements.

The performance level of the studied AHU was derived
for each performance metric: The performance level of
“energy-efficiency” was derived by visual analysis of the
scatter plot and by comparing the difference between actual
SFP and design SFP for qn equal to or less than 100%.
SFPn,low,max is defined as the boundary to distinguish an
“acceptable” energy-efficient AHU from a “very good”
energy-efficient AHU.

The performance metric “thermal” was evaluated by com-
paring the measured temperature (T) with the lower (Tlow)
and upper (Tup) design temperature thresholds. The perform-
ance metric “IAQ” was evaluated by comparing the meas-
ured CO2 with the upper design threshold (CO2, up).
According to EN 16798-22 (2019), a certain deviation of
indoor environmental requirements is acceptable as to avoid
oversizing. Thus, it was defined that 95% of the occupied
zones should have indoor temperatures within Tlow and Tup

in scomfort percentage of time or CO2-concentrations less
than CO2, up in scomfort percentage of time. The maximum
indoor temperature (Tmax,up), the minimum indoor tempera-
ture (Tmin,low) or the maximum CO2-concentration (CO2, max)
can be exceeded less than Dsexceed percentage of time.

Table 3. Classification of performance level.

Performance level & metric Poor Acceptable Very good

Energy-efficiency: Normalized SFP.
Equations (6) and (7)

Worse than “Normal”
SFPn > 100%
for qn < 100%.

“Normal,” “Good,” or Ideal”
SFPn,low,max < SFPn < 100%

for qn < 100%.

“Good” or “Ideal”
SFPn < SFPn,low,max

for qn < 100%.

Thermal: Indoor temperature (T) < 95% of occ.a zones:
Tlow < T < Tup
in s> scomfort

and
T > Tmax,up or
T < Tmin,low

in Ds<Dsexceed

95% of occ.a zones:
Tlow < T < Tup
in s> scomfort

and
T > Tmax,up or
T < Tmin,low

in Ds<Dsexceed

>95% of occ.a zones:
Tlow < T < Tup
in s> scomfort

and
T > Tmax,up or
T < Tmin,low

in Ds<Dsexceed

IAQ: Indoor CO2-concentration (CO2) < 95% of occ.a zones:
CO2 < CO2,up

in s> scomfort
and

CO2 > CO2,max

in Ds<Dsexceed

95% of occ.a zones:
CO2 < CO2,up

in s> scomfort
and

CO2 > CO2,max

in Ds<Dsexceed

>95% of occ.a zones:
CO2 < CO2,up

in s> scomfort
and

CO2 > CO2,max

in Ds<Dsexceed
aOccupied shorten to occ.

Table 2. Classification of sizing level.

Sizing level & metric Oversized Rightsized Undersized

Normalized airflow. Equation (5) Operation:
qn,low < qn < 100%

in s< 50%.

Operation:
qn,low < qn < 100%

in s> 50%.

Operation:
qn > 100%
in s> 50%.

Figure 1. Floor plan of the case building and orientation of the
building wings.
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Description of the studied office building

Figure 1 shows the floor plan of the studied building which
was a 16,400m2 nine story multi-tenant office building
designed with three wings facing north (N), southeast (SE),
and southwest (SW). The building was located near
Copenhagen, Denmark. The building was constructed in
2014 and certified as a Platinum DGNB (DGNB 2020)
office building. Six mechanical ventilation systems provided
heating, cooling and ventilation to office zones on all floors.
Table 4 lists the design airflow, the design SFP and the
associated zones of each AHU. The design airflow was
determined by simulation models of selected representative
and critical zones: The ventilation rate was determined to
4 h�1 in office zones and 8 h�1 in meeting zones. This meant
that qn,low from Table 2 was set to 50%, which is the ratio
between the minimum and the maximum required airflow
during operation. The threshold between “acceptable” and
“very good” energy-efficiency was chosen to be 90%
(SFPn,low,max from Table 3).

The ventilation operated as VAV with fan-speed con-
trolled to maintain a constant static pressure. Air was distrib-
uted to the zones via evenly distributed ceiling-mounted
diffusers. Re-heaters were installed on each floor and each
wing to heat the airflow, when inlet temperatures dropped
below zone temperature setpoints. The AHUs were equipped
with rotary heat exchangers, cooling coils and fans with
VSDs. The ventilation system was designed to keep the
absolute CO2-concentration below 900 ppm (CO2, up) and
the temperature between 20 �C (Tlow) to 26 �C (Tup) in 95%
(scomfort) of the time (i.e., 5% exceedance). Exceedance of
temperatures below 18 �C (Tmin,low) or above 27 �C (Tmax,up)
or exceedance of absolute CO2-concentration above
2000 ppm (CO2, max) were allowed in 1% (Dsexceed) of the
time according to the design brief. CO2, max and Tmin,low
were set according to the Danish Working Environment
Authority (2019).

The predominant operational hours of the AHUs and typ-
ical working hours were from 06.00 to 16.00 Monday to
Friday, which was also in accordance with the operational
hours defined in the design brief. Data on return airflow
rates for all six AHUs as well as indoor temperature and
CO2-concentrations for all three wings from 4th to 8th floor
were extracted from the building’s BAS (Sensors on the 7th

floor SW-wing were removed as the zones were

unoccupied). Measurements of floor 0 to 3 were not avail-
able. The airflow for the AHUs extracted from the BAS was
calculated from the pressure rise over the fan multiplied by
a fan-constant that was determined by the manufacturer
(Schild and Mysen 2009). The indoor temperature and CO2

sensors had an accuracy of ± 0.5 �C and ± 40 ppm, respect-
ively, according to manufacturer’ datasheet. The sensors
were integrated in thermostats mounted in the occupied
zones. No long-term measurements of electrical power were
available for the AHUs through the BAS. Thus, electrical
power was measured using clamped type power meters
(Smappee Energy and Smappee Pro (Smappee 2019))
installed between the power supply and two switch boards
(TA01 and TA02 in Table 4) supplying the mechanical ven-
tilation systems. Placing the meter as specified ensured that
the measurements included the electrical power needed for
fan operation and other components such as dampers, con-
trollers/electronics, and rotary heat exchangers. The manu-
facturer of the power meters informed that the accuracy was
less than 1%. The switch boards provided electrical power
to all the components of the investigated mechanical ventila-
tion systems as well as the exhaust system servicing toilets
and copy rooms. The electrical consumption from the
exhaust system was assumed to be negligible compared to
the consumption of the investigated mechanical ventilation
systems. The measurements were logged every 5min. during
the period from August to October 2019. The collected
measurements from the studied building were prepared and
presented as described in the previous sections. As high
computation time of more than three minutes was experi-
enced during the data processing and analysis of the dataset,
the size of the dataset was reduced by averaging each meas-
urement for every 15min. The final dataset had a timestep
of 15min. and did not significantly deviate from the dataset
with 5min. timestep.

Results

Sizing level—normalized airflow

The cumulative distribution of the normalized airflow (qn)
during operational hours from August to October 2019 is
shown in Figure 2.

Table 4. Name, zone, floor, and design values of AHUs in the case building.

AHU Zone and floor Design airflowa [m3/s] Design SFPa [W/(m3/s)]
Switch
board

Design values
Switch board

VE01 SW, floor: 0.-3. 6.67 1545 TA01 Total airflow: 18.90 m3/s
Average SFPb: 1508 W/(m3/s)VE02 SW, floor: 4.-8. 6.67 1545

VE03 SE, floor: 0.-3. 5.56 1419
VE04 SE, floor: 4.-8. 7.78 1559 TA02 Total airflow: 16.95 m3/s

Average SFPb: 1523 W/(m3/s)VE05 N, floor: 0.-3. 4.17 1418
VE06 N, floor: 4.-8. 5.00 1553
aDesign airflow and design SFP for full-load condition from manufacturer’s datasheet.
bDerived from Equation (4). Electrical power of an AHU was calculated by multiplying SFP with airflow.
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The six AHUs were lumped into two datasets TA01
(VE01-03) and TA02 (VE04-06) according to Table 4.
Figure 2 shows that both distributions of the normalized air-
flow for TA01 and TA02 were close to 0% for less than
16% of the time. This region is denoted as “starting-up,”
which is a result of the selected operational hours as not all
AHUs started and stopped at the same time. The distribution
of the normalized airflow for TA01 and TA02 increased to
minimum 50% for more than 16% of the time. This region
is denoted as “operation” and the sizing level was only eval-
uated for this region. The gray area marks the lower (qn,low
¼ 50%) and upper boundaries (100%) of the normalized air-
flow according to Table 2. The normalized airflow was
within 50–100% in 93% and 100% of the time during oper-
ation for, respectively TA01 and TA02. According to the
definition in Table 2, AHUs in both TA01 and TA02 can be
considered as rightsized.

Performance level

Energy-efficiency—normalized SFP
Figure 3 shows the relation between the normalized SFP
(SFPn) and the normalized airflow (qn) for TA01 and TA02
for the period August to October 2019. Figure 3 shows the
SFPfit plotted for the three operating conditions from Table
1 denoted as “normal,” “good,” and “ideal.” Figure 3 shows
that the normalized airflows of TA01 and TA02 were
between 24–82% and 20–91%, respectively, during oper-
ational hours, and the normalized SFPs for TA01 and TA02
were between 40–88% and 60–110%, respectively, during
operational hours. The datapoints for normalized SFP below
25% were considered as faulty values and therefore not
included in the evaluation of the energy-efficiency of TA01
and TA02.

The maximum SFPn for TA01 was less than 79% for qn
less than 88%. The observed relation for TA01 had a closer
fit to “normal” for qn between 55 and 88%, which is coinci-
dent with the region depicted as “operation” in Figure 2, and

closer fit to “good” for qn between 24 and 55%, which is
the region depicted as “starting-up” in Figure 2. As the
“operating” region of TA01 had a closer fit with “normal,”
TA01 was classified as “acceptable” according to “energy-
efficiency” defined in Table 3.

The SFPn for TA02 was higher than SFPfit for “normal”
for most of the datapoints. Moreover, the maximum SFPn

for TA02 was above 100% for qn at 84–90%. According
to the performance metric “energy-efficiency” defined in
Table 3, TA02 was classified as “poor.”

Thermal conditions—indoor temperature
The cumulative distribution of the indoor temperature (T)
during operational hours from August to October 2019 is
shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 shows the cumulative distribu-
tion for each occupied zone and the quantiles (q5, q25, q50,
q75, and q95) of the cumulative distribution. The zones
grouped in TA01 were conditioned by VE02 and the zones
grouped in TA02 were conditioned by VE04 and VE06
(Table 4). Indoor temperatures in all occupied zones in
TA01 and TA02 were above Tmin,low and Tlow. Figure 4
shows that the indoor temperature for all occupied zones in
TA01 did not exceed Tmax,up and only less than 5% of the
occupied zones exceeded Tup in 5% of the time. Thus, the
indoor temperatures for all occupied zones on the 4th to 8th

floor for TA01 were within the design requirements at least
95% of the time. For TA02 between 75 and 95% (� 85%)
of occupied zones had indoor temperatures less than Tup in
95% of the time and 5% of the zones exceeded indoor tem-
peratures above Tmax,up more than 1% of the time. Thus, the
indoor temperature was within the design requirements up to
95% of the time in 85% of the occupied zones on 4th to 8th

floor for TA02. The floor and wing with the most zones that
exceeded thermal design requirements were the 8th floor SE-
wing. According to the performance metric “thermal”
defined in Table 3, TA01 was performing “very good” and
TA02 had a “poor” performance.

Figure 2. Cumulative distribution of qn for TA01 and TA02.
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Figure 4. Cumulative distribution of temperature from each sensor (colored lines) on 4th to 8th floor for TA01 and TA02. Each sensor
represents one occupied zone.

Figure 3. Scatter plot of SFPn and qn for Aug.-Oct. 2019. The dark region marks the values outside the boundary condition of
Equation (7).
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IAQ—indoor CO2-concentration
Figure 5 shows the cumulative distribution of the indoor
CO2-concentration (CO2) during operational hours from
August to October 2019. Figure 5 is organized in similar way
as Figure 4. Figure 5 shows that for TA01 the CO2-concentra-
tion for all occupied zones on the 4th to 8th floor was below
CO2,up in 99% of the time and CO2,max was never exceeded.
For TA02, approximately 99% of occupied zones were less
than CO2,max in 95% of the time and CO2,max was never
exceeded. According to the performance metric “IAQ”
defined in Table 3, TA01 and TA02 were performing
“very good.”

Discussion

Evaluation of the sizing and performance level of the
studied AHUs

The objective of this case study was to demonstrate an
approach to collect, analyze and present long-term measure-
ments as to evaluate (1) Whether the studied AHUs were
appropriately sized (sizing level) and (2) how they per-
formed compared to design requirements (performance
level). The study was conducted on an office building with
six AHUs lumped into two datasets TA01 (VE01-03) and
TA02 (VE04-06).

The first question related to the sizing level was answered
using the defined scheme in Table 2. As TA01 and TA02
operated within 50–100% of the design airflow in at least
93% of the time during operational hours, the sizing levels
for TA01 and TA02 were determined as rightsized.

Therefore, according to the scheme in Table 2 the AHUs
were sized appropriately.

The second question related to the performance level
aimed to determine how the investigated AHUs performed
regarding energy-efficiency, thermal condition and IAQ
compared to the design requirements that were setup as a
scheme in Table 3. TA01 was classified as “very good”
regarding “thermal” and “IAQ” as well as “acceptable”
regarding “energy-efficiency.” As TA01 was operating with
fan-speed that was controlled to maintain constant pressure,
it was based on Schild and Mysen (2009) expected that the
observed relation between SFPn and qn had a closer fit to
the SFPfit for “normal.” Figure 3 also shows that TA01 dur-
ing operation was closer to “normal”. In overall, the TA01
was appropriately sized and had an “acceptable” energy-effi-
ciency and provided a “very good” thermal condition
and IAQ.

TA02 was classified as “poor” regarding “thermal” and
“energy-efficiency” and “very good” regarding “IAQ.” Thus,
even though TA02 was rightsized, it was not able to meet
the required thermal conditions and required energy-effi-
ciency. There can be several explanations to this discrep-
ancy: Results from Figure 3 suggest that TA02 was
operating with a higher energy consumption (higher SFP),
meaning that the pressure drop in the system was higher
than expected or the fan-motor efficiency was low. Figure 4
also shows that 15% of the occupied zones exceeded upper
temperature thresholds, which could suggest that the ventila-
tion system could not provide the required thermal condi-
tions. The high pressure drop and exceedance of upper
temperature thresholds could point toward three main rea-
sons for the discrepancy: (1) Inappropriate design assump-
tions leading to underestimation of the pressure drop in the

Figure 5. Cumulative distribution of CO2 from each sensor (colored lines) on 4th to 8th floor for TA01 and TA02. Each sensor repre-
sents an occupied zone.
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ventilation system (Olufsen 1995; Hyv€arinen and K€arki
1996; Hydeman et al. 2003) and underestimation of cooling
loads in the occupied zones (e.g., due to underestimation of
solar radiation, occupancy load or overestimation of solar
shading). (2) Inappropriate operational procedure such as
high pressure setpoints or high temperature setpoints (over-
heating), poor balancing of dampers, faulty VAV damper
signal or poor temperature control at zone level (Hyv€arinen
and K€arki 1996). (3) Building use had changed from the
intended use e.g., higher occupancy load because of changes
to zone layout.

The demonstrated approach could not explicitly identify
which of the main three reasons mentioned caused the
observed discrepancy for TA02. This was because the dem-
onstrated approach evaluated the performance of the ventila-
tion system on a system level (i.e., AHU), and it did not
provide any detailed information about the performance of
ventilation components (e.g., dampers, filters), measured
pressure drops in the ventilation system or applied tempera-
ture setpoints in occupied zones. Such an approach is
according to IEA-EBC Annex 25 (Hyv€arinen and K€arki
1996) classified as a top-down approach for building per-
formance evaluation, i.e., an approach which is a starting
point for performance evaluation and which can indicate
whether there is a discrepancy that can justify the necessity
for further investigation to identify the cause of the discrep-
ancy. The IEA-EBC Annex 25 further described that further
investigation should focus on the most probable reason for
the discrepancy.

Thus far, the applied approach in the case study revealed
that there was a significant performance discrepancy for
TA02 that justified further investigations to uncover which
of the presented three reasons could explain this discrep-
ancy. The first reason was related to building design, while
the second and third reasons were both related to building
operation. A further investigation should first determine
whether the discrepancy was related to the building oper-
ation: As previously explained, TA02 was a grouping of
VE04-06, therefore the performance discrepancy could be
due to one or more of these AHUs. Additionally, further
investigation should pay special attention to zones on the 8th

floor SE-wing conditioned by VE04 as it had the most zones
exceeding upper temperature thresholds. The investigation
can include e.g., audits of the mechanical ventilation system
(e.g., checking setpoints, control settings and components)
as well as comparing actual use (e.g., occupancy load) to the
intended use to identify whether the building was used as

intended. If these investigations showed that building oper-
ation (reason two and three) was not the cause of the
observed discrepancy, then it could be concluded that TA02
was inappropriately sized i.e., design airflow was based on
poor assumptions and was not enough to meet the upper
temperature thresholds during actual operation. However,
further actions would still be needed to identify what design
assumptions resulted into undersizing of TA02.

Providing feedback on building operation

The case study represented a top-down approach that provided
feedback on the operation of the studied AHUs. It was able to
indicate to HVAC engineers whether there was an agreement
between sizing and performance level. This was observed for
TA01. The approach was also suitable for on-going perform-
ance monitoring to inform building operating managers whether
it is necessary to conduct further investigations of the oper-
ational conditions that are causing poor thermal conditions and
high energy consumption. This was observed for TA02.

Providing feedback to building design

The case study demonstrated the application, outcome and
challenges related to collection, analysis and presentation of
long-term measurements for evaluating the sizing and per-
formance of the studied AHUs. The feedback to HVAC
engineers, provided by the approach, first becomes valuable
when the approach is applied to multiple office buildings as
to investigate and provide evidence on whether a certain
design practice is consistently resulting in undersized or
oversized AHUs. Oversizing is costly and identifying and
eliminating design practices that lead to oversizing can be a
great competitive advantage for e.g., contractors as they can
deliver a less costly solution that still satisfies the require-
ments from the clients. To illustrate this, Table 5 presents a
cost estimation: In the example, TA01, with the volumetric
airflow of 18.90m3/s (Table 4), was assumed to be 15%
oversized. If TA01 was sized with a reduced airflow of 15%
(16.10m3/s), the cost difference would be DKK 1,288,000
(USD 190,680) (Table 5).

Moreover, rightsized ventilation systems use less materi-
als (e.g., smaller duct size and smaller AHU components)
and take up less space in the building compared to oversized
systems. On the other hand, moderately oversized ventilation
systems (mainly ventilation components and ducts) may
bring certain benefits as they work with reduced pressure

Table 5. Example of cost difference between oversized and rightsized TA01.

TA01
Oversized

TA01
Rightsized

Volumetric airflow [m3/s] 18.90 16.10
Component and installation costa DKK 8,694,000

(USD 1,287,090)
DKK 7,406,000
(USD 1,096,410)

Cost difference DKK 1,288,000
(USD 190,680)

aFrom the official Danish price database (Molio 2019).
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drop, which reduces energy consumption and noise during
operation (Terkildsen and Svendsen 2013). The unused cap-
acity also safeguards the operation from unexpected changes
in the ventilation requirements.

Limitations regarding collection of long-term
measurements in the case study

It was possible to collect the necessary data from the studied
building, but three significant limitations were identified for
the used dataset. The first limitation was related to the dur-
ation of the time period covered by the dataset, which only
captured the period from August to October 2019. To inves-
tigate the reliability of the used dataset related to airflow
and electrical power, the dataset for a two-year period used
in the preliminary study by Khan et al. (2019) was processed
and analyzed according to the method of this paper. Results
are presented in Figures 6 and 7.

Figures 6 and 7 for the two-year dataset were only
slightly different from Figures 2 and 3 for the three-month
dataset: E.g., Figure 6 shows that “starting-up” took up 14%
of the operational hours instead of 16% shown in Figure 2.
Both Figures 2 and 6 show TA01 and TA02 to be rightsized
as qn was within the threshold defined in Table 2. Figures 3
and 7 show that the observed relations between SFPn and qn
for TA01 was closer to “normal” and that SFPn was less
than 100% for qn less than 83%. Figure 7 shows a similar
trend for TA02 as in Figure 3, i.e., that TA02 was above
“normal” and exceeded SFPn above 100% for qn at 84–95%.
Thus, same conclusions are derived based on the two-year
and the three-month dataset, i.e., that TA01 can be classified
as “acceptable” and TA02 as “poor” related to
energy-efficiency.

It was not possible to perform a similar investigation of
the indoor temperature and CO2 measurements due to lack
of year-long data. Thus, conclusions regarding the thermal
conditions and IAQ would have had a stronger validity and

reliability if they were based on year-long dataset that cap-
tured the seasonal changes.

The second limitation was due to lack of data on indoor
temperature and CO2 measurements for zones on floor 0 to
3, which were conditioned by VE01, VE03, and VE05.
Thus, the conclusions made regarding thermal conditions
and IAQ did not include these occupied zones. However, as
more than 50% of the occupied spaces were represented in
the case study, the conclusions were still representative for
the studied building.

The third limitation was related to the grouping of the six
AHUs in two groups, which was due to the placement of
electrical power meters. Due to this constraint, it was not
possible to distinguish between the good and poor perform-
ing AHUs within the groups. This limitation could have
been eliminated by installing meters for each AHU, but this
can be costly (Guerra-Santin and Tweed 2015).

Limitations regarding the analysis and evaluation of long-
term measurement in the case study

It was necessary that measurements of airflow, electrical
power, indoor temperature and CO2-concenterations had a
high enough accuracy and precision as not to impact the
conclusions derived based on these measurements.
Therefore, this would require BAS sensors or meters to be
appropriately maintained to insure valid and reliable meas-
urements, which is not always the case in actual buildings
(van Dronkelaar et al. 2016). The preliminary study by Khan
et al. (2019) is an example of how lack of appropriate filtra-
tion and correction of airflow measurements produced sig-
nificantly different results compared to the present case
study. Thus, measurements need to be critically evaluated
prior use. The best option would be to compare measure-
ments from BAS to reference measurements with calibrated
sensors to eliminate any systematic offset or measurement
errors. However, this would be a time-consuming process
and practically impossible if the demonstrated approach was

Figure 6. Cumulative distribution of qn for TA01 and TA02 for 2017–18.
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intended to be used on multiple buildings. Thus, the second-
best option was to reduce sensor offsets or outliers with use
of filtration and correction techniques such as proposed by
this paper or (Ding et al. 2005; Zhou et al. 2011).

Considerations related to operational hours and thresholds

The design requirements related to thermal conditions and
IAQ such as CO2,up and Tup from Table 3 are basically fixed
as they were determined by design and briefing documents.
However, the threshold for energy-efficiency SFPn,low,max

from Table 3 and the threshold for sizing qn,low from
Table 2 were selected with following considerations in
mind: qn,low was set to 50% for the studied building as it
was the ratio between the minimum and maximum design
airflow specified in design documentations. However, one
could argue if this threshold could have been set to a higher
threshold instead, such as qn,low ¼ 65%. If qn,low was
changed to 65%, the rightsized area (gray area) in Figure 2
would be 65–100%. The cumulative distribution of qn for
both TA01 and TA02 would therefore be outside of the gray
area more than 50% of the time, which would mean that
TA01 and TA02 would be classified as oversized. If this
was the case, the conclusion for at least TA01 (as the per-
formance was “acceptable” and “very good”) would have
been that the particular AHUs could have been sized with a
15% reduction in the design airflow (i.e., the difference

between 65% (qn,low) and the minimum normalized airflow
[qn ¼ 50%] during “operation”). This difference could also
be interpreted as the risk a client or HVAC engineer was
willing to take to reduce equipment sizing and installation
cost. This risk could be assessed by simulation studies to
investigate which implications it would have if the size of
the AHU was reduced with 15%.

As the energy-efficiency was evaluated by comparing the
maximum SFPn to SFPn,low,max and 100% as well as by
comparing the observed relation of SFPn with SFPfit, chang-
ing SFPn,low,max would not have yielded any different results
because the determining factor for “energy-efficiency” was
the result obtained by comparing to SFPfit.

Another consideration that had an impact on conclusions
regarding thermal and IAQ was related to the operational
hours. The sizing and performance level should only be
investigated for hours, where the AHU was operating during
working hours. The operational hours for the studied build-
ing was selected from 06.00 to 16.00, which represented the
typical working hours of the occupants and operational hours
of the AHUs. This operational hour did not differ signifi-
cantly from the operational and working hours defined in the
design brief. Alternatively, approaches for mapping occu-
pancy schedule such as Duarte, Van Den Wymelenberg, and
Rieger (2013), Pedersen, Nielsen, and Petersen (2017), Zou
et al. (2017), and O’Brien, Abdelalim, and Gunay (2019)
could be deployed to determine working hours.

Figure 7. Scatter plot of SFPn and qn for 2017–18. If qn was less than 20%, the datapoint was assumed to be faulty and was removed.
The dark region marks the values outside the boundary condition of Equation (7).
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Improvement of the demonstrated approach and
application to other buildings

The applied approach can be further improved by including
a performance metric that describes the thermal energy-effi-
ciency including the thermal efficiency of the heat exchanger
and the heating and cooling energy provided by the re-heat-
ers and the coils. Monitoring thermal energy-efficiency
could have revealed faults related to i.a. imbalanced supply
and return airflow that could affect the thermal efficiency of
the heat exchanger or reveal whether there was simultaneous
heating and cooling of the provided airflow. Additionally,
instead of relying on proxies such as indoor temperature and
CO2-concentration to evaluate on occupant comfort, occu-
pants actual comfort evaluation could be included via post-
occupancy surveys (Loftness et al. 2009) or occupant voting
systems (Konis 2013). Other IEQ parameters such as relative
humidity and measured noise levels from the ventilation sys-
tem should also be included as part of the IEQ evaluation.

To apply the approach demonstrated in the present case
study to other building types or ventilation systems, the defi-
nitions and thresholds provided in Tables 2 and 3 needs to
be refined. For example, the approach can be deployed to
evaluate AHU performance in buildings that rely on heating
or cooling from radiant systems. This would mean that the
upper or lower threshold for “thermal” performance in Table
3 can be excluded as the AHU would provide IAQ and
either heating or cooling. The approach in the case study
can also be applied for mechanically ventilated buildings
that operate with fan-speeds regulated with or without VSDs
or as CAV. If the AHU is operating as CAV than qn should
be set to 90% as recommended by Schild and Mysen (2009)
as this is the lowest threshold to maintain high fan-effi-
ciency. The approach can also be applied to buildings with a
combination of mechanical and natural ventilation, if it is
modified to include additional measurement about i.a. when
natural ventilation or mechanical ventilation provides the
measured indoor conditions.

Furthermore, the approach relied on visual analysis to
evaluate the performance of AHUs. But visual analysis can
be computationally heavy to generate, and it can take time
to manually analyze and evaluate each plot from multiple
AHUs or buildings. Therefore, it can be advised to only
extract the bounds needed in Tables 2 and 3 and to deter-
mine a regression model for the observed SFPn as to com-
pare it to the fitted SFPn using range normalized root mean
squared error like in Khan et al. (2019) as to evaluate the
performance of AHUs. However, the strength of visual ana-
lysis lies on providing a detail view of AHU performance
and sizing across a range of loading conditions which can be
useful in context of general exploration (Munzner 2014) and
evaluation of HVAC performance (Yang and Ergan 2016).

Contribution to existing research on HVAC performance
and sizing evaluation

This paper contributes to two relevant research domains: (1)
HVAC performance visualization and (2) HVAC sizing and
performance evaluation.

Existing scientific work on HVAC performance visualiza-
tion for monitoring, fault detection such as Masoero, Silvi,
and Toniolo (2010), Granderson, Piette, and Ghatikar (2011),
O’Donnell et al. (2013), and Cizik and Cooper (2017) mostly
focus on visualization of energy data. Few studies such as
Masoero, Silvi, and Toniolo (2010) and Georgescu and Mezic
(2014) include thermal and indoor air quality measurements
along with energy data as part of HVAC performance evalu-
ation (Tisov, Siroky, and Kolarik 2016). Thus, the case study
contributed to how long-term measurements of AHU regard-
ing energy, thermal conditions and IAQ could be visualized as
to support on-going monitoring to identify whether there is a
discrepancy in operational performance. But the demonstrated
approach was not able to explicitly identify the cause of the
observed discrepancy in operational performance. Identifying
the cause of an observed discrepancy is a common limitation
of top-down approaches (Hyv€arinen and K€arki 1996; Kim and
Katipamula 2018). So-called bottom-up approaches using
more advance data collection and analysis approaches relying
on models or algorithms for detecting AHU component fail-
ures such as Xiao and Wang (2009), Yu, Woradechjumroen,
and Yu (2014), and Abdelalim, O’Brien, and Shi (2017) are
ablet to determine the cause of a discrepancy. But currently
the advance techniques are not able to estimate what impact
an identified fault have on a building’s energy consumption
and IEQ (Kim and Katipamula 2018). Furthermore, as the
methods are typically based on machine learning techniques,
they are currently difficult to implement in existing buildings
as they require additional sensor measurements (Kim and
Katipamula 2018) and can be costly and time-consuming to
configure to a particular building (Hong et al. 2020).

Existing scientific work on HVAC sizing and perform-
ance mainly focus on how to right-size or to identify and
prevent oversizing related to chillers, plants or rooftop units
such as Djunaedy et al. (2011), Gorter (2012),
Woradechjumroen et al. (2014), and Wang et al. (2015).
Studies focusing on AHU rightsizing and oversizing such as
EPA (1995), Crozier (2000), and Thomas and Moller (2006)
evaluate the sizing and performance level based on airflow
and energy-efficiency, however they do not include an
evaluation on the thermal conditions and IAQ even though
they mention how these are affected by grossly oversized
AHUs. Thus, the present case study included thermal condi-
tion and IAQ performance evaluation in relation to size
evaluation of AHU as to provide information to HVAC
engineers on how the AHU size effect indoor conditions.

Conclusion

The present case study demonstrated an approach for collect-
ing, analyzing and presenting long-term measurements of
airflow, energy (specific fan power), indoor temperature and
CO2-concentration to determine whether an air-handling unit
(AHU) was sized appropriately and how it performed com-
pared to design requirements. The case study was conducted
on an all-air office building that had six AHUs. The demon-
strated approach identified that all the AHUs were
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appropriately sized and performed very well compared to
design requirements regarding indoor air quality. Half of the
AHUs performed acceptably compared to design require-
ments regarding energy-efficiency and thermal conditions,
whereas the other half performed poorly. The discrepancy
between design requirements and actual operation was dis-
cussed to be either due to inappropriate design assumptions,
inappropriate operational procedure or inappropriate use of
the building. The approach was useful to reveal that there
was a discrepancy in the operational performance of the
studied AHUs. But further steps are necessary to identify the
cause of the identified discrepancy.
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Occupancy is a key input variable for sizing heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) in buildings.
However, HVAC designers typically estimate occupancy data based on assumptions which rarely reflect
the actual situation. Consequently, these assumptions might lead to under- or oversized HVAC systems
that either provide too low or too high peak loads or ventilation airflows than actually required to satisfy
indoor environmental quality (IEQ) requirements during building operation. To address these issues,
existing studies suggest various methods for collecting and analysing occupancy, however mostly in sin-
gle office spaces or at an overall building level. The objective of the present study was to evaluate the suit-
ability of using passive-infrared (PIR) sensors mounted below occupants’ desks for collecting long-term
occupancy data in open-plan and single office spaces. The method was tested in two office buildings for
seven months. It determined occupant presence and count with an accuracy of 87.5% compared to man-
ual observations. Furthermore, the study demonstrated that occupancy data could be used to (1) generate
occupancy schedules for input in building simulation models, (2) potentially reduce design ventilation
airflows for HVAC sizing and (3) evaluate decisions to change the office space layout (e.g. number of
desks) for more efficient space-use.

� 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Occupants’ presence and use of the building (denoted as occu-
pancy) have a huge impact on buildings’ energy performance and
indoor environmental quality (IEQ) [1,2]. Occupancy is a key input
variable in building simulation models [3–5] that are used for
energy and IEQ evaluation of building design solutions as well as
sizing of heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems.
Designers and HVAC engineers make assumptions about occu-
pancy grounded on their personal knowledge and experience
[6,7] or design guidelines such as ASHRAE Standard 90.1 [8] or
EN-16798 [9]. However, various studies [7,10,11] emphasise the
fact that these assumptions might cause a discrepancy between
intended and actual building performance, especially because of
the significant uncertainty related to occupancy estimation at the
design stage. For example, Abuimara et al. [7] demonstrated how
different assumptions about occupancy could lead to heating and
cooling peak loads ranging from 71-114 W/m2 as well as resulting
in different ranking of design solutions that were most energy effi-
cient. O’brien et al. [12] found that HVAC sizing using standard
occupancy schedules instead of actual occupancy schedules, which
were derived from actual building operation, resulted in 1.1–1.3
times higher peak loads and thus oversized HVAC systems. Finally,
Hoxha et al. [13] showed how performance metrics of a building’s
environmental impact can be significantly different when using
occupancy data from design guidelines instead of actual building
use, and how this difference can affect the decision whether to
have one office space layout over another. Additionally, research
studies have demonstrated how integrating information of actual
occupancy for controlling HVAC during building operation can
have great energy saving potentials. Extensive reviews [11,14,15]
reference to various studies that implemented occupancy data
either as a reactive or predictive demand-control strategy. For
example, Yang et al. [16] obtained and used the actual occupant
presence in an office space to determine the HVAC schedule and
Goyal et al. [17] determined and used the actual occupant count
to regulate the ventilation airflow. Jung and Jazizadeh [14] con-
ducted a meta-analysis on research studies determining and using
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occupancy and found that using occupant presence or count for
HVAC control on average could achieve an energy saving of 4–
35% and 14–53%, respectively.

Several reviews [11,14,18] reported on various sensing methods
for collecting and analysing occupancy data from buildings. The
methods range from motion sensors such as passive-infrared
(PIR) sensors typically used for presence detection to vision-
based sensors such as cameras or indoor environmental sensors
measuring e.g. temperature, relative humidity or CO2-
concentration used for presence detection or occupant counting
[11,14,18]. The sensors can either be deployed as single sensors
(single-sensing) or as part of multiple sensors (multi-sensing e.g.
use of different or similar sensor types together) in single- (one
person) or multi-occupancy spaces (two or more persons)
[14,15]. The average accuracy (the percentage of correct observa-
tions relative to total observations) of the different methods using
single- or multi-sensing in different types of spaces to determine
occupancy varied from 48% to 98%, according to the meta-
analysis by Jung and Jazizadeh [14]. Typically, the collected occu-
pancy data was used to generate models for occupancy prediction,
demand control or activity tracking [11].

As stated in several reviews [15,19,20] no one-size-fits-all
method for collecting occupancy data can be identified among
the existing research studies. The successful deployment and
application of a particular sensing method depends on several fac-
tors such as the physical characteristic, HVAC operation and use
[14] of the monitored building. Furthermore, the selection of the
method is also affected by constrains including economy, labour
time for data collection and analysis as well as privacy concerns
[19,20]. Nevertheless, more research is still needed to address
the challenges related to the deployment and application of sens-
ing methods to improve building operation and design. Firstly,
there is a need for more research on sensing methods that are non-
intrusive to occupants’ privacy [15,21] and that are designed as
‘‘peel and stick” (i.e. methods that can be easily installed in build-
ings) and that have minimal maintenance and low energy con-
sumption [18,22]. Compared to more advance sensing methods
such as vision-based sensors, PIR sensors are less privacy invasive
[11] and have been used for HVAC and lighting control in buildings
for decades due to their low energy consumption, easy deployment
and maintenance [23,24]. But the limitations of PIR sensors are
related to the fact that they require a direct line of sight, detectable
movements from occupants and can only provide presence detec-
tion [24]. To address the limitations, commercial products such as
[25–27] are promoting the use of wireless PIR sensors located close
to occupants, e.g. at their desk, for monitoring occupancy. But only
a limited number of research studies have investigated the accu-
racy and application of these so-called desk mounted PIR sensors.
Furthermore, the studies [28–30] investigated the use of PIR sen-
sors in combination with e.g. plug-meters, indoor environmental
sensors or mechanical-switch sensors that in overall achieved a
detection accuracy ranging from 87% to 99%. But using multiple
sensors to monitor a single occupant can be rather sensor inten-
sive. Secondly, existing research have mainly focused on develop-
ing reliable sensing methods for single-occupancy spaces. The
reviews by Jung and Jazizadeh [14] and Naylor et al. [15] under-
lined that there is a need for more research on sensing methods
that are able to provide reliable presence detection and occupant
count in multi-occupancy spaces such as open-plan offices. Finally,
as previously described most existing studies applied occupancy
data to develop models for occupancy prediction, tracking or
demand control [11]. Occupancy models have a huge potential
for improving building design and operation [31], but they can
be difficult for non-expert users, such as building designers or
building operating managers, to obtain and interpret [32]. There-
fore, there is a need for more studies that can investigate how
2

occupancy data can be analysed and presented directly to building
designers and operating managers so they can make informed
decisions based on actual occupancy data.

The present study had the objectives (A) to evaluate the valid-
ity, reliability and suitability (e.g. cost and setup) of using wireless
PIR sensors mounted below occupants’ desks for determining pres-
ence and count in single and open-plan office spaces, and (B) to
demonstrate how the collected data could be used by e.g. building
designers or operating managers to (B.1) generate occupancy
schedule for input in building simulation models, (B.2) evaluate
the design ventilation airflow for HVAC sizing and (B.3) evaluate
decisions regarding change of office space layout.
2. Methods

The present study was divided into two parts. The first study
(Study A) was designed as a six-day observational study (section
2.2.1) and aimed to answer research objective A. The second study
(Study B) was designed as a case study lasting seven months (sec-
tion 2.2.2) and aimed to answer research objectives B.1 – B.3. The
PIR sensors were setup in two office buildings located in Denmark
denoted as Case Building I and II.
2.1. Description of sensor type, setup and case studies

Wireless, battery-driven PIR sensors were mounted below work
desks with the PIR sensor facing the floor (Fig. 1).

The reason for mounting the sensor below the desk was to avoid
any obstruction or false-positive detection, e.g. due to someone
passing the desk. The sensors were mounted approximately
30 cm from the edge of the desk as close to occupants’ seating loca-
tion as possible, but with sufficient distance to avoid occupants’
chair or legs bumping into the sensor (Fig. 1). Prior to sensor instal-
lation, occupants were informed via e-mails and an information
sheet placed at each desk about the sensor setup, application, dura-
tion of data collection as well as how data was handled and saved
in accordance with the European General Data Protection regula-
tion (GDPR) [33]. The occupants gave their consent to the authors
to mount the sensor, to collect and to use this data in context of
this research study. As to maintain anonymity of the occupants,
information about actual sensor ID and location will not be dis-
played in this paper. The used sensors were SmartThings Motion
sensors (model T3L-SS014, STS-IRM-25 and IM6001-MTP02) [34]
and Sylvania Lightify (model T3L-SS018) [35] (Fig. 2). The sensors
had a circular cover with a field of view of 100-120� and a measur-
ing range of 4.5 m [34,35]. The PIR sensors used Zigbee for wireless
communication to an internet-connected gateway, which trans-
mitted data from PIR sensors to a cloud-platform (Appendix B).

When a PIR sensor detected motion, it took approximately
thirty seconds for the data to be registered in the cloud platform.
If no motion was detected in a time span of approximately thirty
seconds the state of the sensor was changed to inactive. In the first
part of the data collection period, the data was stored in a cloud
platform called APPIoT [36] and was later changed to Grove-
streams [37] due to project-related and financial changes. When
the data was stored in APPIoT, the raw data was resampled to an
average of detected presence over a five min timespan, whereas
in Grovestreams the data was logged only when the PIR sensor
detected a motion.

The sensors in Case Building I were deployed as shown in Fig. 3a
in a 290 m2 office area with open-plan and single office spaces. The
office space was occupied by an engineering company with typical
office hours from 7.00 to 17.00. The office space was expected to be
used by twenty-three occupants. Data collection was conducted
from 17 to 12-2018 to 12–05-2019. Dataset collected from 17 to



Fig. 1. The setup of a PIR sensor below a desk.

Fig. 2. The different PIR sensor models used in the study.
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12-2018 to 24–04-2019 was stored in the APPIoT platform. All
deployed sensors were of type IM6001-MTP02 (Fig. 2).

In Case Building II, the PIR sensors were setup as shown in
Fig. 3b in a 210 m2 open-plan office space. The office space was
occupied by administration workers and was expected to be used
by twenty-one occupants typically during 7.00 to 16.00. Data col-
lection was conducted from 26 to 11-2018 to 21–06-2019. Dataset
collected from 26 to 11-2018 to 29–03-2019 was stored in the
APPIoT platform. In Case Building II a combination of following
sensor types was applied: Two T3L-SS018, two T3L-SS014, seven
STS-IRM-25 and ten IM6001-MTP02 (Fig. 2). The reason for this
combination was that previously acquired sensors from another
project were reused in this setup. The authors only observed a
small difference among the different sensors regarding their capa-
bility of detecting presence for this type of setup. This was tested
by deploying the four different sensors below the same desk at
the same time and plotting the signals over a period of four hours
(Fig. 4) up against each other to evaluate whether the signals from
the PIR sensors overlapped. Note that T3L-SS018 is not shown in
Fig. 4 because of missing signals due to flat battery.
3

2.2. Description of study design and data analysis

To map the occupancy in an office space the following metrics
were defined: The occupant count at a given timestep was defined
as the sum of PIR sensors detecting presence in the space. Thus, the
occupant count was the number of desks that were used in a given
timestep. The diversity factor at a given timestep was defined as
the ratio between the number of PIR sensors detecting presence
(or the occupant count) compared to the total number of PIR sen-
sors in the space. Thus, the diversity factor expressed the ratio of
how many desks were used in a given timestep.

2.2.1. Study A – Validity and reliability testing of desk mounted PIR
sensors

The dataset collected as part of Study A was used to determine
the validity and reliability of the proposed method for occupancy
mapping. The study was carried out in Case Building I over a six-
day period from 13 to 05-2019 to 21-05-2019 between hours
8.30 to 17.00. The occupancy pattern was determined with the
data collected by the desk mounted PIR sensors (denoted as PIR)



Fig. 3. (a) Left: Case Building I, sensor setup for Study A and B. (b) Right: Case Building II, sensor setup for Study B. Note, ‘‘-” denotes exclusion and ‘‘+” denotes inclusion of
sensors.

Fig. 4. The different PIR sensors logged every five minutes over a period of four hours.
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and data gathered by manual observation of presence or absence of
occupants at their work desk every thirty minutes (denoted as
‘‘ground truth” or GT). Manual observations were carried out by
the paper’s main author. A total of 1854 manual observations were
made excluding 198 instances of missing observations due to prac-
ticalities related to the schedule of the main authors (e.g. meetings,
lunch and appointments). Desks that were never observed to be
occupied were removed from the dataset as well as the desk that
was occupied by the main author of the time of this study. A total
of nineteen desks were monitored. The dataset for GTwas collected
as categorical data (1 for presence and 0 for absence) with thirty
minutes timestep. The raw dataset for PIR was resampled to thirty
minutes timestep by only accounting for the latest (� five minutes
from the time of observation) detected motion. Appendix A
describes in detail the steps of resampling the datasets.

It was hypothesised that the desk mounted PIR sensor was a
valid instrument to use for detecting occupants, if the observed
presence or absence collected with the desk mounted PIR sensors
4

were not significantly different from the ground truth. The hypoth-
esis was investigated by performing a test of goodness of fit using
v2-test (significance level of 5%) (Eq. (1)):

v2
obs ¼

Xc

i¼1

Oi � Eið Þ2
Ei

ð1Þ

where Oi is the observed frequency (number of presence or absence
in PIR) and Ei is the expected frequency (number of presence or
absence in GT) of the ith PIR sensor. The p-value was calculated from
a v2-distribution using v2

obs from Eq. (1) with c – 1 degrees of free-
dom (df) in which c is the number of desk mounted PIR sensors
observed (c = 19). The PIR sensor’s ability to accurately detect pres-
ence, i.e. its reliability, was calculated as the accuracy (Eq. (2))
[14,21]:

accuracy ¼ TP þ TN
TP þ TN þ FP þ FN

ð2Þ
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where TP, TN, FP and FN are the number of ‘‘True positive”, ‘‘True neg-
ative”, ‘‘False positive” and ‘‘False negative”, respectively. Accuracy
estimates the number of times a sensor correctly identified presence
and absence and was calculated for each PIR sensor pr. day. The
mean of the accuracy for all days pr. sensor was used to determine
the overall mean and confidence interval for a desk mounted PIR
sensor. The difference DOC between the occupant count based on
PIR (OCPIR) and GT (OCGT) was calculated pr. timestep with Eq. (4):

DOC ¼ OCPIR � OCGT ð4Þ
The reliability of applying the desk mounted PIR sensors for

determining the occupant count was based on the mean of DOC
for all timesteps pr. day. It was used to determine the overall mean
and confidence interval of the observed difference (DOC) for the
desk mounted PIR sensors.

2.2.2. Study B – Application of long-term occupancy data of office
spaces

In Study B occupant count and diversity factor for Case Building
I and II were analysed as to answer the aforementioned objectives
(B.1 – B.3). The desks included in Study B are denoted in Fig. 3.
Prior to data analysis, the data collected for each case building
was resampled into datasets with binary values with five minutes
timestep as described in Appendix B. Furthermore, faulty values,
i.e. values that were continuously stored as 1 for a whole day, were
identified and removed from the dataset. The binarized dataset
was used to calculate the occupant count and diversity factor.

Objective B.1 was related to how to generate occupancy sched-
ule for input in building simulation models based on the collected
occupancy data. The occupancy schedule represents the diversity
factor pr. hour for a workday. The actual occupancy schedules of
the studied office spaces were compared to occupancy schedules
that are typically applied by HVAC designers in Denmark in case
of limited information on occupancy data. These schedules were
from an example in Annex C in EN-16798-1 [38] and the Danish
design guideline by the Danish research institute SBI [39]. The
occupancy schedules based on the studied office spaces were
derived using a deterministic modelling approach. Mahdavi et al.
[32] recommended using deterministic modelling instead of com-
plex approaches like stochastic modelling if the purpose of the
derived schedule was to provide information to non-expert users
(e.g. HVAC designers or building operators) or to use it as input
in building simulation models. The occupancy schedule was
derived by taking the median of occupant count or diversity factor
at each hour (0–23) for all workdays (Monday to Friday) for each
building. To answer objective B.2 – B.3 related to evaluation of
design ventilation airflow and decision support to change office
space layout, the cumulative distribution for each studied office
space for the entire data collection period was calculated and
applied. The method was demonstrated by O’brien [40] to be suit-
able for determining how much time a space is actually utilized
over a given timespan and how this information can support opti-
misation of HVAC operations or support decisions such as down-
sizing or increasing the office floor area. The hourly, daily and
weekly cumulative distribution of diversity factor was determined
as the maximum diversity factor detected over an hour, day or
week for the dataset with five-minute timestep.
3. Results & discussion

3.1. Study A – Validity and reliability testing of desk mounted PIR
sensors

Fig. 5 shows a comparison of the detected occupancy using desk
mounted PIR sensors and manual observation for two arbitrarily
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selected days and desks. Table 1 shows the contingency table of
PIR and GT. Fig. 5 and Table 1 shows that most datapoints from
PIR and GT are consistent, but that the desk mounted PIR sensors
had a tendency of having false-positive signals (Table 1). Fig. 5b
shows the occupant count based on PIR and GT for two arbitrarily
selected days. The discrepancy between PIR and GT was likely
caused by either occupants sitting too still or outside of the field
of view of the sensor resulting in false-negative signals (GT > PIR,
Fig. 6) or caused by someone passing closely an unoccupied desk
or moving a chair near the desk that triggered the PIR sensor
resulting in false-positive signals. There were also some incidents
of occupants returning to their desk after a desk had been manu-
ally registered as unoccupied resulting in false-positive signals.

The goodness of fit test showed that there was no significant
difference between the desk mounted PIR sensors and the manual
observation for both presence (vobs

2 = 14.82, df = 18, p-value = 0.68)
and absence (vobs

2 = 11.28, df = 18, p-value = 0.88). The mean and
confidence interval for accuracy of a desk mounted PIR sensor is
presented in Table 2.

The results of Study A showed that applying desk mounted PIR
sensors as a multi-sensing network was able to validly determine
occupant count and presence in an office space with an accuracy
of 87.5% compared to manual observations (Table 2). Furthermore,
it should be noted that no difference was observed between seated
and standing occupants. However, the method overestimated the
occupant count on average with 1.2 persons (Table 2). The various
reviews [11,14,15,18] on occupancy sensing did not report on
multi-sensor networks of PIR sensors used for estimating occupant
presence and count in multi-occupancy spaces. Thus, the present
method was compared to the typical data collection methods using
single- or multi-sensing for presence and occupant count estima-
tion in multi-occupancy spaces. Table 3 shows the accuracy ranges
presented in the meta-analysis by Jung and Jazizadeh [14] on
p.1480 and p.1484 for the methods used for determining presence
and count in multi-occupancy spaces.

The accuracy of the present method was in the upper quartile
range of the results presented in themeta-analysis by Jung and Jaz-
izadeh [14] for presence and occupant count (Table 3). The method
was only in the lower quartile range of the data collection method
using a combination of indoor environmental sensors, door coun-
ters and motion sensors (Table 3).

Jung and Jazizadeh [14] noted that the accuracy of a PIR sensor
depends on where the sensor is mounted relative to the observed
occupant and the timestep used for registering occupancy. The rel-
atively high accuracy of the present method was probably because
the PIR sensor was placed very close to the occupant (Fig. 1). This
made the sensors more sensitive to subtle motions minimising
false-negatives, which PIR sensors are generally more prone to
have because they are typically mounted on the wall or ceiling
[23,24]. However, the increased sensor sensitivity might have
resulted in more false-positives for the present method (Table 1).
Zhao et al. [41] noticed in their study that increasing the timestep
for registering occupancy could increase the number of false-
positives. Therefore, it might be possible to reduce the number of
false-positives and therefore increasing accuracy of the present
method if a five or ten minutes timestep were used instead of
thirty minutes. For example, Hailemariam et al. [29] achieved a
high accuracy of 98% when using PIR sensors mounted in front of
the occupants when using a short timestep of one minute. The
selection of the timestep was a consequence of the study design
of Study A, thus a timestep of five minutes was used instead in
Study B.

The benefit of using PIR was that the sensors had a lower energy
consumption (the applied sensors used approximately 2.40 Wh pr.
sensor [35]) compared to e.g. radio frequency based techniques or
vision-based techniques using cameras [11]. The hardware and



Fig. 5. Desk mounted PIR sensors (PIR) vs. manual observation (GT) for two desks on the 16-05-2019 and 20-05-2019. (a) Top: Presence detection and (b) bottom: Occupant
count.

Table 1
Contingency table of PIR and GT.

GT = 1 GT = 0

PIR = 1 667 172
PIR = 0 56 959

Fig. 6. Median occupancy schedule of the diversity factor for Case Building I and II as wel
Danish design guideline by SBI [39] for low, medium and high occupancy level in multi
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deployment cost of PIR sensors are generally lower [18,23] com-
pared to more advance techniques like cameras. For example, in
the present study, the applied PIR sensors costed approximately
$20 pr. sensor amounting to a total of $440 for twenty-two sensors
(cheaper PIR sensors < $10 can be found [42]). The present method
was cheaper than applying cameras (> $150 based on prices in Ali-
l as the diversity factor based on the example in Annex C in EN-16798-1 [38] and the
-occupancy spaces.



Table 2
Mean and confidence interval of accuracy and DOC for the desk mounted PIR sensors.

Score Sample size (n)1 Overall mean Confidence interval2

Accuracy 19 87.5% [84.4%, 90.6%]
DOC 6 1.20 [0.75, 1.66]

1Sample size for accuracy was ‘‘number of desks” and for DOC was ‘‘number of
days”.
295% confidence interval.
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baba [43]) to identify the use of all desks in an office space, as mul-
tiple cameras would be needed for each group of desks (Fig. 3: Case
I and II would each need seven cameras) due to the office space
layout and the camera’s field of view [18]. Compared to chair or
pressure mat sensors, the method does not differ much regarding
cost, installation and accuracy [14,18] except that they require
the occupant to either always sit on the chair or stand on the
mat to provide accurate detection [28].

Some limitations were identified for the present method and
Study A. (1) The method used wireless PIR sensors that were easily
deployed below occupants’ work desk, thus satisfying the ‘‘peel
and stick” capability [22]. But this can also make it potentially
more vulnerable for occupants to easily remove the sensors [20].
(2) The present method assumed that a work desk was only used
by one occupant. Thus, the method would not be able to validly
and reliably determine the occupancy in other spaces, such as
meeting rooms, where multiple occupants can use the same desk
at the same time. In these rooms door counters or cameras might
be more suitable to determine occupant count. (3) The present
method’s low energy consumption and ‘‘peel and stick” deploy-
ment in the office space would make it suitable for long-term
post-occupancy evaluations to acquire data on how often occu-
pants used their desks and to evaluate design or control assump-
tions that can support future building design or retro-fitting
solutions [31]. As previously described, the present method is a
cheaper solution than installing cameras for monitoring each desk.
However, if the purpose of occupancy monitoring is to only moni-
tor the number of occupants using the office space regardless of
how many used their desk, the present method would be a sensor
intensive, costly and maintenance-demanding (e.g. battery change)
solution if used permanently in large office buildings, compared to
less spatially granular solutions such as power meters pr. space
[12,44] or cameras or door counters only covering the entrances
of the office space. A more cost efficient solution for permanent
deployment of the present method would be to have the PIR sen-
sors as an integrated part of smart office furniture e.g. smart work
desks [45] or chairs [46] that also provide other sensing capabili-
ties such as indoor environmental monitoring and personal con-
trol. (4) PIR sensors are generally nonintrusive to occupant’s
privacy, compared to cameras or radio frequency based techniques,
as they cannot detect what the occupant is doing or who the occu-
pant is. However, the present setup can be violating in terms of pri-
Table 3
Accuracy of presence detection and occupant count in multi-occupancy spaces for sensing

Methods

Indoor environmental sensors
Plug-load meters
Radio-frequency
Vision-based and/or plug-load meters/motion sensors1

Motion, door counters or plug-load meters + indoor environmental sensors
Motion + door counters/chair sensors/plug-load meters + indoor environmental sens

The lowest ‘‘median” and highest ‘‘upper quartile” accuracy for the methods reported in
‘‘-‘‘ indicate that no values were reported in the study [14].
1 Only one study was reported for each sensing method.
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vacy [47] especially in office spaces with fixed seating, where one
can determine how often a specific occupant has been at their
work desk. (5) Finally, study A only evaluated the suitability of
the desk mounted PIR sensor for a specific placement (desk
mounted as shown in Fig. 1) and timestep (thirty minutes). The
sensor placement, selection of timestep and thresholds used in
resampling the collected data can impact accuracy. Thus, further
experiments are needed to evaluate methods for robust threshold-
ing selection for resampling the raw sensor data as well as how dif-
ferent timesteps (e.g. five, ten, thirty or sixty minutes) and sensor
placement (e.g. various positions below or above the desk) would
impact the number of false-positive and false-negative signals
and thereby the accuracy.
3.2. Study B – Application of long-term occupancy data of office spaces

Fig. 6 shows the median of the diversity factor pr. hour as an
occupancy schedule for office spaces in Case Building I and II dur-
ing workdays (Monday to Friday excluding weekends and national
holidays including Christmas and Easter) from November 2018 to
June 2019 as well as occupancy schedules based on the design
guidelines by SBI and Annex C in EN-16798.

Note that the occupancy schedule by EN-16798 was shifted so
that the meeting hour was at 7.00 instead of 8.00, as to resemble
the meeting hour of the schedules by SBI. The diversity factor
(Fig. 6) ranged from 0.35 to 0.5 for Case Building I and 0.35–0.43
for Case Building II from hours 8.00 to 15.00, whereas the diversity
factor based on EN-16798 and SBI ranged from 0.35 to 1.0 from
8.00 to 15.00 (Fig. 6). As a note, the 95th percentile of the diversity
factor for Case Building I and II was 0.7 and 0.66, respectively.

Fig. 7 shows the weekly, daily and hourly cumulative distribu-
tion of the diversity factor. Note that the hourly distribution repre-
sents the maximum diversity factor detected during an hour for
working hours from 6.00 to 18.00 fromMonday to Friday excluding
holidays. Daily was the maximum diversity factor detected during
a day including all hours from Monday to Friday excluding holi-
days. Finally, weekly was the maximum diversity factor detected
during a week including all weekdays as well as holidays.

Fig. 7 shows that in 95% of the time during a time span of an
hour (blue lines) up to 71% of the desks were used at the same time
in the case buildings. In 95% of the time during a day (green lines)
or an entire week (red lines), up to 90% of the desks were used at
the same time in the case buildings. This corresponded to twenty
and eighteen occupants using the work desks at the same time in
Case Building I and II, respectively. In comparison, the maximum
expected occupant count based on the number of work desks
(Fig. 3) was twenty-three and twenty-one for Case Building I and
II, respectively. In summary, the actual occupancy schedules for
the studied office spaces based on data collected from mid-
November to mid-June revealed that the median diversity factor
was not more than 0.5 during working hours from 6.00 to 18.00.
methods reviewed in [14].

Presence Count

Median Upper quartile Median Upper quartile

74% 99% 48% 50%
85% 90% – –
– – 83% 92%
89% 80% � 83%
68% 88% 71% 72%

or 96% 97% 76% 91%

[14] on p.1480 and p.1484.



Fig. 7. Cumulative distribution of diversity factor in Case Building I from November
2018 to June 2019 and in Case Building II from December 2018 to May 2019.
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The missing months in the study from July to August were
expected to affect the actual occupancy schedules as the period
was dominated by low occupancy due to summer holidays. But
the missing months from September to November that were dom-
inated by a relatively high and stable occupancy and limited holi-
days, except for one week in October typically taken as a holiday,
have a closer resemblance to the months included in the study.

In comparison, the diversity factor was 0.7–1.0 for the investi-
gated design guidelines and standard. Thus, these schedules were
up to 2.3 times higher than the actual average diversity factor for
the studied office spaces (up to 1.5 times higher for the actual
95th percentile diversity factor). This suggested that using the
design guidelines by SBI or the example in annex C in EN-16798–
1 [38] as input variables in building simulation models for evaluat-
ing energy consumption and IEQ or HVAC sizing would lead to
overestimated occupancy in the studied case buildings. Overesti-
mation of occupancy could have led to higher design peak load
conditions resulting in oversized HVAC systems that would be
rarely fully utilized during actual peak load conditions in the stud-
ied buildings. The findings from the present study were compared
to other existing studies such as [48–53]. They determined the
diversity factor by using various data collection methods such as
plug-load meters at each office space [49] or manual observations
and door counters [50]. These studies found that the diversity fac-
tor of an office or entire building varied from 0.3 to 0.8. Note that
the diversity factor is usually higher for the entire building com-
pared to one office space [12]. Results from the previously cited
studies combined with the present study indicate that schedules
based on design guidelines or standards might overestimate the
occupant count of office spaces or buildings. More extensive stud-
ies with a large sample size and diversity of office space design, use
and geographical location, are needed to provide firm evidence on
the level of over- or underestimation of occupancy compared to
design guidelines or standards. Nevertheless, to address the prob-
lem of overestimation of occupancy and thereby oversizing, some
studies [12,31,54] suggest long-term monitoring of actual occu-
pancy in office spaces to form the basis of occupancy schedules
in standards or guidelines. However, some studies [11,12,32] point
towards the general practice of using deterministic schedules as
the problem causing oversizing especially in buildings with great
variability in occupancy [32]. Therefore, some studies suggest that
using uncertainty analysis including stochastic occupancy sched-
ules [11,32] for HVAC sizing can mitigate the overall practice of
oversizing. This also includes multiplication of peak loads with
safety factors [55] or assumptions of concurrent peak load condi-
tions for the entire building [12], as to minimise the risk of under-
sizing. For example, Kang et al. [56] demonstrated how uncertainty
analysis could reduce chiller capacity with at least 23% compared
8

to conventional sizing methods using maximum equipment and
occupancy schedules.

The ventilation airflow, office layout and HVAC operation for
the studied office spaces were designed based on the assumptions
that twenty-one to twenty-three occupants would concurrently
use the office space from 7.00 to 17.00 fromMonday to Friday. This
resulted in the number of desks as shown in Fig. 3, HVAC opera-
tional hours from 6.30 to 17.00 in the weekdays and ventilation
airflow of 3.79 and 5.24 l/s pr. m2 for Case Building I and II, respec-
tively. The HVAC operational hours used in the studied office
spaces were in good agreement with the results deduced by
Fig. 6. To evaluate the necessary design ventilation airflow based
on the collected data, the cumulative distribution of the hourly
or daily occupancy would be suitable to use (Fig. 7). As an example,
using the 95th percentile concurrent hourly diversity factor of 71%
would result in a ventilation airflow of 2.69 and 3.72 l/s pr. m2 for
Case Building I and II, respectively. However, it should be noted
that this was a simple example to illustrate the point that using
actual occupancy information could reduce the design ventilation
airflow used for HVAC sizing. Further investigations through field
experiments or simulation studies using the actual occupancy
schedule would be necessary to determine whether a reduced ven-
tilation airflow satisfies IEQ requirements and maintain occupant
satisfaction.

The cumulative distribution of the daily and weekly diversity
factor (Fig. 7) showed that e.g. less than 95% of the time up to
90% of occupants in the space concurrently used the studied office
spaces. Additionally, the information also revealed that 10% of
occupants either occupied other spaces in the building or worked
from home. This information could be used by facility managers
to decide whether the space should be kept as it is or downsized
with 10%. In Denmark, the yearly rent for an office space is $170/
m2 per year [57], thus downsizing in this case can save $17/m2
per year. Alternatively, the space can be changed to accommodate
new types of space-use such as flexible/shared seating [58], densi-
fication (more occupants pr. area) [13] or hotelling strategies
where companies or self-employed can book an office space as
needed e.g. like WeWork [59]. As modern office practices can
greatly reduce the need for office spaces and downsizing can result
in cost savings related to rents [60], a decision to make these
changes should be taken with consideration to how it may affect
occupants work productivity and IEQ satisfaction in the office
space.
4. Conclusion

This paper presented a method to determine occupancy using
desk mounted wireless passive-infrared (PIR) sensors in open-
plan and single office spaces. The method detected occupant pres-
ence with an accuracy of 87.5% and overestimated occupant count
on average with 1.2 persons. The method was easy to install and
had low energy consumption, thus suitable for collecting long-
term occupancy data on how many occupants used their desks.
Further research is needed to investigate what effect the mounting
position of PIR sensors and the time resolution have on accuracy.
Furthermore, the present study demonstrated how occupancy data
could be used to (1) generate average occupancy schedules for
input in building simulation models and evaluate the design
assumptions used in the studied buildings, (2) evaluate whether
there is a potential for reducing design ventilation airflow used
for sizing the ventilation system without negative impact on
indoor environmental quality and occupant satisfaction and (3)
evaluate decisions to change the office space layout (e.g. number
of desks) for more efficient space-use that supports modern work
practices and occupant productivity.



Fig. A2. Minimum, mean and maximum accuracy (number of true-positives and
true-negatives divided by the total observations) for limits from one to nine
minutes.
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Appendix A. Data preparation steps of data obtained in study A

Fig. A.1 shows the steps for cleaning and preparing the datasets
collected with desk mounted PIR sensors (PIR) and manual obser-
vation denoted as ground truth (GT) into the datasets ‘‘Presence
& absence” and ‘‘Occupant count”, which were used in the validity
and reliability testing of the desk mounted PIR sensors.

The PIR dataset was resampled to binary values (1 and 0) and
fixed timestep of thirty minutes as shown in Fig. A.1. In ‘‘Time syn-
chronisation” all registrations in PIR except those at a time less
than or equal to five minutes from the time of registration of GT
was omitted: E.g. if a PIR sensor registered motion at 8.33 and a
manual observation was carried out at 8.30, then the PIR sensor
data was assigned a timestep of 8.30 and all other registrations
greater than 8.35 and less than 9.00 were omitted. The limit of five
minutes was chosen because it led to the highest detected mini-
mum, maximum and mean accuracy of the PIR sensor compared
to limits from one to nine minutes (Fig. A.2). Fig. A.2 was derived
by resampling PIR into ‘‘Presence & absence” according Fig. A.1
using each time limits. The accuracy was calculated for each PIR
sensor with Eq. (2) using the number of false and true negatives
Fig. A1. Study A: Preparation steps (symbolised with
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and positives by comparing with GT and then taking the minimum,
mean and maximum accuracy of all PIR sensors for each limit.

In the second step (‘‘Binarization” Fig. A.1) the PIR and GT time-
steps were merged and the timestep, where PIR didn’t have any
motion detection was assigned as zero. In the final step (‘‘Summa-
tion” Fig. A.1) occupant count was derived for both PIR and GT by
taking the sum of all desks detecting motion for each timestep.
Appendix B. Data preparation steps of data obtained in study B

The PIR sensors communicated via Zigbee protocol to an
internet-connected SmartThings gateway as illustrated in Fig. B.1.

The gateway was connected to the SmartThings cloud platform
[61]. The SmartThings platform did not provide long-term storage,
thus the SmartApp [62] (the programming interface provided by
the SmartThings platform) was used to send the data via Applica-
tion Programming Interface (API) to a second platform. In the first
four months of study B data was collected in both buildings in the
APPIoT platform. The stored values in APPIoT (denoted PIR Average)
for each sensor represented the mean of detected states during a
five minutes timestep. Therefore, these stored values were charac-
terised as continuous (from 0 to 1) with fixed timesteps. During the
remaining data collection period in both buildings, values were
stored in Grovestreams (denoted PIR Raw) and characterised as
categorical (1 for presence) with variable timesteps. In order to
combine these datasets and to determine the occupant count and
diversity factor, Fig. B.2 shows how the datasets were resampled
into the ‘‘Presence & absence” dataset characterised as categorical
(0 and 1) with fixed and homogenous timesteps for all PIR sensors.
As Study A confirmed the validity and reliability of the PIR Raw
stored in Grovestreams, the intention of the data preparation of
PIR Average was to transform it to resemble the PIR Raw as much
as possible.
boxes) of the dataset (symbolised with ellipses).



Fig. B1. Illustration of the sensor infrastructure and communication protocols.

Fig. B2. Study B: Preparation steps (symbolised with boxes) of the dataset (symbolised with ellipses).

Fig. B3. Number of true and false values (positives and negatives) of thresholds from 0 to 0.20 for binarization of PIR Average.
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The first step of data preparation for PIR Average was ‘‘Linear
interpolation”, which was intended to homogenise the timesteps
of values across all PIR sensors: E.g. if one sensor logged values
at 10.04 and 10.09, linear interpolation was performed on the val-
ues between the two given timesteps to determine the value at
timestep 10.05. In the next step in Fig. B.2 (‘‘Binarization”), PIR
Average was transformed to categorical (0 and 1) by assuming that
if values were greater than 0.03, they indicated presence (1) or
otherwise they indicated absence (0). The threshold was a conse-
quence of how data was stored and processed in the APPIoT plat-
form and therefore only specific to the dataset reported in this
paper. The threshold was derived by comparing PIR Average and
10
PIR Raw, which were available through APPIoT and Grovestreams,
respectively, during 18–02-2019 to 29–03-2019. Fig. B.3 shows
how the number of false and true detections were lowest and high-
est, respectively, for 0.03 compared to the other investigated
thresholds displayed. Fig. B.3 was derived by binarizing PIR Average
using thresholds from 0 to 0.05 as well as 0.10 and 0.20 and com-
paring it to the binarized PIR from Grovestreams to determine the
total number of false and true negatives and positives for all PIR
sensors over the investigated period.

Data preparation steps for PIR Raw was prepared as in appendix
A with the only difference that the prepared dataset was with a
fixed timestep of five minutes. The prepared versions of PIR Aver-
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age and PIR Raw were merged and filtrated for faulty values (if the
values were continuously stored as 1 for a whole day). The datasets
were also corrected according to the layout changes in Case Build-
ing I and II (Fig. 3). The occupant count was derived by taking the
sum of values for all desks pr. timestep. The diversity factor was
determined by dividing the occupant count pr. timestep with the
total number of desks.
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ABSTRACT  

Most existing office buildings are equipped with indoor environmental quality (IEQ) sensors, that are connected to the Building Management Systems 
(BMS) and provide feedback to the heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) system. Unfortunately, they are often installed in locations that 
were selected based on practical reasons rather than with respect to reliable representation of IEQ at actual workplaces. This leads to differences in the IEQ 
sensed by the BMS and the occupants which may result in to increased complaints and decreased occupant satisfaction. This paper investigated whether 
additional sensors spatially distributed in mechanically ventilated office spaces provided better representation of IEQ than originally installed BMS-connected 
sensors providing single sensor measurements. Two mechanically ventilated office spaces were equipped and monitored with additional sensors from January 
to May 2019. Indoor temperature and CO2-concentration were collected with the sensors located at the interior and exterior wall in the office spaces. 
Statistical analysis (confidence intervals and p-value) was used to determine whether the difference between measurements conducted at two different locations 
was significant. The results showed that temperatures measured at the exterior wall were significantly lower (1.0-1.70 °C) than the temperatures measured 
at the interior wall. In overall, there was no significant difference between CO2-concentrations at the monitored locations (< 162 ppm). The results suggested 
that whereas one CO2 sensor seems to be sufficient, at least two temperature sensors should be deployed in 20-210 m2 office zones that utilize mixing 
ventilation and have 0.33 window-to-wall ratio to adequately represent IEQ at workplaces. Additional analysis showed that accounting for the actual 
IEQ at the workplaces can be associated with increased energy demand. Using the sensor measurements at the exterior wall for HVAC control can increase 
heating energy use with 5-30% depending on the climate zone.  



INTRODUCTION 

International Standards such as EN-16798-2 (2019) suggest that long-term evaluation of indoor environmental 
quality (IEQ) in buildings can be performed with measurements acquired at representative locations including different 
orientation and thermal load conditions. Long-term measurements can be typically acquired from sensors connected to 
the Building Management System (BMS). However, such sensors are typically located on the interior walls away from 
workplaces as to avoid any obstructions or disturbances to the measurements (Madsen et al. 1990; Borier et al. 2019). 
Various studies questioned the fact that such sensor location can reliably represent the IEQ sensed by the occupants. 
For example, Clear et al. (2017) pointed out that tension between occupants and facility managers can arise as occupants 
dismiss the validity of measurements if these do not represent the reality they convey. Fisk et al. (2010) also pointed out 
that field studies on CO2 based demand control ventilation provided neither the required energy saving nor necessary 
ventilation air rate due to the poor accuracy of sensors and their inappropriate location. Borier et al. (2019) and Madsen 
(1990) also indicated that the location of BMS sensors or thermostats can greatly impact energy consumption of heating, 
ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC). 

According to several studies (e.g. (Fisk et al. 2010; Askew and Donn 2018)) it is the prevalent practice regarding 
BMS installation and configuration that need to be improved to address these concerns. Studies by Tushar et al. (2018) 
and Aryal et al. (2019) point towards emergence of low-cost wireless sensor technologies, Internet of Things (IoT), to 
address these concerns. They can provide capabilities such as high temporal resolution and flexibility regarding 
placement. There might be a greater advantage in deploying low-cost sensors for long-term and high temporal-spatial 
measurements to reflect the long-term variability in indoor environmental parameters instead of expensive BMS sensors 
providing single sensor measurements (Parkinson et al. 2019). Contrarily, many authors are concerned with the accuracy 
of the low-cost sensors as it can impact the reliability of IEQ assessment (Kolarik and Olesen 2015; Mylonas et al. 
2019).  

The objective of the study presented in this paper was to determine whether additional temperature and CO2 
sensors spatially distributed in mechanically ventilated office spaces provided better representation of the indoor 
temperature and CO2-concentration than single sensor measurements.  

METHODS 

Case study description and sensor setup 

Two office spaces (210 m2 and 225 m2) in two Danish office buildings were selected for this case study – denoted 
Case Building A and Case Building B. Both spaces had mechanical ventilation systems designed as mixing ventilation 
and operated as variable-air-volume. Air was distributed via ceiling mounted diffusers. Supply temperature was centrally 
controlled and the ventilation airflows during occupied hours varied from 0.83 to 1.10 m3/s. The spaces had an 
estimated thermal mass of 120 Wh/K pr. m2 and 0.33 window-to-wall ratio. Figure 1 shows the office layout and the 
sensor distribution in both office buildings. Case Building A was controlled and monitored as two adjacent open-plan 
office zones. Ventilation, heating and cooling were provided from the same single duct ventilation, so-called all-air 
system. Case Building B was a mix of small open-plan (25-110 m2) and single office zones (20 m2). Ventilation and 
cooling were provided from the ventilation system, while heating was provided via radiators located below windows, 
so-called mixed system.  

Two types of IoT sensors were deployed in each case building: The IoT device mounted on the wall had an 
accuracy of ± 0.30 °C and ± 50 ppm for the temperature and CO2 sensor, respectively. The IoT device placed on some 
of the occupants’ desk or shelves had an accuracy of ± 1.0 °C for temperature sensor and was not capable of measuring 
CO2. The BMS sensors were placed in both buildings during building construction and their signals were used to control 
the HVAC system. The BMS sensors in Case Building A had an accuracy of ± 0.50 °C and + 40 ppm for temperature 
and CO2 sensors, respectively. The BMS sensor in Case Building B only measured the temperature and had an accuracy 



of ± 0.27 °C. The accuracy of all sensors was determined according to the manufacturers’ datasheets.  
Preliminary experiments were carried out to determine whether the use of different types of sensors from different 

manufacturers had an influence on obtained measurements. The observed differences due to measurement uncertainties 
were up to 0.80 °C (95th percentile) for measured temperatures and up to 150 ppm (95th percentile) for measured CO2. 
Note that the sensors were placed at different heights (Figure 1), but that the temperature variability in those heights 
(0.75-1.5 m) were negligible (> 0.30 °C). Two sensors, temperature sensors located at C2 in Case Building A (Figure 1a) 
and CO2 sensor located at A4 in Case Building B (Figure 1b), were excluded from data analysis as they had the largest 
measurement error compared to the other sensors.  

 

 

Figure 1 (a) Left: Case Building A and (b) Right: Case Building B. Type and location of sensors. Net floor area 
is shown on the floor plans. Both office spaces had a ceiling height of 2.7 meters. 

Data collection and preprocessing 

The IoT and BMS sensor measurements (except BMS measurements in Case Building B) were logged every 5 min. 
and automatically stored in a database. This was not possible for the BMS sensors in Case Building B, thus the data was 
manually extracted every day over two weeks. The measurements used in the data analysis for Case Building A was from 
January to May for both temperature and CO2 measurements and for Case Building B from April to May and March to 
May for temperature and CO2 measurements, respectively. The measurements were preprocessed as follows:  

1. All sensor values less than or equal to zero or equal to “NA” were removed.  
2. The data was aggregated to 15 min timestep. 
3. Temperature measurements that exceeded the upper or lower quartile values (25th and 75th percentile) of all 

collected measurements with more than 1.5 × IQR (Inter Quartile Range) were removed. No outlier filtration 
was performed on CO2 as it was not evaluated as necessary.  

4. Sensor readings that were constant, i.e. daily standard deviation of measurements was zero, were removed from 
the dataset.  

5. Data analysis of CO2 measurements was only performed on measurements during occupied hours (Monday to 
Friday 6.00 – 17.00). 

Data analysis and evaluation 

The normality of the data was assessed using QQ-plots. As it was evaluated that the data was not normally 



distributed, the Wilcoxon Signed-rank test was applied to investigate the hypothesis, that there was a significant 
difference (significance level, α = 0.05) among investigated locations for measured indoor temperature (denoted Ti) and 
measured CO2-concentration (denoted CO2). As the analysis was performed as a piece-wise comparison (Benavoli et al. 
2016), the Bonferroni corrected significance level (αbonferroni) for two-sided hypothesis test was applied.  

As hypothesis testing on large data can result into small p-values because of small differences (e.g. from 
measurement uncertainties) (Kim 2015), an additional evaluation using the confidence interval was performed to address 
this problem (Lee 2016). The confidence interval (denoted Confθ) of the median difference (denoted Δθmedian) between 
the measured parameter at two different locations was determined. Confθ was calculated as the upper/lower non-
parametric confidence interval according to (Hollander et al. 2014) for the αbonferroni.  

As the aforementioned preliminary experiments determined that the measurement uncertainty for the sensors were 
0.80 °C for indoor temperature and 150 ppm for CO2-concentration, Δθmedian for two locations was assumed to be 
significant if the null-hypothesis was rejected (p-value < αbonferroni) and Confθ was greater than 0.80 °C for temperature 
and 150 ppm for CO2. The statistical package rstatix (Kassambara 2020) for R (R Core Team 2018) was used for the 
preprocessing and analysis.  

RESULTS 

Indoor temperature 

Figure 2 shows the box-plot of the indoor temperature measurements in each location in Case Building A and B. 
The grand median of all temperature measurements was 23.4 °C and 24.6 °C for Case Building A and B, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 2 Box-plot of the indoor temperature measurements for all locations in each case building. The 
horizontal line is the grand median temperature of all measurements.  

 
In Case one, this was in the upper quantile range of temperatures measured at location A, the lower quantile range 

of temperatures measured at location B and outside of the IQR of temperatures measured at location C1. In Case two, 
the grand median was in overall in the upper quantile range of temperatures measured at location A, in upper and lower 
quantile range for temperatures measured at location B and outside of the IQR of temperatures measured at location 
C. 

Figure 3 presents the results of the statistical analysis as a matrix plot: The values represent the median temperature 
difference between each pair of locations (by subtracting the values for locations denoted on the x-axis from the values 
for locations denoted on the y-axis). Colored points indicate whether the difference was significant (p-value < αbonferroni 
and ConfTi > 0.8 °C) or not. In Case Building A, the difference in indoor temperature measurements between location 



C1 and measurements at locations A and B2 were all statistically significant and ranged from 1.19 to 1.70 °C. The 
difference in indoor temperature measurements in Case Building B were statistically significant among e.g. location C 
and location A at the same zones (except for zone 2), location C1 and location B1 as well as location C4 and location 
B4. The median temperature difference for these sensors ranged from 0.85 to 1.94 °C.    

 

 

Figure 3 Matrix plot displaying if the median temperature difference between two locations (bold text above 
each point) was significant (red) or not (grey). αbonferroni = 0.0018 (Case A) and αbonferroni = 0.00048 (Case B). 

CO2-concentration 

Figure 4 shows the box-plot of the CO2 measurements in each location in Case Building A and B during occupied 
hours. The grand median of all CO2 measurements was close to 600 and 500 ppm for Case Building A and B, 
respectively. Mostly, the grand median was close to the median values for individual locations.  

 

 

Figure 4 Box-plot of CO2 measurements in all locations in each case. The horizontal line is the median CO2-
concentration for all measurements. 

In both studied buildings, none of the CO2 measurements were statistically different (αbonferroni = 0.0033 and 
αbonferroni = 0.0050 for Case Building A and B, respectively), except the measurements for location A2 and A4 for Case 
Building A. Here, the median difference was 162 ppm, whereas it ranged from 0 to 108 ppm for the remaining locations 
in both case buildings.  



DISCUSSION 

The results in the previous section showed that there was a significant difference between the indoor temperatures 
measured at location C (interior wall) and location A (exterior wall) for both case buildings. Overall, for each case 
building no significant temperature difference was observed among the sensors at the exterior wall, among the sensors 
at the center of the zones (location B) as well as between the sensors at the exterior walls and at the center of the zones. 
The results showed that the measured temperature at the exterior wall was 1.0-1.70 °C (mean 1.37 °C) lower than the 
temperature at the interior wall. In general, these results are in line with previous studies such as by Kim et al. (2019). 
They observed an average temperature difference of 0.5 °C with a spread of 0.8 °C between the workstations and the 
interior wall mounted BMS sensors in an open-plan office space with all-air HVAC system.   

There was no significant difference among CO2-concentrations at the monitored locations except between the 
locations A2 and A4 for Case Building A. This was likely because of mixing ventilation utilized in both case buildings. 
Previous studies such as by Pantazaras et al. (2018) and Pei et al. (2019) also showed similar results. Only one field study 
by Fisk et al. (2010) showed spatially variable CO2-concentrations (> 200 ppm) which they explained was by 
inhomogeneous distribution of occupants in the room. This might also explain the significant difference observed 
between location A2 and A4 (Figure 1a: four workstations directly near A4 in contrast to two near A2).  

For office spaces with similar characteristics and HVAC control as the studied office spaces, such as an 0.33 
window-to-wall ratio and a floorplan of 20-210 m2, it can be recommended that there should at least be two temperature 
sensors per zone. As the office spaces utilized mixing ventilation, had a generally consistent occupancy distribution and 
relatively high, uniformly distributed airflow during office hours, it can be recommended that there should be one CO2 

sensor per zone. This also agreed with the recommendation by Mahyuddin and Awbi (2012). The temperature sensors 
can be placed where occupants are seated unless it will be an inconvenience to the occupant and therefore risk being 
disconnected or moved (Gilani and O’brien 2017). Instead, one sensor can be located at the exterior wall (workplaces 
are typically near windows to satisfy daylight requirements (Ministry of Transport Building and Housing 2018)) and 
another sensor can be located at the interior wall. In case of single office spaces one temperature sensor should be 
sufficient, as it can be placed at the exterior wall near the occupants. CO2 sensors can be placed at the interior wall as 
to avoid obstructions or being an inconvenience for the occupants. 

The case study showed that temperatures measured at the exterior wall were on average 1.37 °C lower than the 
temperatures measured at the interior wall. For example, according to the CBE Thermal Comfort Tool (Hoyt et al. 
2019) (Predictive-Mean-Vote method, air speed = 0.1 m/s and relative humidity = 50%), the thermal sensation of an 
occupant (1.2 metabolic rate) near the interior wall (25 °C) or the exterior wall (23.6 °C) would be “Neutral” in both 
conditions for a person wearing 0.60 clo and “Slightly warm” and “Neutral”, respectively, for a person wearing 0.80 clo. 
It is well-known that the thermal sensation greatly depends on occupants clothing and metabolic rate as well as other 
factors such as physiological conditions (Wang et al. 2018). However, the example illustrated the point that temperature 
sensors should be located near occupants’ typical work area in order to reliably represent the conditions they sense. This 
is important, if the intention is to use the measurements for HVAC control or as a foundation for an objective discussion 
on the thermal conditions between occupants and building operating managers (Clear et al. 2017).   

Another important aspect with sensor location is related to the impact it can have on HVAC energy consumption.  
The increased or decreased energy use for HVAC control during heating was calculated for an office space using a 
control strategy that either used the value of the temperature sensor located at the interior wall, at the exterior wall or 
an average of temperatures at both locations (Table 1). The energy use was based on the ranges derived by a simulation 
study conducted by Hoyt et al. (2015) for seven outdoor climates (ASRHAE climate zones 1-5 and 7) averaged for six 
building types. The increase in heating energy use was estimated relative to a 21 °C setpoint temperature. As the 
temperatures measured with sensors at the exterior wall were on average 1.37 °C lower than temperatures measured at 
the interior wall and if they were used for HVAC control, heating energy use would have increased with 5-30% 
depending on the climate zone. 



Table 1.  HVAC Heating Energy Use for Different Sensor Location 
Strategy:  

Using temperature of 
Measured temperaturea Heating energy use range (setpoint 21 °C)b 

Sensor at interior wall 21 °C - 
Sensor at exterior wall 19.6 °C 8% - 30% 
Both sensors (mean) 20.3 °C 5% - 20% 

aMean value of all significant median temperature differences between sensors at interior and exterior wall for both 
cases: 1.37 °C. 

bEnergy use range: ASHRAE Climate Zones 1 (e.g. Miami) and 3 (e.g. San Francisco) for minimum and maximum 
increase, respectively.  

As the data from this case study spanned from January to May and thus only represented the thermal conditions 
during winter and spring, cooling energy use was not investigated. Temperature variations may be different during 
summer and might lead to increased cooling energy use (Borier et al. 2019). In general, the study indicated that there 
might be a trade-off between energy use and representativeness of occupant conditions in an office space if applying 
measurements from sensors located at the exterior wall or the interior wall for HVAC control.  

A final remark to sensor location was related to the application of IoT sensors. In the case study, the low-cost IoT 
sensors were deployed to collect long-term measurements in the office spaces at locations that were not monitored by 
the BMS sensors. The measurements from both IoT and BMS sensors revealed that there was a spatial variability in 
temperatures. Thus, the current practice of only providing a single temperature sensor in an open-plan office space or 
mounting a sensor at the interior wall did not provide reliable measurements of what the occupants typically seated near 
the exterior wall sense. The main advantage of the deployed IoT sensors compared to the existing BMS sensors were 
the ability to place them anywhere in the space without any restrictions due to wiring or costly retro-fitting solutions. 
Therefore, IoT sensors can be a great advantage regarding re-commissioning of existing buildings in terms of installation 
cost and the time to setup and configure the IoT sensors. However, this case study does not allow to conclude whether 
buildings should be equipped with IoT based sensors instead of traditional, wired BMS sensors. As BMS sensors also 
can be provided with wireless capabilities (e.g. (Produal 2019)), they can obtain some of the same aforementioned 
advantages as the IoT sensors.  

CONCLUSION 

Significant spatial temperature variations were observed in two office spaces in two office buildings. Contrarily, no 
significant spatial variation was observed for CO2-concentration. This suggested that spatially distributed sensors 
provided a better representation of temperatures in office zones than single sensor measurements, whereas a single CO2 
sensor per a ventilated zone utilizing mixing ventilation would be sufficient to represent the indoor conditions. 

Additional sensors deployed at the exterior wall measured temperatures that were significantly lower than the 
temperatures measured at the interior wall by originally installed BMS-connected sensors. Thus, additional temperature 
sensors would provide a better representation of indoor conditions sensed by the occupants, which are typically seated 
near the exterior wall. However, using the sensor measurements at the exterior wall for HVAC control might increase 
heating energy use with 5-30% depending on the climate zone.  
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A B S T R A C T   

Tools leveraging information and communication technologies for collecting occupant feedback on indoor 
environmental quality in buildings are receiving increasing attention. The obvious application examples of these 
tools, denoted as occupant voting system (OVS), include data-driven comfort models for control of buildings. 
Even though their application range is much wider, related literature is somewhat scattered across different 
building-related research fields. The aim of the present paper was to gather and review previous scientific 
publications about tools characterised as OVS across various applications, ranging from data-driven comfort 
models for control of building systems to occupant surveys for in-field research studies, as to characterise 
identified OVS. The present study applied Thematic Synthesis on fifty publications. This resulted in an explicit 
definition and framework to characterise OVS based on their application, design and used incentives motivating 
occupant interaction. The review revealed that OVS was applied to obtain thermal comfort models for tem-
perature control, to support facility managers with building operation and to help occupants share their comfort 
votes with co-occupants. Moreover, OVS was used by researchers as a tool for collecting long-term in-field survey 
responses. The review also identified challenges related to occupants’ interaction with OVS, occupants’ inter-
pretation of used assessment scales, occurrence of extreme votes, inconsistency in voting pattern and privacy 
concerns in relation to data collection and presentation of occupant votes.   

1. Introduction 

Acquiring occupants’ feedback (opinion and perception) on indoor 
environmental quality (IEQ) during building use is a crucial step to-
wards understanding how to improve occupants’ satisfaction with the 
indoor environment as well as buildings’ energy consumption. Occupant 
or IEQ surveys are typically applied to collect occupant feedback during 
building use [1] and have shown to be a useful technique for acquiring 
insight on IEQ in buildings [2]. For example, occupant feedback can be 
integrated as part of building management to improve current building 
use (e.g. Ref. [3]) or to provide valuable insight on which aspects of 
building’s IEQ affect occupants’ satisfaction (e.g. Ref. [4–6]). Histori-
cally, personal computers and the world-wide-web have made it more 
viable to distribute, collect and analyse surveys especially on a 
large-scale and at multiple building sites. However, these conventional 
survey techniques might have some short-comings in relation to col-
lecting a “continuous” stream of occupant feedback [7,8] or reaching 
out to occupants at places with transient occupancy [9]. But researchers 

and building professionals have with the emergence of smartphones and 
wireless technologies tried to address the aforementioned challenges 
and thereby introduced a tool denoted as occupant voting system (OVS) 
for collecting real-time, “continuous” feedback on occupant’s perception 
of IEQ. 

The term OVS was introduced in the comprehensive work by Jung 
and Jazizadeh [10], who reviewed various studies related to methods for 
collecting and applying information about occupants such as presence, 
skin temperature or comfort preferences for HVAC control. In the re-
view, the authors recognise OVS as a device used for acquiring comfort 
data on occupants for personalised and collective control as well as for 
building-scale comfort evaluation. Additionally, a comprehensive re-
view by Park et al. [11] also looked at various studies related to methods 
for collection and applying information about occupants, but both for 
HVAC and artificial lighting control and they denoted methods using 
occupants’ feedback or interaction with control devices as 
behaviour-based occupant-centric control. Kim et al. [12] also provided 
a review on studies including methods using occupant feedback but with 
the aim of describing and characterising personal comfort models that 
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are i.a. based on occupant feedback. However, no review was found that 
specifically focused on OVS as a tool for collecting occupant feedback. 
Furthermore, the previous reviews did not provide any explicit defini-
tion on OVS or a specific framework to characterise the design and 
application of OVS. 

The main objective of the present study was to review previous sci-
entific publications about tools that could be characterised as OVS. The 
aim of the study was to identify and select publications about OVS in 
broad range of research fields, thus going beyond occupant-centric 
control. Furthermore, the study aimed to characterise OVS, as to pro-
vide an explicit definition and description of OVS as a tool for collecting 
occupant feedback on IEQ in buildings. Specifically, the review 
addressed the following research questions:  

• What is the definition of OVS and how is the system characterised?  
• What are the prevalent types of OVS used for collecting feedback on 

IEQ in buildings?  
• What are the challenges regarding design, implementation and 

application of OVS? 

The aim of this review was to provide support to researchers and 
building professionals interested in designing and implementing OVS for 
various applications for acquiring occupant feedback on IEQ in 
buildings. 

2. Methods: Development of a framework to describe occupant 
voting systems 

Fig. 1 shows the five-step methodology used to conduct the review 
and to answer the research questions. The objective in step one to two in 
“Sample selection” (section 2.1) was to identify and select existing sci-
entific publications about OVS. The objective of “Thematic Synthesis” in 
step three to five (section 2.2) was to identify, analyse and develop a 
framework to describe OVS design and application. Thematic Synthesis 
was introduced by Thomas and Harden [13] and is an inductive method 
for conducting systematic reviews and for developing frameworks. A so 
called mixed-method (i.e. qualitative and quantitative) approach was 
used to Thematic Synthesis based on steps and checklist developed by 
Cruzes and Dybå [14]. 

2.1. Sample selection 

The review was primarily based on scientific publications from 
conference proceedings and scientific journals. Therefore, commercial 
OVS were not included in this review unless they were described and 
presented in scientific literature. The publications were found through 
search engines such as Science Direct, Scopus, Google Scholar and the 
university database DTU Findit [15]. The main keywords were “user 

feedback”, “occupant feedback”, “human in the loop”, “human building 
interaction”, “participatory sensing”, “personal comfort” and “desktop 
polling station”. 

In step one in “Sample selection” publications were identified and 
initially reviewed as to determine if the publication contained a 
description of the design and/or application of a tool that could be 
classified as OVS. Step two included preliminary coding and catego-
risation of relevant statements from the publications about OVS and to 
finally determine whether to include or exclude a publication. Publi-
cations were excluded if the OVS did not fit within the definition pro-
vided in section 2.3. 

Multiple publications about the same OVS and by the same authors 
were grouped, and the latest work was used to present the OVS. Based on 
the steps described, the final collection of publications comprised of fifty 
publications and from these thirty-eight specific OVS were identified. 
Appendix A summarises all the selected publications including the 
coding used to develop the framework. 

2.2. Thematic synthesis 

In step three the outlines of the OVS framework were developed 
based on the codes and categories extracted in step two. The following 
main categories identified were “Application”, “Design” and “Incentive” 
and are shown in Fig. 2. The main categories shown in Fig. 2 were 
identified and defined based on work by Jung and Jazizadeh ([10] p. 
1499) and from the previous activities in step two shown in Fig. 1. All 
publications were reviewed for a final time for relevant statements and 
text, which were coded and thematised based on the judgement of the 
authors into sub-categories (“Data collection”, “Interface”, “Local-
isation”, “Sensing”, “Prompting”, “Visualisation” and “Miscellaneous”). 
In step four, the number of times a code occurred in each sub-category 
was determined for each “Application”. This was used in step five to 
rank the codes, to determine the highest occurring code and to identify 
the prevalent OVS application, design and incentive. Note that as one 
specific OVS could use e.g. two types of assessment scale or be designed 
as two types of interfaces, the total number of counts of all codes in a 
sub-category could be higher than the total number of identified OVS. 

2.3. Definition of occupant voting systems 

The definition of OVS was initially based on the description provided 
by Jung and Jazizadeh ([10] p. 1493) but was modified and made more 
explicit based on the findings from the thematic synthesis. In this review, 
OVS was defined as a system using information and communication 

Acronyms 

BMS Building management system 
DDM Data-driven models 
FDD Fault detection and diagnostic 
FM Facility management or managers 
GUI Graphical user interface 
HCI Human-computer interaction 
HVAC Heating, ventilation and air-conditioning 
IAQ Indoor air quality 
IEQ Indoor environmental quality 
OVS Occupant voting system 
PMV Predicted mean vote 
TUI Tangible user interface  

Fig. 1. Methodology of review and framework development.  
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technology which occupants can use at any given time to provide 
“continuous” and real-time feedback on their perception of IEQ. This 
definition separated OVS from other methods of collecting occupant 
feedback in form of web-, software- or app-based surveys (e.g. Ref. [8, 
16]), which were only available at specific times during a period (e.g. 
after or before an experimental intervention during a case study). 
Therefore, while the survey would be inaccessible by the occupants at 
any other given time, OVS can be freely accessed by occupants during 
the period (e.g. Refs. [7,17,18]). Another important distinction to make 
was between OVS and behaviour-based occupant-centric control sys-
tems [11]; i.e. systems which allow occupants to directly adjust room 
temperature setpoint, such as Google’s smart thermostat [19]. The 
distinction was made based on the framework by D’oca et al. [20] who 
distinguish occupants’ action (e.g. adjusting a thermostat) from their 
needs (e.g. thermal comfort) and drivers (e.g. temperature too high). 
Therefore, OVS was defined as a system which directly asks occupants 
about their perception (needs and drivers). Systems that only collect 
information about occupants’ actions (e.g. increasing/decreasing set-
point level) were not considered as OVS. 

Additionally, in this review the actions “to vote” and “to give feed-
back” was distinguished as such: Feedback was used as a general term to 
describe the act of using OVS, as it can also include qualitative outcomes 
like comments. Voting was limited to OVS that had numerical outcomes 
(quantitative). 

2.4. The framework for describing occupant voting systems 

Four different types of “Application” of OVS were identified 
(Table 1). Note that a specific OVS can have two or more application, but 
the OVS was characterised by its primary application. 

Furthermore, sub-types of control-based OVS were identified 
(“DDM”, “Model-free”, “PMV” and “Software-based thermostat”) char-
acterising the type of control algorithms which received feedback from 
the control-based OVS. Data-driven models (DDM) include personal or 
group-based comfort models that use occupant feedback and environ-
mental (e.g. temperature, illuminance) or physiological parameters (e.g. 
skin temperature, activity level [21]) to train algorithms (e.g. in form of 
regression models [22–24]). Algorithms are either trained on-line (e.g. 
Ref. [25–27]) or off-line (e.g. Ref. [23,25,28]) as to obtain a model of 
individual (e.g. Refs. [25,28]) or group (e.g. Refs. [29,30]) preferences 

that are used in control systems. “Model-free” is a simple algorithm that 
balances the number of dichotomic occupant votes (e.g. hot vs. cold) 
[31]. “PMV” is an algorithm that uses occupants’ actual feedback in the 
Predicted mean vote (PMV) model to calculate a setpoint temperature. 
The PMV model is an internationally accepted model for predicting 
occupants’ thermal sensation based on parameters such as indoor tem-
perature, humidity and air velocity and was originally developed by P. 
O. Fanger based on laboratory and climate chamber studies [32]. 
Finally, “Software-based thermostat” denote the type of OVS designed 
with an interface that both allow occupants to provide feedback on their 
perception as well as to directly control setpoints. A comprehensive 
review on used algorithms and performance of control-based OVS can be 
found in publications by Jung and Jazizadeh [10] and Kim et al. [12]. 

The OVS “Design” was divided into four sub-categories (Fig. 2). 
“Data collection” was related to assessed IEQ parameters (“Parameter”) 
and the used scale for assessing this parameter (“Assessment scale”). 
“Interface” was related to the user interface of OVS. “Localisation” 
described whether the OVS assigned occupant feedback to a certain 
location and “Sensing” described type of sensors used to obtain IEQ 
measurements in relation to the collected occupant feedback. The sub- 
categories of “Design” are summarised in Table 2. 

The category “Incentive” described how occupants were incentivised 

Fig. 2. Framework of OVS. The figure shows the hierarchy between the three main categories and their sub-categories. “Application” was positioned at the top of 
the hierarchy. 

Table 1 
Description of each identified OVS application.  

Main category: 
Application 

Description 

Control Used for collecting occupant feedback which are directly 
used in controlling building systems such as heating, 
ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) and artificial 
lighting systems. 

FM Used for collecting and communicating occupant feedback 
to facility managers (FM). 

Research Used for collecting responses in context of research on 
various topics related to IEQ in buildings and occupant 
satisfaction. 

Social Used for collecting and providing feedback to occupants as 
to promote awareness of IEQ, communication on well-being, 
preferences and complaints on IEQ as well as suggestions for 
behavioural adaptation to achieve satisfaction with IEQ.  
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to use the OVS. Three sub-categories were defined. “Prompting” was 
defined as an action that reminded an occupant to use the OVS. “Visu-
alisation” described types of visuals used for making occupants aware 
and motivated to use OVS. “Miscellaneous” was a collection of different 
incentives such as where the OVS was placed in a building, how it was 
promoted or whether the research study on OVS was intentionally 
designed with researchers motivating occupants to use the system 
(denoted “Researcher induced”). Table 3 provides a description of the 
two former sub-categories. 

3. Results: Description of occupant voting system design 

Table 4 summarises the main results from section 3.1-3.3 and pre-
sents the most prevalent application, design and incentive for each OVS 
“Application”. 

3.1. Main category: Application 

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the identified OVS “Application”. It 
shows that control-based OVS made up the majority of the identified 
OVS and that most control-based OVS were used to obtain DDM typi-
cally in commercial buildings. Authors applying DDM argued that using 
actual occupant votes to obtain DDM can address some of the limitations 
with conventional comfort models such as PMV, which do not represent 
individual or group comfort preferences over time [32] and require 

difficult obtainable input data such as clothing level and air velocity 
[12]. 

Control-based OVS was least used for obtaining “Model-free”, “PMV” 
and “Software-based thermostats”. The authors of the “Model-free” also 
tried to address the aforementioned limitations with the conventional 
models as well as eliminating the burden of model training as they used 
simple algorithms to balance dichotomic votes. Typically, the occupant 
votes were used to determine whether to increase or decrease room 
temperatures with a predefined step change [19,31] by maximising 
energy saving and either maximising occupant comfort or minimising 
discomfort [44,45]. Additional energy saving could be achieved by 
introducing temperature drifting towards ambient conditions [31,41] or 
by turning HVAC off when rooms were unoccupied (i.e. when no votes 
were registered in a certain timeframe) [31]. The authors using “PMV” 
argued the PMV model was the standardised method (ASHRAE [46] or 
ISO 7730 [47]) to calculate setpoint temperatures [41], and that the 
aforementioned limitations with the PMV model could be corrected with 
occupants’ votes [48,49]. Finally, two software-based thermostats were 
identified as control-based OVS as they gave occupants the option of 
voting on their thermal sensation [50] or comfort preferences [51]. 

Eight FM-based OVS were identified (Fig. 3). Additionally, four of 
the control-based OVS [41,45,48,50] had the secondary application of 
supporting FM. The argument for using FM-based OVS was that it pro-
vides occupants the possibility to give feedback to FM. This can along 
with indoor environmental data be used by FM for energy and IEQ 
management (e.g. Refs. [52–54]), benchmarking of building operation 
[55] as well as to give insights to FM to improve building operation by 
retrofitting of existing systems [27]. For example, some of the FM-based 
OVS collected data for fault detection and diagnostic (FDD) by making it 
easier for occupants to report system faults (e.g. “no power” or “window 
is open”) [56,57]. Additionally, Lazarova-Molnar et al. [56] argued that 
crowd-sourcing FDD, i.e. where occupants can report faults in the 
building via their smartphones, can accommodate short-comings of 
data-dependent FDD methods as operational data can be inconsistent or 
prone to faults. Furthermore, the total number of occupant votes can 
also be used as an indicator of HVAC system malfunctioning (e.g. 
incorrect adjustments of VAV dampers [48]) as was demonstrated in the 
studies by Winkler et al. [41] and Erickson and Cerpa [48] with their 
control-based OVS. Occupant votes were also used in the studies by 
Balaji et al. [50] and Pritoni et al. [58] for identifying over/under 

Table 2 
Description of the sub-categories in the main category “Design”.  

Main category: 
Design 

Description 

Sub-category: Parameter 
Indoor 

environment 
Physical parameters related to IEQ such as: Thermal (e.g. 
draught, temperature) which affects occupants’ thermal 
experience. Indoor air quality (IAQ) (e.g. air velocity, airflow) 
which affects occupants’ sense of smell, feeling of dryness/ 
moisture etc. Visual (e.g. illuminance or glare) which affects 
occupants’ visual experience. Acoustic (e.g. noise) which 
affects occupants’ auditory experience. 

Social/personal Contextual parameters related to social or personal factors 
relevant for assessment of IEQ e.g. clothing level, mood and 
activity. 

Other Other parameters in context of IEQ and building operation e.g. 
fault detection, schedule specification. 

Sub-category: Assessment scale 
Type of evaluation What occupants evaluate on regarding a parameter e.g. 

comfort (the condition of mind expressing satisfaction [33]), 
preference (the preferred state of the occupant [34]) or 
sensation (physiological experience with a given condition 
[35]). 

Scale type Whether the scale was e.g. the ASHRAE 7-point scale [36], the 
Bedford 7-point scale [37] or the generic Likert scale [38]. 

Scale design Whether the scale was “Categorical” e.g. 1- to 7-point scale, 
“Continuous” e.g. semantic differential or numerical scale or 
“Other” e.g. comment section or selection of predefined 
options. 

Sub-category: Interface 
GUI Graphical user interface i.e. an interface presented on a screen 

such as a smartphone or computer that occupants can interact 
with via graphical symbols [39]. 

TUI Tangible user interface is defined as physical objects that 
occupants can interact with to “manipulate” digital data [40]. 

Sub-category: Localisation 
Automatic Whether the OVS device used e.g. mobile signals such as 

received signal strength indicator for localisation. 
Manual Whether occupants manually registered their location e.g. by 

selecting their location every time they voted. 
Sub-category: Sensing 
Additional Stand-alone sensors that were either part of the OVS platform 

or not part of the platform (denoted as supplementary sensors). 
Built-in Sensors built in to the OVS device. 
Existing Existing sensor infrastructures such as the building 

management system (BMS).  

Table 3 
Description of the sub-categories “Prompting” and “Visualisation” in the main 
category “Incentive”.  

Main category: 
Incentive 

Description 

Sub-category: Prompting 
Ambient Objects in the environment that unobtrusively relay 

information to occupants such as posters, dashboards or 
physical devices. 

Digital Notifications in form of pop-up messages on graphical 
interfaces or triggering of light, sound or vibration of 
physical devices. 

Physical Defined as the expectation of getting instant satisfaction 
through sensory stimulation when a vote was cast [41] or the 
feeling of perceived control when changing HVAC operation 
[42,43].a 

Sub-category: Visualisation 
Energy Visualisation that informed occupants about their e.g. voting 

patterns impact on energy consumption. 
Informational Visualisation that provided occupants with information 

about e.g. the indoor temperature in their location or what 
control action the HVAC will take after a vote was cast. 

Social Visualisation that promoted use of playful and socialising 
approaches e.g. showing voting frequencies of co-occupants.  

a Note that “Physical” prompting differed from the other prompting incentives 
as occupants use OVS not because they are reminded but because of what they 
expect to achieve. 
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conditioned spaces and for the FM to manually adjust HVAC setpoints as 
to minimise occupant complaints and save energy. 

Only five OVS were classified as research-based (Fig. 3). The argu-
ment for using OVS instead of a conventional survey was that it provides 
a high temporal (e.g. daily/hourly responses) and spatial (e.g. various 
location in a building) resolution of responses [7,17,59]. It allows for a 
fast data collection over a long period of time as it requires less effort 
from the respondents than a conventional survey [9,59]. Moreover, the 
OVS can be unobtrusive in the daily routine of surveyed occupants [59]. 
Some of the research-based OVS were designed to provide an alternative 
to time-consuming and comprehensive post-occupancy surveys [7]. 
Other suggested that OVS can be used to conduct in-field research ex-
periments to e.g. map thermal comfort in residential settings [59] or in 
areas with transient occupancy [9,18] as well as to support further 
development of the conventional comfort models such as PMV [60]. 

Social-based OVS were the least represented OVS applications 
(Fig. 3). Three control-/FM-based OVS had secondary applications 
classified as “Social” [52,61,62]. One of the social-based OVS was 
designed to encourage occupants to reflect on their IEQ and to support 
negotiation and communication of shared preferences [63]. Whereas 
another social-based OVS [64] was designed to aid occupants to find 
seats in areas with indoor conditions that matched occupants’ comfort 
preferences. A social-based OVS [65], which was part of a research 
movement called the Quantified Workplace [66], collected feedback on 
occupants activity and mood along with indoor environmental data with 

the end-goal of supporting employers to quantify and understand 
employee productivity, well-being and performance in context of 
organisational structures, office design, indoor environment etc. 

3.2. Main category: Design 

Fig. 4 shows a ranked bar-plot of the count of identified codes 
belonging to the sub-category “Parameter” in “Data collection”. Twenty- 
one out of the identified thirty-eight OVS required feedback on two or 
more parameters (e.g. Ref. [45,55,57,64]), but they mainly used one or 
two of the parameters in further analysis. 

Most control-based OVS collected occupant feedback on the thermal 
environment, which was used in control algorithms, (e.g. Ref. [28,31,41, 
50]) and few collected feedback on visual comfort for control of artificial 
lighting and solar shading (e.g. Ref. [27,67]). The FM-based OVS also 
mostly collected feedback on the thermal environment. Few FM-based 
OVS explicitly asked occupants to report faults (“Fault detection”) (e. 
g. Refs. [56,57]). There were few examples of control- and FM-based 
OVS asking occupants about IAQ and/or humidity (e.g. Ref. [25,52]) 
or directly about draught (e.g. Ref. [28,29,56]). The research-based OVS 
mostly collected feedback on thermal environment but also on IAQ and 
visual comfort. The social-based systems asked for feedback on noise, 
light and thermal environment. They also asked about miscellaneous 
parameters such as “Social-connectedness” [63], which the authors of 
the study interpreted as occupants desire for more social interaction 
with co-occupants. 

Fig. 5 presents a ranked bar-plot of the identified codes in “Assess-
ment scale” in “Data collection”. Fig. 5a shows that most OVS collected 
votes on sensation, preference, comfort or a combination of sensation 
and comfort, and Fig. 5b shows that most of these scales were designed 
as categorical. The typically used scale type for collecting sensation 
votes was the “ASHRAE” 7-point scale (Hot - Warm - Slightly warm - 
Neutral - Slightly cool - Cool - Cold) (e.g. Ref. [23,24,41,44,50]). 

“Bedford” (Cold – Cool – Comfortable cool – Comfortable – 
Comfortable warm – Warm - Hot) was mostly used in control- and FM- 
based OVS for collecting votes on thermal comfort and sensation (e.g. 
Ref. [30,31,68]). Some control- and FM-based OVS used a modified 
scale denoted as “Bedford/ASHRAE”, which were designed as the 
ASHRAE sensation scale but with “Neutral” changed to “OK” [21] or 
“Comfortable” [69]. The studies in Refs. [23,27,70] using control-based 
OVS even used the ASHRAE scale as a thermal comfort scale by inter-
preting “Hot” or “Cold” as discomfort votes. “McIntyre” (Warmer – No 
change - Cooler) was typically used in control- and FM-based OVS for 
collecting votes on thermal preference (e.g. Ref. [28,45,54]). One of the 
social-based OVS [64] used a modified scale denoted as “McIntyr-
e/Bedford” scale, where “No change” was modified to “Comfortable”. 
“Likert” was typically used in FM- and social-based OVS to collect 
comfort votes on thermal or light (e.g. Ref. [54,56]) or in research-based 
OVS to collect comfort or acceptability votes related to IAQ or light [9, 

Fig. 3. The number of identified OVS in the selected publications classified by 
their primary “Application”. “Control” was further divided and coloured ac-
cording to the type of control algorithm applied. 

Table 4 
Overview of prevalent OVS application, design and incentive.   

Control FM Research Social 

Typical 
application 

Obtain DDM for building 
control 

FDD and IEQ management Post-occupancy survey and in-field 
research study 

Communication, “IEQ-aid” and 
monitoring of productivity & well- 
being 

Typical design 
Parameter Thermal Thermal Thermal Thermal, light and acoustic 

Assessment 
scale 

Sensation – ASHRAE and 
preference – McIntyre 
Categorical 

Sensation/comfort – Bedford and comfort – 
Likert Categorical, comment section and 
option selection 

Sensation – ASHRAE, comfort – 
Likert and preference – McIntyre 
Categorical 

Preference – Likert, preference – 
McIntyre/Bedford Continuous 

Interface Smartphone app Website Smartphone app Physical device Smartphone app 
Localisation Manual Manual and no localisation No localisation No localisation 
Sensing Existing BMS sensor Additional sensor and existing BMS sensor Built-in sensor Additional sensor 

Typical 
incentive 

Physical prompting Social visualisation Ambient and digital prompting and 
location 

Ambient and digital prompting and 
social visualisation 

Note: The codes with the highest and second highest count were included in the table. 
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17]. FM-based OVS frequently used feedback through “comment sec-
tions” (e.g. Ref. [52,58]) or “option selection” (e.g. Ref. [56,57]). 

The bar-plot of the identified codes in “Interface” in Fig. 6 shows that 
most control-, FM- and social-based OVS were GUIs in form of smart-
phone apps (e.g. Ref. [28,31,64]), websites (e.g. Ref. [45,50,71]) or as a 
combination of both (e.g. Ref. [23,41,58]). Some of the website-based 
OVS were accessed by scanning QR codes on posters in the building 
[72] or small information leaflets placed at each occupants’ desk [68, 
71]. One of the social- [65] and control-based OVS [68] used a tablet as a 
“dashboard/voting station” to collect feedback. Only one research-based 
OVS used GUI [59], which was a tablet. Most research-based OVS were 
TUIs designed either as devices with LED displays and buttons [7,17] or 
as a simple panel of buttons with explanatory text to guide voting [9,18]. 
Few FM-, social and control-based OVS used TUI. For example, one 
control-based OVS used a wearable device with buttons [73] and 
another used a system of kinetic sensors to register occupant’s gesture to 
change votes displayed on a screen [49]. 

Fig. 7 shows that most control-based OVS and some of the FM-based 
OVS used manual localisation: Occupants could register their location 
by scanning radio-frequency identification tags [19], QR-bars [57,72] or 
by selecting their location either when voting or upon registration to use 
an OVS (e.g. Ref. [28,48,58]). Few of the control- and FM-based OVS 
used automatic localisation via mobile signals such as received signal 
strength indicator [30,73], iBeacons [56] or WiFi access points [27]. 
Most of the research-based OVS (e.g. Refs. [17,18]) and some of the 
FM-based OVS (e.g. Ref. [53,55]) did not use localisation as the OVS 
were physically attached to a specific location. The social-based OVS 
designed as a physical device [63] or tablet [65] did not use localisation, 
whereas the ones designed as smartphone apps used manual localisation 
[64] or automatic localisation using different mobile signals [65]. 

Fig. 8 shows that most of the research-based OVS had sensors built in 
to the OVS devices as to measure e.g. temperature, illuminance and 
relative humidity [7,17,18,59]. Few of the control-, FM- and 
social-based systems had built-in sensors. E.g. one study [30] used a 
smartphone both to collect votes and to measure temperature and 
relative humidity. Most studies using control- and FM-based OVS 
collected measurements from sensors that were part of the BMS (e.g. 
Ref. [48,50,58]) or used additional stand-alone sensors (typically 

wireless sensors) as part of the OVS platform (e.g. Ref. [49,63,73]). Only 
one study [31] with control-based OVS did not measure indoor condi-
tions as it only relied on occupant votes. 

3.3. Main category: Incentive 

Fig. 9 shows that “Prompting” and “Visualisation” were the most 
frequently used incentives to get occupants to use OVS. “Ambient” 
prompting was commonly used with social- and research-based OVS: E. 
g. one social-based OVS used a tablet as a dashboard to inform occupants 
about the indoor conditions and voting patterns [65]. Another type of 
“Ambient” prompting used by both social- and research-based OVS was 
in form of tangible objects that changed colour and light intensity [7,63, 
65]. “Digital” prompting was used with social- [63,64], research- [7,17] 
and FM-based [57,70] OVS e.g. as a buzz sound emitted from a tangible 
device once per day [63] or as a pop-up message every half hour on a 
computer screen [70]. Most control-based OVS that collected feedback 
for training comfort models on-line were categorised with “Physical” 
prompting as occupants could expect a change to their indoor conditions 
when they voted (e.g. Refs. [25,31,44,45,50]). Some of these 
control-based OVS also provided immediate feedback to occupants 
when they voted by activating the HVAC system to give a “burst of air” 
[41,51]. However, the control-based OVS that provided votes to train 
comfort models off-line (e.g. Refs. [19,21,49]) were not categorised with 
“Physical” prompting, as no immediate or delayed actions were taken by 
the HVAC system during the training/voting phase. 

“Informational” visualisation was mostly used with control-based 
OVS (Fig. 9) by providing e.g. recommendations to improve indoor 
conditions [21] or information on expected actions the system would 
take after a vote was cast [41]. Most control-, FM- and social-based OVS 
used “Social” visualisation to motivate occupants to engage with the 
OVS through gamification such as lead board ranking [41,56], voting 
statistics (e.g. Refs. [21,44,58]) and motivational widgets [57]. None of 
the identified research-based OVS used “Visualisation” as incentive. 

The research- and social-based systems in Ref. [9,18,65] used 
“Location” (Fig. 9) as an incentive. The OVS was placed at high-traffic 
areas such as entrances [9] or areas where lingering occurred due to 
waiting time (e.g. near coffee machine or printer) [65] as to increase the 

Fig. 4. Ranked bar-plot of the identified codes coloured by “Parameter” and grouped by “Application”.  
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likelihood of getting high volume of votes. Most control-based OVS used 
“Researcher induced”, i.e. when researchers provided e.g. monetary 
incentive to participants of the study [74] or reminded the occupants to 

interact with the system (e.g. Refs. [21,69,73]). 
The majority of the identified OVS used a combination of different 

incentives: Most control-based OVS studies (e.g. Ref. [24,31,41,44,45, 

Fig. 5. Ranked bar-plot of the identified codes grouped by “Application”. (a) Top: Codes from “Evaluation type” coloured by their corresponding “Scale type”. (b) 
Bottom: Codes in “Scale design”. 

Fig. 6. Ranked bar-plot of the identified codes coloured by “Interface” and grouped by “Application”.  
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Fig. 7. Ranked bar-plot of the identified codes in “Localisation” grouped by “Application”. “Not specified” refers to that it was not clear if the OVS used localisation 
or not. 

Fig. 8. Ranked bar-plot of the identified codes in “Sensing” grouped by “Application”.  

Fig. 9. Ranked bar-plot of the identified codes coloured by “Incentive” and grouped by “Application”. Miscellaneous was abbreviated to Misc.  
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50]) used “Physical prompting”, “Visualisation” and “Researcher 
induced” to motivate occupants to use OVS, whereas few studies (e.g. 
Ref. [23,25,73,74]) only used “Physical prompting” and “Researcher 
induced”. Only one FM-based study [57] was found that used a combi-
nation of incentives, which were “Researcher induced”, “Prompting” 
and “Visualisation”. Research-based OVS used a combination of “Digi-
tal” and “Ambient” prompting [30] or “Prompting” and “Location” [18]. 
Social-based OVS used a combination of “Ambient prompting” and 
“Visualisation” of indoor conditions and voting patterns [63]. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Application of occupant voting systems for collecting occupant 
feedback in buildings 

The present review showed that control-based OVS was the most 
prevalent type of the four identified applications. The reason for such 
prevalence is the fact that implementing occupants’ feedback as part of 
building control has gained increasing attention within extensive 
research fields such as “human in the loop” [10], occupant-centric 
control [11] and personal comfort models [12]. 

The review also revealed that OVS was used as a tool to support FM 
in identification of retro-fitting solutions or faulty operation. However, 
it seems that FM-based OVS has not yet become an emerging topic 
within research fields related to FM and building performance evalua-
tion. Though, several studies [2,75–77] within these research fields 
highlighted the benefit of collecting and using occupant feedback in 
form of e.g. complaints to identify faults [76] or regular feedback to 
reveal sub-optimal operations [75,77]. These studies [76,77] also 
mentioned a need for a method to systematically and regularly collect 
occupant feedback. Thus, FM-based OVS can be a suitable candidate for 
such a method. 

A limited number of studies were identified that demonstrated the 
potential of OVS to engage occupants to reflect and give feedback on 
IEQ, and how this feedback could be used e.g. to support occupants’ 
effort of achieving comfort [63,64]. One possible reason for the limited 
studies on social-based OVS can be because IEQ research has tradi-
tionally mainly focused on causal factors related to building physics, 
energy management and HVAC control. But, recent studies (e.g. Ref. [6, 
78–80]) point towards social, cultural, psychological and behavioural 
factors (e.g. sharing of control with co-occupants [78]) besides physio-
logical factors that can affect occupants’ satisfaction and comfort with 
IEQ. 

Finally, the review identified studies that used OVS as a tool for 
collecting vast amount of occupant responses in a continuous fashion as 
part of post-occupancy evaluation [7] or generally in context of research 
[9,17,59] both in buildings with fixed occupancy (e.g. Ref. [7,17]) and 
areas with transient occupancy (e.g. Ref. [9,18]). 

4.2. Interaction with occupant voting systems 

Several studies (e.g. Refs. [7,41,58]) showed that the total number of 
occupant votes peaks at the beginning of the application period (denoted 
“novelty period”) and drops significantly after. As the total number of 
occupant votes can be an indicator of occupant interaction with OVS, the 
described trend reflects a low level of occupant interaction with OVS 
after the novelty period. As occupants’ interaction with the system is an 
essential part of each OVS, occupant interaction needs to be addressed 
during design and implementation. 

Few studies in the selected publications discussed expectations to 
OVS regarding occupants’ interaction with the OVS. Jelsma et al. [61] 
explained a low occupant interaction with control-based OVS with the 
fact that the OVS was intended to support individualised control, which 
apparently was not possible in a centrally controlled office building. 
They further explained that occupants in the study rather preferred 
adjusting their clothing or changing the ventilation settings directly 

instead of using the OVS to affect the indoor conditions. Sanguinetti 
et al. [62] explained the decline of occupants’ interaction with FM-based 
OVS over time by a lack of immediate response from FM and concluded 
that occupants’ interaction is related to their expectation to get imme-
diate feedback from FM. These few examples, which are in agreement 
with general research within human-computer interaction (HCI) [81,82] 
and expectation-confirmation theory [83,84] point towards the impor-
tance of clearly understanding what motivates occupants to interact and 
engage with OVS. The few examples indicate that the intended appli-
cation of the OVS (i.e. what the OVS will provide and achieve) and the 
occupants’ expectation to it (i.e. occupants’ expectation to what the OVS 
will provide or what they will achieve by using OVS) should be aligned 
in order to minimise the decline in occupant interaction over time. Thus, 
a suggestion for future research is to explore the relation of occupant 
interaction and occupant expectation towards OVS. 

In HCI, one of the design strategies to engage occupants to use a 
system is to provide users with feedback [81]. In context of OVS, this 
feedback is denoted “Incentive”. Based on the results from the present 
review, incentives through e.g. regular prompting or visualisation serve 
both to remind the occupants to use the system (e.g. Refs. [7,63]) and to 
motivate them to interact with the device (e.g. Ref. [41,57]). The study 
by Winkler et al. [41] showed how different incentives could promote 
different ways of occupant interaction with OVS by promoting e.g. a 
voting pattern that did not result into increased energy consumption. 
Incentives should be considered in relation to what the OVS aims to 
achieve. As an example, using “Visualisation” as incentive for 
research-based OVS may affect occupants’ responses and introduce a 
bias in the collected responses. This could explain why all the identified 
research-based OVS mostly used “Digital” or “Ambient” prompting for 
reminding occupants to vote (Table 4). However, there was a lack of 
systematic studies on how incentives affect occupant interaction and 
engagement. This applies both in context of short- and long-term 
application of OVS. For example, many of the control-based studies 
relied on researchers actively encouraging or reminding participants to 
use the OVS (e.g. Ref. [21,69,73]). As this type of incentive may be 
appropriate for studies testing a prototype of OVS to identify its po-
tential application, it does not provide a representative view of how OVS 
application can be encouraged and maintained over a short or long 
period in real settings. 

In general, advocates of tangible interfaces argue that TUIs invoke 
curiosity and have an inviting quality compared to GUIs [40]. Authors of 
studies using TUI-based OVS argued that GUIs can exclude occupants 
without routine access to e.g. computers [7]. Authors of studies on 
research-based OVS [9,18] argued that TUIs are suitable in areas with 
transient occupancy such as gymnastic halls or banks, and that they 
require minimum effort from the occupants to give feedback. The au-
thors of the social-based TUI [63] argued that as TUIs are physically 
present in an environment, the device itself acts as a reminder to oc-
cupants to interact. Contrary, the advocates of GUI-based OVS argued 
that the GUI devices provide mobility as occupants can carry their 
personal voting to different locations [23,30]. They referred to partici-
patory sensing which gives occupants access to vote via their mobile 
devices that are always near and accessible (e.g. Refs. [23,28,65]). 
Another argument was that GUIs are easier to scale in quantity and to 
modify/maintain than TUIs, that are physical objects that do not 
completely allow for remote upgrade or maintenance [40]. While most 
of the selected publications only argued for the choice of OVS interface, 
the study by Rittenbruch et al. [63] designed and implemented a TUI- 
and GUI-based OVS together. They briefly discussed that the partici-
pants in their study saw the GUI-based OVS as an addition to the 
TUI-based OVS. However, none of the selected publications explicitly 
investigated how OVS interface can affect occupants’ interaction and 
motivation to interact with the system. Future research should explore 
how interface design can affect occupant interaction with OVS. Studies 
within HCI [40,85,86] can serve as inspiration for conducting experi-
ments related to interface design and user experience. 
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Several studies with control-, social- and FM-based OVS (e.g. 
Ref. [48,62,63,72]) reported that occupants tended to vote more 
frequently when they were uncomfortable with their indoor environ-
ment. This is why authors of control- or FM-based OVS (e.g. Ref. [31,44, 
73]) designed the OVS scale to only reflect dissatisfaction or discomfort 
votes such as “too hot” or “too cold”. Some authors of control- and 
FM-based OVS (e.g. Refs. [21,27,28,41]), which included comfort/-
neutral votes in the scale design, assumed that occupants were 
comfortable during periods where they did not vote (denoted the “si-
lent” period). However, this was not necessarily the case as the silent 
period can also reflect periods where occupants are e.g. busy with work 
[25] or have used other options than using OVS to achieve their comfort 
level [25,61]. Based on the OVS assessment scale, OVS could be further 
categorised into two types: A comfort-based OVS (including comfort/-
neutral votes, e.g. Ref. [58]) and a complaint-based OVS (only dis-
comfort/dissatisfaction votes, e.g. Ref. [44]). In general, complaint is 
described as a discrete event whereas comfort/discomfort is a state of 
being [87]. Based on this definition, it was assumed in the present re-
view that complaint-based OVS were primarily used at discrete events, 
which was also the case: E.g. the studies in Ref. [41,48] observed that 
after the novelty period a high number of discomfort votes occurred due 
to HVAC malfunctioning, which was a discrete event. Complaint-based 
OVS did not rely on frequent occupant interaction, unless they were 
used as control-based OVS to train a personal model of occupants’ 
complaint region. If that was the case, the complaint-based OVS needed 
to be used frequently during various indoor conditions as to provide 
high amount of data to increase model accuracy [21,25]. As 
comfort-based OVS should reflect occupants’ degree of comfort, occu-
pant interaction with this OVS should therefore be more continuously 
compared to complaint-based OVS. Thus, it might be that comfort-based 
OVS rely more on incentives to remind occupants to vote instead of 
complaint-based OVS, as comfortable people tend to vote less frequently 
[62,72]. 

4.3. Prevalent challenges and considerations related to occupant voting 
systems 

The present review identified three general challenges regarding 
OVS design and application. (1) Interpretation of the used assessment 
scale was not always in line with the established definition of the scale. 
(2) Occurrence of extreme votes i.e. occupants voting at the extremes on 
the scale [31,48,63]. (3) Inconsistency of voting pattern i.e. when votes 
differed between situation with same environmental conditions [10,25]. 
These results were in agreement with previous findings by Jung and 
Jazizadeh [10] and Kim et al. [12]. Additionally, the present review also 
discussed considerations related to data analysis and data privacy of 
occupant feedback. 

4.3.1. Interpretation of the used assessment scale 
The results from the present review showed that well-known scales 

such as ASHRAE 7-point scale, Bedford or McIntyre were modified or 
combined to simplify the user input and to reduce extreme votes [31]. 
However, a lack of careful consideration of these modifications might 
impact end-results [12,34,88]. Bias can be introduced as occupants 
interpret the scale differently than intended [88,89]: For example, 
several control-based OVS (e.g. Refs. [23,27,70]) interpreted thermal 
sensation votes as comfort votes. Studies like [34,88] have shown that 
thermal sensation does not directly reflect comfort or acceptability of a 
given condition. Future OVS design should clearly consider the appli-
cation of OVS (e.g. collecting preference votes for control or to find out 
whether occupants accept their indoor conditions) and select the 
appropriate scale according to this application [12]. 

4.3.2. Extreme votes 
Extreme votes can be problematic as they can lead to biased or 

extreme results that not necessarily represent an individual’s or a 

group’s actual perception of the indoor environment. For example, if 
one individual in a shared space cast extreme votes with a control-based 
OVS, the control algorithm including these votes might calculate an 
extreme control setting that could lead to higher energy-use than 
required to maintain the group’s comfort level in the shared space. One 
way to reduce extreme votes is to reduce the scale steps from e.g. 7- to 3- 
point scale [31,48]. On the other hand, this can remove the granularity 
of distinguishing between slightly comfortable/uncomfortable from 
very comfortable/uncomfortable as noted by Purdon et al. [31]. They 
argued that the number of votes could represent the level of discomfort, 
but reiterated votes (high number of votes cast in short time) could also 
pose the same challenges as extreme votes. Some studies like [31,48] 
minimised reiterated votes by only accounting for the latest votes by an 
occupant. Additionally, Winkler et al. [41] investigated how different 
incentives could limit extreme votes or reiterated votes. They confirmed 
that reiterated votes can be reduced, if the occupants obtain feedback 
that their votes have been registered. Rittenbruch et al. [63] also 
observed that when occupants saw their votes, they realised that they 
had set their preferences too low or too high as it did not reflect their 
actual preferences. As reiterated or extreme votes can challenge 
end-results in some context, studies on control- and FM-based OVS (e.g. 
Ref. [41,48]) identified the high level of voting to be useful to indicate 
faults with the building control system. Future research should explore 
and understand why and how extreme votes can occur and not quickly 
dismiss it as an ill-will behaviour of gaming the occupant votes. But, 
intentionally ill-willed or untruthful votes should be identified and 
removed (e.g. using algorithms [90]) as they can impact OVS users 
trustworthiness of the system and the reliability of the collected data 
[65]. 

4.3.3. Inconsistency in voting patterns 
The last identified challenge was inconsistent voting patterns. They 

can occur due to physiological and environmental factors affecting oc-
cupants such as change in season, location, time of day, activity and 
metabolic rate [10] as well as psychological factors such as mood, 
expectation to the system, motivation etc. [88]. Few studies like [91] try 
to reduce inconsistent votes by investigating a scale design that re-
members and displays the user’s previous vote. Inconsistent votes do not 
necessarily mean that occupants do not have the ability to give reliable 
feedback on IEQ. Contrary, the inconsistency can be related to limita-
tions in representing the actual context and environment of occupants, e. 
g. sensors that do not reflect occupants’ actual condition [92] or the lack 
of contextual information such as occupants’ activity, mood or meta-
bolic rate that can explain the inconsistency. 

Furthermore, several authors of control-, FM- and social-based OVS 
studies discussed how occupant votes can be analysed and presented: Is 
it to maximise number of comfortable occupants, minimise number of 
uncomfortable occupants or to seek a balance that is fair for all occu-
pants. Shin et al. [93] brings up the concept of fairness in context of 
occupant comfort with IEQ: The authors argued that if the end-goal was 
to maximise comfort or minimise discomfort of most occupants, the level 
of fairness would be low. This is because the different perception by the 
few occupants will always be neglected as they rarely reflect the 
perception of the majority. General research studies on IEQ such as [94, 
95] have shown that there is a diversity among occupants regarding 
their IEQ comfort and preferences. Personal comfort systems can sup-
port these variabilities [95,96] and provide comfort to all occupants. As 
shared spaces are usually centrally conditioned and various restrictions 
might hinder occupants from finding seating at conditions more suitable 
to their preferences, exploring the fairness aspect to achieve occupant 
satisfaction in shared spaces could be an objective to consider for future 
OVS studies. 

4.3.4. Privacy concerns 
Privacy concerns are a prevalent topic in fields of e.g. information 

and communication technology, as these technologies often collect and 
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use personally sensitive data. Therefore, privacy is also an important 
topic related to OVS. Park et al. [11] mentioned that there are two 
privacy concerns in smart buildings. The first privacy concern is related 
to collection of confidential and personal data such as physiological and 
psychological state, activity, clothing, identification such as MAC ad-
dresses of mobile devices, user IDs etc. The second privacy concern is 
related to tracking and localisation of occupants. Most of the selected 
publications in this review that were concerned with privacy were 
focused on localisation and tracking. These were handled by excluding 
any identifier, when storing feedback [45,48] or by anonymising the 
data [50]. Only few publications provided a discussion on privacy 
concerns related to data collection. Often, the discussion was that 
thermal comfort [48] or air quality votes [65] were not considered as 
sensitive information. Mathur et al. [65,97] did a comprehensive 
investigation on privacy concerns with OVS both related to data 
collection, visualisation and localisation of occupants. They found that 
visualising data in an aggregated format gave users a sense of anonymity 
that reduced the privacy concerns of using OVS. They also found that the 
participants of their study saw data on noise and air quality as least 
privacy invasive, which they argued was due to the anonymity the ag-
gregation provided. Contrary, Snow and Auffenberg [72] discussed that 
visualising occupant votes would discourage dissatisfied occupants to 
use the system as to avoid “making a fuss”. They argued that visualised 
aggregated votes for a confined area easily could be traced to an occu-
pant during periods of low occupancy. Schott et al. [52] suggested that 
occupant votes were only visualised if there were more than five people 
complaining, and that occupants could flag their votes as either public or 
private. Future research on OVS should explore and investigate the data 
collection, processing and visualisation of occupant feedback and indoor 
measurements in relation to privacy concerns. Future research should 
also investigate if and how privacy concerns affect occupant’s motiva-
tion to use OVS. 

4.4. Limitations of the review 

The objective of the present review was to evaluate what OVS was 
applied for and how it was designed. Therefore, the present review 
neither investigated how occupant feedback was pre-processed, ana-
lysed and presented in the identified publications nor whether the actual 
application of OVS resulted in improved occupant satisfaction with IEQ. 

5. Conclusion 

The present review used Thematic Synthesis on fifty scientific pub-
lications about tools characterised as occupant voting system (OVS) for 
collecting occupant feedback on indoor environmental quality in 
buildings. The review provided an explicit definition and a framework to 
characterise OVS based on its application, design and used incentive 
motivating occupant interaction. The review showed that most of the 
identified publications applied OVS for collecting thermal sensation or 
preference votes for training personal or group comfort models used for 
room temperature control. OVS was also applied to help facility man-
agers to identify sub-optimal operation of HVAC systems, to help oc-
cupants to share their comfort preferences with their co-occupants in 
shared spaces or to provide researchers with a tool for collecting long- 
term in-field survey responses. Furthermore, the review revealed that 
occupants’ expectation to OVS and the type of incentive or interface of 
OVS can affect occupants’ voting behaviour and motivation to interact 
with OVS. The review also identified challenges related to occupants’ 
interpretation of the assessment scales, occurrence of extreme votes and 
inconsistency in voting patterns as well as privacy concerns in relation to 
data collection and presentation of occupant votes. 
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Occupant voting systems (OVS) are digital tools designed to collect occupant 

feedback on indoor environmental quality. OVS is typically used as a tool for 

occupant-centric building control in which the acquired occupant feedback and 

indoor environmental measurements are used for room temperature control. 

Additionally, OVS has been used for post-occupancy evaluation, fault detection 

and building operation management. The main objective of the present paper was 

to review existing research studies on tools denoted as OVS to uncover whether 

applying OVS to support building operation could result in energy-savings and 

improved occupant satisfaction. Based on fifty scientific publications, the review 

showed that using OVS led to energy-savings ranging from 13% to 37% and an 

improvement of occupant satisfaction by up to 46%. Additionally, the review 

suggested that the study duration might affect occupants' level of interaction with 

OVS. Future research should focus on studying factors that influence occupants' 

interaction with OVS over time and the use of OVS to support facility 

management and post-occupancy evaluation. More research should study 

different techniques to analyze and present occupant feedback to different 

building users and determine the effect the OVS has concurrently on energy-

saving and occupant satisfaction. 

Introduction 

Information on occupants' comfort preferences and perception of indoor 

environmental quality (IEQ) (e.g. thermal, visual, acoustic and indoor air quality) 

collected through surveys in operated buildings can be used to improve occupants' 

satisfaction with the indoor environment (e.g. (Leaman and Bordass 2001; Zagreus et al. 

2004a; Loftness et al. 2009)). Conventional survey techniques can provide extensive 

mailto:dskh@byg.dtu.dk


 

 

insights on, e.g., occupants' general satisfaction with IEQ (e.g. (Huizenga et al. 2006)) 

or the IEQ variables (e.g. thermal or acoustic) that have a significant effect on 

occupants' satisfaction (e.g. (Frontczak et al. 2012; J. Park, Loftness, and Aziz 2018)). 

However, answering surveys might be disturbing and time-consuming for occupants 

(e.g. it can take up to 20 minutes (Huizenga, Laeser, and Arens 2002)). Additionally, 

administrating multiple surveys to occupants, e.g. as part of long-term studies aiming to 

link "here-and-now" responses to observed IEQ conditions, may result in survey fatigue 

among occupants and consequently in lower response rates (Stephen R Porter, 

Whitcomb, and Weitzer 2004; Gilani and O’brien 2017). Therefore, conventional 

surveys are not necessarily viable for collecting continuous feedback (K. S. Konis 2013; 

Parkinson, Candido, and Dear 2013; Berquist, Ouf, and O’Brien 2019). The emergence 

of smartphones and wireless technologies has led to tools that can enable a continuous 

collection of feedback. These tools are denoted as occupant voting systems (OVS) and 

used for acquiring real-time occupant feedback on various IEQ topics. Typically, OVS 

has been used to determine personal or group-based comfort models for room 

temperature control (e.g. (Erickson and Cerpa 2012; Jazizadeh et al. 2014; K. Konis and 

Annavaram 2017)). Previous reviews (Jung and Jazizadeh 2019; S. Lee and Karava 

2020; J. Y. Park et al. 2019) have mostly focused on the application of OVS in 

occupant-centric or "human in the loop" control systems, which are systems acquiring 

and using the information on occupants to control building systems such as heating, 

ventilation and air-condition (HVAC) or artificial lighting. The review by Jung and 

Jazizadeh (Jung and Jazizadeh 2019) mainly focused on research studies using OVS for 

obtaining group-based or personal comfort models and the energy-saving potentials of 

using these models for HVAC control. Park et al. (J. Y. Park et al. 2019) mainly 

reviewed the study design and research objectives of studies on occupant-centric 



 

 

control, including OVS and none-OVS types of control systems (e.g. smart 

thermostats). The review by Lee and Karava (S. Lee and Karava 2020) specifically 

focused on occupant-centric control using occupant votes to obtain comfort models and 

the practical issues related to data collection, input selection and model performance 

evaluation. Sheikh Khan et al. (Sheikh Khan, Kolarik, and Weitzmann 2020) reviewed 

the design (e.g. interface, IEQ assessment scale) of OVS for various applications such 

as control, fault detection and post-occupancy evaluation. They discussed factors 

affecting occupants' interaction with OVS. However, they neither reviewed the research 

design nor the use of OVS to achieve energy-savings and improved occupant 

satisfaction.  

The present paper aimed to provide such a review. The main objectives of the 

review were to 1) identify whether using OVS improved energy-saving and occupant 

satisfaction and 2) determine the level of interaction occupants had with OVS. 

Additionally, the present paper provides an overview of the prevailing research gaps 

that need to be addressed in future research. 

Methods 

The scientific publications reviewed in the present paper were collected as part 

of the review reported by Sheikh Khan et al. (Sheikh Khan, Kolarik, and Weitzmann 

2020). According to (Sheikh Khan, Kolarik, and Weitzmann 2020), the scientific 

publications dealt with tools designed for enabling occupants to provide ongoing 

feedback on IEQ in buildings.  Publications were published in conference proceedings 

(e.g. ACM BuildSys) and scientific journals (e.g. Building and Environment) and 

identified through search engines such as Science Direct and Google Scholar. The 

keywords used in the search were, among others, "personal comfort", "participatory 

sensing" and "desktop polling station". Publications were initially analyzed and 



 

 

included for further detailed review if they contained a description of the design and 

application of OVS. The final collection of scientific publications used in the present 

review is comprised of fifty publications. Multiple publications from the same authors 

considering different research studies on the same OVS were grouped, and the latest 

work was used to characterize the application and design of OVS. This resulted in forty-

nine research studies conducted with thirty-eight different OVS.  

According to (Sheikh Khan, Kolarik, and Weitzmann 2020), OVS was 

characterized in the four application types: Control, facility management (FM), 

research and social (Table 1). For the purpose of the present paper, characterization of 

each research study was performed using attributes defined by Jung and Jazizadeh (Jung 

and Jazizadeh 2019, 1499) (p. 1499), including the year of publication, duration of 

study, geographical location, type of building, number of buildings, number of 

participants, evaluation method and study outcome. As multiple research studies had 

been conducted on specific OVS, these studies were categorized as separate studies if 

they were conducted at different geographical locations, types of buildings and/or 

different times. Appendix A summarizes the attributes regarding all the identified 

publications.  

The attributes for the research studies were grouped according to the application 

of the studied OVS and counted. The highest count for each attribute for each 

application was used to identify the prevailing characteristics of research studies on 

OVS. Note that some publications did not provide enough information, and 

consequently, no attributes were assigned to these studies. Therefore, the total count for 

a specific attribute could be lower than the total number of identified research studies on 

OVS. 



 

 

Characteristics and attributes of research studies on occupant voting system 

Table 1 summarizes the four application types of OVS identified in (Sheikh 

Khan, Kolarik, and Weitzmann 2020). Note that control-based OVS (Table 1) was 

additionally classified according to the control algorithms using the collected occupant 

votes.   

Table 1. Description of the OVS application type according to (Sheikh Khan, Kolarik, 

and Weitzmann 2020). 

Application Description 

Control: 

 - DDM 

 - PMV 

 - Model-free 

 - Software-

based 

   thermostat 

Used to collect occupant votes mostly for room temperature control. Occupant 

votes, along with indoor environmental measurements, were used to obtain 

data-driven comfort models (DDM) (e.g. (Lam, Yuan, and Wang 2014; Q. 

Zhao, Zhao, Wang, Wang, et al. 2014)). Votes were used as input in the 

Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) model (van Hoof 2008) to calculate the 

appropriate setpoint room temperature or used in a model-free control strategy 

that either increased or decreased a setpoint based on the number of dichotomic 

occupant votes (e.g. (Purdon et al. 2013; Murakami et al. 2007)). Some 

software-based thermostats, which are typically designed only to give occupants 

direct access to adjust a setpoint, also allowed occupants to vote on their, e.g. 

thermal sensation (Balaji et al. 2016). 

Facility 

Management 

(FM) 

Used to collect and communicate occupant feedback to support facility 

managers (FM) with fault detection and identification (e.g. (Lazarova-Molnar et 

al. 2016)). 

Research Used as a survey tool in in-field research studies to collect responses on various 

topics related to IEQ and occupant satisfaction. This OVS was not necessarily 

intended to improve the investigated conditions but rather to observe and collect 

responses. 

Social Used as a system to inter alia facilitate communication about IEQ and well-

being (e.g. (Mathur et al. 2015; Rittenbruch, Donovan, and Santo 2015)) and 

negotiation of IEQ preferences among occupants. 

The attributes of the research study regarding the outcome and evaluation method were 

as follows. The review process revealed four types of study outcomes: User experience, 

voting frequency, energy-saving and change in occupant satisfaction, summarized in 

Table 2. The user experience will not be further discussed in the present study as it was 

covered in (Sheikh Khan, Kolarik, and Weitzmann 2020). 

Table 2. Description of study outcomes of research studies on OVS.  



 

 

Study 

outcomes 
Description 

User 

experience 

The factors influencing occupants' interaction with OVS. 

Voting 

frequency 

An indicator of the level of interaction occupants had with OVS, defined as the 

total number of votes divided by the number of active users divided by the study 

duration when OVS was deployed and used (excluding Saturday and Sunday). 

Energy-saving The amount of energy saved, in percentage, between conditions before and after 

using OVS. Energy-saving regarding, e.g. total energy consumption or energy for 

cooling, heating and/or lighting.  

Change in 

occupant 

satisfaction 

The difference in occupants' satisfaction with the indoor environment, in 

percentage, before and after using OVS or before and after using a control 

algorithm trained on occupant votes. The occupant satisfaction determined during 

the training of a control algorithm was not included. 

The research methods were characterized according to the taxonomy developed by 

Peffers et al. (Peffers et al. 2012), which described how different design-science research 

studies evaluated conceptual artefacts (e.g. software, algorithms or models). Table 3 

summarizes the evaluation methods ranging from the least comprehensive study called 

logical argument to the most comprehensive study called case study. Note that studies 

classified as logical argument did not provide any information about study design or 

outcome. Therefore, they did not contribute to the count of the attributes. 

Table 3. Description of evaluation methods of research studies on OVS.  

Evaluation 

method 
Description 

Logical 

argument 

OVS was not evaluated by experiment but instead by arguing with face validity, 

i.e. when applying subjective opinions to evaluate whether an OVS "looks like" 

to achieve intended objectives. 

Prototype The potential OVS had to achieve a specific objective explored through, e.g. 

preliminary experiments in testbeds or controlled field studies. 

Technical 

experiment 

Evaluation of the data analytic capabilities regarding OVS data, e.g. the capability 

of a control algorithm using occupant votes to achieve a specific objective 

through e.g. experimental studies. 

Illustrative 

scenario 

Evaluation of OVS in a real-world setting with recruited or non-recruited 

participants. 



 

 

Case study Evaluation of OVS in a real-world setting to study the effect OVS had on the 

organization adopting it as well as its application to solve a specific problem and 

achieve a specific objective. 

Results & discussion 

The distribution of scientific publications on occupant voting system by year 

and application type 

Figure 1a shows the distribution of the reviewed scientific publications grouped by 

publication year. The earliest publication on OVS was from 2002 (J.Jelsma et al. 2002), 

and the number of publications has been increasing since 2010. The earliest identified 

publication on research-based OVS was from 2007 (K.-H. Lee et al. 2007), in which OVS 

was used as a tool to collect occupant feedback on the indoor environment during various 

control strategies in a bank. Studies on FM- and social-based OVS were published round 

2012 (Schott et al. 2012; Hewlett, Manic, and Rieger 2012) and 2015 (Rittenbruch, 

Donovan, and Santo 2015).  Figure 1b shows the number of publications grouped by the 

application type of OVS. Thirty-three research studies were conducted on twenty-two 

specific types of control-based OVS (Table 4). Only eight FM-, five research- and three 

social-based OVS studies were conducted on seven, five and three specific OVS types, 

respectively (Table 4). Furthermore, Figure 1b shows that most publications were on 

control-based OVS used for collecting occupant votes for training data-driven models 

(DDM) (e.g. (Jazizadeh et al. 2013; Q. Zhao, Zhao, Wang, Jiang, et al. 2014; K. Konis 

and Annavaram 2017)). 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 1. The number of identified scientific publications on OVS. From left to right: Grouped 

by (a) the publication year and (b) the application type of the studied OVS. 

Description of the experimental design of research studies on occupant voting 

system    

Eighteen and thirteen out of the forty-nine studies on OVS were conducted in 

North America (e.g. in California, USA) and Eastern Asia (e.g. in Beijing, China), 

respectively. More than half of the research studies conducted the same experiment at 

one or two buildings. One FM-based study (Sanguinetti et al. 2017; Pritoni et al. 2017) 

included 152 buildings on a university campus. Control-, FM- and social-based OVS 

studies were mostly conducted in single (e.g. (J. Zhao et al. 2015; Gao and Keshav 

2013)) or shared office spaces (e.g. (Lam and Wang 2013; Aguilera, Kazanci, and 

Toftum 2019)) in a university or private office building. Research-based OVS studies 

were conducted at various buildings such as residential buildings (Soebarto et al. 2019), 

shared office spaces (e.g. (Petersen and Pedersen 2016; K. S. Konis 2013)), gymnastic 

hall (Berquist, Ouf, and O’Brien 2019) and a bank (K.-H. Lee et al. 2007). The study 

duration and number of participants for each OVS type were summarized in Table 4. 

The table shows that most control-based OVS studies lasted about three weeks and 

included less than twenty participants. FM-based studies lasted over several months and 



 

 

included more than fifty participants. For example, the two-year study reported in both 

Pritoni et al. (Pritoni et al. 2017) and Sanguinetti et al. (Sanguinetti et al. 2017) included 

more than 4000 participants. The identified research-based OVS studies lasted about 

two months and included relatively few participants. Social-based OVS studies varied 

greatly in duration and number of participants.  

Table 4. The frequent (40th to 60th percentile), minimum and maximum observed study 

attributes for each OVS type. 

Study 

attributes 
Control FM Research Social 

Number of 

studies 

Total: 33 

DDM: 20 

PMV: 5 

Model-free: 4 

Software-based: 3 

Unspecified: 1 

Total: 8 Total: 5 Total: 3 

Duration Frequent: 15 – 20 

days 

Min: 5 days 

(Erickson and Cerpa 

2012) 

Max: 200 days 

(Winkler et al. 2016)  

Frequent: > 58 days  

Min: 3 days (Pritoni 

et al. 2017) 

Max: 460 days 

(Sanguinetti et al. 

2017; Pritoni et al. 

2017) 

Min: 10 days 

(Petersen and 

Pedersen 2016) 

Max: 46 days (K.-

H. Lee et al. 

2007) 

Min: 10 days 

(Rittenbruch, 

Donovan, and Santo 

2015) 

Max: 104 days 

(Mathur et al. 2015) 

Number of 

participants 

Frequent: 12 – 18 

Min: 1 (Gao and 

Keshav 2013) 

Max: 688 (Snow, 

Auffenberg, and 

Schraefel 2017) 

Frequent: > 55 

Min: 28 (Shetty, 

Chinh, and Panda 

2015) 

Max: 4471 

(Sanguinetti et al. 

2017; Pritoni et al. 

2017) 

Min: 10 (Petersen 

and Pedersen 

2016) 

Max: 14 (K.-H. 

Lee et al. 2007) 

Min: 15 

(Rittenbruch, 

Donovan, and Santo 

2015) 

Max: 120 (Mathur 

et al. 2015) 

Note: No frequent attribute was found for the limited number of studies on research- and social-

based OVS.   

Description of evaluation methods 

More than half of the control-based OVS studies were classified as technical 

experiments (e.g. (Jazizadeh et al. 2014; Lam and Wang 2013)). These studies primarily 

focused on the technical performance of the OVS regarding the trained control 



 

 

algorithm. Few control-based OVS studies (e.g.(Snow, Auffenberg, and Schraefel 2017; 

Murakami et al. 2007)) were classified as illustrative scenarios or illustrative scenarios 

& technical experiments. For example, Wang et al. (Wang et al. 2016) investigated the 

energy-saving potential and occupants' experience (perceived control and self-estimated 

productivity) of using OVS compared to thermostats that allow a direct adjustment of 

the setpoint indoor temperature. Very few control-based OVS studies (J.Jelsma et al. 

2002; Balaji et al. 2016; Baker and Hoyt 2016) were identified as case studies. For 

example, Balaji et al. (Balaji et al. 2016) studied the use of OVS as a software-based 

thermostat to provide occupants access to control and support building operation 

management with the daily operation of an entire university campus. The case study by 

Baker and Hoyt (Baker and Hoyt 2016) was the only identified scientific publication on 

a commercial OVS applied in a real-world setting.  

The identified FM-based studies were distributed broadly across the different 

evaluation methods. Two studies were classified as logical arguments (Hewlett, Manic, 

and Rieger 2012; Lazarova-Molnar et al. 2016) as the authors only provided their 

arguments for how OVS could support facility management with fault detection and 

energy management. The FM-based OVS studies classified as prototypes (Shetty, 

Chinh, and Panda 2015; Tanaka, Nomiso, and da Costa 2016) and illustrative scenarios 

(Monsberger et al. 2019; Kokogiannakis et al. 2019) had the objective of investigating 

the occupants' experience with OVS or exploring how occupant feedback could be 

collected and presented to support building operation management. The aforementioned 

comprehensive study described both by Pritoni et al. (Pritoni et al. 2017) and 

Sanguinetti et al. (Sanguinetti et al. 2017) was classified as a case study. In the study, a 

smartphone app/web-based OVS was designed and implemented in cooperation with 



 

 

campus facility management to improve daily FM services at an entire university 

campus.  

All identified studies on social-based OVS were classified as illustrative 

scenarios as the studies aimed to investigate occupants' experience and application of 

OVS. For example, the studies demonstrated how OVS could support occupants to find 

seating in office spaces that matched their comfort preferences (Sood, Janssen, and 

Miller 2020) or to support them to communicate their preferences to co-occupants 

(Rittenbruch, Donovan, and Santo 2015). 

Most of the research-based OVS studies (Petersen and Pedersen 2016; K. S. 

Konis 2013; Berquist, Ouf, and O’Brien 2019) were classified as illustrative scenarios 

as they investigated the possibility of using OVS for long-term research studies or post-

occupancy evaluation. The study by Lee et al. (K.-H. Lee et al. 2007) was classified as a 

case study as the main purpose was to evaluate different peak power demand-limiting 

strategies. OVS was used as a survey tool to collect occupant feedback on how 

occupants perceived the indoor environment during these different strategies. 

Voting frequency: Occupants interaction with occupant voting system 

The voting frequency was investigated for twenty-one specific types of OVS. 

Twenty-six out of forty-nine studies explicitly contained information on the total 

number of votes, duration of study and number of participants to calculate the voting 

frequency. Figure 2 shows the distribution of voting frequency for each OVS 

application. The median of the voting frequency for studies using control-based OVS 

was 1 vote per user per day. The few studies conducted on research-based OVS 

produced voting frequencies of 2.3 (K. S. Konis 2013) and 3.7 (Petersen and Pedersen 

2016) votes per user per day, whereas social-based studies produced voting frequencies 

of 0.87 (Mathur et al. 2015) and 1.58 (Sood, Janssen, and Miller 2020) votes per user 



 

 

per day. FM-based OVS had the lowest voting frequency at 0.01 (Sanguinetti et al. 

2017) and 0.06 (Monsberger et al. 2019) votes per user per day.  

 

Figure 2. Box- and point-plot of voting frequency colored and grouped for each OVS application 

type. The data points were jittered horizontally to reduce overlapping. Each data point represents 

a specific research study. "n" is the total number of data points for each group. 

 

No meaningful patterns were observed in grouping the voting frequencies by 

OVS design attributes such as interface or methods of incentives, e.g. regular prompts 

or reminders aimed at occupants to use OVS. Nevertheless, a connection might exist 

between the duration of a study and the voting frequency. Figure 3 shows that most 

short-term studies (e.g. (Lam and Wang 2013; Aguilera, Kazanci, and Toftum 2019)) 

with a duration of fewer than 30 days have higher voting frequencies (1 – 6 votes per 

day per user) than the studies with a duration of more than 30 days (e.g. (K. Konis and 

Annavaram 2017; Winkler et al. 2016; Pritoni et al. 2017)) (0.01 – 1 vote per day per 

user). For example, since the FM-based studies (e.g. (Pritoni et al. 2017; Monsberger et 

al. 2019)) were conducted over a relatively long time (Table 4: > 58 days), they had a 



 

 

lower voting frequency compared to most of the control-based studies (Table 4: 15 – 20 

days). The study (Q. Zhao, Zhao, Wang, Wang, et al. 2014) with the highest voting 

frequency of 8 votes per user per day was conducted with a control-based OVS that 

notified occupants every one hour to vote. 

 

Figure 3. Scatterplot of study duration and voting frequency colored according to the OVS 

application type. Each data point represents a specific research study. 

 

The connection between study duration and voting frequency (Figure 3) might 

be related to the so-called "novelty period" mentioned in some of the OVS studies (e.g. 

(Winkler et al. 2016; K. S. Konis 2013; Sanguinetti et al. 2017)). The "novelty period" 

was described as the initial period in a study when OVS was initially introduced and 

applied by the occupants. The voting frequency peaked typically during that period, 

meaning that occupant interaction with OVS was high. After this initial period, the 

number of votes dropped gradually over time, meaning that occupants interacted less 

with the system. Consequently, this might explain why some long-term studies (> 30 

days) experienced a lower voting frequency over the entire study period than the short-



 

 

term studies, as the study duration lasted more than the "novelty period". Other reasons 

for the decline in occupant votes could be as follows: For example, Baker and Hoyt 

(Baker and Hoyt 2016) described that the decline in votes was due to the control 

algorithm learning the user preferences over time, thereby reducing the need for 

occupants to interact with the OVS frequently. Sanguinetti et al. (Sanguinetti et al. 

2017) and Monsberger et al. (Monsberger et al. 2019) explained that because the facility 

management neither immediately responded nor took action upon occupants voting, 

occupant interaction with OVS declined over time.  

According to (Sheikh Khan, Kolarik, and Weitzmann 2020), the voting 

frequency level should be evaluated according to how occupants used OVS. If an OVS 

was intended for collecting feedback on occupants' state of being in comfort or 

discomfort, "continuously" collecting a large quantity of feedback was necessary for a 

reliable evaluation of occupants' comfort/discomfort. For example, maintaining a 

relatively high voting frequency was important in the context of post-occupancy 

evaluation (e.g. (Lassen et al. 2020)) or during the training of a comfort model (S. Lee 

et al. 2019). On the contrary, if the OVS was designed only to collect complaints, it was 

enough that occupants only voted when they were uncomfortable (e.g. (Q. Zhao, Zhao, 

Wang, Jiang, et al. 2014)). For example, some studies such as (Winkler et al. 2016; 

Erickson and Cerpa 2012) observed that voting frequency increased after the "novelty 

period" as a sign of increased occupant complaints caused by malfunctions in HVAC 

control (e.g. due to defective inlet airflow dampers). Therefore, the voting frequency 

could be expected to be lower for complained-based OVS compared to 

comfort/discomfort-based OVS.  

Nevertheless, various studies tried to compensate for the decline in voting 

frequency in different ways. For example, the authors of some of the control-based OVS 



 

 

studies (Balaji et al. 2016; Li, Menassa, and Kamat 2017) argued that by implementing 

algorithms trained on occupants' voting and indoor environmental measurements, the 

need for having occupants to vote frequently could be reduced. A study by Jazizadeh et 

al. (Jazizadeh and Becerik-Gerber 2012) described that the researchers of the study 

needed to actively motivate or remind participants to use the system to ensure a high 

voting frequency. The research-based OVS in (K. S. Konis 2013; Petersen and Pedersen 

2016) tried to compensate for low voting frequency using frequent prompting. 

However, Petersen and Pedersen (Petersen and Pedersen 2016) discovered that the 

frequency of prompting needed to be carefully considered to avoid survey fatigue 

among occupants. Mathur et al. (Mathur et al. 2015) observed a high voting frequency 

for the studied social-based OVS at the beginning of the study motivated by the 

occupants' feeling of inclusion. Over time, the occupant interaction with OVS became a 

regular daily routine (Mathur et al. 2015) as the location of OVS was placed near printer 

rooms and coffee machine areas where lingering occurred, making interaction more 

convenient.  

The application of occupant voting system for achieving energy-saving  

The energy-savings in the OVS studies were determined by comparing the 

energy consumption during the use of the control algorithm trained on occupant 

feedback to the energy consumption during the use of one of the following control 

strategies: Fixed setpoint control strategy (e.g. (Erickson and Cerpa 2012; Jazizadeh et 

al. 2014; K. Konis and Annavaram 2017; Lam and Wang 2013)), manually turning 

systems on/off (e.g. (Cheng et al. 2016)), manually adjusting setpoints (e.g. (Wang et al. 

2016)), the existing HVAC/lighting control strategy deployed in the studied building 

(e.g. (Pritoni et al. 2017; Feldmeier and Paradiso 2010)) or rule-based control strategies 

(e.g. (Sarkar, S.N., and Prasad 2016)). As measurements of energy consumption were 



 

 

not always available, most studies estimated it using simple energy equations (i.e. 

thermal mass capacity multiplied by measured temperature difference) or regression 

models based on available measurements of, e.g. airflow and supply/return temperature 

(e.g. (Winkler et al. 2016; Lam and Wang 2013; Balaji et al. 2013)). Other studies used 

simulation models to investigate the energy-saving for different geographical locations 

and weather conditions (e.g. (K. Konis and Annavaram 2017; Sarkar, S.N., and Prasad 

2016; Carreira et al. 2018)). Some studies were conducted by deploying a baseline 

control strategy and the OVS control strategy in the same zone but at different times 

with similar weather conditions (e.g. (Winkler et al. 2016; Jazizadeh et al. 2014; 

Murakami et al. 2007)).  

It was difficult in the present review to explain the effect OVS had on energy 

consumption due to the variations in methods for estimating energy-saving among the 

research studies. Consequently, the following only provides a descriptive analysis of the 

energy-saving potential of using OVS.  Figure 4 shows the energy-saving identified for 

thirteen specific control- and FM-based OVS. Nineteen OVS studies explicitly stated an 

energy-saving and some of the studies stated an energy-saving range (due to e.g. 

different climate zones, variation in the control strategy). Consequently, the total 

number of data points for energy-saving was twenty-nine including twenty-six 

datapoints for control-based OVS.  

 



 

 

 

Figure 4. Box- and point-plot of energy-saving colored and grouped for each OVS type and 

shaped for each energy consumption type. "Thermal" refers to energy consumption related to 

heating and cooling. "Fan" refers to energy consumption related to the distribution of air. The 

data points were jittered horizontally to reduce overlapping. Each data point represents a specific 

research study. "n" is the total number of data points for each group. 

Figure 4 shows that the energy-savings achieved were mostly for heating and/or cooling 

consumption (e.g. (Jazizadeh et al. 2014; Murakami et al. 2007; Pritoni et al. 2017)). Few 

were related to the energy consumption of fan operation and distribution of airflow 

(Pritoni et al. 2017; Jazizadeh et al. 2014) and artificial lighting (Sarkar, S.N., and Prasad 

2016; Cheng et al. 2016). The median energy-saving for all included studies for control- 

and FM-based OVS was 20%. The maximum and minimum energy-saving of 

respectively 71% (K. Konis and Annavaram 2017) and 5% (Balaji et al. 2013) were both 

achieved in studies with control-based OVS (Figure 4). The average energy-saving for 

DDM-based OVS was 24%, whereas the energy-saving for PMV and model-free was 

10% – 60% (Figure 4). The relatively high energy-saving achieved for model-free OVS 

was partly due to the temperature drifting and on/off-strategies (Purdon et al. 2013; 

Carreira et al. 2018; Rajith, Soki, and Hiroshi 2018) deployed as part of the overall OVS 

control strategy. The 20% – 30% energy-savings for the FM-based OVS (Figure 4) were 

both from the study by Pritoni et al. (Pritoni et al. 2017). Few studies generated low or no 



 

 

energy-savings. For example, Konis and Annavaram (K. Konis and Annavaram 2017) 

identified that using individual user preferences from DDM-based OVS did not yield any 

savings on heating consumption for different sites and building types located in 

California. However, savings could be achieved using grouped user preferences. Balaji 

et al. (Balaji et al. 2016; Balaji et al. 2013) identified in a preliminary study that an energy-

saving of 5% could be achieved using OVS when HVAC was poorly tuned 

(overheating/undercooling). As the HVAC was re-tuned before the long-term study, no 

energy-saving was achieved (Balaji et al. 2016). The study by Jazizadeh et al. (Jazizadeh 

et al. 2013) showed that deploying the DDM-based OVS led to a 17% increase in energy 

consumption which they argued was due to a combination of inefficient energy user 

preferences and poorly tuned airflow controller. 

The application of occupant voting system for improving occupant satisfaction 

The investigated OVS studies only focused on occupants' satisfaction with the 

thermal environment (e.g. (Jazizadeh et al. 2014; Pritoni et al. 2017; Carreira et al. 

2018)). Even though one study (Sarkar, S.N., and Prasad 2016) investigated occupants' 

visual comfort after implementing a control-based OVS, it was not included in the 

results of the present review as it did not state how the visual comfort was before 

implementing the control-based OVS. The OVS studies estimated the change in 

occupant satisfaction by comparing occupants' level of satisfaction with the indoor 

environment before and after implementing a control algorithm trained on occupant 

feedback. This investigation was either conducted with actual occupants in a real-world 

setting (e.g. (Winkler et al. 2016; Q. Zhao, Zhao, Wang, Jiang, et al. 2014; Murakami et 

al. 2007)) or with a simulation model (Carreira et al. 2018; Li, Menassa, and Kamat 

2017). For example, the study using a simulation model (Carreira et al. 2018) generated 

synthetic occupant votes with the adaptive comfort model, relating occupant thermal 



 

 

comfort to the indoor and outdoor temperature, initially described by Humphreys and 

Nicol (Humphreys and Nicol 1998). The synthetic votes were used to simulate the 

change in occupant satisfaction before and after implementing the OVS control 

algorithm. The study by Li et al. (Li, Menassa, and Kamat 2017) was conducted both in 

a real-world setting and by using a simulation model to determine the change of 

occupant satisfaction before and after the implementation of OVS. Actual occupant 

votes were collected during a field experiment with a fixed room temperature setpoint. 

The collected votes were used as input in a simulation study to predict how the votes 

would be during a dynamic temperature setpoint control strategy.  

The surveys for collecting the level of occupant satisfaction were differently 

designed from study to study. For example, the studies in (Winkler et al. 2016; Erickson 

and Cerpa 2012) used a five-point Likert scale that occupants could use for rating their 

degree of satisfaction. Murakami et al. (Murakami et al. 2007) evaluated occupants' 

dissatisfaction on a three-point rating scale by asking occupants how often they were 

dissatisfied with their thermal environment. Zhao et al. (Q. Zhao, Zhao, Wang, Jiang, et 

al. 2014) asked occupants to rate the thermal environment from one (worst) to seven 

(best). Finally, Jazizadeh et al. (Jazizadeh et al. 2014) interviewed occupants before and 

after implementation of OVS and asked them to rate, on a scale of one (low) to ten 

(high), how satisfied they were with the thermal environment. Some studies used the 

occupant feedback collected with OVS to estimate occupant satisfaction. For example, 

Li et al. (Li, Menassa, and Kamat 2017) applied the OVS to evaluate discomfort by 

interpreting the votes "want cooler" or "want warmer" as discomfort votes. The study by 

Lam and Wang (Lam and Wang 2013) used the 7-point thermal sensation scale (Hot - 

Warm - Slightly Warm - Neutral - Slightly Cool - Cool - Cold) part of the OVS to 



 

 

evaluate occupant comfort. They interpreted the votes outside of the region "Slightly 

Cool" to" Slightly Warm" as discomfort votes.  

The variations in methods for determining occupant satisfaction made it difficult 

to conduct an in-depth comparison of results among the research studies. Consequently, 

only a descriptive analysis was provided for the effect OVS had on occupant 

satisfaction. Figure 5 shows the change in occupant satisfaction identified for eleven 

specific control- and FM-based OVS. Thirteen studies investigated how the use of 

control- and FM-based OVS affected occupant satisfaction. A total number of seventeen 

datapoints on occupant satisfaction was collected, including some studies stating the 

change in occupant satisfaction as a range (e.g. if a study was conducted at different 

office areas in the same building). The median change in occupant satisfaction for 

control-based OVS was 34%. The highest and lowest increase in occupant satisfaction 

(Figure 5) was respectively 80% for a control-based OVS study with PMV (Erickson 

and Cerpa 2012) and 23% for a control-based OVS study with DDM (Q. Zhao, Zhao, 

Wang, Jiang, et al. 2014). The study by Pritoni et al. (Pritoni et al. 2017), Murakami et 

al. (Murakami et al. 2007) and Jelsma et al. (J.Jelsma et al. 2002) using OVS with a 

model-free control strategy did not result in any significant change in occupant 

satisfaction (Figure 5). The control-based OVS study by Carreira et al. (Carreira et al. 

2018) showed a slight decrease of 1% – 7% in occupant satisfaction.  



 

 

 

Figure 5. Box- and point-plot of change in occupant satisfaction colored and grouped for each 

OVS type. The data points were jittered horizontally to reduce overlapping. Each data point 

represents a specific research study. "n" is the total number of data points for each group. 

For example, Jelsma et al. (J.Jelsma et al. 2002) did not observe any improvement in 

occupant satisfaction with the indoor environment as the occupants did not achieve their 

intended control outcome when they used the control-based OVS. The remaining four 

studies did not explain why the application of OVS did not yield any improvement in 

occupant satisfaction. However, a possible explanation might be due to the research study 

design. For example, if the OVS was only investigated through simulation studies 

(Carreira et al. 2018), the simulation model might have underestimated the effect of OVS 

on actual occupant satisfaction. Another example might be that occupants were already 

satisfied with the indoor conditions, and using OVS did not change this perception.  

Joint evaluation of energy-saving and change in occupant satisfaction 

Figure 6 shows a scatter plot illustrating the connection between the change in 

occupant satisfaction and energy-saving from studies that investigated and reported on 

both study outcomes. 



 

 

 

Figure 6. Scatterplot of change in occupant satisfaction and energy-saving. Colored boxes depict 

the three distinct groups numbered 1, 2 and 3. Each data point represents a specific research study 

belonging to an OVS type. 

If a study had reported a range of values for one of the study outcomes, the mean of the 

range was used as a data point in Figure 6. The number of studies (n = 9) reporting on 

both study outcomes was too small to conclusively state whether there was any significant 

connection between energy-saving and change in occupant satisfaction. Additionally, the 

variations among the research studies regarding, e.g., the study duration, location and the 

studied building and the methods for estimating energy-saving and occupant satisfaction 

made it challenging to explain the connection illustrated in Figure 6. Nevertheless, the 

groups depicted in Figure 6 indicated three distinct levels of change in occupant 

satisfaction and energy-saving. The first group represented the studies (Pritoni et al. 2017; 

Murakami et al. 2007; Carreira et al. 2018) that did not increase occupant satisfaction but 

managed to decrease energy consumption. Note that the FM-based study in group one 

used the model-free control strategy. The second group depicted the studies (e.g. (Lam 

and Wang 2013; Feldmeier and Paradiso 2010; Winkler et al. 2016)) that managed to 

reduce energy consumption and improve occupants' satisfaction with the indoor 

environment. All but one of these control-based OVS studies used DDM. The third group 



 

 

depicted the single study (Erickson and Cerpa 2012) on control-based OVS using PMV 

that achieved the highest increase in occupant satisfaction but the lowest energy-saving. 

To summarize, the results indicated that optimizing for occupants' satisfaction with the 

thermal environment might result in low energy-savings. Conversely, optimizing energy-

saving might result in a low or no increase in occupant satisfaction. The group of studies 

in-between demonstrated that balancing these study outcomes might result in both a 

moderate energy-saving and a moderate increase in occupant satisfaction.  

Research gaps in studies on occupant voting system 

Based on the identified research gaps listed in Table 5, more research is needed 

to understand how OVS can be applied to control building systems, support facility 

managers and occupants and improve occupant satisfaction and energy-saving. 

Specifically, the duration of a study might influence occupants' interaction with OVS; 

consequently, future research should study this connection and its effect on study 

outcomes. Future OVS research should also evaluate energy-saving and occupant 

satisfaction concurrently. Additionally, standardized methods should be used for 

estimating occupant satisfaction based on, e.g. ASHRAE (ASHRAE 2010), EN 16798-2 

(EN 16798-2 2019) or established survey protocols such as the Center for the Built 

Environment (CBE) survey (Zagreus et al. 2004b). Future research could investigate the 

validity and reliability of occupant feedback collected with OVS compared to 

conventional surveys, such as was done by Lassen et al. (Lassen et al. 2020). 

Additionally, there is a need to explore how data can be analyzed and presented to best 

support facility managers or occupants in achieving a specific outcome.  

  

 



 

 

Table 5. The identified research gaps in research studies on OVS. 

 Research gap 
 

Research studies on FM-, research- and social-based OVS (Table 4: 8, 5 and 3 studies, 

respectively) were underrepresented compared to control-based OVS (Table 4: 33 studies). 

Research studies were mostly conducted in North America or China in office spaces at 

university or private office buildings. 

There was a limited number of long-term studies (Table 4) investigating occupants' interaction 

with OVS over time (e.g. Figure 3) and its effect on energy-saving and occupant satisfaction.  

There was a lack of illustrative scenario and case studies to understand building users' (e.g. 

occupants, facility managers) applying control-based OVS studies. 

There was a lack of technical experiments on FM-, social- and research-based OVS to 

understand how to present OVS data to facility management and occupants and evaluate the 

validity and reliability of data collected with OVS for application in research or post-occupancy 

evaluation. 

There was a limited number of studies on OVS to collecting feedback on other IEQ variables 

(e.g. visual, acoustic and indoor air quality) than the thermal environment. 

 Comparison among research studies was difficult due to different methods for determining 

energy-saving and occupant satisfaction. 

 Only nine research studies on OVS investigated and reported both energy-saving and occupant 

satisfaction (e.g. Figure 6). 

Limitations of the present review 

The main limitations of the present review were as follows. Firstly, the findings 

and recommendations were mostly based on control-based OVS studies as they made 

up the majority of scientific publications on OVS. This finding revealed that the most 

prominent research gap was related to the lack of OVS research studies in other 

research fields (Table 5). Consequently, the review can be of support to future 

researchers to explore areas not yet thoroughly studied. Secondly, comparing study 

outcomes across research studies was challenging due to the limited number of studies 

and the high variation in study design. Specifically, the variation in methods for 

determining the energy consumption and occupants' satisfaction with the indoor 

environment made the comparison among research studies challenging because the 



 

 

underlying assumptions of the obtained results were not necessarily the same. This 

limited the possibility to reliably explain the connection between OVS application to the 

achieved study outcomes. Consequently, the review should be considered descriptive 

and indicative rather than explanatory and conclusive.   

Conclusion  

The present paper reviewed fifty scientific publications on studies using tools 

characterized as occupant voting systems (OVS).  The review identified that applying 

OVS for HVAC control, e.g. room temperature control, could improve energy-savings 

by 13% to 37% and occupant satisfaction by up to 46%. The findings suggested that 

there might be a trade-off between achieving energy-saving and increasing occupant 

satisfaction. The review identified that the study duration might affect the level of 

occupant interaction with OVS. Occupant interaction was expressed as the total number 

of votes per user per day and was typically high (> 1 vote per user per day) for short-

term studies lasting less than a month. The present paper recommended that more 

studies be conducted on OVS, specifically to support facility management and post-

occupancy evaluation. Future research on OVS should study energy-saving and 

occupant satisfaction concurrently, identify factors influencing occupants' interaction 

with OVS over time and explore different approaches for analyzing and presenting 

occupant feedback to building users. 
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ABSTRACT 

Occupant voting systems (OVS) collect real-time votes on occupants’ perception on the indoor environment. The 
votes are applied to improve building control to achieve low energy consumption and improved occupant 
satisfaction. For achieving these, occupants need to use the OVS frequently. Few studies investigated whether the 
OVS’s interface influence voting frequency.  

The study in this paper compared a tangible OVS interface (TUI), designed as a panel of buttons, to a graphical 
OVS interface (GUI), designed as a smartphone app. The study was conducted as a within-group in-field 
experiment in an office space with fourteen participants over four weeks. The results showed that when the 
participants could only vote with one of the interfaces, they casted equally the same amount of votes on the TUI 
and GUI. When the participants could freely choose between the two interfaces, they voted more with the TUI 
because it was accessible and easier to use. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the recent two decades, a growing interest within the research community has emerged on occupant voting 
systems (OVS) for collecting occupant feedback on indoor environmental quality (IEQ) in buildings. OVS is 
typically applied as a tool to collect real-time votes on how occupants perceive the thermal environment. Most 
studies on OVS have demonstrated how the collected occupant votes can be applied to determine a temperature 
setpoint used in controlling the heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) in buildings (Sheikh Khan et al., 
2020). Furthermore, studies have shown that OVS can provide energy savings of 10% – 30% and improve occupant 
comfort with 30% – 60% compared to conventional (fixed temperature setpoint) control strategies (e.g. 
(Feldmeier & Paradiso, 2010; Jazizadeh et al., 2014; Lam & Wang, 2013; Winkler et al., 2016)).  

To achieve the aforementioned improvements, occupants need to use OVS frequently; how frequent depends on, 
e.g., the number of votes required by the control algorithm to reliably determine occupants’ comfort temperature 
range. In most studies on OVS, e.g., (Jazizadeh et al., 2014; Konis & Annavaram, 2017; Shetty et al., 2015)), 
researchers actively reminded study participants to vote, or the OVS was designed to emit a discrete sound for 
reminding participants to vote.  However, one study (Petersen & Pedersen, 2016) noted that participants 
experienced “survey fatigue” due to too frequent prompting (every half hour over ten days). Therefore, frequent 
prompts or reminders are not necessarily suitable, especially if the OVS is intended for long-term deployment in 
buildings. Consequently, some studies deployed more subtle methods of getting occupants to vote, e.g., by handing 
out information flyers (Sanguinetti et al., 2016), providing dashboards to see voting statistics (Mathur et al., 2015) 
and designing interactive devices that light up according to the current indoor condition (Rittenbruch et al., 2015). 
However, mainly the study by Rittenbruch et al. (2015) explored whether the OVS interface impacted occupants 
voting behaviour. They discovered that the tangible OVS reminded and encouraged the participants to vote as it 
was situated at their desk. This was in contrast to the mobile application of the OVS that participants had to 
remember to use (Rittenbruch et al., 2015). However, no previous studies have been found that directly compare 
a tangible OVS interface to a graphical OVS interface (S. Lee & Karava, 2020; Sheikh Khan et al., 2020).  

The objective of the study presented in this paper was to compare a tangible user interface (TUI) based OVS to a 
graphical user interface (GUI) version of the OVS to answer the following research questions: 

1. Did study participants cast more votes with the TUI based OVS compared to the GUI based? 

2. Which of the OVS did occupants mostly prefer to use, and what was their reason? 

3. What did the study participants experience regarding the functionality and design of the TUI and GUI based 
OVS? 

The deployed OVS in this research study was denoted TiAQ (Thermal and indoor Air Quality) and was developed 
to allow occupants to provide continuous feedback from occupants in office spaces. TiAQ was initially designed as 
a tangible panel of five buttons. For the present study, it was also designed as a mobile application (GUI) for 
smartphones. The research questions were investigated through a field experiment in which TiAQ was deployed 
in an open plan office space with fourteen participants over four weeks.  



  
 
 

METHODS 

Study design 

The study was carried out as a within-group experiment (Lazar et al., 2017). It was conducted at an open plan 
office space (Figure 1) in a nine-story office building in Denmark. A total of fourteen participants were selected as 
they had previous experience with TiAQ and volunteered to participate in this study. The experiments were 
conducted over four weeks in October 2019. Before the experiment, the study design and duration were explained 
to the participants via flyers. The participants were divided into groups of eight, assigned Group 1 (G1) and Group 
2 (G2), as shown in Figure 1. The participants were instructed when and how to use the GUI or the TUI based TiAQ. 
Table 1 shows the study design of the field experiment. In week 1, G1 was instructed to use only the GUI based 
TiAQ, and G2 was instructed to use only the TUI based TiAQ closest to their seating area. In week 2, this was 
reversed. There was a break from the study in week 3. In week 4, participants could freely choose the interface to 
use every time they wanted to vote. Through the whole study, the participants could freely discuss the details and 
their experiences related to the interfaces among each other. 

 
Figure 1.  Participants’ desks and the seating arrangement of the groups.  TiAQ was located at spot A and B. An indoor 

environment sensor was located at spot N at 1.5 m height above the floor. 
 

Table 1.  Study design for the within-group field experiment. 

Week GUI TUI 

1 G1 G2 

2 G2 G1 

3 Break 

4 G1 and G2 (Free choice of interface) 
 

Structured questionnaires were developed explicitly for participants using either GUI, TUI or both. They were 
distributed to all participants at the end of each week. The questionnaires asked the participants about how often 
they were at their workstation, how often they used the TiAQ, their reason for using it, their experience using it 
and which interface of TiAQ they preferred for long-term use.  

The indoor environment was monitored with a commercial, wireless Internet of Things (IoT) device with Sensirion 
SHT20 temperature sensor (+ 0.3 °C) and relative humidity sensor (+ 3%) and NDIR CO2 sensor (+ 50 ppm). The 
ventilation airflow, inlet temperature and outdoor temperature were collected with the building management 
system (BMS), and the number of minutes of sunshine per hour was collected from the online weather archive of 
the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI, 2020). These measurements were denoted as confounding variables as 
they could affect participants’ decision to vote and the number of votes they would cast.  

OVS design: TUI and GUI based TiAQ 

The TUI based TiAQ allowed participants to vote on their here-and-now experience of the indoor environment 
using the following five buttons: “Too Cold”, “Too Warm”, “Draught”, “Stuffy” and “Fine” (Figure 2a). The buttons 
used the Zigbee communication protocol to transmit data to an internet-connected gateway, which further sent 
the data to the gateway provider’s IoT platform. As the platform only saved data for a short time, data was 
automatically sent via Application Programming Interface (API) to a secondary platform for long-term storage. 
The buttons distinguished if users provided a single, double or long push. The secondary platform was set up to 
only log a value of “1” regardless of how the button was pushed. The GUI was developed with Shiny-Rstudio 
(Rstudio, 2020) and set up to look similar to the TUI based TiAQ (Figure 2b). The GUI based TiAQ was accessed by 
scanning a QR code provided to participants via information flyers (Figure 3). The participants were further 
instructed to save the GUI link as a shortcut on their smartphone home-screen to use the GUI like an app. Via the 
GUI interface, participants could push the “black button” (Figure 2b), which led them to a dashboard showing real-
time data on the total number of votes cast with both interfaces over a week and the daily temperature and relative 

G1 

G1 G1 

G1 

G1 G1 

G1 

G2 

G2 

G2 
G2 G2 

G2 G2 



  
 
 

humidity in the monitored space. The dashboard was also developed with Shiny-Rstudio. The group, which was 
only allowed to use the TUI, accessed the dashboard either using an URL or scanning another QR code provided 
via the flyers (Figure 3).  

Data processing and statistical analysis 

The dataset of occupant votes from each interface and indoor environmental parameters was processed according 
to the steps below: 

1. Only data from Monday to Friday 5.00-18.00 in week 1, 2 and 4 were included in the data analysis. 

2. The total number of votes per day for each interface was calculated as the sum of votes cast on all buttons. 

3. The daily mean of the measured indoor environmental parameter for each week was determined. 

4. Two datasets were prepared for the total number of votes per day, i.e., one dataset for data collected in week 
1-2 and a second dataset for data collected in week 4. 

Two-sided hypothesis tests (significance level, α = 0.05) were used to investigate if the daily total number of votes 
for each interface was the same. The tests were used for answering the first research question.  

The Shapiro-Wilk and Levene’s test showed that the datasets were normally distributed and had homogeneity of 
variance (i.e., the variance of each compared group was nearly equal), respectively. Thus, the paired t-test and one-
way, repeated-measures ANOVA were used for hypothesis testing.  

The package Rstatix (Kassambara, 2020) for the statistical software R studio (R Core Team, 2020) was used for 
both data processing and analysis of the votes and the measured indoor environmental parameters. 

Descriptive analysis was used to analyse and present the responses from the questionnaires to answer the two 
latter research questions. The responses from week 1 and 2 were grouped so that they presented the responses of 
participants who had used either GUI or TUI, e.g., responses from G1 in week 1 were grouped with responses from 
G2 in week 2 as they both had used GUI.  

 
Figure 2.  (a) Top: TUI based TiAQ. (b) Bottom: GUI based TiAQ. The text in the presented figures has been translated from the 

original language (Danish) to English. 



  
 
 

 
Figure 3.  Example of one of the flyers distributed to the participants in the first week of the study. Text is in Danish. 

RESULTS 

Hypothesis tests 

Before the main hypothesis tests were conducted, the daily means of measured indoor parameters for week 1 and 
2 were compared to determine whether there was a significant difference in indoor conditions between the two 
weeks. The two-sided paired t-test was applied on all indoor parameters. The mean and standard deviation for the 
daily mean of measured parameters were provided in Table 2.  
 

Table 2. Mean and standard deviation of the daily mean of measured parameters.  

Parameter 
Week 

1 2 4 

Ventilation airflow [l/s] 427 ± 46 459 ± 80 385 ± 13 

Indoor CO2-level [ppm] 583 ± 31 564 ± 33 575 ± 19 

Indoor relative humidity [%] 44 ± 6 46 ± 5 53 ± 1 

Indoor temperature [°C] 23.2* ± 0.3 22.5* ± 0.04 22.6 ± 0.1 

Outdoor temperature [°C] 10 ± 2 10 ± 3 12 ± 1 

Sunshine [min] 8 ± 8 17 ± 10 3 ± 2 

Ventilation inlet  

temperature [°C] 
20.9 ± 0.4 20.9 ± 0.9 20.4 ± 0.3 

The sample size for each parameter per week was n = 5. 

* Significant, p < 0.05 
 

The tests showed that only the indoor temperature was significantly different between week 1 and 2. Furthermore, 
a linear regression analysis revealed that the daily mean indoor temperature did not significantly affect the daily 
total number of votes (F(1,18) = 1.07, p = 0.31). Thus, it was concluded that none of the measured indoor 
parameters had a significant confounding effect on the daily total number of votes. 

The difference between interfaces for the daily total number of votes collected in week 1 and 2 was tested with a 
one-way, repeated-measures ANOVA, and the daily total number of votes collected in week 4 was tested with a 
paired t-test. Figure 4 shows the daily total number of votes for each interface for week 1-2 and 4.  

The analysis revealed no significant difference between the TUI and GUI for the daily total number of votes in week 
1-2 (F(1,9) = 1.55, p = 0.25). On the contrary, a significantly higher number of votes were cast with TUI than GUI 
(t(4) = -7.53, p = 0.002) for the votes collected in week 4. The analysis yielded the same conclusion when specific 
vote types were excluded from the total voting poll, e.g., when the total number of votes per day only included 
votes cast on “Fine” or “Too Warm” and “Too Cold”.  



  
 
 

 
Figure 4.  Boxplot of the daily total number of votes for each interface for week 1-2 and 4. n is the sample size for each interface. 

Questionnaire responses 

A total of 8 out of 14 participants (57% response rate) answered the questionnaire related to the use of GUI. A 
total of 7 out of 14 participants (50% response rate) answered the questionnaire related to the use of TUI and the 
questionnaire related to the use of both interfaces. The respondents had an age between 21 to 60 (n=7), and most 
of them were present during all days of the study. 

The respondents who used the GUI in week 1 and 2 used it either every day (n=4) or at least every second day 
(n=3). At least 5 respondents who used GUI agreed to the following: The guidance presented on the flyers were 
easy to follow, they did not need help to find the GUI, it was easy to scan a QR-code and to vote with the GUI. Most 
of the respondents who had used the GUI answered that the reason they forgot to vote with the GUI was that the 
experiment was too short for making voting with the GUI a habit (n=5) or that the GUI was not physically “present” 
in the space (n=4). The respondents agreed that they used the GUI based TiAQ when they noticed a change (n=6) 
or became dissatisfied (n=5) with the indoor environment or when a colleague reminded them to vote (n=4). 
Fewer respondents agreed that they were reminded to vote when they saw the dashboard (n=3), the app icon of 
the GUI on their smartphone home-screen (n=2) or when a colleague voted (n=2). The respondents agreed that it 
was easy to know and understand what they voted on (n=7), the icons in the GUI were intuitive (n=7) and the text 
was readable (n=6). However, only 4 respondents agreed that it was easy to access the GUI based TiAQ on the 
phone, whereas 3 respondents disagreed. Overall, 5 respondents agreed that the GUI based TiAQ was quick and 
easy to use, whereas 2 respondents did not agree. Finally, the respondents either answered “yes, definitely” (n=3) 
or “yes, maybe” (n=4) to use the GUI based TiAQ to collect occupant votes on IEQ in the office space. Some of the 
respondents commented that they would forget to vote with the GUI during a busy working day or simply forget 
to use it as they were not used to using smartphone apps at work. 

The respondents who used the TUI in week 1 and 2 used it every day (n=6). The respondents agreed that they 
used the TUI based TiAQ when they noticed a change in the indoor environment (n=4), a colleague reminded them 
to vote (n=4) or saw a colleague vote (n=4). Fewer respondents agreed to the statement that they voted when they 
were dissatisfied with the indoor environment (n=3) or that they saw or passed the TUI (n=3). Only 1 respondent 
agreed that the dashboard reminded them to vote. All respondents (n=7) agreed that it was easy to know and 
understand what they voted on with the TUI, that the TUI was accessible, quick and easy to use for voting and the 
text on the TUI was readable and the icons were intuitive. Finally, the respondents answered “yes, definitely” (n=6) 
to have the TUI based TiAQ for collecting occupant votes on the indoor environment at the office.  

The questionnaire related to the use of both TUI or GUI collected after week 4 showed that most respondents (n=5) 
used the TUI, and only 1 respondent used the GUI or both. They answered that they selected the particular OVS 
because it was easier to access (n=5), generally easier to use (n=4) and easier to use because the duration of the 
experiment was short (n = 2). Most respondents answered that they would prefer to use the TUI (n=6) instead of 
GUI (n=2) based TiAQ to collect votes on IEQ in the office space.   

DISCUSSION 

According to the results in week 1-2, the study participants did not cast more votes with the TUI based TiAQ than 
the GUI when they were only allowed to use one of the interfaces. This was also supported by the responses from 
the questionnaire showing that most participants used either interface every day. In week 4, when the participants 
could freely choose between the interfaces, the daily total number of votes was significantly higher for the TUI 
based TiAQ than the GUI. The questionnaire also showed that most participants voted with the TUI instead of GUI.  

In general, the results from the questionnaires showed that the participants voted with either interface when they 
noticed a change, became dissatisfied with the indoor environment or when a colleague reminded them to vote. 
The dashboard or seeing the app icon on the phone acted as a reminder for participants using the GUI. Seeing a 
colleague vote on the TUI or noticing or passing the TUI acted as a reminder for participants using the TUI. This 



  
 
 

suggests that having the TiAQ available in the space, the device itself might act as a subtle reminder. Additionally, 
participants stated in the questionnaire that they forgot to use the GUI as it was not physically “present”. However, 
participants remarked that they missed a mechanism to remind them to vote for both interfaces. Furthermore, 
most participants emphasised that the study period was too short for making voting with the GUI a habit.  

All participants using TUI in week 1-2 agreed that it was accessible, quick and easy to use for voting. There was a 
mixed opinion among participants regarding how easily accessible the GUI was. It was unclear whether these 
participants voted by accessing the GUI with the QR-code or using the shortcut app on their smartphone home 
screen. Participants said yes to use either interface for voting in week 1-2, but in week 4, most participants 
preferred to vote with the TUI instead of GUI. Since the participants had a relatively short timeframe to get 
accustomed to vote with the GUI, the easy/quick access to the TUI might have made it more preferable than the 
GUI.  

Related studies that compare the performance, application and participants’ experience of TUI and GUI based OVS 
are limited to the study by Rittenbruch et al. (2015). They deployed a GUI and TUI based OVS device for two weeks 
at an office space in a university building and conducted a qualitative study to evaluate participants’ experience 
and use of OVS for IEQ assessment. They reported that their TUI based device was inconspicuous. Specifically, 
participants forgot to use the device unless they noticed the device on their desk, became uncomfortable or aware 
that their indoor condition changed, and when they were reminded by the subtle buzzing mechanism or the subtle 
sound of other participants submitting a vote with the device. They also discovered that 7 out of 11 interviewed 
participants reported they used the GUI based (mobile app) OVS, which was designed to allow for more direct and 
precise input than the TUI. However, the participants needed to be specifically reminded to use the GUI compared 
to the TUI. The authors concluded that participants perceived the GUI as extended functionality to the TUI based 
device rather than a replacement. Other research studies on OVS that evaluated the interface and application 
mainly used GUI. For example, Sanguinetti et al. (2017, 2016) developed a GUI based OVS for deployment at a 
university campus, which could be accessed via a widget through the university web page and as a web app that 
could be installed on the phone for easier and quicker access. They discovered that the different platforms could 
engage different stakeholders, e.g., the university staff had a low engagement with the OVS until the web app was 
developed and deployed. Contrarily, Mathur et al. (2015) concluded based on a one-month pilot study at an office 
building that participants voted on average 57 times on the tablet based GUI, placed near, e.g., coffee machines in 
the office building, compared to the mobile application, which only 4 participants installed. The majority of 
participants reported that they would not install the app on their personal phone due to participants concern that 
their vote could be linked to their name and used by their employers to rate their performance. The authors 
pointed out that making the OVS only available as an app could exclude participants not able to or did not want to 
install the app, thereby reducing the overall “trust” in the OVS output as it would only represent the votes by those 
with access. Additionally, Lassen and Josefsen (2019) experienced in their study that some participants did not 
know how to scan a QR code and that connectivity problem with the internet impeded the participant to cast a 
vote with the OVS app.  

One study (Price et al., 2018) was identified, outside of the research field related to OVS, which could be compared 
to the present study. Price et al. (2018) compared a TUI and GUI device called Painpad designed as a panel of 
buttons for hospital patients for rating their pain level. The authors concluded that the TUI based Painpad was 
preferred by most participants than the GUI based Painpad. They argued that this was because participants were 
mostly older people who were not familiar with or used to touch-screen devices. They also noted that as older 
people have drier skin and thus lower skin conductance, conductive based touch-screen are less responsive to 
their touch, thereby making interaction more difficult. Generally, most research studies on TUI and GUI, outside of 
the research field of OVS, mainly focused on tasks or interaction aspects that were far more complex than casting 
a vote. For example, some studies focused on how TUI could help children learn programming (Horn et al., 2009) 
or increase children’s engagement by making a task, such as solving a puzzle, more fun (Xie et al., 2008). Other 
studies compared how TUI or GUI affected, e.g., participants’ cognitive abilities to manipulate objects in space 
(Huang, 2004) and their dexterity to write with hard (TUI) or soft (GUI) buttons (S. C. Lee & Zhai, 2009). 
Zuckerman and Gal-oz (2013) and Cheng et al. (2011) reviewed and compared different research studies on TUI 
and GUI. They concluded that the studies’ different design and context led to contradicting results on whether TUI 
was better than GUI and vice-versa. Instead, Zuckerman and Gal-oz (2013) suggested it would be of greater interest 
to evaluate which context TUI and GUI would benefit. For example, TUI has shown to be suitable for task 
performance that requires several participants to collaborate (Shaer, 2009; Zuckerman & Gal-Oz, 2013). 
Contrarily, tasks in which scaling in size and number is required, e.g., when creating an architectural model of a 
building, GUI can be more efficient because virtual objects can be easily scaled and changed compared to physical 
objects (Shaer, 2009). These main points can also be transferred to the research field of OVS, in which GUI based 
OVS have the benefit of being easily scaled and distributed to many participants, like in the study by Sanguinetti 
et al. (2017), and have the flexibility of being upgraded and changed (Shaer, 2009).  



  
 
 

In summary, the limited research studies comparing TUI and GUI OVS demonstrated that the accessibility of the 
OVS, regardless of its interface, was an important functionality for making participants vote, e.g., (Lassen & 
Josefsen, 2019; Mathur et al., 2015; Sanguinetti et al., 2016). This is also supported by the results of the present 
study suggesting that it was more feasible for occupants to vote with the TUI than the GUI because of the easy and 
quick access participants had to it. This was not related to the interface per se but because TiAQ was physically 
located in the office space, i.e., as a stand-alone device with no restriction or prerequisites to be accessed and used 
by participants. Thus, a future study should instead compare a tablet/touch-screen GUI based version of TiAQ with 
the TUI based TiAQ to investigate the GUI and TUI functionalities of a stand-alone device. Additionally, few other 
limitations are noted for the present study as follows. Firstly, participants in the present study had prior 
experience with the TUI based TiAQ. Nevertheless, participants also had prior experience with smartphone apps 
in general. Thus, the concept of using an app for voting was not expected to require a skillset the participants did 
not already possess, especially since the participants were below 60 years old and expected to be accustomed to 
smartphones. Secondly, the experimental period was short, and the number of study participants was low. Thus, 
the results should be evaluated as preliminary results and act as inspiration for future studies investigating the 
application of TUI and GUI based OVS.  

CONCLUSION 

The present study demonstrated that participants of a 4-week field experiment in an office space did not vote more 
with a tangible OVS than an app-based version of the OVS. However, participants used the TUI based OVS 
significantly more than the GUI based OVS when they could freely choose among either interface. Participants 
likely preferred TUI over GUI because it was easily accessible. Nevertheless, they also noted that the study period 
was too short to make voting with the GUI based device a habit. The findings of the present study cannot be 
generalised. Thus, the preliminary results were intended to inspire future research to explore how the interface 
of OVS can affect occupants voting behaviour and, in the end, the ability of OVS to achieve energy saving and 
improved occupant satisfaction with the indoor environment. 
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Occupants can provide valuable feedback on the indoor environmental quality of
buildings. Research on occupant voting systems (OVS) has demonstrated that apps
or electronic devices can act as viable tools for collecting long-term feedback from
occupants. However, previous research has only to a limited extent explored occupants’
interaction with OVS and the impact it might have on the reliability of the collected
feedback. The present paper presents three case studies on applying a tangible OVS,
denoted TiAQ, to collect feedback on thermal and indoor air quality (IAQ) in office
spaces. The main objective of the present study was first to explore occupants’
interaction with TiAQ and their motivation. Second, identifying whether feedback
collected with TiAQ could represent occupants’ comfort and discomfort with the thermal
environment and IAQ. Thirdly, identifying challenges related to occupants’ interaction
with TiAQ that might affect the representativeness of collected feedback. The present
study was conducted at three office buildings in up to 7 months and demonstrated
that TiAQ was suitable for collecting long-term feedback on occupants’ comfort and
discomfort with the thermal environment. On average, one vote was cast per day per
occupant. Additionally, in one of the office buildings, 60% of occupants reported to have
interacted with TiAQ daily or weekly when, e.g., passing the device going to/from the
office spaces. Occupants’ expectations of TiAQ and getting “feedback on feedback”
need to be further addressed to identify ways to sustain occupants’ long-term use of
the device and reduce “ill-willed” interactions.

Keywords: indoor air quality, occupant feedback, occupant voting system, participatory sensing, thermal comfort

INTRODUCTION

Occupants are a valuable source of information regarding their needs and requirements to and
experiences of the indoor environment in office buildings (Peretti and Schiavon, 2011; Frontczak
et al., 2012; Geng et al., 2019). This information is typically acquired through indoor environmental
quality (IEQ) questionnaires (Li et al., 2018) and have provided valuable insight to the research
community and building industry about factors (e.g., indoor environment, building design and
services, workplace conditions) that can affect occupants’ perceived comfort and satisfaction. For
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example, Altomonte and Schiavon (2013) compared occupant
satisfaction of LEED and none-LEED certified commercial
buildings. The comparison was based on a database containing
21,477 individual responses to a web-based IEQ questionnaire
from 144 buildings collected over 10 years. The authors
found no statistically significant difference between the two
types of buildings for several IEQ parameters such as thermal
comfort, workspace cleanliness and visual comfort. Concurrent
indoor environmental measurements and IEQ questionnaires
can provide additional insight into the questionnaire responses
(Parkinson et al., 2019). For example, Choi et al. (2012) used
data from simultaneously collected spot measurements and IEQ
questionnaires from 402 workstations in 20 commercial buildings
collected over 3 years. The study identified inter alia that
differences in clothing level led to a significant difference in
thermal satisfaction level between female and male occupants.

The aforementioned questionnaires represent a viable method
for conducting building performance evaluation at a large scale
(e.g., multiple buildings in different nations, Bluyssen et al.,
2016). Because they can be fast, cheap and easy to distribute and
collect (Peretti and Schiavon, 2011; Guerra-Santin and Tweed,
2015; Gilani and O’brien, 2017). However, they have limitations
that might affect their reliability. For example, retrospective
cross-sectional questionnaires typically used as part of post-
occupancy surveys (POE) (Dykes and Baird, 2013; Gilani and
O’brien, 2017; Li et al., 2018) can be subject to bias as occupants
might exaggerate or underreport how they experienced previous
indoor conditions (Raphael, 1987). Furthermore, cross-sectional
questionnaires might not capture possible changes in occupants’
general experience over time (Brauer et al., 2006; Levin, 2006).
“Here and now” or longitudinal questionnaires can address these
problems. However, they require more frequent participation
of the occupants (Parkinson et al., 2019) resulting in lower
participation (i.e., response rates) (Alessandra et al., 2013; Gilani
and O’brien, 2017).

Compared to conventional survey tools (e.g., web-based or
paper-based questionnaires), tools denoted as occupant voting
systems (OVS) (Jung and Jazizadeh, 2019) might provide a
more viable method for conducting longitudinal surveys. The
responses submitted with the OVS can be timestamped and
related to contextual factors such as indoor environmental
measurements (Konis, 2013; Guerra-Santin and Tweed, 2015;
Carre and Williamson, 2018; Geng et al., 2019). OVS is designed
to “continuously” collect feedback on occupants’ perception
of IEQ (Sheikh Khan et al., 2020). Various applications of
OVS (e.g., for indoor temperature control or POE) have been
studied. Berquist et al. (2019) had set up electronic panels
with five buttons at an entrance to a gymnastics centre in
Ontario, Canada for 7 months to demonstrate the feasibility of
collecting long-term thermal and indoor air quality (IAQ) votes
in transient occupancy spaces. They collected over 1000 votes
and demonstrated a significant correlation between the votes
and measured indoor conditions. Lassen et al. (2020) conducted
a 3-month study in two office buildings. They placed tablets
near entrances to office spaces to collect votes on occupants’
general satisfaction with the indoor environment. The results
showed that OVS was mostly used by occupants when they

were dissatisfied. The authors concluded that the OVS was
not suitable for benchmarking but appropriate for collecting
occupants’ complaints on the thermal environment. Winkler
et al. (2016) explored different implementations and designs of
a smartphone app to collect thermal sensation votes. The votes
were used as an input to the thermal comfort model developed by
Fanger (ANSI/ASHRAE, 2013) which was used to determine the
preferred indoor temperature for controlling heating, ventilation
and air-conditioning (HVAC). They demonstrated an increase in
occupant satisfaction of 59% and an energy saving of 19%.

The aforementioned studies have demonstrated that OVS can
be inter alia used to collect a vast amount of responses over
a relatively short time (e.g., Berquist et al., 2019). However,
some prevailing limitations were identified in existing research
studies on OVS. First, very few studies were identified (e.g.,
Lassen et al., 2020) that evaluated the reliability of occupant
votes (Lee and Karava, 2020; Sheikh Khan et al., 2020). Second,
most studies used smartphone apps (e.g., Winkler et al., 2016)
without considering other alternatives of user interfaces (Lee
and Karava, 2020; Sheikh Khan et al., 2020) and how that
might affect the collected occupant votes. Finally, researchers in
some studies actively encouraged and reminded occupants to
frequently vote (e.g., Jazizadeh et al., 2014; Lee and Karava, 2020;
Sheikh Khan et al., 2020). But this is neither necessarily viable nor
representative in case of real-life settings where the objective is to
integrate the OVS as part of building operation management.

This paper aimed to address the aforementioned research gaps
through three case studies on a tangible OVS device denoted
as TiAQ. TiAQ was characterised as a non-intrusive, accessible
and simple device for collecting thermal and IAQ feedback in
office spaces. The main objective of the study presented in this
paper was to explore occupants’ interaction with TiAQ and their
motivation. The paper addresses whether responses collected
with TiAQ could represent occupants’ comfort and discomfort
with the thermal environment and IAQ and identify challenges
related to occupants’ interaction with TiAQ that might affect the
representativeness of responses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Concept and Design of TiAQ
Based on previous research (Mathur et al., 2015) and literature
reviews on OVS (Jung and Jazizadeh, 2019; Sheikh Khan
et al., 2020) the authors identified the following three main
characteristics, “non-intrusive,” “accessible” and “simple,” to
guide the design of TiAQ for use in office spaces. First, it was
important that the OVS was non-intrusive and did not act as a
stressful and disturbing factor in the occupants’ daily activities.
Second, all occupants in the office space needed to have easy
access to the device to ensure everyone could vote and be
represented in the voting poll. Third, the OVS interface had to be
as simple as possible to allow for quick and easy voting without
requiring too much time and effort from the occupants.

The authors evaluated that a tangible user interface was
able to satisfy the aforementioned characteristics. Consequently,
TiAQ was designed as a physical panel of five buttons that gave
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Interface of TiAQ and an example of the mounting location of TiAQ in one of the studied office spaces. (B) Overview of web-dashboard (left) and
information flyer (right).

occupants access to provide their “here and now” feedback on
the thermal environment and IAQ at their office space using the
following buttons: “Too Cold,” “Too Warm,” “Draught,” “Stuffy,”
and “Fine” (Figure 1A). It was placed in the office space at areas
(Figure 1A, e.g., near entrances) where occupants likely passed.
The buttons transmitted data with the Zigbee communication
protocol to an internet-connected gateway, which sent the data
for storage in a cloud platform. The location of the panel and
information flyers distributed in the office space (Figure 1B)
were expected to act as a source of information and reminder to
occupants to use TiAQ. Furthermore, a dashboard (Figure 1B)
developed in R Shiny1 showing the weekly voting distribution,
daily temperature, humidity and CO2 measurements was also
provided as an incentive to motivate occupants to use the OVS.
The occupants could access the dashboard by scanning a QR code
on the information flyers or next to the panels.

Description of the Case Studies
The research objectives were investigated using three case studies
(Table 1). The purpose of case study I was to develop TiAQ and
explore how it was received and used by office workers in an
office space. Specifically, the study was intended to determine

1https://shiny.rstudio.com/

the number of TiAQ panels to place in a space and determine
potential challenges related to occupants’ interaction with TiAQ.

Case study II was intended to address the long-term use
of TiAQ and was carried out based on the results and
experiences gathered during case study I. In case study I and
II, multiple interventions (Table 1, e.g., heating and cooling of
the office spaces) were conducted over several days to create
variability in the indoor environment to induce responses from
the occupants. The intervention days were coordinated with
the building operation manager without informing occupants
about the interventions. An intervention was immediately
interrupted (note in Table 1 that the duration of the intervention
varied) in the case occupants contacted the main author or
the building operation manager about uncomfortable indoor
environmental conditions.

The aim of case study III was to evaluate the long-term
application of TiAQ in a different building than in case study
II. The study did not include any official introduction or
information to occupants. Furthermore, there were neither any
interventions nor follow-up questionnaires (Table 1).

Case Study I
Case study I consisted of two in-field experiments that were
conducted at office spaces in two different office buildings
(Building A and B) in Denmark (Table 1). Figure 2 shows
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TABLE 1 | Overview of study design and use of questionnaires.

Case study I Case study II Case study III

Duration 1st experiment: 10 days A: 18th
February – 1st March ‘19 B: 4th – 15th
March ‘19 2nd experiment: 10 days A:
1st – 12th April ‘19 B: 29th April – 10th
May ‘19

216 days 19th July ‘19 – 21st February
‘20

81 days 28th September – 19th
December ‘19

Location Denmark 1 office space in Building A
and B

Denmark 4 office space floors in
Building A

Pittsburgh, United States IWa at CMU

Floor area and orientation A: 290 m2, NE/NW/N B: 210 m2,
NE/SW/SE

4th floor: 360 m2 5th floor: 380 m2 6th
floor: 360 m2 8th floor: 190 m2

NW/SE/W

650 m2 NE/NW/SW/SE

Occupancy hoursb 06:00 – 19:00 05:00 – 19:00 08:00 – 21:00

Expected occupant count and
profession

A: 20, administration B: 22, consultancy 4th floor: 35 5th floor: 35 6th floor: 37
8th floor: 9 Consultancy

>8 staff and Ph.D.-students Graduate
students also used the space for
classes/group work

HVAC A: All-air HVAC B: Heating from
radiators, cooling and fresh air from
mechanical ventilation

All-air HVAC Displacement ventilation, fan coils and
radiant cooling and heating panels

Intervention study 1st intervention: Cooling Space A:
Failedc Space B: 19◦C, 3 days 2nd
intervention: Heating Space A: 26◦C, 1
day Space B: 27◦C, 4 days

2nd – 4th Sep: Cooling (17◦C) 16th –
18th Oct: Ventilation off 18th – 22nd
Nov: Heating (26◦C) 14th – 17th
January: Ventilation off

No

Use of follow-up
questionnaires?

Yes Yes No

a Intelligent Workplace (IW) at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) (Hartkopf et al., 1997).
bOccupancy hours were based on the typical earliest and latest votes received during the study.
cThe authors were at that time not aware of parameters in the BMS that needed to be deactivated to override setpoints; thus, the intervention was set as “Failed.”

the occupants’ desks, the indoor environmental sensors and
location of TiAQ for both experiments. Before the beginning
of the study, the main author had e-mail correspondence
and a physical introductory meeting about the study and
TiAQ with the occupants in each building. Furthermore, an
information sheet was placed at each desk about the sensor setup,
application, study duration and data management according
to the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
(Proton Technologies, 2021). The first experiment (Exp. I) was
conducted using only one TiAQ in the location shown in
Figure 2. The second experiment (Exp. II) was conducted using
seven TiAQ panels distributed around the office to determine
whether there was a difference in the voting frequency (total
number of votes divided by users and days) when having one
or more panels in the space. Both experiments had a duration of
2 weeks, where the first week was carried out as a “baseline” week
and second week as an “intervention” week, where the setpoint
temperatures were either increased or decreased (Table 1). After
each experiment, occupants were asked to complete a paper-
based questionnaire about their satisfaction with the thermal
environment, satisfaction with IAQ, their thermal sensation and
the cause of dissatisfaction with IAQ for the last week of the
experiment. The occupants had at least 2 weeks to respond to
the questionnaires.

Contribution of Case Study I to the Design of Case
Study II
Case study I led to the following main observations used for
designing case study II. (1) The authors evaluated that 3 days of
intervention would be suitable to generate enough variability in

the indoor environment without causing too many complaints,
leading to the intervention’s interruption. (2) The dashboard
shown in Figure 1B was designed and implemented to keep
the occupants engaged over time. (3) The voting frequency
was slightly higher for the period with multiple TiAQ panels
(Exp. I: 0.93 and Exp. II: 1.47 votes per user per day for
building A, and Exp. I: 0.76 and Exp. II: 1.0 votes per user
per day for building B). Furthermore, the multiple panels
provided insight into what groups of occupants in the office
space voted. Therefore, by considering the cost of equipment to
produce TiAQ, it was decided that at least two panels should
be used in the office spaces studied in case study II, preferably
placed near entrances so all occupants in the office space would
pass it.

Case Study II
Case study II was carried out in building A (Table 1) but in
the building’s west-facing section (Figure 3). The office spaces
had two entrances (Figure 3) leading to a thermally conditioned
atrium connecting each section (e.g., north Figure 2A) in
the building. Before the beginning of the study, the main
author sent an e-mail with information about the study to the
occupants in the office spaces. At the beginning of the main
study, a web-based questionnaire was distributed that asked
occupants about their general satisfaction and experience of
the indoor environment, their use and experience of control
options in the building and about their communication with
the building operation manager. Finally, the questionnaire asked
occupants about their expectations of TiAQ. A short monthly
web-based questionnaire was distributed that asked occupants
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FIGURE 2 | Location of TiAQ, deployed sensors and desks. The first experiment was conducted using only one TiAQ panel located at the spot marked with #.
(A) Northern part of building A. (B) Southern part of building B.

FIGURE 3 | Location of TiAQ, desks and deployed sensors in the four office spaces in the western part of building A.

about their use and motivation for using TiAQ. Finally, a
questionnaire with a combination of the first and monthly
questionnaires as well as occupants’ general experience of the
functionality and design of TiAQ was distributed at the end
of the study. Occupants completing the questionnaires were

considered in a lottery for a gift card to a bakery shop.
Intervention days were set to occur every month on random
weekdays. The interventions lasted 3 days, except the heating
intervention in October (Table 1) lasted longer because access
to the BMS was disconnected due to a power outage. After
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FIGURE 4 | Location of TiAQ, work areas and deployed sensors in the Intelligent Workplace at Carnegie Mellon University.

each intervention, all adjusted parameters were reset to the
previous settings.

Case Study III
Case study III was conducted at the Intelligent Workplace (IW)
(Hartkopf et al., 1997) at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) in
Pittsburgh, United States. Three TiAQ panels were distributed
in the space, as shown in Figure 4. During the study, IW was
typically used by eight persons comprising of PhD-students and
professors (Table 1). During a typical week, classes were held for
graduate students in “Conference 1” (Figure 4) and some of the
offices and conference room 2 were mostly used for meetings
and group work. Furthermore, as IW was an annexe to a larger
building, occupants from other parts used the IW kitchen area.
This transient occupancy at IW made it difficult to contact and
inform occupants about TiAQ and the study. Therefore, the
information flyers (Figure 1B), distributed in IW next to the
panels and at each occupants’ desks, acted as the main source of
information. Similarly, as in case study II, occupants at IW could
scan a QR code on the information flyers to access a dashboard
showing the measured indoor environmental conditions and
occupant votes at IW.

Data Processing and Analysis
Data Processing of Collected Votes and
Questionnaires
The occupant votes were kept as collected, i.e., without any
processing or cleaning. There was no need for processing the
questionnaires for case study I except for removing missing
answers. Questionnaires in case study II were designed so that
occupants did not proceed with the questionnaires if they had
answered that they neither used TiAQ nor had their office
at the studied spaces. Thus, these respondents were removed
from the dataset.

All questionnaires were anonymous, and participation in the
study was voluntary. The responses from the questionnaires were
collected using Likert scales and multiple-choice. Furthermore,
respondents could also provide comments. Questionnaires are
summarised in tables provided as Supplementary Material.

Analysis of Occupant Interaction, Vote Counts and
Reiterated Votes
Occupants’ interaction and motivation for using TiAQ were
analysed using the “raw” occupant votes and the questionnaire
responses about TiAQ. The level of interaction occupants had
with an OVS was described using the voting frequency. It was
calculated as the total number of votes for the entire study
period divided by the expected number of occupants and the
number of days, which had at least one vote. Furthermore,
linear regression analysis (Shumway and Stoffer, 2006) was used
to determine whether there was any significant overall linear
increase or decrease in occupant votes over time. The line’s
slope was the overall mean of the total number of votes per
day, and its significance was determined using the t-test with a
significance level of 5%.

Occupants’ voting behaviour was determined by analysing the
timespan between two votes and the occurrences of reiterated
votes. In the present study, reiterated votes were defined as at
least two votes cast by a single occupant on the same panel, not
more than 1 s apart. By setting the threshold of the timespan to
1 s, it was ensured that the reiterated votes were cast by a single
occupant, assuming that no groups of “ill-willed” occupants were
alternately pressing the buttons less than 1 s apart.

Analysis of Questionnaire Responses and TiAQ Votes
Responses collected with TiAQ were compared to responses from
the questionnaires for case study I and II to determine whether
responses from TiAQ could represent occupants’ comfort and
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FIGURE 5 | The total number of votes per day for case II and III for each vote type. The value and significance (denoted with * if p-value < 0.05) of the slope are
displayed for the trend lines. The slope was characterised as the overall mean of the total number of votes per day.

discomfort with the thermal environment and IAQ. A qualitative
analysis was conducted as TiAQ and questionnaire responses
could not be directly compared. This was due to difference in
scale design (e.g., 3-point versus 7-point scale), the formulation
of the questions (e.g., “how do you feel right now” versus
“how do you generally feel”) and implementation (“real-time”
versus retrospective).

Processing and Analysis of IEQ Measurements
Indoor temperature (Ti), relative humidity (RH), and CO2-
concentration were measured using existing sensors connected
to the building management system (BMS) as well as standalone
devices placed in the office spaces. The measured IEQ parameters
collected with the IEQ sensors were cleaned regarding missing
values, interpolated and synchronised to 5-min time-steps. The
mean value of each IEQ parameter for each space was used in
the analysis. The IEQ parameters were only included to provide
contextual information to the collected responses from TiAQ and
the questionnaires.

RESULTS

Occupant Votes Collected With TiAQ
An overview of the total number of votes and the voting
frequency for each case study is shown in Table 2. As the

occupant count varied for case study III, the voting frequency
is shown as a range based on the minimum and the maximum
number of occupants expected according to the main author’s
observations. Figure 5 shows a time-series plot, including the
overall trend line of the total number of votes, for case study II
and III for each vote type.

The earliest and latest votes in case study II were received
from 6:00 to 16:00 (relative frequency of up to 6%). Occupants
voted overall consistently from 9:00 to 13:00 (relative frequency
of each hour was about 10%) with slightly more votes cast at
11:00 (relative frequency of 15%) coinciding with lunch breaks.
Votes were cast consistently from Monday to Friday (relative
frequency of about 20%). In case study III, most votes were
cast at 12:00 and 13:00 (relative frequency of up to 19%) also
coinciding with lunch breaks. Furthermore, most votes were
received on Fridays (relative frequency of 30%) and Mondays
(relative frequency of 20%) in case study III. Votes were also cast
on Sundays (relative frequency of about 10%). The earliest and
latest votes in case study III were received from 8:00 and 19:00
(relative frequency of about 3%).

The relative frequency distribution of the common logarithm
of the timespan between two votes for each study had two distinct
peaks (Figure 6). One about 1 s and a second about 26 min to 1 h.
The votes cast less than 1 s apart were, as previously described (see
section “Data processing and analysis”), considered as reiterated
votes. Table 2 shows the characteristics and number of reiterated
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FIGURE 6 | Relative frequency distribution of the common logarithm of the timespan between two votes for case I, II, and III. The bandwidth used for generating the
plot was 0.20 s.

TABLE 2 | Voting frequency and count of reiterated votes for each case study.

Characteristics of reiterated votes Case study I,
Building A, north

Case study I,
Building B

Case study II,
Building A, west

Case study III, IW

Total number of votes for the entire study 468 357 3241 883

Expected number of occupants 20 22 116 8–22a

Number of days with at least one vote 20 20 156 67

Voting frequency (Total vote count per day per occupant) 1.17 0.81 0.18 0.60 – 1.65

Max. number of votes as reiterated vote 21 12 24 26

Total number of reiterated votesb: 156 (33%) 108 (27%) 1074 (33%) 524 (60%)

Unintentionalc 38 (24%) 24 (22%) 188 (18%) 82 (16%)

Intentionalc 96 (62%) 84 (78%) 822 (77%) 290 (55%)

Ill-willedc 22 (14%) 0 (0%) 64 (6%) 152 (29%)

aBased on the main author’s overall observations.
bPercentage in “()” denotes the ratio of the total number of reiterated votes to the total number of votes.
cPercentage in italic denotes the ratio of the total number of specific reiterated votes to the total number of reiterated votes.
Unintentional votes were assumed as “accidental” double “presses” on the same button or different buttons that contradict each other (e.g., “Too Warm” and “Too Cold”
or “Fine” and other vote types).
Intentional votes were multiple “presses” on the same button or multiple and double “presses” on different buttons that do not contradict each other.
Ill-willed votes were multiple “presses” on different buttons that contradict each other.

votes identified in each study. For example, in case study II there
was an instance of 24 consecutive votes (Table 2) considered as
“intentional” reiterated votes as they were votes cast on “Too
Warm” and “Stuffy.” The instance of 26 reiterated votes in case
study III (Table 2) was an example of “ill-willed” votes that were
cast on all buttons.

Questionnaires From Case Study II on
Occupants’ Interaction With TiAQ and
Their Motivation
Six questionnaires were submitted during case study II, including
four monthly questionnaires with response rates from 27 to

35% and an initial and a final questionnaire with response rates
of 47 and 28%, respectively. About 110 occupants received the
questionnaires. Most respondents were within the age group
of 40–50. 70% of the respondents were males at the beginning
of the study. This dropped to about 50% at the end of the
study. A consistent number of about 10 females completed all
questionnaires. Information about questionnaires used in case
study II is provided as Supplementary Material.

Figure 7 summarises the responses to the question, “In the
last 30 days, how often did you use TiAQ at your office?”
collected for each monthly and final questionnaire. Note that
the questionnaires were retrospective, and they are denoted in
Figure 7 by the period they meant to represent and not the time
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FIGURE 7 | Percentage of responses for the monthly and final questionnaires in case II related to the question “In the last 30 days, how often did you use TiAQ at
your office?”.

of the survey. At the beginning of the study, 25% of the occupants
voted daily, while about 40% voted weekly. Occupants who voted
daily dropped to about 6% at the end of the study, while more
occupants started to vote weekly (Figure 7). The percentage of
occupants who did not use the system was oscillating around 10%
during the whole study.

The responses from the monthly and final questionnaires
about whether occupants agreed or disagreed with statements
regarding their motivation for using TiAQ are presented in
Figure 8. Occupants mostly agreed that passing by and seeing or
noticing TiAQ, while conducting their everyday work routines,
as well as being dissatisfied or noticing a change with the indoor
environment were reasons for using TiAQ (Figure 8).

In the initial questionnaire, occupants in case study II were
asked an open-ended question about what they expected to
happen when they used TiAQ. Forty respondents answered the
open-ended question. Fifteen of them expected the votes to
be used to provide insight into the indoor environment and
occupants’ satisfaction at their office space. Ten respondents
expected the votes to be used for controlling or optimising HVAC
control as well as for retrofitting building components.

In the final questionnaire, respondents were asked about their
opinion and use of TiAQ. 90% of the respondents answered “yes,
definitely” or “yes, maybe” to use TiAQ if it became a permanent
device in the building. Only one answered “no” and commented
that he/she would prefer to directly contact the building
operation manager instead of using TiAQ if there was a problem.
About 90% of the respondents stated to be satisfied with the

use, design and accessibility of TiAQ. Furthermore, respondents
were asked to comment on what, in their opinion, was missing
about TiAQ or could be improved. Seven respondents requested
more panels to be located in the space or that votes could be cast
using the phone or computer. Eighteen respondents requested
some kind of “feedback on feedback”: Six respondents requested
that the votes from TiAQ were applied to make noticeable
improvements to the indoor environment. Nine respondents
requested the votes to be presented on a dashboard or that
information was provided about how the building operation
manager used the votes Three respondents requested frequent
reminders, e.g., pop-up messages on the computer screen, or
better signage at the office for reminding them to vote.

IEQ Questionnaires From Case Study I
and II
IEQ Questionnaires From Case Study I
Figures 9, 10 summarise responses from the questionnaires about
IEQ for the last week of Exp. I and II in building A and B
in case study I. The response rates of the questionnaires were
between 22 and 41%.

Respondents from building A stated that they experienced
draught for the last week of Exp. I (ratio of 5/9) and for Exp. II
(ratio of 1/6). In building B, few respondents experienced draught
for the last week of Exp. I (ratio of 2/6) and Exp. II (ratio of 2/9).

Respondents that were at least “partly dissatisfied” with IAQ
in building A (Figure 10) during the last week stated that it was
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FIGURE 8 | Median, 25th and 75th percentile score for each monthly questionnaire in case II related to how much respondents agreed or disagreed with following
statements regarding their motivation for voting with TiAQ.

FIGURE 9 | Divergent bar plots of responses for the last week in Exp. I and II in case I. (A) Satisfaction with the thermal environment. (B) Thermal sensation.

mostly due to bad odours (ratio of 5/6) and dry air (ratio of 3/5)
for Exp. I, and dry air (ratio of 6/6) and bad odours (ratio of 4/5)
for Exp. II. No respondents were dissatisfied with IAQ in building
B (Figure 10).

Figure 11 summarises the measured IEQ parameters as well as
the daily percentage of thermal votes (“Too Cold,” “Too Warm,”
and “Fine”) from TiAQ for each week in case study I. Overall,
the interventions led to a noticeable change in measured indoor

temperature (Figure 11A) and changes related to votes on “Too
Cold” or “Too Warm” (Figure 11B) and to responses from the
questionnaires (Figure 9).

For building A, the votes cast on “Draught” (Exp I: n = 4, Exp.
II: n = 5) and “Stuffy” (Exp I: n = 14, Exp. II: n = 20) with TiAQ
in the intervention weeks accounted for less than 21% of the total
number of votes (Exp I: n = 67, Exp. II: 126, without “ill-willed”
votes). For building B, “Draught” (Exp I: n = 10, Exp. II: n = 3)
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FIGURE 10 | Divergent bar plots of responses for the last week in Exp. I and II
in case I regarding satisfaction with IAQ.

and “Stuffy” (Exp I: n = 1, Exp. II: n = 14) accounted for less than
14% of the total number of votes in the intervention weeks (Exp
I: n = 114, Exp. II: 97, without “ill-willed” votes).

IEQ Questionnaires From Case Study II
According to the initial and final questionnaires in case study II,
about 85 and 95% of the respondents were generally satisfied with
the thermal environment and IAQ, respectively.

The 5% of the respondents dissatisfied with IAQ stated
that they often experienced stuffy (Ratio of 3/4) and dry
air (Ratio of 2/4), e.g., primarily during mornings or in
meeting rooms. According to the initial questionnaire, 20% of
the respondents often experienced draught (Ratio of 11/54),
whereas 37% reported having experienced draught according
to the final questionnaire (Ratio of 11/30). Respondents
reported that they experienced draught inter alia when sitting
near the façade.

During case study II, the overall median daily percentage
of votes on “Fine” from TiAQ was about 60% (Figure 12B).
The indoor temperature was declining over time (Figure 12A),
which explains the increase in the daily percentage of votes on
“Too Cold” (Figure 12B). The CO2-concentration was generally
between 400 and 500 ppm and never exceeded 1000 ppm during
the study period.

The votes on “Draught” (n = 264) and “Stuffy” (n = 195)
accounted for less than 8% of the total number of votes (n = 3177,
without “ill-willed” votes) and less than 17% of the total number
of votes cast on “Fine” (n = 1591). An average of 25% of
the respondents of the monthly questionnaires stated “Yes” for
having voted on “Stuffy” during the last thirty days. Furthermore,
the respondents were asked to state which symptoms they
agreed/disagreed with that could describe their reason for voting
on “Stuffy.” Dust in the air (Ratio of 1/26) was the least likely

reason for voting on “Stuffy,” and humid air (Ratio of 8/26), bad
odours (Ratio of 9/26) and dry air (Ratio of 6/26) were slightly
agreed upon being the reason for voting.

DISCUSSION

Occupants’ Interaction With TiAQ and
Their Motivation
Occupants’ Interaction With TiAQ Over Time and the
“Novelty Effect”
The objective of the present study was to investigate occupants’
interaction with TiAQ and their motivation. Occupants generally
voted consistently throughout a day (10% for each hour) and
week (20% for each weekday) during the long-term study. TiAQ
was used to cast between 13 and 24 votes per day (Table 2).
Based on the expected number of occupants in the buildings, this
corresponded to a voting frequency of 0.18–1.65 votes per day per
occupant (Table 2), depending on the case study. Identifying who
or how many occupants voted with the device was not possible
due to the design and setup of TiAQ. This was, on the one hand,
a benefit as anonymity was preserved. But on the other hand,
a limitation of TiAQ because one cannot ensure whether the
voting poll represented the majority of occupants. Nevertheless,
the questionnaires in case study II suggested that 60% of the
occupants answering the questionnaire had used TiAQ daily or
weekly (Figure 7).

As previously described, the voting frequency or vote count
can be interpreted as the level of interaction occupants have
with an OVS. The voting frequency was generally higher for
the short-term studies (case study I) than the long-term studies
(case study II and III) (Table 2). This was also observed
during previous research studies on OVS. For example, long-
term studies lasting over 100 days (e.g., Balaji et al., 2013;
Winkler et al., 2016; Pritoni et al., 2017) and short-term studies
lasting less than 30 days (e.g., Konis and Annavaram, 2017;
Li et al., 2017; Aguilera et al., 2019) had a voting frequency
less than about 0.1 votes per day per occupant and more than
three votes per day per occupant, respectively. This suggests
that occupants can have a higher level of interaction in short-
term studies than the long-term studies. The number of votes
on “Fine” was also higher at the beginning of the long-term
studies than at the end (Figure 5). Since the vote count on
“Fine” made up more than 50% of the total vote count for the
long-term studies, it indicated that occupants interacted more
frequently with TiAQ at the beginning of the study and with
a significant drop in interaction over time (Figure 5, Trend
lines for “Fine” votes). The decline in vote counts related to
“Fine” might reflect a decrease in occupants’ comfort levels over
time. However, the results from the questionnaires (Figure 7)
also confirmed that occupants voted less frequently with TiAQ
over time; however, without completely stopping using TiAQ.
The high level of interaction at the beginning of a study has
also been reported in previous studies (e.g., Baker and Hoyt,
2016; Winkler et al., 2016). For example, with the courtesy
of Berquist et al. (2019), votes cast on OVS panels located at
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FIGURE 11 | Case I. (A) Boxplot of indoor temperature, relative humidity and CO2-concentration during occupied hours. (B) Daily percentage of votes cast with
TiAQ. “Ill-willed” votes were removed.

an entrance to a gymnastic centre in Ontario were analysed
by the main author using the same approach as presented
in the present paper. Figure 13A shows that the total vote
count from Berquist et al. (2019) had a similar significant
decline as the vote counts in case study II and III. The high
interaction at the beginning of a study has also been observed
in research studies on interactive displays (e.g., Huang et al.,
2006; Hazlewood et al., 2011; Gallacher et al., 2015). This so-
called “novelty effect” is described by Koch et al. (2018) in
context of human–computer-interaction (HCI) research as: “An
increased motivation of using something, or an increase in the
perceived usability of something, on account of its newness.”

In the present study, the “novelty effect,” depicted by the trend
lines in Figure 5, was more prevalent for “Fine” votes. This was
likely because “Fine” votes made up the majority of the voting
poll, because occupants were generally satisfied with the indoor
environment in case study II. Occupants voted mostly sporadic
for the remaining votes throughout the entire study period. This
is especially clear for “Draught” and “Stuffy” in case study II as
they had non-significant trend lines (Figure 5). In contrary, a
minor increase was observed for “Too Cold” votes (Figure 5),
indicating that occupants’ level of interaction slightly increased
due to their experience of colder thermal environment. This was
likely induced by the noticeable decrease in indoor temperature
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FIGURE 12 | Case II. (A) Boxplot of indoor temperature and relative humidity during occupied hours. (B) Daily percentage of votes cast with TiAQ. Horizontal lines
show the overall median of each vote type. “Ill-willed” votes were removed.

in the case studies (e.g., Figure 12A for case study II). An increase
of interaction after the “novelty effect” has also been observed
in previous research (e.g., Erickson and Cerpa, 2012; Winkler
et al., 2016). For example, Winkler et al. (2016) reported an
increase in vote counts due to intermittent disconnection of the
HVAC system leading to uncomfortable indoor conditions. For
TiAQ to represent occupants’ comfort and discomfort with the
indoor environment, occupants were required to continuously
report on their state of comfort as well as when they had
complaints (Sheikh Khan et al., 2020). As noticing a change
or being uncomfortable with the indoor environment were
reasons for occupants to vote with TiAQ (Figure 8), occupants
experiencing comfort might not necessarily be as motivated
to vote as occupants feeling discomfort (Lassen et al., 2020).
The “novelty effect” might have been a good “motivator” for
occupants to vote frequently, inter alia on “Fine,” and could be
a good strategy to induce high vote counts to get reliable results
(Wang et al., 2018) in the short-term studies. However, it was not
possible to sustain this effect over time. Furthermore, it would
be more realistic to motivate occupants to vote consistently over
time rather than frequently. Therefore, occupants need to be
motivated for voting by other means, which will be discussed in
the following sections.

Impact of Expectation on Occupants’ Interaction
With TiAQ
Occupants’ interaction with TiAQ needs to be understood in
the context of occupants’ expectations, social factors and the
design of TiAQ (Venkatesh et al., 2003; Sheikh Khan et al.,
2020). Occupants expressed at the beginning of the study that
they expected the votes from TiAQ to be used to improve
or provide insight into the indoor environment and occupant
comfort. However, besides the dashboard (Figure 1B), it was
never the intention of the present study to present continuous
reports on occupant comfort or to either control or optimise
existing HVAC. Furthermore, after the study had been conducted,
occupants commented that they lacked a noticeable change in
the indoor environment or a confirmation that their votes would
be used. Contrarily to the authors’ initial assumption, the web
dashboard accessed via QR codes on the information flyers did
not motivate occupants to use TiAQ (Figure 8). Instead, few
occupants requested a physical dashboard placed next to the
TiAQ panel. One can speculate whether the lack of fulfilment
of expectation was also likely the cause of the decline in vote
counts. The relation between expectation and use of technology
is well-known in research on information systems (Bhattacherjee,
2001; Venkatesh et al., 2003). Furthermore, Sanguinetti et al.
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FIGURE 13 | The dataset from Berquist et al. (2019) of votes from three panels located at an entrance to a gymnastic centre in Ontario. (A) The total number of
votes per day. The value and significance (denoted with * if p-value < 0.05) of the slope are displayed for the trend lines. (B) Relative frequency of the common
logarithm of timespan between two votes. The density plot had a bandwidth of 0.2 s.

(2017) observed that occupants interaction with OVS declined
as occupants did not get an immediate reaction as they expected
from the facility manager. However, the same causal relationship
cannot be inferred for the present study.

Impact of Location and Design on Occupants’
Interaction With TiAQ
Occupants were generally satisfied with the use, design and
accessibility of TiAQ. The occupants mostly voted on TiAQ as
they passed by the device or noticed the device while conducting
their everyday work routines (Figure 8). This was also confirmed

by studying the time of day votes were cast. Generally, most
votes were cast about lunch hours. Nevertheless, seven occupants
requested that more panels should be placed in the office space
and three even requested reminders as they forgot to use the
device. Therefore, seeing the information flyers was not enough
as a reminder to get occupants to vote (Figure 8). Rittenbruch
et al. (2015) noticed similar behaviour in their study on a tangible
OVS, which occupants used upon arrival/departure to/from their
office desk. They also noted that occupants reported that the
device was inconspicuous and “forgot” it was there after a
while. Observations and rounds in the buildings in case study
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II and III also revealed that some occupants perceived TiAQ
as inconspicuous because it did not emit any sound or light
when occupants interacted. Moreover, its wireless design made
some occupants doubt whether the device was working. This
problem, denoted in HCI literature as “interaction blindness”
(Hosio et al., 2016), is also observed in studies with interactive
displays, i.e., users are unaware of the interactive ability of a
display assuming it is only broadcasting information (Hosio et al.,
2016). Rittenbruch et al. (2015) solved this problem by designing
the OVS to emit a discrete sound which acted as a reminder
to occupants to vote. This reminder was received positively by
the occupants. Contrary, an adverse effect of receiving frequent
reminders from a tangible OVS has also been reported (Petersen
and Pedersen, 2016). Therefore, based on the present study, it
is difficult to say whether implementing reminders as part of
TiAQ would be positively perceived by the occupants. At the
same time, occupants’ opinion about the accessibility, design and
use of TiAQ was generally positive in the present study. The
authors believe that “interaction blindness” did not contribute
to the decline in occupant interaction. In fact, access and ease
of use are believed to influence getting a high vote count from
comfortable occupants (voting on “Fine”). It might have made
it more convenient for some of the occupants to cast a vote
when their motivation for voting was less prominent than when
they were uncomfortable. The aforementioned factors might also
explain why some studies on OVS (Sanguinetti et al., 2017;
Snow et al., 2017; Lassen et al., 2020) reported that comfortable
occupants tended to vote less frequently.

The simple design of TiAQ might have been the reason
for a relatively large portion of reiterated votes (Table 2, 27–
60%). “Intentional” reiterated votes accounted for up to 78%
of reiterated votes (Table 2). They were considered useful
votes as they could reflect a strong opinion about a problem
(Taylor et al., 2012; Sheikh Khan et al., 2020) and identify
whether an immediate response was necessary to address a
complaint (Sheikh Khan et al., 2020). For example, in case
study I, building B, occupants cast multiple reiterated votes
on “Too Cold” during the last day of the cooling intervention
(Table 1), at which temperatures dropped to 22◦C (Figure 11A).
The “unintentional” reiterated votes (Table 2, 16–24%) likely
occurred when the main authors were changing batteries of
the buttons, due to “change of mind” or less critical “ill-
willed” votes or due to the lack of feedback, e.g., emitting a
sound, to occupants indicating that their votes were registered.
Winkler et al. (2016) demonstrated how a lack of immediate
feedback after a vote was cast led to about 3 times higher
number of reiterated votes than when immediate feedback
was provided. However, “ill-willed” reiterated votes (Table 2)
were problematic as they could greatly reduce the credibility
of the collected data if they were not identified and removed
(Taylor et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014; Sheikh Khan et al.,
2020). The wireless design of TiAQ might have made occupants
think that the device was not used for anything “serious,”
as it was not connected to the BMS, and therefore led to
occupants casting “ill-willed” reiterated votes. “Ill-willed” votes
were less common in case study I and II (Table 2, 0–14%)
than case study III. Likely because occupants were generally of

a more mature audience and had more professional behaviour
in the office spaces, as well as because the main author
informed occupants through conversations and e-mails about
the intention behind TiAQ. Information was not given to
the same extent in case study III, especially because it was
difficult as most occupants were students coming and going
to the IW due to classes or to get some coffee in the kitchen
(Figure 4). Thus, the occupant behaviour at IW was different
from the one in the office spaces in case study I and II. In
the study by Berquist et al. (2019) “ill-willed” reiterated votes
accounted for 22% of the total number of reiterated votes
(n = 651), which was also high compared to case study I and
II. Consequently, this might suggest that OVS in spaces with
transient occupancy had more reiterated votes as occupants are
perhaps less “serious” about or unaware of the intention of the
OVS. Several studies on voting stations or interactive displays
located in spaces with transient occupancy (e.g., Schroeter,
2012; Taylor et al., 2012; Lassen and Josefsen, 2019) made
similar observations. Taylor et al. (2012) observed some users
at a shop, specifically children, casting multiple votes on a
public voting station without considering the polling station’s
questions. They suggested that “simple human intervention” such
as having the shop owner monitor the device’s use might have
mitigated this problem.

Impact of Social Factors on Occupants’ Interaction
With TiAQ
Occupants answered that seeing a colleague or supervisor vote or
getting a reminder from them was not a reason for interacting
with TiAQ (Figure 8). Thus, this type of social factor was not
of influence in occupants’ interaction with TiAQ. Mathur et al.
(2015) observed that occupants used the OVS at the beginning of
the study due to a feeling of being included in the voting poll. The
present study did not investigate this aspect of using TiAQ, but
there was likely some social aspect related to TiAQ. For example,
in case study II the main author observed that an occupant
asked a co-occupant to cast a specific vote on his/her behalf.
Additionally, during a tour at IW, a group of kids from a daycare
centre talked about and interacted with TiAQ. Furthermore, the
peak about 1–6 s timespan between two votes (Figure 6) might
suggest some kind of a variant of the so-called “honey-pot effect”
(Brignull and Rogers, 2003), in which people’s presence round a
device can draw more people to the device. As occupants voted
when they passed by the device during lunch hours, they were
likely walking in groups. Therefore, it was probable that if one of
the occupants voted, others in the group also voted. This might
have created the observed peak lasting about 1–6 s. A similar
trend was observed for the dataset by Berquist et al. (2019). The
prevalent hours of voting for the occupants at the gymnastic
centre were identified to be 18:00 to 20:00 (relative frequency
ranging from 13 to 24%) likely coinciding with arrival/departures
to/from the gymnastic centre. Occupants’ arrival or departure
likely happened in groups, thus resulting in the peak lasting 3–6 s
(Figure 13B). Contrary to the studied office spaces, a second peak
about 26 min to 1 h (Figure 6) was not observed for the gymnastic
centre (Figure 13B). The second peak likely reflected the usual
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commute in an office space to and from meetings, bathroom
breaks or getting coffee.

Representativeness of Responses
Collected With TiAQ
Representativeness of Expressing Comfort and
Discomfort With the Thermal Environment
As IEQ questionnaires are a common tool for collecting
information about occupants’ perception of the indoor
environment (Li et al., 2018), the responses from TiAQ
were compared to an IEQ questionnaire to identify the similarity
and differences in results from the two survey tools. The
questionnaires acquired in case study I represented a short
retrospective survey asking occupants about their perception
of the thermal environment and IAQ in the last week of
each experiment in building A and B. During the last week,
interventions were conducted to increase or decrease the indoor
temperature (Table 1). The median indoor temperature during
intervention week in Exp. I in building B and Exp. II in building
A was 1.5◦C lower or higher, respectively than median indoor
temperature for the non-intervention weeks (Figure 11A). The
interventions in Exp. II in building B and Exp. I in building A
did not lead to a highly significant change in indoor temperature
compared to the non-intervention weeks (Figure 11A, <0.5◦C).
Note that the intervention in Exp. I for building A failed
(Table 1). The implications of the prominent interventions were
seen in the responses from the IEQ questionnaires (Figure 9),
as about 80% of the occupants were thermally dissatisfied,
either feeling cold (Exp. I, building B: ∼80%) or warm (Exp. II,
building A: ∼70%). The responses from TiAQ during prominent
intervention weeks reflected similar trends as the questionnaires.
Up to 90% of the daily votes were on “Too Cold” for Exp.
I in building B and “Too Warm” for Exp. II in building A
(Figure 11B). According to the questionnaires for the less
prominent intervention weeks, up to 70% of the occupants were
thermally satisfied and almost equally cold and warm (Figure 9).
The TiAQ responses for Exp. I in building A also showed a
similar trend as the questionnaire: About 60% of the daily votes
were cast on “Fine,” and about 35 and 20% were cast on cold
and warm complaints, respectively (Figure 11B). However, the
responses from TiAQ for Exp. II in building B reflected that more
occupants felt too warm (Figure 11B) than indicated by the IEQ
questionnaire. The removal of the “intentional” reiterated votes
(n = 7) from the voting poll for Exp. II in building B did not
change the results, and therefore could not explain the observed
discrepancy. As seven out of nine of the respondents stated to
have used TiAQ and nothing in the previous questionnaires in
building B indicated that the group of occupants (based on age,
sex, working hours and seating location) had drastically changed
from the other experiments, non-response bias was least likely to
have caused the observed discrepancy. Therefore, response bias
might be a plausible explanation of this discrepancy. Response
bias relates to occupants’ interpretation of the scales in the survey
tools, their recollection of indoor condition or their physiological
and psychological state at the time of using any of the survey
tools (Schweiker et al., 2017). Occupants using TiAQ might have

voted “Too Warm” either interpreting the vote not as strongly
as the statement of being dissatisfied, or occupants recalled
the indoor condition as less “severe” when responding to the
questionnaires than at the time of voting. The comparison of the
percentage of votes on “Too Warm” (Figure 11B) for Exp. II in
the non-intervention (∼20%) and intervention week (∼70%)
indicated that “Too Warm” was likely perceived as a strong
statement of discomfort. This was also observed in the results
based on the remaining weeks as well as building A, suggesting
that the results based on the particular IEQ questionnaire might
have been biased.

In summary, the previous discussion illustrated that both
tools were appropriate for representing occupants’ comfort and
discomfort with the thermal environment. But retrospective
surveys might be more prone to response bias, likely because
occupants would reinterpret past thermal conditions differently
than at the specific moment they experienced it. Longitudinal
survey tools such as TiAQ can address these problems. For
example, in case study II the initial and final questionnaires were
suitable for investigating occupants’ general perception of the
indoor environment. They could be used as a benchmarking tool
for evaluating occupants’ general satisfaction with IEQ (Karmann
et al., 2018). TiAQ could provide a suitable representation of
occupants’ experience of the thermal environment over time.
The changes in the indoor temperature over the months in case
study II (Figure 12A) were clearly reflected in the responses
from TiAQ (Figure 12B): 60% of the occupants were generally
satisfied with the thermal environment with a consistent level
of about 20% occupants experiencing either too cold or too
warm indoor environment. But more occupants started to vote
too cold from December to February when indoor temperatures
were generally lower than the previous months. Thus, whereas
the overall questionnaires could provide a general indication of
occupants’ experience, TiAQ could provide detailed information
about occupants’ daily experience of the indoor environment.
According to the questionnaires, about 80% of the occupants
were satisfied with the thermal environment compared to the
60% expressed through votes on “Fine.” This discrepancy was
likely related to the scale design and the way occupants were
asked to provide feedback (Schweiker et al., 2020; Wang et al.,
2020). Additionally, the discrepancy could also be related to the
day-to-day uncertainty (Wang et al., 2018), e.g., illustrated in
the large spread for each vote type per month in Figure 12B.
This could be due to the inter-individual differences in thermal
comfort induced by non-response bias (Lassen et al., 2020).

Representativeness of Draught Responses
According to the questionnaires, only two occupants during
Exp. I and II in building B stated to have experienced draught.
According to TiAQ, 9% of the total votes cast were on “Draught”
during the intervention week in Exp. I and this was less than 3%
for the remaining weeks in Exp. I and II. Therefore, vote counts
on “Draught” in the intervention week of Exp. I would have been
expected to be about the same level as the remaining weeks since
the number of occupants experiencing draught had not changed
according to the questionnaires. A plausible explanation to the
reason occupants voted more on “Draught” during intervention
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week in Exp. I might be related to the fact that occupants who felt
cold also complaint more about draught (Toftum and Nielsen,
1996; Melikov et al., 2005).

According to a questionnaire collected before the experiments
in case study I in Building A, all eleven respondents generally
experienced draught. According to TiAQ, 15% of the total vote
count was on “Draught” during the first week in Exp. I and
this dropped to below 6% for the remaining weeks in Exp.
I and II. Occupants were likely more motivated to report on
their experience of draught in the first week of Exp. I because
the main author was conducting air velocity measurements.
Furthermore, the decline in “Draught” votes was likely related
to the decline in the “novelty effect.” Occupants might also have
found it cumbersome to stand up from their desk and walk
to TiAQ for reporting on draught every time they experienced
slight discomfort. This can be supported by the observations
made in case study II, in which noticing a change in the indoor
environment was, in the beginning, a reason to vote, but this
declined over time (Figure 7). It was believed occupants might
have exaggerated their experience of draught in the questionnaire
before the experiments and in the first week of Exp. I. This was
because air velocity measurements did not indicate a generally
high air velocity in the office space except near the fire escape
windows (<0.13 m/s). The IEQ questionnaires from Exp. I
and II also showed that all occupants, but one, had reported
concurrently being cold and experiencing draught. This suggests
that occupants could not distinguish between local cooling of
the body by draught and a whole-body thermal sensation of
“too cold.” Thus, occupants might have used the term draught
interchangeably with feeling cold.

Representativeness of IAQ Responses
CO2-concentrations were generally below 800 ppm for both
buildings (Figure 11A). Relative humidity in the last week in
Exp. II in building A was up to 20% lower than the first week
(Figure 11A). Questionnaire responses on IAQ satisfaction were
not affected by the interventions. More than 60% of the occupants
(Figure 10) were dissatisfied in building A and satisfied in
building B for both intervention weeks. Responses from TiAQ
reflected this to some extent. “Stuffy” votes accounted for 16–
25% of votes in building A, depending on the week. “Stuffy”
votes accounted only up to 6% for building B for all weeks
except for the intervention week in Exp. II, where they accounted
for 14%. But having a button representing “Stuffy” was likely
not enough for representing occupants who experienced IAQ
symptoms. In the questionnaires, occupants in building A also
reported experiencing bad odours and dry air. Note that the
IEQ questionnaires in case study I did not include a direct
question about occupants’ experience of stuffy air. This might
have biassed the responses toward other symptoms as being
prevailing. However, according to the monthly questionnaires
in case study II, about half of the respondents reporting
to have voted on “Stuffy” did it due to humid air, bad
odours or dry air. This indicated that occupants lacked a
representative button to describe IAQ and consequently reported
on “Stuffy” even though it was not necessarily representative
of the problem.

Future Work and Study Limitations
The present study explored the various factors impacting
occupants’ interaction with TiAQ and their motivation. As
only three office buildings were studied in up to 7 months,
the specific, quantitative results cannot be generalised to other
buildings or OVS. Nevertheless, the generalisable findings of
the present study were related to the identification of factors
(e.g., “novelty effect,” “expectation,” and “accessibility”) that
might impact the reliability of votes and occupants’ motivation
and interaction with OVS devices such as TiAQ (simple,
non-intrusive, accessible and tangible). The present study
resulted in various suggestions and explanations that need
to be investigated more thoroughly in future studies. Firstly,
research studies within HCI usually use questionnaires designed
according to a conceptual model denoted as Unified Theory
of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh
et al., 2003) for surveying users’ acceptance and use of
technology. Thus, future work could implement this study
approach to systematically identify the constructs (expectation,
social factors, design, incentives etc.) that are important
to sustain occupants’ long-term use of TiAQ and reduce
response bias. Secondly, quantitative investigations between
established longitudinal questionnaires and TiAQ could be
conducted to identify the level of response bias caused by
design (interface, assessment scale and the used incentive)
and occupants’ interaction with TiAQ. Thirdly, reiterated
votes were defined as votes cast less than 1 s apart to
ensure that the reiterated vote was cast by a single occupant.
However, observational studies and interviews are needed to
understand the intention of reiterated votes better and to
identify whether 1 s is an appropriate threshold for defining
reiterated votes.

CONCLUSION

A simple, non-intrusive and accessible tangible OVS denoted
TiAQ was developed for collecting occupant feedback on
thermal and IAQ. Case studies in three office buildings
were conducted in up to 7 months. On average, one vote
was cast per day per occupant using TiAQ. In one of the
offices, the location of TiAQ near entrances to office spaces
likely led to 60% of the surveyed occupants voting daily
or weekly with TiAQ, regardless of whether they perceived
the thermal environment as comfortable or not. The study
suggested that TiAQ could be just as reliable as a retrospective
IEQ questionnaire for representing occupants’ comfort and
discomfort with the thermal environment. However, TiAQ was
not reliable for representing occupants’ perception of IAQ
as it only had a button to indicate stuffy air. The ability
of TiAQ to capture occupants’ perception over time and its
simple design could make it suitable as a longitudinal “here
and now” survey tool. More research is needed to study the
validity of the responses collected with TiAQ and established
IEQ questionnaires. Furthermore, the following factors were
identified that might have impacted occupants’ interaction with
TiAQ and the representativeness of the collected votes. Firstly,
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the “novelty effect” caused a higher level of interaction with
TiAQ during short-term studies and at the beginning of long-
term studies. This effect might have exaggerated the “severity”
of IEQ problems related to e.g., draught in the first week of a
short-term study. Secondly, occupants’ expectation, awareness
and understanding of the intention of the device and getting
“feedback on feedback” were identified as important factors
for sustaining occupants’ long-term use of TiAQ as well as
to reduce “unintentional” and “ill-willed” reiterated votes that,
if not handled, could affect the representativeness of the
collected votes.
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Abstract 

Smartphone applications or electronic devices in the form of occupant voting systems (OVS) have 

demonstrated to be feasible for acquiring feedback from occupants to support the building operation manager 

to identify indoor environmental quality (IEQ) problems and inappropriate control settings of heating, 

ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC). The present paper aims to contribute to the growing research on 

OVS as a tool to support building operation management. The paper presents a study about a tangible OVS, 

denoted TiAQ, that occupants could use to vote on their here-and-now experiences regarding the thermal 

environment and indoor air quality. The main objectives were to identify whether there was an alignment 

between the votes collected with TiAQ and the monitored IEQ variables as well as to demonstrate the use of 

occupant votes to identify problematic IEQ conditions and appropriate strategies for HVAC control. The study 

demonstrated that thermal votes collected with TiAQ could be related to the variations in the indoor 

temperature and ventilation airflow. Additionally, collected votes could identify i.a. poorly set indoor 

temperature setpoint and appropriate control strategies that could reduce energy use by 46% and increase 

thermal comfort and cold complaints by 6% if current airflow and indoor temperature setpoint were lowered.      

Keywords: Indoor environmental quality; Occupant feedback; Occupant voting system; Complaint 

management; Building Operation Management  

Nomenclature 

CO2 

RH 

PM2.5 

Ti 

TVOC 

Tout 

Tx 

E 

Indoor CO2-concentrations [ppm] 

Indoor relative humidity [%] 

Particle matter of size 2.5 [µg/m3] 

Indoor temperature [°C] 

Total volatile organic compounds [ppb] 

Outdoor temperature [°C] 

The supply or return temperature from e.g. ventilation or water-based system [°C] 

Energy use [kWh] 

1. Introduction 

Feedback about the indoor environment from occupants is an important indicator for i.a. 

building operation managers to evaluate the performance of buildings [1]. But occupant feedback is 

rarely collected and processed systematically [2], and this hinders a well-informed and reactive 

building operation and maintenance [3]. Current research studies and commercial development (e.g. 
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Comfy [4]) have suggested a viable tool, denoted occupant voting system (OVS), for on-going 

collection of long-term feedback from occupants [5,6]. For example, Jazizadeh et al. [7] designed a 

smartphone app for collecting thermal preference votes that were used to generate personalised 

comfort models. The models determined the preferred temperature setpoint that was used as input in 

the heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) control. They tested the OVS-based control at 

six single office spaces in a university building for over three months and demonstrated a 39% 

reduction in the daily average mechanical ventilation airflow and a 37% increase in occupant 

satisfaction compared to a fixed temperature setpoint control strategy. Pritoni et al. [8] developed a 

web- and app-based OVS that students and staff at a university campus could use for reporting on 

their experienced thermal comfort and sensation. Over 10,000 occupant votes were collected over 

two years and used ongoingly to target the inspections of the campus facility management team 

towards the most problematic buildings. During inspections, they identified several issues, such as 

low airflow and overridden temperature setpoints no longer appropriate, related to the current 

operational strategy. These issues led to further investigations and actions resulting in e.g. changes in 

setpoint temperature ranges, retrofitting of faulty valves or implementation of CO2 sensors for 

optimizing HVAC operation. Sood et al. [9] developed an app-based OVS that was tested over 30 

days by occupants in two office buildings with flexible seating. They collected over 1000 votes and 

demonstrated that occupants’ thermal, visual and acoustical preferences related to the indoor 

environment could be clustered and used in recommending seating to the occupants.  

OVS is being studied mainly concerning research in occupant centric-control and personalised 

comfort models [5,6,10]. But extensive studies that investigate the application of OVS for supporting 

building operation managers with performance monitoring are limited to the example by Pritoni et 

al. [8], a similar long-term study by Balaji et al. [11] and few proof-of-concept studies such as [12,13]. 

Furthermore, several prevailing limitations were identified regarding these research studies. First, the 
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studies did not evaluate whether the collected feedback was valid and reliable for describing 

occupants’ comfort or discomfort. Second, only a few studies [8,11] demonstrated how to process, 

analyse and present occupant feedback to support the building operation manager to determine 

inappropriate operational conditions and fault detection. Thirdly, only a few studies (e.g. [7,14,15]) 

evaluated the impact application of OVS have on energy use together with occupant comfort.   

The overall purpose of the study presented in this paper was to address the aforementioned 

research gaps. This was done by studying a tangible OVS device (denoted TiAQ) for collecting 

thermal and indoor air quality feedback in office spaces. The main objectives of the present study 

were: 1) To investigate the validity of the collected votes, i.e. whether there was an alignment between 

the collected votes and the monitored IEQ variables. 2) To demonstrate the use of occupant feedback 

in performance monitoring to identify problematic operational settings and the impact various 

operational strategies have on occupant comfort and energy use. 

2. Methods  

2.1. OVS for thermal and indoor air quality feedback, TiAQ 

Occupants could use TiAQ to provide their here-and-now feedback related to the indoor 

environment in their office space by pressing five wireless buttons denoted as follows: “Too Cold”, 

“Too Warm”, “Draught”, “Stuffy” and “Fine” (Fig. 1). The buttons transmitted data via the Zigbee-

protocol to an internet-connected gateway, which stored the data in a cloud storage platform. TiAQ 

panels were placed e.g. at entrances to an office space (Fig. 1) and areas where occupants likely 

passed (e.g. kitchenette). Information flyers containing information about i.a. the application of TiAQ 

were distributed in the office space. A web-dashboard, showing the weekly voting distribution and 

indoor measurements of daily temperature, relative humidity and CO2-concentration for each floor, 

could be accessed by scanning a QR code provided next to TiAQ and on the information flyers.  
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Fig. 1. The interface of TiAQ (left) and an example of the mounting location of TiAQ in one of the 

studied office spaces (right).  

2.2. Devices and data acquisition platform 

Measured IEQ variables (Noise, Ti, CO2, RH, TVOC, PM2.5) were acquired from two 

different sources: Wireless and internet-connected (Internet of Things [IoT]) devices placed in the 

office space as part of the study and existing devices being part of the building management system 

(BMS). The measured data from IoT devices were stored in a cloud platform. Table 1 lists the device 

name, sensor type and accuracy based on the manufacturer’s datasheet.  

Table 1. Sensor name, type and accuracy. Accuracy is based on the manufacturer’s datasheet.  

Deviceb 

Sensor typea and accuracy 

Ti RH CO2 TVOC [ppb] PM2.5 [μg/m3] Noisec [dB] 

IoT A ± 0.3 °C ± 3 % ± 50 ppm  - - No info.a 

IoT B ± 0.3 °C ± 3 % - - - - 

IoT C ± 1.0 °C ± 5 % - Precision: ±10% Precision: ±20% - 
a Sensor type: Ti and RH, capacitive. CO2, NDIR. TVOC, MOS. PM2.5, optical detector. 
b IoT A and B are from the same manufacturer. c IoT A had a sound meter with a range of 35 dB – 120 dB. 

The BMS data included indoor temperature and CO2 measurements from i.a. wall-mounted control 

panels, mechanical ventilation airflow or water flow measurements as well as supply and/or return 

temperature measurements for zonal HVAC systems. For one of the case studies, the electricity use 

for the mechanical ventilation system was available through the BMS. Thermal energy use was 
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calculated based on the measurement of airflow, supply and return temperature. Outdoor temperature 

(Tout) was acquired via the BMS or Weather Underground [16]. The thermal effect of sunshine on 

the case buildings was represented by the number of minutes of sunshine pr. 10 min available through 

the weather stations belonging to Danish Metrological Institute [17]. This data was only available for 

one of the case studies and was collected from the only two weather stations nearest the office 

building. The weather stations were located north and south and less than 50 km away relative to the 

office building.  

2.3. Description of case studies 

The aforementioned research objectives were investigated with two case studies. An overview 

of the two case studies is presented in Table 2 along with the measured IEQ variables included in the 

data analysis. The case studies were designed as observational studies. Case study I was intended as 

the main study and case study II was intended to supplement the data analysis of the main study.  

Table 2. Overview of study design and measured IEQ variables.  

 Case study I Case study II 

Duration 
216 days  

19th Jul ’19 – 21st Feb ‘20 

81 days  

28th Sep – 19th Dec ‘19 

Location 

Denmark 

4 office space floors in a Danish 

office building 

Pittsburgh, USA 

Intelligent Workplace (IW) at Carnegie 

Mellon University (CMU) [18] 

Floor area and  

orientation 

4th floor: 360 m2 

5th floor: 380 m2 

6th floor: 360 m2 

8th floor: 190 m2 

NW/SE/W 

650 m2  

NE/NW/SW/SE 

Occupancy hoursa  05:00 – 19:00 08:00 – 21:00 

Expected occupant  

count and  

profession 

4th floor: 35 

5th floor: 35 

6th floor: 37 

8th floor: 9 

Consultancy 

> 8 staff and PhD-students 

Graduate students also  

used the space for classes/ group work 
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Ventilation 

Mixing ventilation,  

Ceiling mounted diffusers 

Heat recovery 

Displacement ventilation, 

Floor integrated diffusers  

Heat recovery 

Heating  
Ventilation, local reheater per 

floor 

Water-flow mullions along the perimeter 

Radiant ceiling panels, 

Fan-coils 

Cooling  Ventilation, central cooling 

Water-flow mullions along the perimeter 

Radiant ceiling panels, 

Fan-coils 

Chilled beams 

Control options 

Wall-mounted control panel to  

adjust temperature setpoint 

Openable windows 

Internal blinds 

Button for activating ventilation  

outside of operational hours 

Openable windows 

Intervention study 

2nd – 4th Sep: Cooling (17°C) 

16th – 18th Oct: Ventilation off 

18th – 22nd Nov: Heating (26°C) 

14th – 17th Jan: Ventilation off 

No 

In
cl

u
d
ed

 I
E

Q
 v

ar
ia

b
le

s 

Ti [°C] Yes Yes 

RH [%] Yes Yes 

CO2 [ppm] Yes Yes 

TVOC [ppb] Yes No 

PM2.5 [μg/m3] Yes No 

Noise [dB] Yes Yes 

Flow [l/s] Yes Nob 

Tx [°C] Yes Nob 

Tout [°C] Yes Yes 

Sunshine [minutes] Yes No 

Thermal energy use [kWh] Yes, heating and cooling No 

Electrical energy use [kWh] Yes, per air-handling unit No 
a Occupancy hours were based on the typical earliest and latest votes received during the study. 
b There were at least five days of missing values for water flow, supply and return water temperature for 

mullions in case II, thus they were not included in the data analysis. 

2.3.1. Case study I 

The study was carried out on four floors in the west-facing section of an office building in 

Denmark. Fig. 2 shows the deployed sensors and location of TiAQ. Occupants were informed about 

the study through e-mails sent to all occupants in the studied office spaces. Participation in the study 

was voluntary.  
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Fig. 2. Location of TiAQ, desks and deployed sensors in the four office spaces in the western part of 

the studied office building in case study I.  

 

General information about occupants of the studied office spaces was collected through 

questionnaires submitted before the study. The findings from the questionnaire showed that the 

studied office spaces were mostly occupied by 30- to 60-year-old men. Furthermore, occupants had 

the opportunity to adapt their clothing level, which they sometimes did due to too cold or too warm 

thermal environment. But they rarely opened windows, adjusted internal blinds, used the control 

panels or increased the operational hours of the ventilation system due to uncomfortable indoor 

conditions. Generally, few contacted the building operation manager, but the few who occasionally 

did had inquiries related to the thermal environment.  

During the study period, interventions (Table 2) were conducted to create variability in the 

indoor environmental conditions to stimulate occupants to vote. Interventions were coordinated with 

the building operation managers without informing occupants about them. Intervention days were set 

to occur every month at random days during weekdays. The interventions lasted three days, except 

for the heating intervention in October (Table 2) which lasted five days because access to the BMS 
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was disconnected due to a power outage. After each intervention, all adjusted variables were reset to 

the previous settings.   

2.3.2. Case study II 

Case study II was conducted at the Intelligent Workplace (IW) [18] at Carnegie Mellon 

University (CMU) in Pittsburgh, USA. Three TiAQ panels were distributed in the space as shown in 

Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Location of TiAQ, work areas and deployed sensors in the Intelligent Workplace at Carnegie 

Mellon University.  

 

During the study, about eight persons (PhD-students and professors/research staff) typically used the 

office spaces at IW (Table 2). Graduate students also used IW due to classes, meetings or group 

activities conducted at the conference areas. Furthermore, as IW was an annex to a larger building, 

occupants from other parts used the kitchen area of IW. Therefore, it was not possible to inform all 

occupants about TiAQ and the study. The only source of information about the study was from the 

distributed information flyers and TiAQ panels. The information flyers were placed on desks in each 
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office space, common area and conference areas. No interventions were conducted as part of this 

study.  

2.4. Data processing  

2.4.1. Measurements of indoor environmental variables 

The data processing steps for the measurements can be divided into three steps (Table 3). The 

first step consisted of removing missing or “faulty” values, such as negative or zero values for 

measurements like CO2, and interpolation of data to obtain uniform timesteps. Furthermore, each 

measurement was checked, and any observed drift or offset in the measurement was adjusted. For 

example, CO2 measurements obtained from the BMS in case study II were 600 ppm during 

unoccupied hours (from 00:00 to 03:00) for the entire four months dataset. Contrarily, the IoT sensors 

showed 400 ppm, which was accordant with the expected outdoor CO2-concentration levels of about 

400 ppm [19]. Consequently, the BMS sensor values were corrected by subtracting their value from 

a “correction value”, which was calculated as the difference between the BMS sensor and the median 

of the IoT sensors. The ventilation airflow measured in case study I was corrected according to [20] 

as follows. When the mechanical ventilation system was turned off, the airflow measurement was not 

zero as expected. Consequently, this value was used to adjust the airflow measurement.  

Table 3. Overview of the data processing steps used on the measured IEQ variables.  

IEQ variables 

I: Pre-processing II: Aggregation III: Subsetting 

Removing “faulty” 

values and 

interpolation  

of timesteps 

Adjustment for 

possible drift 

Median of sensor 

values per timestep 

Subset according  

to occupancy hours 

(Table 2) 

Ti [°C] X - X X 

RH [%] X - X X 

CO2 [ppm] X X X X 

TVOC [ppb] X - X X 

PM2.5 [μg/m3] X - X X 

Noise [dB] X - X X 
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Flow [l/s] X Xa - X 

Tx [°C] X - - X 

Tout [°C] X - - X 

Sunshine [minutes] - - - X 
a Correction of airflow for case study I was conducted according to [20].  

 

The second step of data processing consisted of aggregation of measurement data to reduce 

the number of sensor measurements acquired on the same IEQ variables for further data analysis. The 

distributions of each sensor measurement from the same office space for the entire study period were 

compared using Wilcoxon signed-rank test [21] and confidence intervals. The comparison aimed to 

identify whether there was a statistically significant difference among the medians of the 

distributions. The comparison revealed that the differences among the sensors for the measured IEQ 

variables (Table 3: e.g. Ti and CO2) were not significant, i.e. the p-value was more than 5% (adjusted 

with Bonferroni correction) or the confidence intervals of each difference were within the accuracy 

of the investigated sensors (Table 1). Therefore, the different sensor measurements were aggregated 

by calculating the median of the sensor measurements for each timestep and floor.  Finally, only 

measurements within occupancy hours (Table 2) were included in the data analysis. The timestep of 

the final processed dataset for each IEQ variable was 5 minutes. 

2.4.2. Energy use 

In case study I the cooling and heating energy use was calculated with Eq. (1) using the 

ventilation airflow and the air temperature before and after the cooling coil in the air-handling unit 

and reheaters. 

                              Ethermal=(q
v
×|(T𝑏-T𝑎)|×cp×δ)×

∆thr

1000
             (1) 

Ethermal is the thermal energy use [kWh], qv is the volumetric airflow [m3/s]. Tb is the air temperature 

after a coil. For calculating cooling energy, Ta was set as the air temperature measured after the heat 
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recovery and before the cooling coil. For calculating heating energy, Ta was set as the air temperature 

measured right after the cooling coil in the air-handling unit, because no sensors measured the 

temperature right before the reheaters in each zone. The difference between the air temperature right 

after the cooling coil and the actual air temperature right before the reheaters was expected to be 

negligible as the ventilation ducts were insulated. Note that the temperature difference was calculated 

as the absolute difference (denoted with “| |”). The thermal heat capacity cp ≈ 1000 J/m3∙kg and density 

δ ≈ 1.2 kg/m3 [J/m3∙kg] of air was set as constants. Δthr is the hourly timestep used to convert power 

[W] to energy [Wh]. For the dataset with a 5-minute timestep, Δthr was 5/60. The heating energy use 

was summed for all floors to get the total heating consumption.  

2.4.3. Collected occupant votes 

Occupant votes were processed by removing ill-willed reiterated votes. Ill-willed reiterated 

votes were defined as multiple votes (more than two votes) cast by a single occupant on the same 

panel not more than 1 s apart on vote types that contradict e.g. “Too Warm” and “Too Cold” or “Fine” 

and the remaining vote types. Depending on the type of data analysis conducted, the occupant votes 

were transformed into three formats: Daily vote count determined by counting the number of votes 

per day per floor for each of the five vote types. Synchronised votes were derived by assigning votes 

to the nearest 5-minute timestep. For example, a vote on “Fine” at 08.03 was assigned to 08.00. Note 

that the synchronisation resulted in the removal of duplicates, i.e. multiple votes on the same vote 

types assigned to the same 5-minute timestep. 

2.5. Data analysis 

The first study objective was related to the validity of occupant votes. This was investigated 

using statistical analysis to determine whether there were meaningful relations (based on theories on 

thermal comfort and IAQ) among the vote types as well as between vote types and measured IEQ 
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variables. The second study objective was related to the application of occupant votes in performance 

monitoring and included the following investigations to identify: 1) Possible problematic operational 

settings by using time-series plots on measured IEQ variables and daily vote count. 2) Appropriate 

operational settings based on occupant votes by using decision trees. 3) The impact of operational 

strategies on energy use, indoor conditions and occupant comfort by using logistic regression models 

based on collected votes as well as prediction models based on measurements. 

2.5.1. Statistical analysis for assessing the validity of votes 

Cramer’s V association test [22] was used to identify the strength of association among vote 

types. Spearman’s ρ correlation test [23] was applied to identify the direction of the association. The 

tests were conducted on synchronised votes. 

The effect of measured IEQ variables on vote types was investigated using binomial and 

multinomial logistic regression analysis [24]. Three models (Table 4: “Thermal”, “Comfort” and 

“IAQ”) were used in the analysis, described in the following, to determine the IEQ variables that 

could reliably describe the occupant votes. Note that “Draught” was included as “Too Cold” in the 

thermal model (Table 4).  

Preparation of variables: The synchronised occupant votes were merged with the IEQ 

variables, and the timesteps with no registered votes were removed from the dataset. Each IEQ 

variable was re-scaled using the mean and standard deviation to enable comparison of magnitudes of 

coefficients and test statistics.  

 

Table 4.  Logistic regression models: Model name, type and information. 

Model namea Included vote types 
Regression model  

(R function) 
Model information 

Statistical 

inference test 

Thermal 
Too Warm, Too Cold (incl. 

Draught), Fine (as reference) 

Multinomial logistic  

(multinom from 

“nnet” [25]) 

Votes are nominal values. 
Wald’s test 

[24] 
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IAQ Fine (0), Stuffy (1) Binomial logistic  

(glm [26]) 

Binomial distribution 

Votes are nominal values. Comfort Fine (1), Othera (0) 
a All models included an intercept. b “Other” denotes all vote types but “Fine”.  

   

Variable selection: Collinearity among IEQ variables was determined using Spearman’s ρ. 

Variables that had an overall mean pair-wise correlation of more than 0.8 [23] were removed from 

the dataset. The R function “Dredge” from MuMIn package version 1.43.17 [27] was used to run the 

full-model, including all the kept IEQ variables, and possible sub-models, including different 

combinations of the kept IEQ variables. The aforementioned models included the intercept and 

disregarded interaction effects. The test statistic for each IEQ variable was extracted from the models. 

The absolute values of the test statistics from the models were averaged for each IEQ variable using 

the median. Additionally, the absolute values were used to calculate the overall upper quartile value 

for all the models and IEQ variables. If the median for an IEQ variable was greater than the overall 

upper quartile value, it was selected for further analysis in the next step. 

Selection of significant variable: The models in Table 4 were set up using the selected 

variables identified from the previous step. The models were checked for multicollinearity using 

variance inflation factor (VIF > 5 were removed [28]) as well as collinearity using Spearman’s ρ as 

previously described. Collinear variables were removed. Model coefficients, test statistics and 

significance levels for each selected variable were determined for the models. Variables that had a 

non-significant effect in the model (p-value > 0.05) were removed.  

Verification of model assumption: The residuals and the linearity of the votes predicted 

from the final models, which only included the variables with significant effect, were checked. For 

logistic regression models, the predicted votes were calculated as the natural logarithm (log) of the 

odds ratio. An IEQ variable was removed from the final model if a visual inspection revealed that 

there was no linear relation between the predicted log odds ratio from the model and the particular 
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variable, or that the residuals of the model including the variable deviated from zero (considering the 

95% confidence interval).  

2.5.2. Analysis of occupant votes for use in performance monitoring 

Analysis of occupant votes for performance monitoring was only conducted for case study I. 

Only IEQ variables used in the final logistic regression models, established in section 2.5.1, were 

considered. The multinomial logistic regression model (Table 4: The model denoted “Thermal”) was 

used to determine the preferred IEQ conditions based on occupants’ votes. Note that the unscaled 

IEQ variables were used to preserve the interpretability of the model. Conditional inference trees 

using the R function “ctree” [29] from Partykit package version 1.2.8 [30] were used to partition the 

votes into groups based on confounding variables to identify a possible relation among vote types, 

time of day and location of the office space (4th to 8th floor).  

2.5.3. Prediction models for estimating energy use and impact on indoor condition  

Prediction models for predicting energy use, indoor temperature and CO2-concentration were 

obtained based on a data-driven method by Kusiak and Tang [31]. Two different model types, a linear 

regression model and a support vector regression model (SVR), were investigated to determine the 

suitable prediction models. SVR is a supervised machine learning algorithm using convex 

optimisation for variable estimation [32]. It is a non-parametric model suitable for non-linear datasets, 

whereas linear models are parametric assuming normality and linearity of the dataset. Fig. 4 shows 

the input, process and output variables used in the final prediction models as well as their relations 

with one another.  
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Fig. 4. Overview of input, process and output variables. The arrows indicate the influence one variable 

has on another. 

Variables were selected and models were set up based on knowledge of how the ventilation system 

was controlled: The inlet temperature after the cooling coil was primarily controlled according to the 

outdoor temperature,  whereas the inlet temperature after the reheater was controlled according to the 

outdoor temperature, indoor temperature setpoint and indoor temperature. Cooling was turned off 

when the outdoor temperature dropped below 10 °C. The prediction models for each output and 

process variable were derived as a function of the controllable (airflow, Tisetpoint) and disturbance 

(Tout, sunshine, noise) input variables (Fig. 4). Noise was used as a proxy variable for occupancy. 

The cooling and AHU status in Fig. 4 were determined based on the input variables. To improve the 

accuracy of model prediction the dataset was resampled to daily mean values, and intervention days 

were removed. The following steps were conducted to determine the prediction models. 

Variable selection: For each process and output variable a linear regression model was set 

up using the aforementioned input and process variables. Collinear variables (Spearman’s ρ > 0.8 

[23]) and confounding variables were removed from the model and the test statistics and significance 
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of the coefficients were determined for each variable in the model. Non-significant variables (p-value 

> 0.05) were excluded unless they were expected to have a causality with the dependent variable. E.g. 

the relatively low variation in airflow resulted in a non-significant effect in the prediction model for 

Ti. But the airflow was included in the model as it influenced the convective heat transfer affecting 

the indoor temperature.  

Model training: 80% of the original dataset was used for training and the remaining 20% for 

testing. Partitioning of the dataset was done randomly based on the dependent variable. The training 

dataset was used to obtain a linear regression model and SVR model with either linear or radial kernel 

function. The R function “svm” from e1071 version 1.7.3 [33] was used for modelling SVR. The 

“train” function from “caret” version 6.0.86 [34] was used to perform 10-fold cross-validation of the 

SVR models to determine the kernel function and “cost” variable (C) resulting in the lowest root-

mean-square error (RMSE). The kernel function and cost variable leading to the lowest RMSE was 

used in the final SVR model.  

Model testing and selection: After the linear models were trained, they were checked 

regarding normality, homogeneity of variance and extreme outliers. The test dataset was applied to 

all the trained models to check their performance. The model residuals were checked with an auto-

correlation plot to determine whether they were significant (assuming a normal distribution and 

considering a 95% confidence level). Furthermore, the predicted outcome based on the test dataset 

was used to determine the range normalised root mean square error (RN_RMSE [%]) (Eq. 2) [35]   

                            RN_RMSE = 
√  

1

n
∑ (Yi-Ŷ)

2n
i=1

max(Yi)- min(Yi)
 ×100              (2) 

Where n is the sample size, Y is the actual (measured) dependent variable and Ŷ is the predicted 

dependent variable. The model with the lowest RN_RMSE and the least number of significant auto-

correlations of residuals was selected as the final model unless the model did not behave as expected. 

E.g. even though the SVR model for Ti had the lowest RN_RMSE (3%) compared to the linear model 
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(7%), the effect of Tinlet on Ti was not meaningful: When Tinlet was high (~ 40 °C), Ti was 

constantly at 23 °C regardless of variations in the outdoor temperature. 

3. Results 

3.1. Validity of occupant votes collected with TiAQ 

Table 5 lists the strength and direction of association among the vote types. Generally, both case 

studies showed that “Fine” was negatively associated with “Too Cold” and “Too Warm”. The 

directions of the associations for case study I generally agreed with the directions of associations for 

case study II. 

Table 5. Strength of association (Cramer’s V) and direction (Spearman’s ρ) for synchronised 

occupant votes. Based on [23]: * Weak association (> 0.2). ** Moderate association (> 0.5). 

Vote combinations 
Case study I: 

Danish office building 

Case study II:  

IW, CMU 

Fine Stuffy (-) 0.2* (-) 0.1 

Fine Draught (-) 0.3* (-) 0.1 

Fine Too Warm (-) 0.4* (-) 0.4* 

Fine Too Cold (-) 0.6** (-) 0.6** 

Stuffy Draught (+) 0.1 (+) 0.2* 

Stuffy Too Warm 0 (+) 0.2* 

Stuffy Too Cold 0 0 

Draught Too Warm (-) 0.1 (+) 0.1 

Draught Too Cold (+) 0.2* (+) 0.1 

Too Warm Too Cold (-) 0.2* 0 

Sample size for case I: Draught: 264, Fine: 1591, Stuffy: 195, Too Cold: 635, Too Warm: 492. 

Sample size for case II: Draught: 31, Fine: 395, Stuffy: 45, Too Cold: 152, Too Warm: 106. 

However, the insignificant associations found among vote types for case study II were weak for case 

study I, e.g. association between “Too Warm” and “Too Cold”. Similarly, weak associations among 

vote types for case study II were insignificant for case study I, e.g. association between “Stuffy” and 

“Too Warm”.  

The model coefficients and standard error of significant IEQ variables from the regression 

analysis (section 2.5.1) are listed in Table 6 for each model in Table 4 (“Thermal”, “IAQ” and 
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“Comfort”). The models denoted as “Thermal” and “Comfort” for both case studies showed that the 

indoor temperature (Ti) had a significant effect on the vote types “Too Cold”, “Too Warm” and 

“Fine”. The airflow, which was only measured in case study I, also had a significant effect on “Too 

Cold” and “Too Warm”. The indoor CO2-concentration (CO2) had a significant effect on vote types 

related to “Stuffy” and “Fine” (Table 6: “IAQ”) for case study I. This was not observed for case study 

II. Note that the coefficient for CO2 (Table 6) was negative, meaning that an increase in CO2-

concentration led to fewer complaints on “Stuffy”. This is discussed later in the paper. 

Table 6.  Intercept and coefficients of selected variables for the final models for case I and II. All 

displayed variables are statistically significant (p-value < 0.05). The standard error is displayed in “( )” 

Case study  

and building 

Coefficients of final 

models 

Thermal IAQ Comfort 

Too Cold / Fine Too Warm / Fine Stuffy / Fine Fine / Othera 

Case study I:  

Danish office 

building 

Intercept  -0.97 (0.06) -1.48 (0.07) -2.82 (0.12) 0.23 (0.04) 

Ti -0.90 (0.06) 0.18 (0.06)  0.40 (0.04) 

Airflow 0.49 (0.05) -0.49 (0.07)   

CO2   -0.41 (0.12)  

Case study II:  

IW, CMU 

Intercept -1.34 (0.14) -1.82 (0.17) -2.5 (0.22) 0.46 (0.10) 

Ti -1.09 (0.16) 0.53 (0.15)  0.32 (0.10) 

a “Other” denotes all vote types but “Fine”. 

 

Fig. 5 shows the distribution for each vote type over the range of measured IEQ variables. 

The relative frequency distributions for “Fine” for both case studies had similar distribution as the 

overall distribution of measured IEQ variables. “Draught” had a similar distribution as “Too Cold” 

for case study I, whereas it had a similar spread as the overall distribution of Ti for case study II. The 

distribution for “Stuffy” for case study I had the highest peak at airflow equal to zero and CO2-

concentration about 450 ppm, which corresponded to outdoor CO2-concentration levels. 
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Fig. 5. Overall relative frequency distribution of IEQ variables (grey fill) and distribution for each 

vote type over the range of measured IEQ variables. The bandwidths used for generating the 

distributions were 0.5 °C, 100 l/s and 50 ppm.   

3.2. Model for preferred indoor temperature based on occupant votes 

The preferred indoor temperature and airflow for case study I based on the thermal votes 

(“Too Cold” incl. “Draught”, “Too Warm” and “Fine”) were determined using the multinomial 

logistic regression model denoted “Thermal” (Table 4). The indoor temperature and airflow were 

used as inputs in the model as they had a significant effect on thermal vote types according to the 

logistic regression analysis (Table 6). The model coefficients and intercept for the specific model are 

shown in Table 7 and the model output is plotted in Fig. 6. 

 

Case Study II: IW, CMU 

Case Study I: Danish office building 
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Table 7.  Intercept and coefficients for a multinomial logistic regression model denoted “Thermal”. 

 Too Cold / Fine Too Warm / Fine 

Intercept  24.48* [24.48, 24.48] -5.59* [-5.87, -5.59] 

Ti -1.14* [-1.15, -1.13] 0.22* [0.21, 0.23] 

Airflow 0.00081* [0.00056, 0.0011] -0.00087* [-0.0011, -0.00059] 

Accuracya 0.61* [0.59, 0.62] 

a Accuracy was calculated as ratio of correct classifications (n = 1463) to sample size (n = 2418).  

* p-value < 0.05. The 95% confidence interval is displayed in “[ ]”. p-value for accuracy was based on a no 

information rate (NIR) of 1375 / 2418 = 0.57. NIR was based on the class with the largest proportion (“Fine”).  

 

The indoor temperature that led to minimum cold and warm complaints or maximum comfort 

(assuming “Fine” represents occupants’ thermal comfort) was 23.4 °C and 25 °C, respectively (Fig. 

6). 

 

Fig. 6. The proportion of votes over the range of measured indoor temperature (left) and airflow 

(right) for case I based on “Thermal” model. The dashed lines depict the lower and upper 95% 

confidence intervals. 

3.3. Performance of energy, indoor temperature and CO2 prediction models  

The indoor condition and energy use as a function of the indoor temperature setpoint and 

airflow was calculated using the prediction models listed in Table 8. The actual input variables as 

well as the actual and predicted output variables for the entire dataset are presented in Fig. 7. 
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Table 8.  Range normalised root mean square error (RN_RMSE) and variables for prediction models. 

Model / 

Output  

(Fig. 4) 

Model type Model formula and variablea 

RN_RMSE (Eq. 2) 

Training Testing 

Tinlet SVR, linear 
Tisetpoint / AHU.Status + Tout / AHU.Status + Tcc 

C = 25, γ = 0.2 
10% 9.2% 

Tcc SVR, radial 
Tout / AHU.Status 

C = 2, γ = 0.5 
4.1% 6.5% 

Eheat SVR, linear 
Tinlet × Airflow + Tcc × Airflow 

C = 10, γ = 0.5 
4.9% 4.2% 

Ecool Linearb 
Tout × Airflow ≈ 0, (Tout × Airflow) / COOL.Status = 0.011,  

Tcc × Airflow ≈ 0, (Tcc × Airflow) / COOL.Status = -0.0077 
4.8% 5.2% 

Eel Linearb 
Intercept = 2.6, Airflow = 0.00049 

Log-transformation 
4.8% 3.1% 

CO2 Linearb Intercept = -191, Airflow = -0.0081, Noise = 18.1 9.9% 16% 

Ti Linearb 

Intercept = 14, Tout = 0.14, Sunshine = 0.0007,  

Noise = 0.1, Airflow = 0.000082, Tinlet = 0.16,  

Tinlet / AHU.Status = -0.036 

6.3% 7.1% 

Note: The tuning variable ε related to the loss function was set to 0.1 for all SVR models.  
a Interaction term is denoted as “X / Y” meaning that X is included with and without its interaction with Y.    

  “×” denotes regular multiplication. 
b Significant coefficients (p-value < 0.05) in linear models are denoted as bold.  

The highest value of RN_RMSE was 16%, but most values were less than 10% (Table 8). The 

predicted energy use was generally similar to the actual energy use (Fig. 7c), but the heating energy 

use was underestimated by about 300 kWh from the 105th to the 120th day. This was likely caused by 

the model for Tinlet, which did not accurately predict Tinlet for the particular days (Fig. 7b). The 

predicted Ti and CO2 were generally similar to the actual values. The CO2 model did not capture the 

peaks for the 122nd day and 135th day (Fig. 7d). But the discrepancy was negligible (< 50 ppm).  
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Fig. 7. Time-series of daily mean values for case I. Top, left (a): Actual input variables. Top, right 

(b): Predicted and actual process variables. Bottom, left (c): Predicted and actual energy use. Bottom, 

right (d): Predicted and actual indoor condition. 

3.4. Control strategies for reducing energy use and improving occupant comfort  

In the studied building in case study I, the original strategy for controlling the indoor 

temperature was based on mitigating occupants’ sporadic thermal complaints. The indoor temperature 

setpoint was generally set as a constant regardless of variations in outdoor temperature (Table 9: 

“Reference”). The proposed control strategies listed in Table 9 were the following: Control strategies 

A to D addressed only changes to the indoor temperature setpoint. Strategies E to F addressed only 
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reductions of airflow relative to typical airflow (Fig. 7a: About 4000 l/s). Finally, strategy G was a 

combination of D and F.  

Table 9.  Control strategies for adjusting indoor temperature setpoints and airflow. 

Strategy 
Indoor temperature setpoint and 

airflow  
Comment 

Reference Tisetpoint = 24.5 °C 

Airflow = 4000 l/s 

Airflow was generally about 4000 l/s (Fig. 7a) 

Strategy A Tisetpoint = 23.4 °C 

Airflow = 4000 l/s 

Strategy based on minimising both cold and warm 

complaints (Fig. 6) 

Strategy B Tisetpoint = 25.1 °C 

Airflow = 4000 l/s 

Strategy based on maximising comfort (Fig. 6) 

Strategy C Tout > 10 °C: Tisetpoint = 24 °C 

Tout < 10 °C: Tisetpoint = 23.3 °C 

Airflow = 4000 l/s 

Strategy based on minimising either cold or warm 

complaints relative to outdoor temperature (Fig. 6) 

Strategy D Tout > 10 °C: Tisetpoint = Tout 

Tout < 10 °C: Tisetpoint = 20 °C 

Airflow = 4000 l/s 

Strategy based on saving energy by drifting Ti setpoint 

according to Tout 

Strategy E 24.5 °C 

Airflow = 4000 * 0.85 l/s 

Strategy based on saving energy by reducing airflow with 

15% 

Strategy F 24.5 °C 

Airflow = 4000 * 0.75 l/s 

Strategy based on saving energy by reducing airflow with 

25% 

Strategy G Tout > 10 °C: Tisetpoint = Tout 

Tout < 10 °C: Tisetpoint = 20 °C 

Airflow = 4000 * 0.75 l/s 

Combination of Strategy D and F 

 

The “Thermal” model (Table 7) and the prediction models (Table 8) were used to determine 

the impact the various control strategies might have on overall daily mean energy use as well as on 

occupants’ thermal votes for the four floors studied in case study I. The daily mean outdoor 

temperature, noise level and sunshine hours (Fig. 7a) were the same for all strategies incl. the 

reference. Indoor temperature setpoint and airflow were set as shown in Table 9. The daily mean 
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airflow and the predicted daily mean indoor temperature were used as inputs in the logistic regression 

model for determining the proportion of each thermal vote type. The impact of each control strategy 

on daily mean energy use (Fig. 8a) and occupants’ thermal votes (Fig. 8b) were compared to the 

reference control strategy. Generally, all strategies in Table 9 except for B led to energy savings 

compared to the reference strategy (Fig. 8a). Strategies A to D led to negligible (about 5% or less) 

changes in thermal votes. Strategies E to G led to an increase in comfort votes of up to 15% (Fig. 8b). 

Strategies E to G did not lead to noticeable change (< 10 ppm) in daily mean indoor CO2-

concentration compared to the reference strategy. 

 

 

Fig. 8. Comparison of the proposed control strategies relative to the reference strategy. Bar-plots are 

shown with upper and lower quartiles. Top (a): Median change in daily mean energy use. Bottom (b): 

Median change in thermal votes for the four floors in case study I. 
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4. Discussion 

4.1. Validity of votes collected with TiAQ  

4.1.1. Association among vote types  

As the sample sizes for “Draught” and “Stuffy” for case study II were relatively small (Table 

5: < 45), the association based on Cramer’s V related to the aforementioned votes was highly 

uncertain. Therefore, a reliable interpretation of these results would not be feasible. Nevertheless, 

interpretation of association for votes collected in case study I as well as “Fine”, “Too Cold” and 

“Too Warm” for case study II was feasible due to the larger sample size (Table 5: > 106). For both 

case studies, the associations between votes cast on “Fine” and the remaining vote types (Table 5) 

were generally meaningful and as expected, i.e. “Fine” was negatively associated with the remaining 

vote types. Furthermore, the lack of association of votes cast in case I between “Stuffy” and “Too 

Cold”, “Too Warm” or “Draught” was as expected. The following associations identified between 

“Draught” and “Too Cold” as well as between “Too Warm” and “Too Cold” needed further 

explanation, which is provided in the following.   

Firstly, votes on “Draught” were positively associated with “Too Cold” for case study I. This 

result is also supported by Fig. 5, which shows an overlap between the distribution for “Too Cold” 

and “Draught” over the indoor temperature range measured in case study I. These observations 

suggest that occupants related their feeling of being too cold to the experience of local discomfort 

caused by draught, defined as local cooling of body parts caused by air movements [36]. Studies (e.g. 

[37–39]) have shown that when people feel cold they also tend to complain more about draught. The 

distributions for “Too Cold” and “Draught” over the indoor temperature range measured in case study 

II did not completely overlap, i.e. the peak in relative frequency for “Too Cold” was 20.5 °C and 22.5 

°C and for “Draught” about 23 °C (Fig. 5). The difference between case study I and II illustrated by 

Fig. 5 might have been related to differences in air velocity (which was not investigated in any of the 
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case studies) or differences in the supply air temperature (which was not measured in case study II) 

between the two cases. Additionally, it might have been related to the fact that airflow was provided 

from ceiling mounted diffusers in case study I and under-floor ventilation in case study II (Table 2). 

This was supported by Toftum et al. [40] who demonstrated in a chamber study that the percentage 

of study participants dissatisfied due to draught was about 20% higher for airflow provided from 

below than from above for indoor temperature from 20 °C to 23 °C and mean air velocity of 0.05 m/s 

to 0.4 m/s. Finally, the observed difference might also be related to the level of sensitivity of 

individual occupants [39] or the fact that it is highly uncertain to determine occupants’ experience of 

draught in in-field studies [41]. To summarise, as votes cast on “Draught” was positively associated 

with “Too Cold” for case study I, it was regarded as a similar vote type as “Too Cold” in the present 

study. 

Secondly, it was expected that when occupants experienced low indoor temperature, they 

voted on “Too Cold” and when they experienced high indoor temperature, they voted on “Too 

Warm”. Therefore, the negative association between votes on “Too Cold” and “Too Warm” for case 

study I (Table 5) was as expected. Fig. 5 shows that most occupants felt too cold or too warm at an 

indoor temperature below or above 23 °C, respectively. As there were simultaneous votes on “Too 

Cold” and “Too Warm” for the indoor temperature range from 21 °C to 26 °C (Fig. 5), the weak 

association observed between the vote types (Table 5: 0.20) was as expected. Weak or moderate 

variations in indoor conditions throughout a day could be expected in a well-maintained and 

mechanically conditioned building with fixed control strategies, as in case study I. The variability in 

thermal votes for the aforementioned temperature range was likely related to variations in i.a. 

occupants’ activity and clothing level [42]. The lack of association between votes on “Too Cold” and 

“Too Warm” for case study II based on Table 5 was unexpected. Especially, since the measured 

indoor temperature ranged from 17.5 °C to 28.5 °C (Fig. 5). This would suggest that occupants in 
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case study II had very different thermal preferences even for the highest (28 °C) and lowest (17 °C) 

measured indoor temperature. But this was not completely true as the distributions of indoor 

temperature for “Too Cold” and “Too Warm” in Fig. 5 revealed slightly different results. Fig. 5 shows 

that there was an overlap between distributions for “Too Cold” and “Too Warm” from 22 °C to 24 

°C. But there is a clear distinction between the peaks of the aforementioned distributions at 20.5 °C 

and 25 °C. Consequently, this suggests that occupants in case study II felt too warm and too cold 

simultaneously from 22 °C to 24 °C, which could be explained by i.a. variations in occupants’ 

activity, clothing level or personal preferences. Additionally, the results suggested that occupants 

overall agreed to have felt either too cold or too warm for the low or high measured indoor 

temperature, respectively. Note the high variation in indoor temperature in case study II was due to 

several reasons. Firstly, the cooling system had a malfunctioning during September which led to 

overcooling and in some periods no cooling at all. Secondly, the supply of heating from the main 

building to IW was temporarily cut-off during October. Thirdly, a master thesis project conducted 

studies at IW leading to the heating being turned off for few days during December.   

4.1.2. Effect of IEQ variables on thermal vote types 

According to the logistic regression analysis, the indoor temperature had an expected 

significant effect on voting “Too Cold” (including “Draught”) and “Too Warm” for both case studies 

(Table 6). Additionally, the airflow had a significant effect on “Too Cold” and “Too Warm” for case 

study I (Table 6). The likely reason for airflow having a significant effect on the thermal vote types 

was that heating and cooling were provided through ventilation in case study I. Table 6 shows that 

the effect of indoor temperature was weaker on “Too Warm” compared to its effect on “Too Cold” 

for case study I. This meant that indoor temperature could not confidently describe the variations in 

“Too Warm” votes. The indoor temperature never exceeded 26 °C (Fig. 5). Therefore, the lack of 

measurements of above 26 °C might be a plausible explanation for the aforementioned weak effect. 
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Firstly, the study period did not cover the warmer months of May, June and most of July in which 

high indoor temperature would have occurred more frequently. Secondly, the interventions might not 

have had a strong effect on creating high variability in indoor temperature nor lasted long enough to 

impact IEQ variables and occupants’ voting patterns. Thirdly, the effect of interventions might have 

been greatly decreased because the main author had forgotten to reset the setpoint temperature after 

the cooling intervention had been conducted in September. This fault was first detected and fixed in 

December. Consequently, this led to the reheaters not heating the inlet temperature as much as they 

otherwise would have done, resulting in lower indoor temperature in the office spaces. Therefore, 

this might explain why the “Thermal” model was able to identify a stronger effect of indoor 

temperature on “Too Cold” but not on “Too Warm”. The aforementioned limitations in the study 

introduced uncertainty in the level of effect indoor temperature had on voting “Too Warm”.    

4.1.3. Effect of IEQ variables on “Stuffy” 

The indoor CO2-concentration had a significant negative effect on the odds ratio of “Stuffy” 

to “Fine” for case study I (Table 6). This would have meant that an increase in CO2-concentration 

would have led to a decrease in votes on “Stuffy” compared to votes on “Fine”. This model relation 

was not meaningful. A likely explanation was that CO2-concentration had a confounding effect with 

the time of day related to occupancy hours and operational hours for the ventilation system. This 

confounding effect can be observed for the distribution of airflow and CO2 in Fig. 5: The peak of 

distribution for “Stuffy” occurred when ventilation was turned off (airflow of 0 l/s) and CO2-

concentration was about 450 ppm, which corresponded to outdoor levels when no occupants were in 

the studied office spaces.  This suggests that occupants arriving at the office, before the ventilation 

was turned on, reported on stuffy indoor air. This was additionally confirmed by an IEQ 

questionnaire, that was administrated during the case study, which revealed that about 8% of the 
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occupants experienced stuffy air i.a. during mornings. Therefore, the time of day had an effect on 

“Stuffy” votes rather than any of the measured IEQ variables in case study I. 

4.1.4. Effect of IEQ variables on “Fine” 

According to the “Comfort” model for both case studies in Table 6, only the indoor 

temperature had a significant effect on voting “Fine”. This suggests that occupants associated mainly 

“Fine” with the thermal environment. Consequently, “Fine” was identified to represent occupants’ 

thermal comfort. It was not appropriate for representing satisfaction with IAQ. TiAQ should have 

had an additional button to specifically represent satisfaction with IAQ. 

4.1.5. Reliability analysis of the effect of IEQ variables on thermal votes 

To determine the impact duration of the study period and presence of interventions might have 

had on the effect of IEQ variables on thermal votes, the logistic regression analysis from section 2.5.1 

was conducted on a dataset without interventions, only with interventions and a dataset including 

only the first 30 days (19th July to 18th August 2019) of data collected during case study I. The results 

of this analysis are summarised in Fig. 9. Note that no interventions were conducted during the first 

30 days (Table 2). 
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Fig. 9. Coefficients of IEQ variables for the “Thermal” and “Comfort” models determined using the 

full dataset and its subsets. For reference, results from Table 6 are presented as “Full dataset”. 

 

Firstly, no noticeable difference was observed between the full dataset including interventions 

and the dataset without the interventions (Fig. 9). This lack of difference might be because 

interventions did not lead to significant variability in indoor conditions than otherwise would have 

occurred. But this was not likely true: The effect of indoor temperature on “Too Warm” and “Too 

Cold” was strong and significant using the dataset with only interventions compared to the full dataset 

in which the effect of indoor temperature on “Too Warm” was weak (Fig. 9). The effect of 

intervention days might have been suppressed in the full dataset, as they only made up 15 days out 

of the 216 days in the case study (Table 2). This suggests that it might be more appropriate to use the 

dataset with only interventions for identifying the effect of at least indoor temperature on thermal 

votes related to “Too Cold” and “Too Warm”. Note that using the dataset with only interventions did 

not provide reliable results for “Fine” (Fig. 9). Using the dataset resulted in Tinlet having a significant 

and strong effect on “Fine” as well as on “Too Cold”. The appearance of Tinlet was likely because it 
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had a confounding effect on indoor temperature, as the inlet temperature was controlled according to 

indoor temperature in the office spaces.  

Secondly, the effect of indoor temperature on “Too Cold” and “Too Warm” determined using 

the dataset for the first 30 days of data collected during case study I was partially similar to the effect 

determined using the full dataset (Fig. 9). However, this was not the case for “Fine” and no effect of 

airflow on the thermal votes were found. Additionally, a weak and insignificant effect of indoor 

temperature on the thermal votes using the first 30 days of data collected during case study II was 

identified. This suggests that 30 days of data collection with TiAQ might not necessarily yield reliable 

results regarding the effect of IEQ variables on thermal votes. 

4.3. Application of votes collected with TiAQ in performance monitoring of buildings 

The following section demonstrates three main applications of occupant votes to support the 

building operation manager in case study I. The first application was related to the management of 

occupants’ feedback on IEQ and the identification of problems related to IEQ conditions. The second 

application was related to the use of occupant votes in optimising existing control strategies by 

identifying the impact of proposed operational strategies on energy use and occupant comfort.  

4.3.1. Application of votes for identification of problematic operational settings 

Complaints and feedback from occupants in case study I were typically communicated ad hoc 

through e-mails, phone calls or direct requests to the building operation manager. Systematic data 

collection and monitoring of occupant feedback using OVS have demonstrated to be suitable for 

identifying problematic indoor conditions [43], inappropriate operational settings [12,43] as well as 

unexpected faults and malfunctions in HVAC [14,44]. Based on case study I, the following section 

illustrates whether votes from TiAQ could be used for identifying problematic operational settings. 
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Time-series plots of the daily mean indoor temperature and airflow as well as daily vote count for 

two office spaces in case study I is shown in Fig. 10.  

 

Fig. 10. Time-series plots of the daily vote count and daily mean indoor temperature and airflow for 

the 4th and 8th floor in case I. The “brown” and “dark-green” columns indicate intervention days and 

days when complaints were received by other means than TiAQ. 

 

The intervention days and days when complaints were received by other means than TiAQ are also 

shown in Fig. 10. The “gaps” between the daily vote count in Fig. 10 generally coincide with 

weekends or holidays, when no or few occupants were in the office. According to the votes collected 

with TiAQ, occupants in case study I were generally comfortable in the week before the cooling 
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intervention in September. Fig. 10 shows that some occupants from the 4th and 8th floor also 

experienced the indoor environment as too warm. The cooling intervention led to an increase in too 

cold and draught votes, but fewer too warm votes. This was particularly prevailing for the last day of 

the intervention, in which indoor temperature had dropped by 3 °C.  This resulted in a draught 

complaint to the building operation manager by an occupant from the 4th floor on the 4th of September. 

Note that the complaint was not displayed in Fig. 10 because it overlapped with the cooling 

intervention. At the end of October and the beginning of November, the indoor temperature had 

dropped to below 23 °C (e.g. Fig. 10). This led to a prevailing number of too cold votes on both the 

4th and 8th floor. Only one occupant complained about being cold on the 8th floor to the building 

operation manager on the 12th of November. The building operation manager identified the problem 

to be related to a temperature setpoint that was set to 16 °C instead of 23.5 °C. This was fixed for the 

8th floor on the following day. The aforementioned problem occurred because the main author had 

forgotten to reset the indoor temperature setpoint for the floors after conducting the cooling 

intervention. This problem was first fixed for all remaining floors on the 10th of December. 

Accordingly, the complaint noted on that day in Fig. 10 was not a complaint per se, but the day when 

the problem was corrected. The incorrect temperature setpoint might have been identified and 

corrected sooner if votes on “Too Cold” had been monitored in October, at least for the 4th floor. The 

problem would not have been fixed sooner for the office space on the 8th floor, because occupants 

increasingly voted on “Too Cold” at the same time they contacted the building operation manager 

(Fig. 10). Contrarily, the incorrect temperature setpoint did not cause a prevailing number of too cold 

votes for the 5th and 6th floor until December.  

The aforementioned case illustrates that performance monitoring of thermal votes collected 

with TiAQ accompanied by measurements of IEQ variables could be used to identify whether a 

certain thermal condition was perceived as a problem by the occupants and to identify the cause of 
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the problem (e.g. incorrect temperature setpoint). In this case study, the application of TiAQ was not 

more useful than the application of ad hoc complaints to identify problematic operational settings. 

But contrary to ad hoc complaints, the thermal votes could reveal possible differences in occupants’ 

perception of thermal conditions among the different floors. However, the case study was not able to 

reveal the cause of this discrepancy. Further actions were needed to identify whether differences 

could be related to e.g. occupants’ clothing level or activity level as well as other IEQ conditions not 

measured in the case study. Additionally, the thermal votes, as illustrated in Fig. 10, could not indicate 

the severity of a complaint and whether complaints needed immediate attention or not. Some studies 

on OVS suggest that the number of reiterated votes could indicate the level of severity of occupants’ 

complaints (e.g. [14,45]). For example, during preliminary short-term studies with TiAQ conducted 

in similar office spaces like the one in case study I, the number of reiterated votes had indeed 

increased during heating and cooling interventions compared to days without interventions. But in 

case study I, reiterated votes were not observed to coincide with intervention days or days in which 

occupants complained to the building operation manager.  

It was difficult to identify any general patterns in the vote count for interventions conducted 

in October and January in which ventilation was turned off (denoted no-airflow intervention). For 

example, it seemed that occupants on the 5th floor were comfortable during the no-airflow 

intervention in October compared to the weeks before and after the intervention (Fig. 11).  
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Fig. 11. A section of the time-series plots of the daily vote count and daily mean indoor temperature 

and airflow for the 5th floor in case I. The “brown” columns indicate intervention days. 

 

Occupants seemed to have felt too cold during the intervention in January compared to the weeks 

before and after the intervention (Fig. 11). As the indoor temperature was about the same in the weeks 

before and during both interventions, this could not explain the difference in occupants’ voting 

patterns for the intervention periods. Additionally, the CO2-concentration did not exceed 1000 ppm 

and the relative humidity, TVOCs and PM2.5 level were generally unchanged. Therefore, turning off 

the ventilation for three to four days in case study I was unsuccessful at achieving strong variations 

in the measured IEQ variables. Since the ventilation was turned off, votes on “Stuffy” were expected 

to be prevailing during the no-airflow interventions. This was not the case (e.g. Fig. 10 and 11), which 

was likely because occupants could only detect stuffy air upon entering the office space in the 

mornings. After a while, they would adapt to the indoor air and become less sensitive to the IAQ 

[46,47]. Thus, leading to fewer votes on “Stuffy” during a day. But this cannot explain the lack of 

stuffy votes in the voting poll during the interventions. This suggests that votes collected with TiAQ 
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might not have been a reliable indicator to identify whether the ventilation was working correctly in 

the studied office spaces, at least not for a short period of three to four days. 

4.3.2. Application of votes for identifying appropriate operational settings  

The application of votes collected with TiAQ for identifying appropriate operational settings 

was investigated for case study I by using a decision tree. The decision tree in Fig. 12 summarises 

occupants’ votes for each floor and time of day. The decision tree shows that 45% of votes received 

during mornings on the 5th and 8th floor were on “Too Warm”. Occupants, who voted “Too Warm” 

at that time, had likely just arrived at the office and had an increased metabolic rate e.g. due to going 

up the stairs, or they wore outdoor clothing. Additionally, occupants arriving at the office on the 6th 

floor in the mornings voted significantly more on “Stuffy” (Fig. 12: 45%) than on other vote types.  

 

Fig. 12. Conditional inference tree of occupant votes grouped by time of day and floor for case study 

I. The maximum depth of the tree was set to 3. 

Accordingly, this information can be used for adjusting the HVAC schedule. The indoor temperature 

setpoint from 5:00 to 7:00 for the 5th and 8th floor could be e.g. set 1 °C lower than the temperature 

setpoint used throughout the day. Since “Stuffy” only made up 8% of the total number of votes for 

the 6th floor during a day (Fig. 12), setting the HVAC schedule to start earlier would result in increased 
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energy use. Alternatively, occupants could be instructed to use the already available control button 

for activating ventilation outside of operational hours (Table 2: Control options) for improving the 

IAQ.  

4.3.3. Impact of operational strategy A to G on energy use and occupant comfort 

As previously described, a data-driven approach, i.a. using occupant votes, was applied to 

support the building operation manager in decisions regarding which operational settings to 

implement in the HVAC control. According to Fig. 8, the best strategy, in terms of achieving an 

improved comfort level without significantly increasing complaint levels and energy use, was 

strategy G. It achieved an average energy saving of up to 46% (Fig. 8a) and resulted in a 6% increase 

in comfort votes as well as too cold votes (Fig. 8b). Even though votes from TiAQ was not more 

useful than ad hoc complaints to identify problematic operational settings, it was highly useful in 

providing data to identify appropriate control strategies, because the ad hoc complaints could not 

have provided enough information to carry out such a data-driven analysis. 

Most studies on OVS (e.g. [7,48–50]) have demonstrated how occupant votes can be used for 

creating group-based or individual personalised comfort models that can be integrated as part of the 

HVAC control loop. The benefit of this closed-loop approach is that the trained models can 

automatically determine and deploy setpoints in the HVAC controller without involving the building 

operation manager. Furthermore, the trained models can also be automatically updated and improved 

according to changes in e.g. occupants’ behaviour and preferences or outdoor weather conditions. 

However, it was neither possible nor feasible in terms of time and resources to set up such a control 

loop in the existing BMS in case study I. This was mostly related to the limited access in setting and 

getting data from the BMS, which is not uncommon in traditional BMS (e.g. [51]). Instead, the present 

data-driven approach addressed this limitation. The data-driven approach could be conducted 

manually or semi-automatically (e.g. trained models could be continuously updated as more data was 
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collected), and results could be presented to the building operation manager who could decide 

whether to implement the proposed control strategy in the BMS. Data-driven methods, whether 

automatic or manual, can be rather extensive to establish regarding the setup of appropriate data 

acquisition and analytics infrastructure [52]. One could argue that manually changing the indoor 

temperature setpoint and airflow according to the control strategies in Table 9 and observing their 

effect on occupant comfort and energy use based on ad hoc complaints would have provided similar 

results. Additionally, the manual approach compared to the data-driven approach would not have 

required any special skills or knowledge about data analytics, which is uncommon among building 

operation managers [53,54]. Future research should address and highlight the actual differences 

among the aforementioned approaches.  

The results from the data-driven approach were only applicable for the studied office spaces 

in case study I and only valid for evaluating whether a change in setpoint or airflow might affect 

energy use, indoor condition and occupants' votes. As case study I was only conducted during late 

summer and winter months, the models would not necessarily be accurate for the spring and early 

summer months. Even though model performance based on RN_RMSE was less than 10% (Table 8), 

except for the prediction model for CO2-concentration, the aforementioned results based on the 

prediction models need to be validated through field studies. Additionally, the model performances 

could be further improved. For example, the discrepancy in the heating energy model related to the 

poorly predicted peaks (Fig. 7c) might have been corrected if more information about the HVAC was 

provided, such as the supply water temperature or water flow to the reheaters. The discrepancy could 

also be related to the model’s lack of ability to describe the feedback effect of previous indoor 

temperature on the present inlet temperature setpoint. For example, auto-regressive models [55] could 

be suitable for describing the aforementioned properties between the variables while maintaining the 

model properties as physically interpretable [56].  
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5. Conclusion 

The study presented in this paper investigated the validity and use of occupant votes collected 

with an OVS denoted TiAQ (Thermal and Indoor Air Quality feedback) for evaluating occupants’ 

comfort with the thermal environment and indoor air quality in office spaces. TiAQ was suitable for 

collecting valid and reliable thermal votes related to indoor temperature and airflow. The votes could 

be used in performance monitoring for identifying problematic operational settings (i.a. poorly set 

indoor temperature setpoint) and appropriate operational settings (i.a. lower indoor temperature in the 

mornings). Collected votes along with IEQ measurements from one of the studied office buildings 

were used to identify that energy savings of up to 46% and improvements of occupant comfort with 

6% could be achieved by reducing airflow and lowering indoor temperature setpoint. The validity 

and reliability of occupant votes depended on the strength of variation in indoor environmental 

variables. Consequently, future studies using OVS in i.a. mechanically ventilated office buildings 

need to be conducted over a long period (at least 30 days) or at least introduce interventions to create 

high variations in indoor conditions and occupants’ voting patterns. 
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Abstract  

The promise of IoT technology to provide a ‘neural network for the physical world’ that opens new vistas for value 
creation has long been touted in information systems research. However, in many domains, this promise in large 
parts is still untapped due to clash between linear business models bound to singular organisations and distributed 
IoT infrastructures. In this paper, we propose a framework for conceptualising and quantifying value flows in IoT 
ecosystems and illustrate its potential usefulness for modelling the dynamics of IoT business models. We do so by 
presenting an illustrative system dynamics model of value flows in case of the Smart Office IoT ecosystem. Our 
research proposes venues of further research to model IoT value flows and thereby move closer to identifying 
specific IoT ecosystem value flows and their related business models. 

 
Keywords: IoT, ecosystems, business model, system dynamics. 

1 Introduction 

A driving force in digitalisation of businesses and society at large is the value derived from smart and 
connected physical objects implemented in Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystems as they involve the col-
lection and aggregation of vast amounts of data from numerous, often embedded, sources and their 
application across multiple domains (Gubbi et al. 2013). The academic discourse on IoT has panned in 
focus from technological infrastructures for data capture and smart objects (Kortuem et al. 2010), over 
applications in specific domains, to increasing interest in value creation from IoT from a business per-
spective (Whitmore et al. 2015). The development is prompted by the immense promise of new sources 
of value creation based on new and innovative business models emerging from sensor networks that are 
distributed across multiple members. Despite the promise of IoT as a value driver, there are still signif-
icant barriers to be overcome in order for IoT ecosystems to actualise this potential (Leminen et al. 
2012). These barriers include both technical issues relating to the flow of data in the infrastructure and 
issues related to the ecosystem business models (Iivari et al. 2016). The technological difficulties persist 
in aggregating data that has been generated from a plethora of heterogeneous sensors across a range of 
different physical environments. Both in terms of collecting data from various sources into a single 
repository, and in terms of transforming generated data from diverse sources into a format that allows 
relevant data sources to be compared and analysed. These technical issues are increasingly being ad-
dressed in fields of engineering and computer science (e.g. Gubbi et al. 2013). The second category of 
barriers relates to the flows of business value in IoT ecosystems as they transcend organisational and 
institutional boundaries (Iansiti and Levien 2004; Iivari et al. 2016; Leminen et al. 2012; Moore 1996).  

This research seeks to inform the literature on business models (Hedman and Kalling 2003; Kuk and 
Janssen 2013; Leminen et al. 2012) by conceptualising ways of ensuring reciprocal and multi-faceted  
value flows in IoT ecosystems. The aim is to pave the way for business models in which a single member 
does not exclusively account for all of the costs and revenue, but where each member in the ecosystem 
contributes and profits proportionally to the value they derive and deliver to the ecosystem. In order to 
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address the challenges and calls for research to empirically test the issues in relation to the dimension-
ality, scope and scale of value capture and creation in IoT ecosystems (Iivari et al. 2016), this paper 
outlines the first steps in modelling value flows in IoT ecosystems using the system dynamics frame-
work. This paper therefore addresses the research question: How can value flows in IoT ecosystems be 
conceptualised and modelled to create new business models?  

The paper is organised as follows: First, the notions of IoT ecosystems and value flows are defined, 
followed by a definition of the main parameters. Then, we present a first take on how value flows in IoT 
ecosystems can be modelled with system dynamics as well as some initial findings. We conclude with 
a discussion of the direction of further research for the project. 

2 Value Flows in IoT Ecosystems 

The concept of the ecosystem in general and ecosystem modelling in particular has been imported to 
management and information systems research from biology, where natural ecosystem is defined as a 
biological community of interacting organisms plus the physical environment with which they interact 
(Iansiti and Levien 2004; Moore 1996). Drawing on this analogy, a firm’s business ecosystem has been 
defined as the network of suppliers, customers, producers of related products and services plus the reg-
ulatory bodies and related institutions in its socio-economic environment (Moore 1996). Business eco-
systems are seen as evolving around paths of innovation analogous to the branches of an evolutionary 
tree in biology. Consequently, rather than flows of genetic material, business ecosystems are organised 
around flows of a core set of assets (Iansiti and Lakhani 2014; Iansiti and Levien 2004; Leminen et al. 
2012). 

This core organising flow can be in the form of technologies, platforms, standards or other assets that 
are commonly shared by the members of the business ecosystem as an integral part of their business. 
Specifically, the core flows in business ecosystems enable each of its members to leverage some ad-
vantage for their business resulting in cost savings, higher levels of productivity and innovation, higher 
revenue generation rates, decreased market volatility and regulatory pressure etc. In other words, the 
flow of core assets in business ecosystems generate value for each of its members. A common charac-
teristic of value flows in business ecosystems is that they are governed by network effects, meaning that 
they increase in value with the number of ecosystem members sharing and contributing to the flow (Uzzi 
1996). In the case of IoT ecosystems, the core value flows are comprised of sensor data. In order to 
translate the notion of business ecosystem as a network of interconnected members exchanging value-
generating assets within a socio-economic environment, we need to shift the focus of our definition from 
individual firms or organisations to the technological-economic assemblage of sensors, data aggregation 
infrastructures, and application beneficiaries (Leminen et al. 2012).  

Based on this notion of IoT and extant literature on business ecosystems (Moore 1996; Talvitie 2011) 
and IoT business models (Iivari et al. 2016; Leminen et al. 2012; Turber et al. 2014), IoT ecosystems 
can be defined as a network of members interconnected by value-generating flows of data facilitated by 
an assemblage of connected sensors and data aggregation infrastructure interacting within a socio-eco-
nomic environment. Members cooperate through exchange of core data assets derived from the inter-
connection of a physical setting with the virtual setting represented in data and analytics infrastructures 
(Mazhelis and Luoma 2012). These assets are derived from events in the physical world that are recorded 
by sensors, aggregated in a data infrastructure, and distributed to ecosystem members in the form of new 
services. Next, we operationalise the notion of value flows in IoT ecosystems that we substantiated in 
this section to propose a conceptual framework that will guide our efforts to model value flows in spe-
cific IoT ecosystems.  

3 IoT Ecosystem Value Flow Parameters  

As a corollary to the definition above, IoT ecosystems consist of assemblages of connected physical 
objects with varying data capture capabilities and applications across a range of organisational domains. 
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Previous research focusing on business models in IoT ecosystems suggests that such models should 
account for three parameters representing technological IoT capability, ecosystem scope, and IoT value 
(Iansiti and Levien 2004; e.g. Turber et al. 2014). The first parameter, IoT capability, accounts for the 
sensing and data processing capability of IoT infrastructures. The second parameter relating to the scope 
of the IoT ecosystem relates to who is affected by and involved in the exercise of specific IoT capabili-
ties, and the third parameter refers to the level of value created at each scope of the ecosystem through 
the exercise of IoT Capabilities, denoting why members are inclined to engage in the ecosystem (Turber 
et al. 2014). Before moving on to proposing a modelling approach for value flows in a specific IoT 
ecosystem, we first in turn discuss the three dimensions of IoT ecosystems that determine the parameter 
space of our system dynamics model. 

3.1 IoT Infrastructure Capability 

IoT infrastructures include a broad range of physical objects such as various sensors, meters, cameras, 
motors, signals, RFID chips, etc., that are interconnected and automatically share data over the internet. 
The core notion of an IoT infrastructure therefore refers to physical objects equipped with sensing, pro-
cessing, and networking capabilities (Whitmore et al. 2015). These capabilities allow configurations of 
connected devices to communicate with other services or with each other to achieve some valuable 
objective. IoT infrastructures can therefore be said to include a combination of devices with some sen-
sory and representational capability, connectivity to a digital infrastructure to share data via a network, 
and practical applications to specific value creating processes (Gubbi et al. 2013). The sensory and rep-
resentational capability of an IoT component to react to changes in its physical environment is particu-
larly significant in relation to the value it creates in the application domain. Specifically, these different 
capabilities of IoT devices in terms of sensing and processing their environment can be classified by 
degree of awareness into activity aware, policy aware, and process aware devices (Kortuem et al. 2010).  

Activity aware devices understand the world in terms of event and activity streams, where each event or 
activity is directly related to changes in the device’s environment, its handling or use (e.g. move in front 
of, heat up, shake, pickup, turn on, operate, and so on). Its application model consists of aggregation 
functions for accumulating activities over time. Activity-aware objects primarily log data and rarely 
provide interactive capabilities. Policy aware IoT devices can determine activities according to prede-
fined rules and policies (e.g. if x then y). A policy-aware object understands to what extent real-world 
activities and events comply with organisational policies. Its application model consists of a set of rules 
that operate on event and activity streams to create actions. A policy-aware object provides context-
sensitive information about object handling and work activity performance. In particular, it can issue 
warnings and alerts if workers violate policies. Process-aware objects are programmed to understand 
the sequence of a specific work process and can alert human or nonhuman workers to take a specific 
action at a given step. A process-aware object understands the organisational processes that it is part of 
and can relate the occurrence of real-world activities and events to these processes. Its representational 
model consists of a context-aware workflow model that defines timing and ordering of work activities. 
A process-aware object provides users with context-aware guidance about tasks, deadlines, and deci-
sions. Finally, some IoT objects are, mostly in connection with a central storage and processing infra-
structure, programmed in such a way that they can either provide decision support for human decision 
makers (Hosack et al. 2012), or exercise some degree of autonomous decision-making within the appli-
cation context based on advanced algorithms capable of adapting to changes in data input from the 
environment (Andersen et al. 2016).  

3.2 IoT Ecosystem Scope 

One of the main barriers to deriving value from IoT platforms originates from the fact that IoT platforms 
span across organisational and industry boundaries that encompass multiple contexts for data capture, 
aggregation and application involving a plethora of diverse members (Kortuem et al. 2010). The inter-
connectivity of IoT ecosystems across different application domains that each impact on each other, 
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means that, similar to flows of biomass through natural ecosystems, data flows drive value creation 
across tiers of organisational and institutional borders in IoT ecosystems (Mazhelis and Luoma 2012). 
Hence, an important element in determining the value flows of IoT data relates to identifying the scope 
of the application domain including its members and their respective value propositions and intercon-
nections (Iansiti and Levien 2004). IoT ecosystem scope can be divided into three tiers; core business, 
extended enterprise, and business environment.  

First, defining the core business in an IoT ecosystem can be a tricky endeavour. IoT applications have 
been divided into ‘home’ and ‘enterprise’ categories (Gubbi et al. 2013). However, if we observe actual 
applications of IoT ecosystems, these boundaries are often blurred; personal GPS enabled activity track-
ers and mobile units are used to track traffic flows for e.g. Google navigate and city planning. Health 
data from e.g. Apple Watch is used to develop new pharmaceutical and medical products as well as 
develop public and private healthcare services etc. Consequently, the IoT ecosystem’s core business 
consists of the members that generate the core services of the application domain, i.e. the providers of 
the IoT platform, and their direct suppliers and customers.  

In addition to this, other members including, market intermediaries, and more peripheral suppliers make 
out the extended enterprise tier of the IoT ecosystem. This tier consists of extended supply chain and 
other third-parties that might benefit from or contribute to the IoT ecosystem. Even though the network 
effect dictates that extended enterprise members could potentially generate substantial value, they often 
fall outside the scope and industry of core business models and are not considered by members in the 
core business (Enders et al. 2008). Also, core business and extended enterprise members operate within 
a socio-economic business environment that includes, in addition to regulatory bodies and competing 
organisations, a host of related institutions and organisations that affect and perturbate the IoT ecosystem 
in various ways (Talvitie 2011). Together, interacting ecosystem members across the core business, 
extended enterprise, and business environment represent the ‘organisms’ of the IoT ecosystem and to-
gether they form the foundation of the economic community delivering services to direct users and 
generating value for other members of the business ecosystem (Moore 1996, p. 15).  

3.3 IoT Data Value 

All members of an IoT ecosystem are interdependent on one another, each creating value for one or 
more of the remaining members. In this respect, value generation and flow in IoT ecosystems is equiv-
alent in many respects to business ecosystems in other contexts, such as e.g. payment ecosystems 
(Hedman et al. 2013). As IoT ecosystems span across multiple organisational boundaries and supply 
networks, value must be derived in relation to the specific business needs and performance criteria of 
each ecosystem member. Consequently, value can be defined as the relevance of IoT data in terms of its 
effect on the performance criteria of individual IoT ecosystem members. In order to identify the specific 
effects of IoT data in terms of effects on the performance criteria of each member, we can follow existing 
research (Enders et al. 2008; McAfee and Brynjolfsson 2012) that identifies at least four different types 
of IoT value; cost savings, direct revenue, asset generation, and indirect value.  

First, many of the most obvious value flows are generated by employing IoT to increase operational 
effectiveness and transparency and thereby lower operational and transaction costs. Cost savings are 
typically realised through automation or improved decision support. Revenue generation refers to the 
sale of IoT based services directly to its core users. As value is directly exchanged between a service 
provider and its direct customers, this type of value generation takes place within the core business scope 
of the IoT ecosystem. Asset generation refers to the generation of value in the form of IoT data assets 
used to deliver a service to a third party or extended enterprise member e.g. in other industries, geogra-
phies etc. Even though network effects would dictate that IoT data assets could potentially generate 
substantial value to the extended enterprise, they often fall outside the scope or industry of core business 
models and are rarely considered by members in the core business (Enders et al. 2008). Indirect value 
is non-monetary and represent often unforeseen long-term consequences of other value streams. Indirect 
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value creation could relate to environmental benefits, increased public health, or even entertainment 
value to specific members.  

In summary, this research – albeit in progress – conceptualises the emergence of IoT value flows as 
conditioned by IoT infrastructure capability and ecosystem scope. In the following, we apply this frame-
work to model value flows in a specific IoT ecosystem. The model stems from three month of direct 
participant observation as a part of initial efforts to collect and aggregate data in the specific case in 
question. This has allowed us access to the preliminary IoT infrastructure as well as to the members of 
the IoT ecosystem. Though the ultimate purpose of this research is to develop a conceptual framework 
and modelling approach for value flows in IoT ecosystems, the preliminary model and empirical case 
presented here is limited in that subsequent data collection will provide sensor data that can serve to 
refine and validate the model and simulation results. 

4 Preliminary Findings: Modelling IoT Value at Smart Office 

Smart Office is a shared office concept that is developed and built by a major Scandinavian construction 
company, which profits from selling the Smart Office to large companies, which then provide SMEs 
with office space and shared facility services such as reception, canteen, meeting facilities etc. on a 
subscription basis. Within the current smart office buildings, many technological systems are data-
driven at the component-level, but there is a lack of connectivity between different subsystems and no 
existing way of aggregating the data across subsystems such as HVAC (Heating, Ventilation and Air 
Conditioning), electrical, security, alarming and usage specific component systems has previously ex-
isted. As a direct response, a novel IoT-infrastructure is being developed to address the lack of connec-
tivity between different technological subsystems with different degrees of IoT capabilities. The Smart 
Office IoT infrastructure connects members across all tiers of the IoT ecosystem scope. Members of the 
core business include subsystem providers, building owner, building operators and building occupants. 
For this particular use case, the members of the extended enterprise include building designers. The 
business environment of Smart Office IoT ecosystem comprises of regulatory bodies. 

4.1 The System Dynamics of Value Flows for Smart Office  

In order to quantify value flows related to the generation and exchange of data in IoT ecosystems, we 
need a framework that is capable of modelling complex and dynamical systems. Such a framework can 
be found in System Dynamics (SD). SD captures a crucial feature of IoT ecosystems that is often ne-
glected in other frameworks: feedback between multiple interconnected system components that lead to 
adjustments of system state over time (Sterman 2000).  Changes in one part of the system will affect 
other components and reinforcing or dampening other system components in time generate changes to 
the overall state of the system. Complex dynamic systems are self-regulating systems that accumulate 
quantities, or stocks, of variables that are central to system function. SD is a well-established approach 
for simulating management of complex ecosystems including management of forest fires (Collins et al. 
2013) water resource management (Simonovic 2002; Stave 2003), agricultural development (Saysel et 
al. 2002) and global climate change (Sterman 2011). We therefore hold that it presents a suitable frame-
work for modelling value flows in IoT ecosystems. Figure 1 shows a preliminary SD stock and flow 
diagram of IoT value flows in the Smart Office IoT ecosystem.  
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Figure 1.  Stock and flow diagram of IoT value flows in Smart Office. 

This initial model has been developed based on preliminary findings from participant observations and 
initial informal interviews. For this iteration, we formulated the model based on analysis of data from 3 
full-day observations and 12 semi-structured interviews of 40-67 minutes. We first transcribed the in-
terviews verbatim and open coded the resulting text (Glaser and Strauss 1967). We then performed 
theoretical coding for value flows, levels, and rates of change specifically related to data value in relation 
to IoT capability and ecosystem scope. Based on the qualitative analysis we finally derived our illustra-
tive stock and flow model. Future iterations of the SD model will be validated using sensor data that is 
currently being collected. 

The source of the Smart Office value flow begins with the environment that is to be measured; the Smart 
Office building. Data volume increases as more sensor capability is added to the infrastructure. This 
increases the assets of activity data. The outflow from activity data will form the inflow to policy data, 
which can be described as activity-data transformed to an action based on a policy. The resulting pre-
processed data rate increases when the actuator capability increases. This is elaborated best by an ex-
ample: The temperature in a south-facing office room is measured and thereby analogue data is pre-
processed to digital data and formatted as °C. This information is used by the room thermostat, which 
has the policy that if there is an offset between measured temperature and expected temperature, the 
thermostat will perform an action accordingly. This example describes the first of the five feedback 
loops in the model, the ‘Building control’ loop (B1). This feedback loop describes the behaviour of the 
building control or regulation system, which is a balancing loop, that is initiated by the offset of building 
state relative to expected building state.  

The resulting output flows to policy data is mediated by the rate of pre-processed data, which can be 
described as the rate of aggregation of pre-processed data enhanced by IoT infrastructure capability. 
Decision data is then enhanced by actuator capability and flows to the stock of decision data depending 
on the level of data analytics that is performed. As the application service capability increases the rate 
of analysed data increases as well. Continuing with the previous example, the action performed by the 
thermostat will be collected and compiled with other relevant information such as time and outdoor 
temperature with the purpose of analysing the data to identify the behaviour and performance of the 
temperature control policy in the south-facing office room. This analysis generates decisions, which can 
be used to change current policies in building control or affect the ecosystem scope. This describes the 
second and third feedback loops, the ‘Low-level decision-making’ (R2) and ‘High-level decision-mak-
ing’ (R3) respectively, which are both reinforcing loops. The low-level decisions refer to decisions made 
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to the expected building state. This expectation is a concrete translation of the performance criteria, 
which can directly be used in the building control, illustrated by the link from expected building state in 
the low-level decision-making loop to offset in building control loop. The high-level decision-making 
targets the decisions that affect ecosystem scope, which in turn affect the performance criteria. This can 
e.g. be new knowledge and insight on how the occupants of the building perform under certain indoor 
climate conditions, which can change a certain member’s view on building performance, thereby chang-
ing their criteria and expectation to how the indoor climate of the building should perform.  

The infrastructure capability is the central element in the fourth feedback loop labelled ‘IoT-plat-
form’ (B4). As described earlier, the IoT-infrastructure connects all devices by collecting their data in a 
single database. This is illustrated by the relation between the infrastructure capability to the rate of pre-
processed data. The centralisation of data in a single repository gives the possibility of accessing data to 
perform data processing and analysis. This relation is depicted by the link between process data and 
infrastructure capability. This link is denoted with (-), because as more process data is collected, there 
is less need for infrastructure capability and less need for pre-processed data. The loop is thereby bal-
ancing. The fifth feedback loop ‘Smart Office IoT ecosystem scope’ (R5) is a reinforcing loop, which 
represents the relation between the dimensions of ecosystem scope and IoT value.  

4.2 Main Effects of IoT Capability and Ecosystem Scope 

Running a simulation run of the preliminary SD model reveals how manipulation of IoT capability and 
ecosystem scope parameters influence the value of different types of IoT data over time. We simulated 
the SD model using generic values with levels defined in the range from one to ten and rates of change 
between 0 and 1 so that the formulas specifying each parameter mapped the relation derived from the 
preliminary analyses based on respondents’ estimations of parameter values. We simulated the model 
setting the baseline value 5, low settings to 1 and high settings to 9 (0.1 and 0.9 respectively for rates of 
change) in order to illustrate the main effects of each parameter. Figure 2 shows how focusing on low 
IoT capability devices can leverage activity-based data assets, thus generating significantly high value. 
However, the high generation of activity specific value comes at the expense of value creation related 
to policies, processes and decision making that all converge on 0 by tick 12. On the other hand, while 
high IoT capability constrains the generation of activity-based value flows, it promotes a higher degree 
of decision-making thus increasing the performance of the IoT ecosystem as a whole.  

 
Figure 2.  IoT capability simulation results. 

Similarly, low settings on the IoT ecosystem scope parameter seem to promote value flows related to 
decision-making while a high setting retains decision-making value and promoting activity-based value 
flows as shown in figure 3.   
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Figure 3.  Ecosystem scope simulation results. 

While the preliminary SD simulation shown here use generic equations and parameter settings and there-
fore does not provide validated predictions of specific IoT ecosystems, they do illustrate how SD mod-
elling can be a useful instrument to explore the behaviour of value flows in IoT ecosystems over time. 
Next, we conclude the paper by discussing the limitations of this research in progress and propose next 
steps for our research.   

5 Limitations and Further Research 

In this paper we have proposed a conceptual framework for value flows in IoT ecosystems and proposed 
an approach for quantifying them over time. However, while pointing out a way forward, there are 
several steps that should be taken in subsequent research to mitigate the obvious shortcomings of this 
preliminary research.  

First, we are in the process of collecting additional sensor data from the Smart Office IoT infrastructure.  
This will enable refinement and empirical validation of the model and further development of its com-
ponent parts as necessary. As it stands, the results are based on generic parameter values with a baseline 
set to 5, high values to 10, and low values to 1. Validation and calibration of the model would enable 
several Monte Carlo runs of the simulation to more firmly and in greater detail establish the causal and 
generative effects of each of the model parameters. Also, interaction effects between model parameters 
should be simulated to account for the contingencies and specific scenarios of various IoT business 
models.  

The key elements of the model proposed in this paper would be relevant across a number of contexts 
involving IoT ecosystems other than building design and operations. For instance, the model would be 
suitable for contexts containing several institutional ecosystem members, such as financial services or 
government contexts, whereas its applicability in IoT ecosystems made up primarily of individual mem-
bers might be limited. The generalisability of the model is a pressing concern for our further research.   

We hope that further exploration of value flows in IoT ecosystems would inform and encourage business 
model generation for IoT ecosystems. Specifically, such novel IoT ecosystem business models can in-
crease the scope of value generation beyond a single firm or organisation by leveraging the capabilities 
of emerging IoT infrastructures.  
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Data-driven services to support in the design, construction and operation of 

buildings – conceptual study 

Data-driven services enabled by the Internet of Things (IoT) receives increasing attention in the 

architectural, engineering, construction and facility management industry. Data-driven services 

can improve indoor environmental quality, energy-efficiency and occupant satisfaction in 

buildings. However, previous research has not provided a framework to describe how data-

driven services support building stakeholders (e.g., building owners, building operation staff 

and engineers) in designing, constructing and operating buildings. This paper aimed to provide 

such a conceptual framework. The framework was built upon the concepts of business 

ecosystems, IoT business models and data-value chain to describe how data-driven services 

provide information to building stakeholders to create and capture value across the building life 

cycle. The framework was applied to a case study on a Danish office building and three specific 

data-driven services for improving heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) 

performance, occupant satisfaction and office space-use. The conceptual framework clarified, 

e.g., how collecting and analysing occupancy data supported building owners in space-use 

optimisation to obtain “exchange value” or HVAC engineers in HVAC rightsizing to obtain 

“cost saving”. The practical implication of this research was to support providers or developers 

of data-driven services to characterise the expected value proposition of data-driven services to 

support building stakeholders.  

Keywords: Built environment; Business ecosystem; Construction Management; Data-driven 

service; Facility Management; Knowledge transfer 

Introduction 

Numerous studies (e.g., (Geng et al., 2019; Majcen et al., 2013; Zou et al., 2018)) have 

emphasised that a discrepancy exists between the expected and actual building energy and indoor 

environmental quality (IEQ) performance. For example, van Dronkelaar et al. (2016) identified that 

the measured energy consumption of 25 offices varied by 53% compared to their predicted energy 

consumption. Karmann et al. (2018) identified that only 43% of the 52,920 respondents in 351 office 

buildings mainly in North America were thermally satisfied than the expected 80% recommended by 

ASRHAE (2010). This so-called performance gap is attributed, among others, to improper fault 
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detection of building construction projects (Bordass et al., 2004; Rasmussen & Due, 2019) and 

inappropriate or unrealistic input variables in building simulation models for building energy 

performance evaluation (de Wilde, 2014; Kragh et al., 2017). The root cause of the mentioned issues 

and the building performance gap is the lack of insights into the actual building performance. 

Specifically, an information gap exists between the building operational performance and the building 

stakeholders (occupants, owners, developers, building operating managers, engineers, architects, 

contractors and policymakers) in the building life cycle stages (planning, design, construction, 

commissioning1 and operation) (Arens & Brown, 2012; Bordass et al., 2004). The solution to this 

problem is to close the information gap by implementing and maintaining information and knowledge 

transfer among the building stakeholders. Post-occupancy evaluation (POE) offers such a solution. 

POE has been used as a process to collect insights on building energy use, IEQ and occupant 

behaviour and satisfaction from existing buildings for the benefit of building design and operation 

(Graham et al., 2021; Leaman et al., 2010; Loftness et al., 2009). For example, Cohen et al. (2001) 

conducted a series of screenings (occupant surveys, walkthroughs, energy data collection, etc.) of 16 

buildings in the United Kingdom from 1995 to 1999 in the Probe project. The project resulted in a 

series of lessons learned, such as the need for demand-responsive building control (Bordass, Cohen, 

et al., 2001). The findings were intended to improve the operational performance of the current 

buildings and guide building stakeholders to make appropriate decisions to improve future buildings.  

POE studies have traditionally used laboratory-grade sensor instruments, extensive paper- or 

web-based questionnaires and walkthroughs to collect findings, e.g. (Cohen et al., 2001; Huizenga et 

al., 2002; J. Park et al., 2018), (Li et al., 2018). In recent years, the advancements of technologies for 

 

1 The term commissioning should not be mistaken for the commissioning process defined in ASHRAE 

guideline 0 (2019). Instead it is used to describe the building life cycle stage in which the building is 

prepared for handover. 
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data collection using the Internet of Things (IoT) and the Building Management System (BMS) have 

provided increased access to detailed and continuous data streams on building energy use, IEQ and 

occupant behaviour and feedback (e.g., (Langevin et al., 2015; Lassen et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2014)). 

This advancement introduces a data-driven approach, consisting entirely of sensors and wireless 

devices, for conducting POE and enabling the information and knowledge transfer among building 

stakeholders (e.g., (Berquist et al., 2019; Konis, 2013; Parkinson et al., 2019)). Besides this 

application, data-driven approaches or services have been applied to forecasting of buildings’ energy 

use (Amasyali & El-Gohary, 2018), control of heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) (J. 

Y. Park et al., 2019) and modelling of occupant behaviour in building simulation models (Azar et al., 

2020). The benefit of data-driven services is the wide range of applications, but the specific benefit 

and value creation of data-driven services are perceived as unclear among building stakeholders 

(Ahmed et al., 2017; Woodhead et al., 2018). Furthermore, the above-mentioned studies were centred 

mainly round a specific use-case. Therefore, it becomes unclear whether the same data-driven service 

can be applied in other contexts than the particular context studied. 

A few scientific publications were identified that described the wide range of applications and 

the benefit of data-driven services to support the building stakeholders in each stage of the building 

life cycle. For example, D’oca et al. (2018) proposed that occupant-related data together with data-

driven models could be used to evaluate occupants’ impact on building energy use to support 

stakeholders in designing and operating energy-efficient buildings. Arens and Brown (2012) 

discussed the benefits and challenges of collecting and using building operational data (e.g., using 

occupant survey) to close the information gap among stakeholders at each stage of the building life 

cycle. The aforementioned studies provided a detailed description of data-driven services to support 

information and knowledge transfer among the building stakeholders in each building life cycle stage. 

However, the studies did not conceptualise the connection between data-driven services and value 
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creation. In other words, the studies did not clarify how the collected building-related data was 

“transformed” to information and used to support building stakeholders for the benefit of building 

design and operation. Holzwarth et al. (2019) proposed a conceptual framework to describe the value 

of using data analytics in the building life cycle stages. The conceptual framework described the value 

created by engaging in a specific data analytic activity at the early stages of the building life cycle 

and appropriating this value later in the life cycle. For example, applying energy prediction in building 

design to provide ecological value in the form of energy efficiency during building operation. 

However, the conceptual framework of Holzwarth et al. (2019) did not incorporate the information 

and knowledge transfer that is central in closing the building performance gap.  

The main objective of the study presented in this paper was to propose a conceptual 

framework to clarify the use and benefits of data-driven services. Specifically, the aim was to develop 

a conceptual framework to describe how data collection supported building stakeholders to create 

and capture value across the building life cycle. Such a framework should support building 

professionals, building researchers and technology providers with experience in data-driven 

technologies to describe: How a particular data-driven service provides information to stakeholders 

to create and capture value across the building life cycle? 

Method 

The study objective was addressed by drawing upon existing literature on construction 

management (Ussing et al., 2017) and facility management (FM) (Brøgger et al., 2018) as well as IoT 

business models (Turber et al., 2014), ecosystem concept (Moore, 1996; Thomas & Autio, 2014) and 

data-based value creation (Lim et al., 2018). The conceptual framework was applied to a case study 

on a Danish office building and three data-driven services developed by the present study’s main 

author and co-author. The concepts are introduced in the following sections.  
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The building life cycle and building stakeholders 

The organisations and processes revolving round buildings are typically characterised by the 

building life cycle. The stages in the building life cycle are detailed in different ways, but overall, 

they are described as planning, design, construction, commissioning, operation and end of life 

(Brøgger et al., 2018; Holzwarth et al., 2019; Ussing et al., 2017). Planning, design, construction and 

commissioning make up the construction process of a building. During planning, ideas or needs for 

a building project are clarified and defined, and the relevant stakeholders are gathered and organised 

(Ussing et al., 2017). During design, the ideas and needs related to the building are realised in the 

form of technical descriptions, building drawings and documentation of compliance with building 

legislation and requirements. The building is constructed and then commissioned and handed over to 

the occupant organisation (Ussing et al., 2017). The operation stage is when the building is serving 

its purpose (Ussing et al., 2017). The stage can be further characterised as a cyclic process of 

maintaining the building to serve its purpose through maintenance and refurbishment. The final stage, 

end of life, of a building occurs when the building can no longer serve a given purpose or requirement 

(Ussing et al., 2017), resulting in its demolition.  

The theoretical background of the conceptual framework 

As the conceptual framework aimed to describe the value creation and appropriation of data-

driven services across the building life cycle, the ecosystem concept (Moore, 1993; Thomas & Autio, 

2014) was adopted to develop the conceptual framework. “Ecosystem” is a concept from management 

and information system literature used to analyse a network of participants collaborating or 

competing in a specific environment (Tsujimoto et al., 2018). The concept emerged as a metaphor 

from biology and has been used in different contexts to describe the network of participants in, e.g., 

social, IT platform, and business environments (Peltoniemi & Vuori, 2004; Tsujimoto et al., 2018). 

Generally, an ecosystem is characterised as a network of participants who have different attributes, 
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are technically, socially or economically interdependent and are organised round core assets or 

services (Peltoniemi & Vuori, 2004; Tsujimoto et al., 2018).  

In the present study, the following two ecosystem concepts were adopted to develop the 

conceptual framework: The business ecosystem concept, initially described by Moore (1993, 1996), 

described the network of participants in the context of a business environment. The ecosystem 

concept by Thomas and Autio (2014) defined the institutional factors necessary to enable a 

sustainable value-creating environment. The following sections elaborate on the two concepts. 

The business ecosystem concept   

Business models are generally made up of how an organisation creates value for its customers 

(value proposition) and how it captures/appropriates that value (revenue) (Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014). 

Moore (1993) proposed that value creation should not be understood from a firm-centric view, in 

which the company solely accounts for all costs and revenue. Instead, it should be understood from a 

network-centric view. Moore (1996) described the business ecosystem as consisting of a network of 

customers, service providers, suppliers, regulatory bodies existing, cooperating and co-evolving in a 

socio-economic environment. The business ecosystem participants are organised round flows of 

value-generating core assets (Iansiti & Lakhani, 2014; Leminen et al., 2012). This core can be any 

asset that is shared among the ecosystem participants and an essential part of their business.  

In the context of data-driven services, the core asset is sensor data (Andersen & Sheikh Khan, 

2019). The ecosystem participants are the building stakeholders who contribute and gain from using 

sensor data. The value, role and hierarchy in the business environment are elaborated later in the 

paper.  
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The ecosystem concept from an institutional perspective 

The ecosystem concept by Thomas and Autio (2014) is an analytical lens to study the 

institutional or cultural factors present in a network of participants who collaborate in value creation 

in any environment. The foundation for using the ecosystem concept was: First, network participants 

need to recognise they collaborate to create value, and second, the following ecosystem 

characteristics need to be present (Thomas & Autio, 2014): Network of participants, governance 

system and shared logic. The network should consist of participants with specialised capabilities (e.g., 

architects, engineers and contractors) that complement one another and co-evolve over time. The 

governance system coordinates the participants’ activities through authority structure (e.g., contracts 

between the designers and client), membership control (e.g., project management) and task 

coordination. Shared logic consists of the social and cognitive elements realising the participants’ 

interdependency through legitimacy (e.g., shared social norms and beliefs), trust and mutual 

awareness (e.g., a shared understanding of how to create value for a client). Pulkka et al. (2016) used 

this ecosystem concept to describe the institutional factors affecting the collaboration among building 

stakeholders in six construction projects in Finland and Sweden. They identified that the ecosystem 

concept was suitable for analysing the network of participants in a building construction project. 

Furthermore, they identified that construction networks operating according to ecosystem 

characteristics functioned well and achieved project goals, i.e. led to value creation.  

The proposed conceptual framework in the present study assumed that if ecosystem 

participants regarding data-driven services acted according to ecosystem characteristics, they 

contributed to value creation at a specific stage in the building life cycle. Specifically, value creation 

was described as the successful implementation of information and knowledge transfer among 

building stakeholders, improving building operational performance and obtaining business value.   
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Characterising the conceptual framework for data-driven services for the built environment 

The proposed conceptual framework was intended to describe the following: The process in 

which the collected data was “transformed” into action or decision performed by the building 

stakeholders, and the stakeholder involvement in value creation across the building life cycle. 

Accordingly, the conceptual framework was based on existing literature on IoT business models, 

intended to describe the above-mentioned points. Specifically, the IoT business model developed by 

Turber et al. (2014) was used for this purpose. The three core components (who, where and why) 

forming the IoT business model (Turber et al., 2014) were applied to characterise the conceptual 

framework. The component “who” referred to the business ecosystem participants revolving round 

the shared core asset. Specifically, this included the building stakeholders who used data-driven 

services, including the stakeholders who collected and analysed the sensor data. This component was 

denoted business ecosystem scope. The component “where” referred to the value creation process, 

i.e., the process in which sensor data was collected, analysed and “transformed” to information used 

by the building stakeholders. This process was denoted the data-value chain, according to Lim 

(2018). The component “why” referred to the benefits the ecosystem participants obtained by 

collaborating in the business environment according to ecosystem characteristics. This component 

was denoted data-enabled value. The components to characterise the data-driven services for the built 

environment are presented in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The components of the conceptual framework for describing data-driven services for the 

built environment. 

Data-value chain of data-driven services  

The data-value chain was defined as the process of transforming sensor data into information 

that supported the decisions and actions of stakeholders (Lim et al., 2018). Lim et al. (2018) identified 

nine factors characterising data-based value creation by analysing six case studies on information-

intensive services. The factors matching the component “where” in Fig. 1 were adopted in the present 

study. These factors were data collection, information creation and value creation (Lim et al., 2018) 

and presented in Table 1. 

  

Why: 

Data-enabled 

value 

Who: 

Business 

ecosystem 

scope 

Where: 

Data-value 

chain 

Conceptual framework for 

data-driven services for the 

built environment 
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Table 1. The data-value chain for data-driven services based on Lim et al. (2018). 

Steps in data-value chain Description 

Data collection Collecting sensor data during the building operation. 

Information creation Processing, analysing and presenting collected data, e.g. using statistical 

methods, machine learning algorithms or data visualisation, as information that a 

human or machine (e.g., HVAC control) could use. 

Value creation An activity performed by the building stakeholders involving the obtained 

information for creating value at a specific stage in the building life cycle. 

Business ecosystem scope of data-driven services 

The business ecosystem scope can be characterised as three tiers (Mazhelis et al., 2012; 

Moore, 1996), presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. The business ecosystem tiers. 

Business ecosystem tier Description 

Core business The building stakeholders generating the core services and with a high level of 

power to affect them. 

Extended enterprise The building stakeholders highly interested in contributing and gaining from the 

core services but with limited power to affect them. 

Business environment The socio-economic environment includes the remaining building stakeholders. 

The stakeholders are not necessarily interested in the core services but indirectly 

affect them through, e.g., policies or laws. 

The core services were identified as the activities performed during the building life cycle stages (e.g., 

designing, constructing and using buildings) and the three steps described by the data-value chain 

(Table 1). For identifying and organising the participants in the business ecosystem, the following 

steps were conducted: Firstly, the building stakeholders in the building life cycle were identified 

based on the building stakeholder overview (Table 3) presented by Macmillan (2006). The 

involvement of building stakeholders depends on the function and type of the particular building and 

the way the construction and operation processes are organised, e.g., whether it is a turnkey or general 

contract; private or public project; or a commercial or non-commercial building (Brøgger et al., 2018; 
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Ussing et al., 2017).  

Table 3. The stakeholder group in the built environment adopted from Macmillan (2006). 

Stakeholder group Description 

Finance Building developers and investors 

Design & Construction Architects, engineers and contractors 

Occupant organisation Building owners, tenants and operation staff 

Public realm The local and national authorities and communities 

Visitors to building Guests 

Secondly, the identified building stakeholders were mapped to the building life cycle stages at which 

they were present. The presence of individual stakeholders at each building life cycle stage depends 

on their role in satisfying a specific need (Ussing et al., 2017). Table 4 provides an overview of the 

stakeholders at the construction and operation processes of an office building. Building stakeholders’ 

activities were described according to construction (Ussing et al., 2017) and facility management 

literature (Brøgger et al., 2018). Thirdly, the mapping was used to identify the building stakeholders 

critical for enabling or interested in contributing to the data-value chain, according to Table 2.  
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Table 4. Stakeholders and their activities in the construction and operation of an office building. 

Building 

life cycle 
Stakeholder Main activity 

C
o
n
st

ru
ct

io
n
 p

ro
ce

ss
: 

P
la

n
n

in
g

, 
d
es

ig
n

 a
n
d

 c
o

n
st

ru
ct

io
n

 

Developer Financial administration, e.g., market analysis, defining requirements related 

to the function, aesthetic and technical aspect of the building. Structuring the 

construction project. Project management. 

Owner Investment administration, defining requirements related to the function, 

aesthetic and technical aspect of the building. Structuring the construction 

project. Project management. 

Design & 

construction 

Project management, design and planning of, e.g., HVAC system. 

Construction of the building. Fault detection during handover. Performance 

tests. 

Technology 

providers 

Construction and commissioning of technical systems. Performance tests. 

Tenants Requirements related to the function, aesthetic and technical aspects of the 

building. 

Operation staff Requirements related to the function, aesthetic and technical aspects of the 

building. 

Public realm Authorities consideration/processing.  

O
p

er
at

io
n
 p

ro
ce

ss
 

Owner Investment, financial and space administration: E.g., defining maintenance, 

development/refurbishment, environmental, technical strategies for the 

building, and optimising value of the property such as space use or cost 

reduction of operation.  

Tenants Office type of activities: E.g., meetings, work-desk activities, and large and 

small social/work-related gatherings.  

Operation staff Operation and service administration: E.g. ensuring the technical 

performance of HVAC and identifying and supporting user needs. 

Technology 

provider 

Contractual agreement: Yearly service of technical systems. 

Design & 

Construction 

One- and five-year contractual agreement: Fault detection and identification. 

Developer - 

Public realm Work environment authority 
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Data-enabled value of data-driven services  

Value is defined as “the benefits received for sacrifices given” (Coenen et al., 2013, p. 340). 

Benefits are what a stakeholder needs or requires, and sacrifices are both monetary (economic cost) 

and non-monetary (e.g., amount of time) (Coenen et al., 2013). The needs and requirements of 

stakeholders are considered as performance criteria. Sensor data becomes beneficial when it can meet 

stakeholders’ performance criteria. The data-enabled values for data-driven services are presented in 

Table 5. The four types of data-enabled value were adopted from IoT business models (Andersen & 

Sheikh Khan, 2019). Indirect value (Table 5) was the long-term effect of data-driven services. It was 

described according to the seven categories of value types for the built environment, initialled 

described by Macmillan (2006) and extended by Coenen et al. (2013). 

Table 5. Data-enabled value for data-driven services. 

Value 

type 
Data-enabled value  Description 

D
ir

ec
t 

v
al

u
e Cost saving Monetary saving obtained by using data-driven services. 

Revenue generation Revenue from providing data-driven services.  

Asset generation Selling/exchanging sensor data.  

In
d

ir
ec

t 
v
al

u
e 

Exchange value Building as a trading commodity. Its commercial value is measured by the 

price the market is willing to pay.  

Use value The contribution to satisfy the occupant organisation’s performance criteria. 

The performance criteria are related to comfort, safety, security and a sense of 

belonging (Oseland, 2009). 

Social value The ability to connect people, creating or enhancing positive social relations 

and interactions.  

Image value The contribution to the organisation’s identity, prestige, vision and reputation. 

Environmental value Concerning biodiversity, responsible consumption of resources, etc. 

Cultural value Historical development and “intangible issues” such as symbolism, inspiration 

and aesthetics. 
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Relationship value The non-monetary benefits and sacrifices manifested as, e.g., the experience 

of social and special treatment, mutual trust and tolerance. 

Results 

Description of case study: Data-driven services for a danish office building  

The conceptual framework introduced in the previous sections were applied to a case study 

on a Danish office building. The case building was a 16,400 m2 nine-story multi-tenant office 

constructed in 2014 and certified with DGNB platinum (DGNB, 2020). It was built as a development 

project initiated by a private developer company, a finance organisation, that initiated the project by 

investigating market opportunities for developing a building project on the given land. The developer 

financed and sold the building to a designated occupant organisation. During the planning stage, the 

developer and occupant organisation cooperated to define the building’s performance requirements. 

Later, during the design and construction, the design and construction group and the public realm 

were involved with the aforementioned stakeholder groups. Finally, the building was delivered to the 

occupant organisation attending to the operation of the building. The design and construction group 

were involved through their one- and five-year contractual agreement with the occupant organisation. 

The agreement was intended to ensure proper commissioning of the building after the handover. In 

the case building, the building visitors were less salient because it was a private building primarily 

used by the building tenants. Thus, visitors were not further considered in the present study. As the 

case building is still within its operation stage, the end of life would not be further discussed.  

Sensor data was collected using BMS and additional IoT sensors in the case building. The 

BMS infrastructure was described during the construction process by the design and construction 

group based on the building legislations formulated by building authorities; industry standards and 

norms formulated by the industry and utility companies; and requirements from the owner and 

developer. Technology providers of BMS and other building technologies (e.g., HVAC) were 
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responsible for establishing the infrastructure and typically providing services throughout the 

system’s lifespan. During building operation, the building owners, tenants or operation staff requested 

additional data collection. Accordingly, the operation staff contacted relevant technology providers 

to establish such data collection infrastructure using IoT sensors. The collected sensor data was used 

in the data-driven services described in the following sections. The data-driven services were denoted 

HVAC performance & sizing, Occupancy and Occupant feedback. Note that data-driven services were 

not implemented in the case building but only assumed to be implemented for the sake of the study.  

The business ecosystem scope for the case study 

Fig. 2 provides an overview of the stakeholders at each stage of the building life cycle (Table 

4) for the case building.  

 

Fig. 2. A mapping of the stakeholders according to their presence in the case building’s life cycle.  

The overview in Fig. 2 was used to describe the business ecosystem scope for the case study. The 

stakeholders had a varying level of power in affecting the case building’s design, construction and 

operation, including the requirements to the data collection infrastructure and the data-value chain of 

Planning Design Construction Operation End of life 

Finance: Developer 

Occupant organisationa: Owner, tenants, operation staff 

Design & Construction: Architects, engineers and contractors 

Public realm: Municipality and building authorities 

Technology providers 

a Tenants and operation staff were involved in the early operation stage 
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the three data-driven services. During the case building’s construction process, the tenants and 

operation staff were first known and involved in the late construction stage. During the building 

operation, they became important stakeholders and had a high level of power to affect and gain from 

the data-value chain. The developer and the design and construction group had a high level of power 

to affect the data collection infrastructure during building design and construction. However, they 

became less salient during the operation process, especially after the five-year contractual agreement 

with the building owner. Consequently, they had a low level of power to affect decisions regarding 

the data collection infrastructure during the building operation even though they might have had a 

high interest in gaining from it. The technology providers were responsible for maintaining their share 

of the established data collection infrastructure and providing data-driven services during building 

operation. Accordingly, the ecosystem scope of data-driven services for the case building was as 

presented in Fig. 3.  

 

Fig. 3. The business ecosystem scope for the case study. 

The data-value chain for the case study 

The first and second steps in the data-value chain (Table 1) were described for the three data-driven 

services in Table 6. The final step in the data-value chain (Table 1) was described in Table 7 

Core business 

Extended  

enterprise 

Business  

environment Design & Construction, 

building developer 

 

Public realm 

Occupant organisation 

technology providers 
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 for each stakeholder present in the business ecosystem scope (Fig. 3). Table 7 was created by 

“connecting” the data-driven services and the extracted information (Table 6) to the stakeholder 

activities (Table 4) they could support.   

Table 6. “Data collection” and “Information extraction” in the data-value chain for the case study. 

Contextual information Data-value chain 

# Reference Data source Sensor data Data collection 
Information 

extraction 
Information 

1 HVAC 

performance 

& sizing 

AHUa 

Office space 

Airflow 

Electrical power 

Indoor 

temperature 

Indoor CO2-

concentration 

BMS sensors 

IoT-based power 

meters 

Cumulative 

distribution 

Scatterplot 

Performance and 

sizing criteria 

Utilisation of AHU 

capacity 

Energy and indoor 

environmental 

performance of 

AHU compared to 

design criteria 

2 Occupancy Occupants Occupancy 

detection per desk 

in office space 

IoT-based PIRb 

sensors 

Median 

Cumulative 

distribution 

 

Occupancy 

schedule 

Office space-use 

over a day, hour 

and week 

3 Occupant 

feedback 

Occupants 

Office space 

Occupants’ 

thermal comfort 

and complaint 

votes 

Indoor 

temperature 

Airflow 

Panels of IoT-

based buttons 

Boxplots Daily percentage of 

votes and indoor 

condition compared 

during weeks or 

months. 

4 Occupant 

feedback 

Logistic regression 

analysis 

Decision tree 

Regression models 

Effect of indoor 

environmental or 

spatial-temporal 

factors on thermal 

votes 

Effect of control 

strategies on energy 

use and thermal 

comfort 

a Air-handling unit, b Passive-infrared.  
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Table 7. “Value creation” in the data-value chain for the case study. 

Contextual information Data-value chain 

Scope Stakeholder 
Information 

# refers to Table 6 
Value creation 

C
o
re

 b
u
si

n
es

s 

Owner #2: Utilisation of office space 

#3: Daily percentage of occupant votes 

Defining requirements 

Branding/benchmarking 

Space administration 

Refurbishment strategy 

Environmental and technical strategy 

Reduce the cost of operation 

Increase the value of property 

Tenants #2: Utilisation of office space 

#3: Daily percentage of occupant votes 

Space administration 

Improving work condition 

Operation staff #1: Performance of AHU 

#2: Occupancy schedule 

#2: Utilisation of office space 

#3: Daily percentage of occupant votes 

#4: Effect of control strategies on energy 

use and thermal comfort 

Technical performance of HVAC 

Fault detection and diagnostic 

“Occupant service” handling 

Technology 

providers 

#1: Utilisation of AHU 

#2: Performance of AHU 

#4: Effect of control strategies on energy 

use and thermal comfort 

Commissioning and balancing of 

HVAC 

Fault detection and diagnostic 

Ongoing maintenance 

E
x
te

n
d
ed

 

en
te

rp
ri

se
 

Design & 

Construction 

#1: Utilisation of AHU 

#1: Performance of AHU 

#2: Occupancy schedule 

#4: Effect of indoor condition on thermal 

votes 

Design/sizing of HVAC 

Performance test 

Fault detection and diagnostic 

Developer #2: Utilisation of office space Defining requirements 

B
u

si
n

es
s 

en
v

ir
o

n
m

en
t Public realm #1: Utilisation of AHU 

#2: Occupancy schedule 

Formulating legislation and 

requirements 

The expected data-enabled values for the case study 

The expected benefits of using the extracted information to support the stakeholders’ activities 

during the building life cycle were presented in Table 8. The data-enabled values (Table 5) were 

assigned based on previous research and publications related to topics such as POE (e.g., (Arens & 
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Brown, 2012; Bordass, Leaman, et al., 2001; Loftness et al., 2009)) or data-driven building operation 

and design (e.g., (Pritoni et al., 2017)) as well as the main authors’ interpretation of opinions collected 

through informal interviews, meetings and workshops with stakeholders (HVAC engineers, project 

managers, CEO, etc.) in the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) industry.   

Table 8. The expected data-enabled values for the case study. 

Contextual information Examples of data-enabled value 

Reference 

Scope Stakeholder Direct value Indirect value 

C
o
re

 b
u
si

n
es

s 

Owner Cost saving: Reducing 

running expenses 

 

Exchange value: Minimising 

construction and operation cost and 

maximising rents 

Image value: Sustainability, 

corporate social responsibility 

(Brøgger et al., 

2018; Ive, 2006; 

Ussing et al., 

2017) 

Tenants Cost saving: Minimising 

rent incl. utilities 

 

Use and social value: Convenience 

related to building use, improve the 

work environment, e.g., productivity 

and reduce absenteeism 

Image value: Corporate social 

responsibility 

(Bordass, 

Leaman, et al., 

2001; Brøgger et 

al., 2018; Ive, 

2006; Warren, 

2003)  

Operation staff Cost saving: Minimising 

resource and energy use 

Asset generation: 

Exchange sensor data for 

services (e.g., insights on 

occupant satisfaction) 

Relationship value: Minimising 

complaints and acceptable 

relationship with tenants,  

Image value: Sustainability, 

corporate social responsibility 

(Bordass, 

Leaman, et al., 

2001; Brøgger et 

al., 2018) 

Technology 

providers 

Revenue generation: 

Providing data-driven 

services 

Asset generation: Selling 

collected data to third 

parties  

Image value: Sustainability, 

corporate social responsibility 

- 

E
x
te

n
d
ed

 e
n
te

rp
ri

se
 Design & 

Construction 

Revenue generation: 

Providing data-driven 

services 

Cost saving: Minimising 

construction cost by 

rightsizing, avoid delays 

due to faults, reduce risks  

Relationship value: Credibility and 

transparency in providing service, 

informed decisions and actions, i.e., 

be “on top of client’s needs” 

Image value: Prestige and reputation 

using “innovative” methods, learning 

from past projects 

 

(Arens & 

Brown, 2012; 

Macmillan, 

2006; Ussing et 

al., 2017) + 

informal 

interviews 
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Developer - Exchange value: Minimising 

construction cost and maximising 

rent/selling price 

Relationship value: Informed 

decisions and actions, i.e. be “on top 

of client’s needs” 

Image value: Reputation using 

“innovative” methods 

(Ive, 2006) + 

informal 

interview 

B
u

si
n

es
s 

en
v

ir
o

n
m

en
t Public realm - Environmental value: Sustainable 

building operation that satisfies 

regional and national legislations 

Cultural value: Innovation and 

example of “data-driven” building 

(Niras, 2018) 

Discussion 

Applying the conceptual framework to describe the use and benefits of data-driven services 

for the case study 

The previous section described the three components of the conceptual framework for the 

case study. By joining these three components, the following section provides examples of how the 

specific data-driven services in the cases study provided information to stakeholders to create and 

capture value across the building life cycle. The examples were based on the occupant organisation 

in the core business and the design and construction group in the extended enterprise.  

The conditions for using and benefitting from data-driven services in the case building  

Suppose that the building stakeholders in the case study recognised they collaborated in creating 

value and acted according to the three ecosystem characteristics (network of participants, governance 

system and shared logic) (Pulkka et al., 2016; Thomas & Autio, 2014), they could form a business 

ecosystem figuratively. The participants of this business ecosystem (Fig. 3) could apply the three 

data-driven services (Table 6-Table 7) to create and capture a range of different types of value (Table 

8). The core asset, sensor data, was transformed into information that created value if it supported, 

e.g., the tenants, operation staff or design and construction group in activities related to the 

construction and operation of buildings. Fig. 4 shows an example of the business ecosystem for the 

data-driven service, “Occupancy”. 
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Fig. 4. Examples of data-enabled value for the data-driven service, “Occupancy”, for the business 

ecosystem in the case study. 

Examples of applying data-driven services to support the occupant organisation  

The tenants (i.e. occupants) used the case building for office-related activities; the operation 

staff was responsible for operating the building and providing services to the tenants; and the building 

owner considered the building as an asset and depended financially on the tenants renting the office 

space. The tenants would generally rent the office as long as the building satisfied their needs and 

requirements. The IEQ in the office was important for the tenants. The indoor environment (indoor 

temperature, indoor air quality, amount of space etc.) affect occupants’ health and work productivity 

(Lan et al., 2011; WARGOCKI et al., 2000) as well as their perceived comfort and satisfaction with 

the office space (M. Frontczak et al., 2012; Monika Frontczak & Wargocki, 2011). Additionally, the 

financial consideration was important for the occupant organisation: The rent of the office space, 

including the amount of space, was important for the tenants (Warren, 2003); the running cost of 

operation and maintenance was important for the building owner and the operation staff (Brøgger et 
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al., 2018); and the revenues collected through rents were essential for the business model of the 

building owner (Brøgger et al., 2018).  

The occupant organisation benefitted from data-driven services in the following way (Table 7). For 

example, studies suggest that offices are not fully utilised (e.g. (Davis & Nutter, 2010; Duarte et al., 

2013)) leading to higher operating costs due to inefficient use of office resources. This would mean 

costly rents for tenants if they underutilise the rented space or a missed opportunity for the building 

owner to rent space to new potential tenants. Tenants or the owner could make an informed decision 

to optimise the amount of space by using information about space utilisation (Warren, 2003), i.e., the 

percentage of occupants using an office space during a day or week (Table 6: “Occupancy”). The 

tenants could reduce their space-use to match the actual occupancy levels, or the building owners 

could optimise space-use to rent more space to other tenants. Additionally, the operation staff could 

use the information on occupancy levels to optimise the current building operation and reduce 

electrical, heating and cooling energy use, leading to “cost savings” for the occupant organisation. 

Alternatively, the owner could rent out more space, thereby achieving an “exchange value” in the 

form of increased revenues. The occupant organisation could also achieve “image value” in being 

environmentally conscious by reducing energy waste. In the long run, this could become an 

“environmental value” benefitting the public realm in the business environment.  

As pointed out by, among others, Warren (2003), the amount of space-use should not be the 

only metric for evaluating the effective use of spaces. Occupants’ well-being regarding IEQ (e.g. 

(Hoxha et al., 2020)) is also essential to consider. Consequently, the data-driven service related to the 

monitoring of occupant comfort (Table 6: “Occupant feedback”) could be used to collect information 

about the percentage of occupants satisfied or dissatisfied with the indoor environment in the office 

space. The information about the percentage of dissatisfied allowed the tenants or operation staff to 

react to growing issues caused by, e.g., a cold indoor environment, which negatively affected 

occupants’ well-being and productivity. This application could lead to a “use value” for the tenants 

as they ensured acceptable working conditions. The operation staff could use this information and 

information on occupants’ indoor environmental preferences to obtain “relationship value”. This 

value could be obtained by providing efficient complaint management (e.g. (Pritoni et al., 2017)) and 
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facilitating a constructive discussion with occupants about ways to improve the indoor condition (e.g. 

(Clear et al., 2017)). The building owner could use the information to gain “exchange value” as they 

could document whether the IEQ in the building was living up to the tenants’ expectations or 

benchmark building performance to identify whether the building performed better than competitors’ 

buildings.     

Examples of applying data-driven services to support the design and construction group   

The designers were responsible for the case building’s interior and exterior design, including 

its technical construction and systems. The contractors were responsible for the construction and 

commissioning (incl. handover) of the building. The contractual agreement between the 

developer/building owner and the design and construction group was likely based on a price given 

during the competitive bidding. The price was based on preliminary information about the building 

project in the form of, e.g., early technical drawings and descriptions related to space allocation, 

HVAC design and size.  

The design and construction group is typically faced with limited time and resources in 

acquiring enough information for providing an optimised HVAC design (Jacobs & Henderson, 2002). 

Furthermore, the use of conservative standards or assumptions related to, e.g., occupancy levels or 

the risk of under-sizing HVAC units can lead to sub-optimised and costly design solutions (Bordass 

et al., 2004; Gorter, 2012). Studies have demonstrated that these practices have led to oversized 

HVAC units (e.g. (Crozier, 2000; Gorter, 2012)) and higher costs related to energy use and 

maintenance due to frequent wear (e.g. (Djunaedy et al., 2011)). Consequently, the information about 

the HVAC utilisation level and occupancy levels (Table 6: “HVAC performance and sizing” and 

“Occupancy”) could address the problems above. The design and construction group could use this 

information to make informed decisions in sizing HVAC units, i.e. providing “evidence-based 

design” (Fig. 5). Identifying and limiting oversizing could become a “cost saving” for the design and 
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construction group. Additionally, it could provide transparency in the design process, thereby 

strengthening the relationship to the client (developer and owner) in the form of “relationship value”. 

According to Table 8, optimising construction costs based on the aforementioned information could 

benefit the developer and the building owner in the form of “exchange value”. Furthermore, the 

business environment would achieve “environmental value” as resource-use and environmental 

impact of constructing large technical rooms and shafts for oversized HVAC units would be 

optimised for actual building use.  

Other examples of data-driven services applied by the design and construction group were 

listed in Fig. 5.  

 

Fig. 5. Data-driven services as part of existing services of AEC companies. The services are ranked 

according to their potential values and risks (e.g. cost, required knowledge and skills, amount of time) 

based on the main author’s evaluation. Cx is an abbreviation for commissioning.  

For example, the design and construction group could provide new or improved services (Markendahl 

et al., 2017; Woodhead et al., 2018) as part of existing services such as commissioning. The services 
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supported the collection, analysis and application of information on performance monitoring of, e.g., 

air-handling units (Table 6: #1) for energy-screening as part of refurbishment projects; and 

monitoring of IEQ and occupant comfort (Table 6: #4) for conducting the contractual one- and five-

year audit. The services could bring “revenue generation” to the group. Additionally it could improve 

the “image value” of the group (Ernstsen et al., 2021; Hale, 2020) as an innovative group using data-

driven technologies to promote energy efficiency and occupant comfort in the built environment. One 

ambitious vision with data-driven services pointed out by the interviewees and, among others, 

Bordass, Leaman, et al. (2001) was the application of building operational data as evidence to 

challenge existing legislation and requirements formulated by industry organisations and authorities 

(Fig. 5: “Building information database”). This could be related to prescriptive design requirements 

such as the use of fixed and conservative occupancy schedules for documenting compliance with 

building energy codes (e.g. (O’Brien et al., 2020)). Instead of only using the information from data-

driven services to improve a specific building, the accumulation of data, e.g., occupancy level from 

various buildings, could affect the whole building industry equalising the terms and conditions at 

which each AEC company compete in the bidding of a given project (Bordass, Leaman, et al., 2001). 

For example, using occupancy schedules reflecting actual use of buildings could lead to a systematic 

reduction in oversizing and become an “environmental value” for the public realm.  

Closing the information and building performance gap  

As described in the introduction, information and knowledge transfer can close the building 

performance gap benefitting building design and operation. Data-driven services provide a feasible 

approach for conducting POE (e.g., (Berquist et al., 2019; Parkinson et al., 2019)). Realising the data-

driven services through a business ecosystem could theoretically provide information and knowledge 

transfer among the building stakeholders. For example, the data-driven service “Occupancy” (Fig. 4), 

which benefitted the tenants in the core business with space administration of the current building, 
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could be used by the design and construction group for HVAC rightsizing in future buildings. 

Consequently, information extracted from an existing building could be used to operate the current 

building and construct future buildings, thereby closing the information gap. Fig. 6 illustrates the 

data-value chain steps for a current operation process supporting a future construction process. 

 

Fig. 6. Information and knowledge transfer through the data-value chain for closing the information 

gap between building design and operation. 

The fragmented multi-stakeholder landscape of the AEC/FM industry challenges the 

realisation of data-driven services 

Even though data-driven services provide a technological mean to close the information and 

knowledge transfer, the organisational aspect is still not fully addressed (Arens & Brown, 2012; 

Rasmussen, 2020). One major challenge in the current organisation of stakeholders involved in the 

construction and operation of buildings is related to the late involvement of key stakeholders. 

Typically, design requirements are defined by the developer or building owner in the planning stage 

of the building life cycle before the involvement of the design and construction group (Ussing et al., 

2017).  Consequently, this could hinder the design and construction group in influencing the design 

requirements by applying information obtained through data-driven services, e.g., for HVAC sizing. 

Similarly, the FM organisation, specifically the operation staff, is rarely involved in planning the 

building (Rasmussen, 2020; Ussing et al., 2017). This problem occurs because the FM organisation 

is not known during the planning and design (Brøgger et al., 2018) or because they are not considered 

to be involved in the construction process. Research suggests (e.g. (Rasmussen et al., 2019)) that the 
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missing representation of stakeholders with knowledge and experience of building operation in the 

construction process explains the performance gap between building design and operation. 

Furthermore, various factors, such as the limited project time, resources and the different aims of 

each stakeholder in the construction process, significantly challenge the stakeholders to optimise the 

building design to benefit the entire building life cycle (Ussing et al., 2017). For example, the building 

owner or developer strives to minimise the construction cost and timeframe. The design and 

construction group are interested in ensuring that the building is designed and constructed within the 

fixed timeframe and estimated cost with few delays and faults. No incentives are provided to the 

stakeholders for optimising the building’s design and construction to have a high performance during 

operation (Ussing et al., 2017). Furthermore, there is no incentive for the design and construction 

group to be actively involved after the building is handed over to the occupant organisation (Arens & 

Brown, 2012). Typically it is during the operation stage that problems start to surface, thus long after 

the involvement of the design and construction group (Bordass, Leaman, et al., 2001).  

The late involvement of stakeholders and the lack of incentive to optimise the building 

processes over the entire building life cycle challenge the use and benefits of data-driven services in 

the following two ways. Firstly, suppose the needs and requirements of the occupant organisation 

were not considered in the design and construction of the building. In this case, data-driven services 

risk not being considered valuable by the occupant organisation. For example, the lack of information 

to the occupant organisation about proper management and application of building operational data 

could lead to low-quality data resulting in a disbelieve that data could become valuable (Askew & 

Donn, 2018; Niras, 2018). Potentially, the “sacrifices” given by the occupant organisation to enable 

and maintain the “data collection” step in the data-value chain could exceed the benefits they obtain 

by using data-driven services. Consequently, this could lead to the occupant organisation disabling 

the “data collection” step, thereby disabling the entire data-value chain for the remaining participants 
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in the business ecosystem scope. Secondly, suppose the occupant organisation saw a value in enabling 

the “data collection” step. In that case, the remaining building stakeholders needed to contribute to 

the data-value chain to be considered part of the business ecosystem scope, as previously described. 

For example, the design and construction group could join the extended enterprise if they provided 

data-driven services (e.g., Fig. 5) to the occupant organisation. Accordingly, the design and 

construction group needed to become more salient during the building operation (Ernstsen et al., 

2021) than they are currently (Ussing et al., 2017). 

Partnerships as a solution to realise data-driven services 

The Danish AEC industry has experimented with multiple ways to organise stakeholders in 

the construction process (e.g., integrated project delivery (Kent & Becerik-Gerber, 2010) or strategic 

partnerships (Christoffer & Brinkø, 2020)) to ensure stakeholders collaborate and optimise over the 

entire building life cycle. Similarly, the FM industry (e.g. (Brøgger et al., 2018)) is also advocating 

the stakeholders in the building operation stage to become organised, e.g., according to established 

FM organisational practices (e.g. (DS/EN 15221-4, 2011)). Perhaps, some of these movements 

related to the organisation of stakeholders in the built environment could be extended to the 

organisation of stakeholders in data-driven services. Specifically, business partnerships, e.g., between 

the occupant organisation, the technology provider and the design and construction group, might 

realise data-driven services (Hale, 2020; Markendahl et al., 2017; Woodhead et al., 2018).  

Study limitation and future research 

A conceptual framework was proposed based on IoT business models (Turber et al., 2014), 

the ecosystem concept (Moore, 1996; Pulkka et al., 2016; Thomas & Autio, 2014), value creation in 

the built environment (Arens & Brown, 2012; Coenen et al., 2013; Macmillan, 2006) and data-value 

chain (Lim et al., 2018). It was outside the present study’s scope to explore other theories or concepts 
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suitable for describing the value creation and appropriation of data-driven services. Future research 

should look into existing publications in other research fields concerning data-driven services such 

as PropTech (Braesemann & Baum, 2020) and data-driven management (Kumar et al., 2013). For 

example, a recent study by Marcinkowski and Gawin (2020) proposed a data-driven business model 

framework to help a facility management company to describe the organisational and strategical 

aspects of going from a service-driven to a data-driven company.  

The conceptual framework was successfully applied to a case study to describe how data-

driven services provided information to building stakeholders to create and capture value across the 

building life cycle. The empirical data for the case study was provided mainly from the literature on 

POE, facility management and construction management, and informal observations and interviews 

made by the main author. Overall, the present study aimed to provide a preliminary and conceptual 

study to understand the value creation and appropriation of data-driven services. Future research 

should apply the conceptual framework to verify the underlying assumptions (such as the ecosystem 

characteristics) in case studies that have deployed data-driven services or formed partnerships round 

data-driven services.  

Conclusion 

The present study contributed with a conceptual framework to describe how data-driven 

services provided information to building stakeholders (e.g., building owners, occupants, contractors 

and building operation managers) to create and capture value across the building life cycle (e.g.,  

design and operation). The conceptual framework was, among others, based on business models for 

the Internet of Things and data-value chain. It was applied to a Danish office building and 

demonstrated, e.g., that occupancy information could support building owners with space 

management to obtain “exchange value” or designers with HVAC rightsizing to obtain “cost saving”. 

Furthermore, the conceptual framework could successfully describe data-driven services as a mean 
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for information and knowledge transfer to address the building performance gap. The underlying 

assumption of the conceptual framework was that the building stakeholders needed to collaborate in 

creating value with data-driven services. However, the current multi-fragmented organisation of the 

construction and facility management industry challenged this realisation. Business partnerships 

address this challenge by supporting building stakeholders to form an organisation round data-driven 

services. The practical implication of this research was to support building professionals and 

researchers providing or developing data-driven services to describe the expected value of a particular 

data-driven service for supporting building stakeholders across the building life cycle. 
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